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ABSTRACT

Libraries were a new building type of Ottoman architecture by the beginning of the eighteenth

century. However, they quickly gained a considerable place among the endowments of Ottoman

elites and remained one of the most carefully approached architectural questions throughout the

century. More than twenty purpose-designed libraries were built in Istanbul until the early

nineteenth century. This dissertation investigates the social and cultural conditions that paved the

way for this library movement, the dynamics that affected the variety of architectural formulas
developed for these buildings, and the receptions of the trend in the elite circles. The Ottomans

designed some of the libraries with allusions to the image of mosques and to that of the
pilgrimage shrine, and thus created symbols of the highly venerable status they gave to the effort
of learning, especially to religious studies. In several library buildings, they made identifiable
quotations from other monuments. This variety in library architecture is interpreted here as a
reflection of the rise of knowledge of architectural past as a subject of gentlemen's curiosity,
akin to interests in history, geography and literature. The latter genres had remarkably large
places in library collections compared to the public collections of earlier centuries that lacked
their own buildings. The broad demand for the accessibility of books in a wide range of fields
certainly formed a pillar of the library movement, but the rivalry emerged between the
dignitaries to donate rich libraries as urban landmarks demonstrates the power of this investment
as a social asset and a political gesture in the eighteenth century. These were predominantly
manuscript libraries; manual reproduction of books and accessibility of rare items were quite
important in this library regime.
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NOTE ON TRANSCRIPTION

The originals of the words and phrases quoted from Ottoman-Turkish texts are written in modem

Turkish orthography in Latin letters, while the originals of the translated quotes from Arabic and

Persian texts are given in Arabic letters. The terms related to Islamic institutions and learning

which are frequently used in scholarly studies in English, like waqfiyya, madrasa and adab, and

the names of books in Arabic and Persian are written in their common Anglicized versions.
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A firm headband, it collated the world-as-book

That remained disheveled in the hands of the unskilled.

From Lebib's poem for the Rdgib Papa Library in Istanbul (1763)



INTRODUCTION

In the petition he presented to the grand vizier in 1726 for permission to print books in

Arabic letters in a press to be founded in Istanbul, ibrahim Milteferrika referred to the benefits of

this technology. Among them was an increase in the number of books in places outside the

capital and, as a corollary, the "emergence of several full libraries there [in the provinces] as

well" (anlarda dahi nige memhQ kiitiibhdneler peydd olub). This, in turn, would improve the

conditions of learning for students and make those lands "with numerous books flourish and

rise" (kiftiib-i adide ile ma'mfir u dbdddn). In the introduction to the petition, Miteferrika

recalled the damage done to the great book collections of Transoxiana, Mesopotamia and Spain

by foreign invaders and stressed that manuscript production in the subsequent periods could not

compensate for these losses of the Muslims.' Milteferrika predicted the dissemination of libraries

when they had recently begun to appear in the built fabric of Istanbul, mostly in the previous few

decades. The petition was a formality for the printing press, which had actually initiated its

activity earlier that year with the support of Grand Vizier Damad ibrahim Papa who also built a

library section within the madrasa he opened in 1720. Yet, the Miteferrika Press worked until

1746, after which it halted activity until 1783. Ottoman printing progressed basically in the

nineteenth century, and the number of printed books remained quite low in circulation and in

library collections in the eighteenth century. Nevertheless, Miteferrika's prediction about the

proliferation of libraries did materialize in a remarkable scale and speed in the eighteenth

century. By the end of the eighteenth century, there were more than twenty public library

buildings in Istanbul, all founded by state dignitaries or sultans. They spread to the provinces

from the 1740s on, first by statesmen in the central administration, but in the early nineteenth

1 ibrahim, Er-Ris6letu'I-Musemm6 bi VesFIetu't-Tib6'a, in Lugat-i Vankulu I (Kostantiniyye, 1141 [1726]), ff. 6a-8a.
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century mostly by local notable families. New libraries continued to be built in the capital in the

first half of the nineteenth century, although with a slower pace.

This dissertation investigates the Ottoman library movement that unfolded between the

late seventeenth and early nineteenth centuries, virtually without the support Miteferrika

envisioned the printing press would provide in this respect, and discusses its historical dynamics.

The issues it addresses include the social circumstances in which the library building trend arose

and thrived, the characteristics of the library architecture the Ottomans created and the ways in

which the libraries were received and celebrated by their contemporaries. Libraries did not

become a building type of Ottoman architecture in the sixteenth century when the empire's elites

commissioned a massive number of public buildings. But libraries dotted the Istanbul landscape

in the eighteenth century and gradually found favor in the provinces as well. The thesis

concentrates on the libraries in Istanbul and takes into consideration all that were documented. A

number of examples from the provinces are incorporated into the analysis when they display

significant connections with certain themes discussed and allow for comparison; however, the

work does not present a comprehensive account of the provincial libraries. The library tradition

emanated from Istanbul where it was emblematic of the entire eighteenth century. All of the

libraries were waqf institutions, that is, charitable foundations of individuals, like the wide range

of public edifices from mosques and madrasas to hospitals built for centuries in the Islamic

world, including the Ottoman Empire, until the Tanzimat administration transferred some health

and education services to the central state's responsibility. In interpreting these monuments of

bibliophilia, this thesis brings together questions and methods of architectural history, social

history and the history of reading, and attempts to point at their intersections.
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In an age when cities and towns could be expected to flourish with the increase in the

number of books, public libraries gained an important and prestigious share in Ottoman

architectural production. Several of the most powerful political figures of the period endowed

library buildings; for some the library was their principle architectural commission. In other

instances, libraries were designed as prominent components of larger building ensembles. Some

libraries were physically situated in madrasas, while many were built as addenda to old mosques.

A group of others stood alone in the urban fabric. Ottoman libraries, with a few exceptions, were

relatively small structures. But with their overall quantity and the assertive and innovative

architectural features that many of them displayed, libraries occupied a place near the forefront

of Ottoman architecture in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

Next to the basic reference to "studying" books (mfitdlaa), the waqfiyyas (foundation

deeds) of all Ottoman libraries of the period point to manual copying (istinsdh) as another major

form of taking advantage of the collections that these buildings were designed to host and

support. This new but highly esteemed building type was a ground where valuable collections

were endowed to readers and/or copiers. Their function as "public scriptoria" must have been an

essential aspect of the conception of library buildings, and they most probably helped the

acceleration of manuscript production significantly in their period.

There are a number of recorded cases of palace libraries and publicly accessible libraries,

within the confines of great mosques or in independent buildings, in the Islamic lands in the

tenth and eleventh centuries. They served as hubs of scientific and literary debate as well as loci

of book production. But book endowment, which became an increasingly common charity,
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centered mostly in madrasas from the twelfth century onward. 2 Konrad Hirschler has revealed

the remarkable popularity that book endowment gained especially in the great cities of Syria and

Egypt from the thirteenth century on when numerous collections were formed in madrasas,

mosques and mausoleums. 3 Such collections were also established in the pre-Ottoman and

Ottoman periods in Anatolia and later in the Balkans and Istanbul as well. Several Mamluk,

Seljuk, and Ottoman collections had appointed librarians, "protectors/curators of books" (hdfiz-i

kiitfib), to assist patrons, and lists of books that could be browsed were not rare in these earlier

centuries. The eighteenth century stands as the pinnacle of this practice with an unprecedented

number of collections endowed to old types of institutions and to independent libraries, with the

larger sizes of collections, and particularly with the new trend of erecting special buildings for

libraries.4

A main point of departure of the present study is the conspicuous qualitative difference

between the perception of a group of books that bore the stamp of the individual who endowed

them and placed on shelves at a corner of a mosque or in a madrasa's lecture room and of a

library that resides in its own building. Library architecture in the waqf system is essentially an

accentuation and monumentalization of book endowment. A library edifice presents the

collection in an architectural envelope and emerges vastly more visible in the physical urban

space, sometimes as a true landmark. The name of the founder is thus far more strongly

memorialized. A corollary of this observation is that the rapid popularization of library buildings

marks a period when possessing rich book collections and sharing them with, and thus displaying

2 Johannes Pedersen, The Arabic Book (Princeton, 1984); George Makdisi, The Rise of Humanism in Classical Islam

and the Christian West (Edinburgh, 1990), pp. 54-59; Mohamed Makki Sibai, Mosque Libraries: An Historical Study

(London, New York, 1987).
3 Konrad Hirschler, The Written Word in the MedievalArabic Lands: A Social and Cultural History of Reading

Practices (Edinburgh, 2012).
4 In his recent study on world history of library architecture, James W. P. Campbell seems unaware of the very

existence of Ottoman library buildings. James W. B. Campbell, The Library: A World History (London, 2013).
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them to, the society served as an effective social asset and a favored political gesture,

significantly more than in earlier Ottoman centuries.

Most of the purpose-designed libraries were built within the physical and/or institutional

confines of madrasas until the 1730s. The weakening of this tie was coupled with the longer-term

growth of the place of books outside the madrasa curriculum, primarily works of history and

literature, in library collections and with the prominence of st'atesmen trained in the ranks of

scribal bureaucracy among the library founders during the latter two thirds of the eighteenth

century when the building type was most fashionable. Social rewards of pursuing studies and

personal advancement in libraries no doubt constituted a main pillar of the trend besides the

political returns of founding a library. In other words, the broad demand for libraries was

certainly decisive. The library building trend of the eighteenth century must have grown

symbiotically with the expansion of the Ottoman intellectual elite both in size and in

composition.

The excitement created by the new building type and the optimism developed around it

must have had a remarkable scale. In the words of a poet who commemorated Sultan Mahmud

I's Fatih Library in 1742, this sovereign "emphatically adopted constructing libraries as his

modus/emblem" (deranunda musammem idi, kitabhdne bindsi ana meslek).5 Mahmud I indeed

commissioned five library buildings between the 1730s and 1750s.

Building a library substantially differed from endowing a madrasa because of the basic

meaning it conveyed as a public gesture. Except for the libraries built by sultans where the

collections were largely formed with the books selected from the palace treasury, libraries were

5 Vsik ilIhizAde Mehmed Emin, Divan, ed. by incinur Atik Gbrb~z (Ankara, 2011), p. 121.
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dedicated essentially with the personal collections of the founders before they were enriched

with later donations, made in most of the cases by family members and descendants. Unlike

funding a madrasa, which did not require the endower even be literate, libraries more

immediately reflected the reading taste, learning and refinement of their founders. The rising

prestige of libraries demonstrates, therefore, the growing relevance of learning and cultivation

within Ottoman intra-elite politics and symbolic rivalries. To adopt a conceptualization that

Pierre Bourdieu popularized,6 these libraries established a true "cultural capital" architecture.

At the same time, there seems to be continuity between the prominence of madrasas in

Istanbul architecture in the seventeenth century and the following library movement. More than

thirty madrasas were built in Istanbul, often as the founder statesman or scholar's main

architectural monument and in favorable locations and forms, between the final decades of the

sixteenth century and the early eighteenth. 7 Madeline C. Zilfi drew attention to the rise of ulema

(religious-legal scholars) families and their political involvement in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries, which developed in parallel with the growth of the size of the ulema.' With

the wave of new madrasa buildings in Istanbul not only did the community of the learned expand

considerably, coupled soon with the rapid growth of bureaucratic offices, but also this old

institution of learning gained an enhanced prestige among the investments in public architecture.

The madrasa wave and the subsequent library trend heightened together the energy spent on

learning in the realm of architecture. The first independent library building of Istanbul was

6 Pierre Bourdieu, "The Forms of Capital," in J. E. Richardson (ed.), Handbook of Theory and Research for the
Sociology of Education (New York, 1986), pp. 241-258; Pierre Bourdieu, Distinction: A Social Critique of Judgment of
Taste (London, 1984); Pierre Bourdieu, "Social Space and Symbolic Power," Sociological Theory 7/1 (Spring, 1989):
14-25.

See, MObahat S. KUtukoglu, XX. Asra Erigen Istanbul Medreseleri (Ankara, 2000).
8 Madeline C. Zilfi, The Politics of Piety: The Ottoman Ulema in the Postclassical Age, 1600-1800 (Minneapolis,
1988).
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commissioned (before 1676) by a madrasa professor-turned-grand vizier, K6prtilU Fdzil Ahmed

Paga.

The K6priills were one of the powerful dignitary households that dominated the Ottoman

system in the period from the seventeenth to the nineteenth centuries. Conscription of Christian

boys for the army and administration diminished in the seventeenth century, and a number of

vizier households began to fill state ranks with their members or men they recruited through

patron-client (intisab) networks often in alliances with other households and other sectors of

society. Similar households led by personages from the judicial and bureaucratic services

emerged in this and the following century. The Ottoman economy seems to have grown with

progresses in manufacture, agricultural production and in the imports during much of the

eighteenth century, until probably the 1770s, although state policies created impediments for

capital accumulation by prioritizing short-term official agendas. The character of the ruling elite

transformed with the enlarged channels of recruitment from other sectors of society and stronger

links formed through economic alliances while holding a state office more than retained its

desirability as a form of political power.9

Growing bureaucratization through the rise of the scribal service, the kalemiye, in the

functioning of the state and in the composition of elites is an important development especially

of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In the sixteenth century, most of the high-ranking

bureaucrats were recruited from the ulema. With the growth and sophistication of the scribal

9 See, Rifaat Ali Abou-El-Haj, Formation of the Modern State: The Ottoman Empire, Sixteenth to Eighteenth
Centuries (Albany, 1991); Mehmet Gene, Osmanh imparatorlugu'nda Devlet ve Ekonomi (istanbul, 2000); Fatma M.
G6 ek, Rise of the Bourgeoisie, Demise of Empire: Ottoman Westernization and Social Change (New York, 1996).
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service, promotion within and between the offices became more dominant in the bureaucracy.

While the number of scribes employed in the imperial palace was still less than one hundred in

the early sixteenth century," it increased especially in the eighteenth century and rose to more

than 1,500 who worked in about twenty offices in Istanbul by the last decade of that century.' 2 In

addition, there were scribes of waqf administrations, vizier households and qadi courts. Since the

pioneering work of Norman Itzkowitz on the historical role of this class,1 3 attention has been

drawn to the increasing importance of the office of the reisfilkiittab (lit., "chief of scribes") in the

Sublime Porte and its evolution towards specialization in diplomatic relations. Carter V. Findley

underlined the eighteenth-century development and character of the scribal service in his studies

of the bureaucracy of the late Ottoman Empire and the crucial role the successors of these staff

played in the modernization of the empire in the following century. Most of the bureaucrats were

educated in the offices, which they entered as apprentices after a primary school education, but

they had the chance to improve their cultivation by attending some madrasa lectures or literary

gatherings in dignitaries' mansions, using the public libraries or taking lessons from private

tutors.' 4

Poetry, lexicography, rhetoric and also history, geography and biography writing were

distinguished from theology and the legal field under the common name "adab" since early

10 For the development of the scribal class and their group identiry in the seventeenth century see, Ekin Emine
Tugalp Atiyas, "Political Literacy and Politics of Eloquence: Ottoman Scribal Community in the Seventeenth
Century," unpublished PhD dissertation, Harvard University, 2013.
" Cornell H. Fleischer, "Preliminaries to the Study of the Ottoman Bureaucracy" Journal of Turkish Studies/Turkuk
Bilgisi Arastirmalan 10 (1986): 137-143.
1 Carter Vaughn Findley, "Political Culture and Great Households" in Suraiya Faroqhi (ed.), The Cambridge History
of Turkey, volume 3, Later Ottoman Empire, 1603-1839 (Cambridge, 2008), pp. 65-80.
1 Norman Itzkowitz, "Eighteenth-Century Ottoman Realities" Studia Islamica 16 (1962): 73-94; Norman Itzkowitz,
"Men and Ideas in the Eighteenth Century Ottoman Empire" in Thomas Naff and Roger Owen (eds.), Studies in
Eighteenth Century Islamic History (Corbondale, 1977), 15-26.
14 Carter V. Findley, Bureaucratic Reform in the Ottoman Empire: The Sublime Porte, 1789-1922 (Princeton, 1980),
pp. 93-97.
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Islamic times, and were often associated with bureaucrats since they had more practical

relevance to the latter's profession where eloquence in speech and writing played a central role.

This traditional organization of knowledge and the bureaucrats' association with adab made

Findley suggest that it facilitated the cultural opening to the West in the nineteenth century with

the further rise of the civil officials' role in the Ottoman system.' 5 Mustafa Katip Celebi, a

middle-ranking scribe in the state treasury service in the early seventeenth century who produced

a rich corpus of studies on geography, history and astronomy and a colossal bibliography of

Muslim authors on all subjects in Islamic history, was a much celebrated intellectual in his and

the following centuries. The career and work of this quintessential Ottoman scribe-scholar (his

epithet, kdtip, means scribe) is emblematic of the rise of his interests and his social group in the

Ottoman organization of intellectual life. Gottfried Hagen notes a more general shift in the social

profile of intellectual production as more people from the middle ranks of the bureaucracy and

ulema gained visibility as authors in the seventeenth century.'6

Studies on the level of literacy and the characteristics of book possession in the Ottoman

society, however, are quite limited. Ismail E. Ertnsal's recently published research on

booksellers in Ottoman history, for which he relied mostly on the probate inventories of the

members of this profession, forms an important exception. His study brought to the fore rich data

about the book market. One of the observations he highlights is the scarcity of bookshops in

Istanbul before the last third of the sixteenth century at which point a rapid shift occurred. The

fewer shops of the first third of the sixteenth century were concentrated in two districts of the

capital: One of them was around Mehmed II's Fatih Mosque and its eight distinguished

is Carter Vaughn Findley, Ottoman Civil Officialdom: A Social History (Princeton, 1989).
16 Gottfried Hagen, "Afterword: Ottoman Understandings of the World in the Seventeenth Century" in Robert
Dankoff, An Ottoman Mentality: The World of Evliya 9elebi (Leiden, 2006), pp. 215-256.
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madrasas, which attracted a large scholarly and student population. The other was the bedesten

section of the city's grand bazaar where the booksellers were located next to jewelry dealers,

which probably reflects the luxury status that books had at the time. Ertnsal found 26

booksellers' probate inventories from the first half of the eighteenth century, 60 from the second

half of the eighteenth and 49 from the first half of the nineteenth centuries. He also notes that the

average number of books in the possession of these tradesmen increased compared to the

previous half century in both halves of the eighteenth century. This average was a little more

than two hundred in the first half. The high point of the booksellers' trade in pre-Tanzimat

Istanbul was identical with that of the public libraries, the whole eighteenth century. Ertnsal also

emphasizes the unrivaled domination of Istanbul as the principal center of book trade in the lands

of Anatolia and the Balkans after the sixteenth century.' 7

The emergence of libraries as a novel building type was contemporaneous with some

other far-reaching developments in Ottoman architecture that likewise reflect new cultural

tendencies and social rivalries with relatively broad participation. Waterside residences, free-

standing monumental fountains and library buildings can be viewed as the "trio" that left a

hallmark on Istanbul architecture during the eighteenth century. Residential architecture went

through a considerable transformation in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries towards a

more exterior-oriented configuration, characterized with multiple projections and large

fenestrations on street or water fronts. This light and elegant architecture originated in the capital

and was highly indebted to the turning of waterways around Istanbul into residence sites, where

1 ismail E. ErG nsaI, Osmanlilarda Sahaflik ve Sahaflar (istanbul, 2013).
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nature, frequent festive celebrations and others' houses could be contemplated. Houses also had

a significant share in the poetic celebrations of buildings in the eighteenth century, which proves

the importance of their architecture as an aesthetic issue in which the public was interested.

Hundreds of fountains built in eighteenth-century Istanbul and their unprecedentedly ornate

designs and exquisite carvings led Shirine Hamadeh to conclude that this building type served as

a medium to attain public visibility where people from middling ranks could participate

alongside the grandees and the ruling dynasty who commissioned more imposing structures.

While the majority adorned public squares in the city, others were designed, later in the period,

for public gardens on the Bosphorus. Hamadeh emphasizes that plenty of smaller fountains built

on walls or corners of buildings as well as the free-standing ones promised, as stated in their long

poetic epigraphs, sensual pleasures to the beholders with their lavish ornaments. A pronounced

sensualism characterized this medium of public visibility, and the same was true for residential

architecture, as their commemorative poems reveal. These contests for ornate architecture must

have been correlated to growing luxury consumption, especially in textiles and ceramics, but

they also served as platforms to manifest and appreciate taste in architecture. 19

Libraries embodied perhaps both a complement of and an antidote to the sensualism that

fountains and waterside houses propagated. Celebration of the virtues of erudition and the pursuit

of knowledge and of the founders' noble character that led them to this cause usually exceed the

visual qualities of libraries in the commemorative poetry produced for them. But there is room to

see also parallels between libraries and the other two favorite building types of the era in this

respect. While illuminated books and works of calligraphy, both intended for visual appreciation,

18 Sedad H. Eldem, Turk Evi: Osmani Ddnemi/ Turkish Houses: Ottoman Period 3 vols. (istanbul, 1984-87); Tolay
Artan, Architecture as a Theatre of Life: Profile of the Eighteenth Century Bosphorus, Unpublished PhD Dissertation,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1988.
19 Shirine H amadeh, The City's Pleasures: Istanbul in the Eighteenth Century (Seattle, 2008).
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were included in public library collections, contemporaries often described the delights of

reading, science and literature in a sensualist language. In addition, the great majority of the

library buildings were far from merely functional structures; they were obviously intended to

have representative qualities and/or aesthetic promises with their elaborate designs. Theirs was a

type that attracted the highest of care from the Ottomans.

The architectural content of these public gestures varied highly between individual cases,

and attention to particularities will be essential to their interpretation in the present thesis. A

central question of the thesis is whether there were certain determining tendencies behind and

meaningful convergences in the variety of architectural formulas employed in library buildings.

Most of the libraries were built in forms that largely follow the examples of other building types,

including domed neighborhood mosques, masonry houses or kiosks, and Byzantine churches. In

several instances, however, more than one design precedent and/or some architectural quotes

from identifiable older monuments were brought together in the composition of the library

edifice. In most of the cases, architectural forms were composed in profoundly individual and

novel manners. One of the emphases of this thesisis the evidence of the development of a taste

for architectural vocabulary as an adab pursuit among the educated Ottomans in the eighteenth

century, and the accompanying claim that the communication of this taste was a factor behind

the diversity in library architecture.

Different Ottoman libraries have been the subject of articles where related historical

sources or certain titles in the collection were surveyed in the Turk Kitiphaneciler Dernegi

Biilteni (The Turkish Librarians Association Bulletin) and other publications from the 1950s

onwards. But Ismail E. Ernnsal's studies on all of the Ottoman libraries established in mosques,

palaces, dervish lodges, madrasas and in independent buildings stand as an indispensable and
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central guide to these institutions. In addition to painstakingly documenting the foundation and

extension of these numerous collections with the help of existing waqfiyyas and court records,

Erflnsal also discusses the definition of the qualities and duties of library personnel in waqfiyyas

and systems of lending (a practice which largely disappeared by the beginning of the eighteenth

century). In addition, he traces the lists of books that were placed at the end of waqcfiyyas and the

emergence of separate catalogues, and then notes his observations about cataloging difficulties

20and confusions. Most extant Ottoman library buildings within the borders of modem Turkey

21
and some others beyond were visually documented at different times. Ozer Soysal brought

together a large number of this visual documentation in volumes where he also published the

inscriptions of most of the library buildings and excerpts from several waqfiyyas.2 2

Some visual documents in the archives of the Committee of Historic Preservation in

Istanbul and the construction and renovation expenditure registers preserved in the archives of

the Topkapi Palace in Istanbul and of the Pious Endowments Administration (Vakiflar Genel

Miidiirliigi) in Ankara helped in the identification or partial reconstruction of some extant or no-

longer-present libraries for the first time in the present thesis. In other cases, details about the

original configuration of libraries or the presence of private libraries in the programs of certain

residences are detected with the help of documents.

Erunsal first published the first version of his study that covered the periods up to the Tanzimat in 1988. Ismail E.
Erunsal, Turk Kitiphaneleri Tarihi II, Kuruluptan Tanzimat'a Kadar Osmanli Vakif Ktaphaneleri (Ankara, 1988). In
2008, he published a revised version where he added also the endowments made after the Tanzimat and until the

end of the empire, and this time both in Turkish and in English. ismail E. Erunsal, Osmani VakifKtuphaneleri

Tarihi Geligimi ve Organizasyonu (Ankara, 2008); ismail E. Erunsal, Ottoman Libraries: A Survey of the History,
Development and Organization of Ottoman Foundation Libraries (Cambridge, Mass., 2008). He published a further

revised edition, only in Turkish, in 2015. ismail E. ErG nsal, Osmanhlarda Ktuphaneler ve Kitiphanecilik: Tarihi
Geliimi ve Organizasyonu (istanbul, 2015).

Beh et Onsal and Ayge Yetigkin Kubilay made descriptive studies of Istanbul's waqf library buildings. Behget
Onsal, "TOrk-Vakfi istanbul KtOphanelerinin MimriY6ntemi," Vakiflar Dergisi XVIII (1984): 95-124; Ayge Yetigkin
Kubilay, "XVIII. ve XIX. Yuzyil istanbul KOtphanelerinin Mimarisi," unpublished PhD dissertation, Istanbul Technical

University, 1998; Ayge Yetigkin Kubilay, "18 ve 19. YOzyil Vakif KtOphaneleri Ozerine Tipolojik Bir Degerlendirme,"
in Afife Batur et. al. (eds.), Osmani MimarlIjlnin 7 Yuzyil: "UluslarOsto Bir Miras" (istanbul, 1999), pp. 149-153.
2 Ozer Soysal, T~rk Kutiphanecilii, 6 v. (Ankara, 2008).
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Waqfiyyas have largely standardized ways of recording the regulations prescribed for

libraries, but some of the founders included loaded metaphoric descriptions of their libraries and

of themselves in the waqfiyya texts. Artfully composed letters, compiled as examples of prose

writing, preserve examples of the period's language of bibliophilia. Libraries' inscriptions were

composed in verse, as in other kinds of waqf buildings, and they constitute a major repository for

information about the reception of libraries and the meanings attributed to them. Poems that were

not inscribed on the buildings but were presented by their authors to the patrons and were

ultimately included in poetry or chronogram compilations are essential complements of this

repository which contains most of the interesting themes and metaphors that appear in the

celebrations of library buildings.

The chronicles, by official state historians and others, and the biographical dictionaries

written in this period are among the richest sources of social and cultural history. Crucial

archives of the pre-Tanzimat periods, both of these types of primary sources were frequently

consulted in the present study's delineation of particular facts as well as the broad dynamics of

the library movement. Since many of the statesmen, library-founders included, were also poets

and/or calligraphers, many figures appear in more than one of these dictionaries. There were also

biographical dictionaries of viziers and reisailkittdbs and biographies dedicated to individual

figures. The chronicles and biographies present important traces of the reception of libraries by

contemporaries and their range of functions. They also provide descriptions of a wide range of

figures active in the establishment and functioning of libraries and clues about their social and

intellectual networks. Contemporary western observers, too, gave information about and

commented on Ottoman learning in general and libraries in particular. References to libraries in
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the Ottoman accounts of the West, embassy reports among them, document other facets of the

place of libraries in Ottoman thinking and vision.

The book collections endowed in eighteenth-century Ottoman library buildings have not

thus far been subjects of an overarching study as repositories of the reading interests of their

endowers and, since they were deemed appropriate to be opened to the public, of the society. The

present thesis includes a preliminary review of this sort in the section entitled "Excursus"

between the chapters 3 and 4. The relative weights of different classes of books in a number of

original manuscript catalogues and others that were printed in the late nineteenth century are

recorded here as basic indices of the conception of what a public library should contain. Two

private library collections, which belonged to a grand admiral and a manager of the shipyards,

are highlighted in chapters 2 and 4 respectively. Always seen as desirable for the cultivation of

elites, history and literature were not included in formal madrasa education; as an Ottoman report

about the program of these schools written in 1741 indicates, they were subjects of evening

conversations and promenade walks of madrasa students. 23 The investigation of the catalogues

reveals, though with significant variations between individual cases, a general increase in the

share of books in adab subjects during the period of library buildings, high above the rates in the

mosque and madrasa collections of the earlier periods. The eighteenth-century library building

trend in Ottoman architecture developed concurrently with an unmistakable "adab turn" in

public collections. This implies not only a widening access to those works, but also the move of

the adab fields towards a more central location in the system of knowledge of this society.

In a manuscript culture, the placement of a book in a public library functioned as a form

of "publication" of its text. It might be a rare item, or even the only copy ever produced. At the

Kevdkib-iSeb'a Ris6lesi, ed. Nasuhi Onal Karaarslan (Ankara, 2015), p. 77.
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same time, the text could contain the comments and notes of the copier or the previous owner.

The "success" and the presumable influence of pre-nineteenth-century intellectual and literary

products are commonly measured today through the number of their copies in libraries. With

their fast dissemination, public library buildings appeared as locales where a corpus immensely

more extensive than before became available to the attention, browsing, close study and criticism

of a reading public and to the reproduction of further copies. The library architecture it produced

as one of its hallmarks testifies that the eighteenth century was the period of a major leap in the

Ottomans' embrace of books as this particular form of publication found considerable ground

and admiration.

Hezarfen Htiseyin Efendi, a protege of K6pril Fazil Ahmed Papa and an important

polymath of the seventeenth century, writes in a passage of the section on the Byzantine period

in his universal history, which he penned between 1670 and 1673, that is, on the eve of or during

the construction of the grand vizier's public library building, that one of the emperors was so

atrocious that he burned numerous books on theology, philosophy and mathematics "together

with their libraries and librarians" (kitdbhdne ve hdfiz-i kitaibleriy/e). This left the Byzantines

devoid of books, and this, in turn, "caused great disorder in society" (halk arasinda azim ihtildl

dalgdii). Libraries could be portrayed by the Ottomans of this period as directly correlated to the

decline and rejuvenation of societies, and linked even to public order. There is much room,

therefore, to evaluate the library building trend from the late seventeenth to the early nineteenth

centuries as a collective project of cultural renewal and public edification. Enriched most often

by members of the same family in the following years and decades, individual libraries

Hezarfen Huseyin b. Cafer el-Istank6yi, Tenkih-i Tevdrih-i Mu/Ok MS, SOleymaniye Library: Hekimoglu 731, f.
181a. Also quoted in Cumhur Bekar, "A New Perception of Rome, Byzantium and Constantinople in Hezarfen
Huseyin's Universal History," Unpublished MA Thesis, Bogaziei University, 2011, p. 46.
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fundamentally stood as monuments of the cultivation of their founders and of their households,

and together they concretized an energetic competition around erudite stature.

Chapter 1 of the dissertation focuses on the period up to the early 1740s. Most of the

libraries built in this period were attached to madrasas. The earliest library buildings in mosque

compounds and the Atif Efendi Library (1742), which was built independent of any larger

compound and stands thus as a landmark that separates the earlier phase of the library movement

from its further ascent in the subsequent decades, were built with plans derived from the

architecture of kiosks. Besides attending to the plan formulas used for the libraries in madrasas

and in the kiosk-derived ones, this chapter also highlights certain significant facts about this

period's libraries in order to communicate with the themes elaborated in other chapters, like the

question of architectural quotes made from other buildings, allusions to a kinship felt between

library space and sacred space, and native expressions of a cultural capital rivalry in society. The

private residence was one of the loci from where designated library spaces emerged. Chapter 2

takes this subject as its frame, and ventures primarily into documentation of facts around the

libraries of mansions and palaces. It collects identities of a group of persons employed as private

librarians of elite households besides tracking the architecture of the rooms and buildings that

served as libraries in mansions in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. In the sections on the

sultanic palaces, it proposes architectural restitutions of three libraries in the Topkapi and the

Galata palaces. The libraries' emergence in both the sultanic palaces and the houses of the

dignitaries was partly a separation from the treasuries. One of the most striking manifestations of

the elevated status that the Ottomans gave to libraries is the analogy of the BaytulMamur, the

celestial counterpart of the Kaba, encountered in a variety of sources about a group of libraries

built in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Chapter 3 is an analysis of this long-lived
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metaphor and is based on the evidence that the textual versions of this metaphor paralleled the

placement of wooden book depositories in cubic shape in the center of library halls, which

functioned as a visual portrayal of the holy shrine and emphasized in this way the noble,

elevating nature of the library experience. After the Excursus section's focus on the question of

the structure of the library collections throughout the period, Chapter 4 explores the height of the

library movement from the 1740s to the end of the century by dissecting the architectural

features of the libraries and attending to the celebrations of libraries in written sources. The

chapter first focuses on Mahmud I's Fatih Library as a paradigmatic case. It is argued here that

this innovative building is a crystallization of an important tendency in the Ottoman conception

of library architecture, namely a kinship with architectural models, which linked the libraries to

book furniture and enlarged the basis of quotations made from other monuments. Ultimately the

Fatih Library also best exemplifies the privileged position of the aedicule morphology in

Ottoman library architecture. Two other pivotal libraries, the Nuruosmaniye (1755) and the

Ragib Papa (1763), and a number of minor cases are scrutinized to understand the relevance of

the popularity of architectural quotes and models and to clarify the emphases of the literary

representations of libraries in this period. A growing intellectual curiosity about architecture's

past and its manners must have been a main factor behind the popularity of the legible

architectural plays. Recording the connections between written representations as well as

between architectural designs of libraries is a main objective of the dissertation. Chapter 5,

however, is particularly devoted to the discursive uses of the library in the eighteenth century.

Measuring civilizational levels of different peoples was one context where libraries could be

referred to, but the library idea also gained ground as a metaphorical compliment used to

eulogize learned individuals in this period. Literary abilities, eloquence, and adab cultivation in
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general were glorified in the common understanding of the erudite identity. The ability to make

well thought out selections in forming libraries was a highlighted merit. As important

repositories of artfully created writings, libraries also emerged as prominent sites of "paying

visits" to the examples of the most esteemed visual art, calligraphy. The conclusion of the

dissertation attempts to locate the Age of Libraries in the longer social history of Ottoman

learning and aims to explain its eclipse in the conditions of the second quarter of the nineteenth

century.
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CHAPTER 1

THE EMERGENCE OF THE LIBRARY AS A BUILDING TYPE
WHERE "KNOWLEDGE AS CAPITAL FOUND CURRENCY"

Built-in elements designed for endowed books are not common in Ottoman mosque

architecture. Valide Nurbanu Sultan's mosque built by Sinan in Oskiidar in the early 1580s is an

interesting exception. There are niches on both sides of the mihrab that were planned for the

protection of books (fig. 1.1). Though the eastern third of the southern gallery of the Selimiye

Mosque in Edirne has been used as the site of the mosque library since at least the nineteenth

century,' it is not clear whether the collection of more than four hundred volumes endowed by

Selim II in 15752 was placed here from the beginning or if it was moved to the interior of the

mosque from the adjoining madrasas at a later point. Identifiable library rooms were not

common in madrasas either before the eighteenth century. One or both of the narrow upper-

storey rooms on the two sides of the main iwan in the Burliciye Madrasa in Sivas (1271) in

central Anatolia may indeed be a library, since the waqfiyya gives information about endowed

books and a librarian. 3 In the case of the Eyne Bey Madrasa in Bursa, one of the oldest Ottoman

madrasas, which was built before 1402, a seventeenth-century repair document identifies the

small upper-storey room, which has the appearance of a little tower, as a library (fig. 1.2).4 But

the most interesting one among the few and dispersed early cases is the library section in

Governor of Egypt Qoban Mustafa Paga's complex, which was completed in 1524 in the town of

Gebze near Istanbul. As its waqfiyya clearly indicates, one hundred and sixty endowed books

'Ozer Soysal, Tirk Ktuphanecilii vol. 4 (Ankara, 1999), p. 202.
2 ismail ErUnsal, Osmanli Vakif KOtuphaneleri vol. 4 (Ankara, 2008), p. 148.
3 Hacer Sibel Onalan, Anadolu'da Tdrk KOtOphaneleri (istanbul, 2012), pp. 35-40.
4 Ekrem Hakki Ayverdi, Istanbul Mi'mdrF9ajnin Menge'i: Osmanli Mi'mdrisinin ilk Devri (istanbul, 1989), p. 443.
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were placed in the section composed of two rooms which was built above the main entrance to

the compound between the caravanserai and the kitchens, rather than in the mosque or the

madrasa of the complex (figs. 1.3-1.4).5 Although an isolated instance, this was a public library

in its own designated architectural space. The Gazanfer Aga Madrasa (1598) in Istanbul has two

niches for books symmetrically arranged on two sides of the lecture hall (dershane). The lecture

rooms are likely to have been the prior preference in the storage of books. Kara Mustafa Papa

planned the protection of his books that he endowed for his madrasa, which was opened in

Istanbul in 1688, in the lecture room's cupboards.6 The waqfiyya of Bayezid 1I's complex in

Edirne, which was prepared in 1488, does not identify a room but indicates that the "library" of

42 books endowed for use in the madrasa of the complex would be preserved in a chest or

cupboard (sandukda). This must have been the most common form of storage for books in

mosques and madrasas before the eighteenth century.

This chapter reviews the experiments with library architecture within and without

madrasa compounds, in the late seventeenth and, in growing numbers, in the early eighteenth

centuries. The early eighteenth century was a period when perceptions of a general Ottoman

progress in learning were shared by many in Istanbul society. The cluster of interesting

celebrations of an urban competition for "knowledge as capital" accompanied the intensification

of the library building trend. Besides, emulation of a library foundation, the Atif Efendi Library,

by the other Ottoman elites could be highlighted a few decades later as a main cause of the

acceleration of the trend from the 1740s on.

s Fatih Mderrisoglu, "Bni Coban Mustafa Papa ve Bir Osmanli 5ehri Gebze," Vakiflar Dergisi XXV (1995), p. 90.
6 The waqfiyya is excerpted in Ozer Soysal, Turk KOtOphaneciligi vol. 2 (Ankara, 1999), p.25.

M. Tayyib G6kbilgin, XV-XVI. AsIrlarda Edirne ve Paoa Livdsi: Vakiflar-Mlkler-Mukatualar (istanbul, 1952), the
waqfiyyas appendix, pp. 16; 42.
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Libraries Born Within Madrasa Architecture

Most of the madrasas built in Istanbul from the last quarter of the sixteenth century

onwards were planned as independent landmarks; this was unlike earlier periods of Ottoman

Istanbul when madrasas were nearly always built within larger compounds centered around

mosques. The new trend of erecting madrasas as independent monuments (which in fact revives

the thirteenth-century pattern in Muslim Anatolia) can be seen as a reflection of the political

prestige of the study of law and the expansion and rising power of the ulema in the seventeenth

century. The planning of small complexes consisting of a madrasa, the mausoleum of the founder

and a sabil, and sometimes a primary school, settled as a pattern. Sabils spread in Istanbul mostly

as attachments, indeed frontal elements, of madrasas more than other building types, beginning

in the late sixteenth century. This generation of madrasas' designs brought a novel representative

quality to the building type, different from the dominant character of the older madrasas that

were usually simpler and subordinate to mosques. The emergence of libraries mostly in madrasa

architecture in their early stage added an additional element to this dynamism.

The powerful grand vizier K6prlad Mehmed Paga's madrasa complex was an example of

both trends. The madrasa was built in 1661 with a sabil attached to it and a mausoleum on a main

segment of the Divanyolu, the city's central artery, and near the family's palace. The first free-

standing public library building in Istanbul was a work of Mehmed Paga's son Fazil Ahmed Papa

who succeeded him in his position where he served for an unusually long term until his death in

1676. Both the waqfiyya, which includes the library and was prepared in 1678 during the grand

vizierate of his brother Fdzil Mustafa Papa but in the name of Ahmed Paga, and Ahmed Paga's

obituary in Defterdar Sari Mehmed Papa's early-eighteenth-century chronicle register the library
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as his project.8 The library was built on a plot very close to the madrasa, on the first side street to

the west (fig. 1.5). The waqfiyya indicates that at the time there was a line of shops between the

library's garden and the Divanyolu;9 the shops must have been removed in the 1871 enlargement

of the street. The library is a square masonry room capped by a dome and has a portico that

forms its fagade turned towards the side street. Aside from the little baldaquin that extends the

central portion of this arcade at the front and is first reached by the stairs, this overall form is

closely reminiscent of typical Ottoman neighborhood mosques hundreds of which were built in

the previous three centuries. The additional baldaquin at the entrance may have been intended to

highlight the distinct function of the building, but the plan still invites association with mosques.

The selection of this particular design precedent for a public library in this early case is

significant since architectural and verbal allusions to places of worship abounded among later

libraries until the early nineteenth century. The Kdprilil case suggests that a public building for

books and reading could already be seen as a symbolic relative of a mosque in the seventeenth

century. The lack of fenestration on about two thirds of the lower sections of the right and left

walls indicates that in this library books were stored in tall cupboards placed on those walls.

The building does not have an inscription and Sari Mehmed Paga's chronicle does not

give the date of its construction. No verse commemoration of its opening has been found. Thus,

the exact date of this structure is unclear. This could be an indication of a relatively modest

importance attributed to the enterprise at the time. Yet, the chronicle gives an independent

identity to the library by omitting any relation to the madrasa in the passage while also calling it

8.Kdpruo KtOphanesi Yazmalar Katalogu, eds. Ramazan 5egen et. al. (istanbul, 1986), p. 4; Defterdar Sari Mehmed
Paga, Zubde-i Vek6yi6t, ed. Abdulkadir Ozcan (Ankara, 1995), pp. 76-77.
9 FzlAhmed Papa Vakfiyesi MS, K6pru1u Library: Vakfiyeler 4, ff. 19b-20a.
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"a great charity."' 0 It was opened as one of the richest public repositories of books in the city.

The circa 1600 volumes Ahmed Papa endowed was only behind the Fatih Mosque's library by a

few hundred; the number of books at the newest sultanic mosque, the Yeni Cami, which was

opened in 1663, was less than 300.11 Furthermore, Ahmed Paga's collection has a structure in

which religious sciences and literary and historical works have nearly equal weight, which is a

quality that was echoed in most of the libraries of the following century. The K6pril , in other

words, founded the norm in this respect - and already in the first public library edifice of

Istanbul. An interesting peculiarity of the K6prill Library is that its waqfIyya is the only one

which refers to professional copyists (verrakfin) as an intended group of beneficiaries besides

madrasa students.1 2 Erdnsal noted the British traveler Charles White's observation in the 1840s

that most of the copyists in Istanbul worked in their homes or in libraries.' 3 Professional copy

making and copying for individual needs and tastes must have coexisted throughout the period of

libraries, but the single case of the term verrakan in the K6pri1's waqfiyya highlights the

significance of the anticipated increase in manuscript production behind the inception of this

early library edifice. Furthermore, Sari Mehmed Papa writes that Fazil Ahmed Papa brought

together salaried copyists for book production. " This remark comes right after his comment on

the library, but it is not certain whether coordinated book production was attached to the library

building.

Fazil Ahmed Paya was a scholar himself and his period was remembered by Ragid

Efendi, who wrote his official chronicle between 1714 and 1722, as a time when the learned

10 Defterdar Sari Mehmed Papa, ibid., p. 77.
1 Suleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagiglar 2740.
1 Fdzil Ahmed Papa Vakfiyesi MS, K6prlO Library: Vakfiyeler 4, f. 43a.
1 Charles White, Three Years in Constantinople; or Domestic Manners of the Turks in 1844 (London, 1846), p. 209;
ismail Erinsal, Osmanhlarda Sahaflik ve Sahaflar (istanbul, 2013), p. 304.
14 Defterdar Sari Mehmed Paga, ibid., p. 77.
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attained good awards and "commodities of knowledge/skill" (metd'-i marifet) found

"demand/currency" (revdc).' 5 His grand vizierate and the identities of the later viziers from the

K6priili family can be regarded as emblematic of the rise in political prestige of intellectual

competence. The leading Phanariot statesmen Panaiotis Nicousios and Alexander Mavrocordatos

rose to prominence during the Fazil Ahmed Papa regime. Both of them studied medicine at the

University of Padua, one of the main centers of medical training in seventeenth-century Europe,

and they were known in the empire and abroad for the quality of their private libraries.6 Jean-

Baptiste Colbert wanted to acquire Nicousios's manuscript collection,' 7 while Mavrocordatos

was himself an important author of history.' 8 Both of them worked as Fazil Ahmed Paga's

physicians in addition to their positions as chief interpreters of the Porte, which provided them

influential roles in the diplomatic cadres of the empire. The presence of Gabriel Naude's treatise

on library organization, Advis pour dresser une bibliotheque (1627), which circulated widely in

Europe in the seventeenth century, in Mavrocortados's son Nicholas's personal library is

noteworthy in this juncture.1 9 An earlier graduate of the Padua School of Medicine and author of

some works on history and religion, Naud6 published this treatise when he was working as a

private librarian in Paris. He advised book collectors to bring together the widest diversity of

subjects and focused attention on the qualities and particularities of books instead of their

quantities. He was also an advocate of wide public accessibility of such research libraries

established with careful selections and referred in this respect to one of the few public libraries of

1s RAgid Efendi, Tcrih-i R65id ve Zeyli, eds. AbdOlkadir Ozcan et. al., (istanbul, 2013) vol. I, p. 195.
16 Damien Janos, "Panaiotis Nicousios and Alexander Mavrocordatos: The Rise of the Phanariots and the Office of
Grand Dragoman in the Ottoman Administration in the Second Half of the Seventeenth Century," Archivum
Ottomanicum 23 (2005/06), pp. 191-192.
17 Antoine Galland, istanbul'a Ait GunlOk Hatiralar (1672-1673) (Ankara, 1973), pp. 234-235.
1 Cyril Mango, "The Phanariots and the Byzantine Tradition" in Richard Clogg (ed.) The Struggle for Greek
Independence: Essays to Mark the 150th Anniversary of the Greek War of Independence (Bristol, 1973), pp. 41-66.
19 Cornelius Dima-Dragan, Das Rumanische Buch- und Bibliothekswesen (Wien, 1980), p. 35. I am grateful to Bekir
Harun KUgek for bringing this important fact and reference to my attention.
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Europe at his time, the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan, which was opened in 1609, as an

inspiring example. 20 Naud6 later worked for Cardinal Mazarin's library in Paris for which he

purchased thousands of volumes during his travels in Europe in the 1640s and was opened to the

21
public in a wing of the cardinal's mansion in 1643. It is not unlikely that the copy of Naude's

work in Nicholas Mavrocordatos's library was inherited from his father's collection. An

acquaintance with Naud6's ideas in Fazil Ahmed Paga's circle might have been among the

inspirations for the creation of an independent public library building.

Though more than two decades passed before new library edifices appeared in Istanbul,

they rapidly proliferated from 1700 onwards. Feyzullah Efendi's library is a spacious hall in his

madrasa, which was opened in 1700 and brought an innovation to madrasa designs. This scholar

had been the future sultan Mustafa II's childhood tutor and later the eyhiilislam during his reign

between 1695 and 1703. Due to his influence in the administration, he was the chief target of the

1703 Revolt when he was executed. The madrasa he built in Istanbul was one of those that

specialized in hadith studies. These ddriihadises collectively held a higher rank in the Ottoman

college hierarchy than other law colleges. This college, in the vicinity of Istanbul's leading Fatih

Madrasas, has a highly original architecture, primarily because of the library hall. The lecture

hall and the library hall were planned as two large square rooms in an edifice that is separate

from the structure of the student cells. It thus diverges from the highly standardized madrasa

plans where the lecture hall is usually situated on the axis of the courtyard (figs. 1.6-1.7). The

library hall has series of niches for books on the lower sections of its walls on the two sides that

20 Gabriel Naudeus, Instructions Concerning Erecting of a Library (Cambridge, 1903), pp. 146-148.
21 Jack A. Clarke, "Gabriel Naude and the Foundations of the Scholarly Library," The Library Quarterly 39/4

(October, 1969): 331-343.
2 See, Rifa'at Ali Abou-el-Haj, The 1703 Rebellion and the Structure of Ottoman Politics (Leiden, 1984); Sabra Follet
Meservey, Feyzullah Efendi: An Ottoman 5eyhulislam (Ann Arbor, 1965).
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face the neighboring streets. It still retains some of its original paintings above these niches and

the windows (figs. 1.8-1.9). Equal in size with the lecture hall, the library must have been

covered with carpets like its counterpart. This purpose-built library hall stimulated the

unprecedented design of the library-and-lecture hall edifice, which is visually dominated by the

wide loggia between the two halls that faces the courtyard and gives access to the halls (fig.

1.10).

A basic feature of this loggia, hitherto unnoticed by researchers, is that its front is a

smaller-scale reproduction of a portion of the lateral fagade of the seventeenth-century Valide

Turhan Sultan's Yeni Cami Mosque (fig. 1.11). Lateral porticoes were common elements of

grand sultanic mosques built in the city since Sinan, but only the Yeni Cami has a wide eave

above its northern portion, which houses a side entrance to the mosque. The loggia in the

Feyzullah Efendi Madrasa has an eave that is similarly supported by long metal cantilevers and

its proportion to the marble arcade is very close to the one at the Yeni Cami. Moreover, two of

the columns of the arcade are octagonal rather than round, which is again consistent with the

example of the mother sultana's mosque. Therefore, except for the marble door with its ornate

pediment located under the central arch (which is, in fact, very similar to the door frame near the

other end of the Yeni Cami's fagade and an element of the royal entrance placed there), the

loggia's arcade is a faithful copy of a recognizable fragment of the then-newest sultanic mosque

in Istanbul. This may or may not be an allegory of power that the eyhfllislam wished to see in

his principal project in the capital. But in any case it forms an important early example of the

trend of noticeable architectural reproductions seen especially in minor-scale structures

throughout the eighteenth century and centered, most of all, around library designs. The mini

arcade found in a birdhouse sculpted on the outer wall of the New Valide Mosque built in
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Osktdar between 1708 and 1711 and similar to the one at the Feyzullah Efendi was probably

related to the recent memory of the architectural copy made in the madrasa-library (fig. 1.12).

With more than two thousand books in its collection, 23 the Feyzullah Efendi library was

the first in the city whose collection surpassed that of the Fatih Mosque's library. The elaborately

embellished marble door of the library room inside the loggia has Arabic stanzas inscribed,

outside and inside. The one outside praises the paradise-like beauty of the building, while the

inside stanza refers to the objective of the perpetuating the sciences (fig. 1.13).24 The library hall

stands on the side of the entrance to the courtyard from the street. This arrangement must have

been chosen to facilitate the movement of the visitors to the library from the outside. Erfinsal

highlights a few cases among the endowments made to madrasas and mosques in the sixteenth

century where waqfiyyas restricted book use to the instructors and students of the madrasa

attached to the mosque. Such restrictions are not seen in the waqfiyyas of the madrasas built

with library halls in the eighteenth century. Thus, it has to be assumed that they all practically

served as public libraries.

The majority of the public libraries built in Istanbul in the first third of the eighteenth

century were planned within the confines of madrasas. But madrasas almost completely lost their

privileged position as the prime site of library designs shortly after this period. In other words,

the idea of a library space was not to be associated with madrasas with the same intensity

thereafter in the capital. These early library structures within madrasas show diversity in their

forms. The library in the madrasa that the grand vizier Amcazade Hiseyin Papa, another

Kbprilll, built in the same year as Feyzullah Efendi's is a structure placed at one end of the

2 Defter-i Kutubh6ne-i Feyzullah Efendi ve 5eyh Murad ve Kalkandelenli ismail Aga (Dersa det, 1310 [1894]), pp. 3-
41.
2 Soysal, ibid., pp. 286-287.
2s ismail Erinsal, ibid., pp. 149; 155.
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series of student rooms and opposite the lecture hall, again within easy reach of the entrance to

the courtyard (figs. 1.14-1.15). Its main room, which is about half the size of the lecture hall, is

above a basement and has a semi-open anteroom at the back. With this form, it anticipates the

outline of several primary schools built in Istanbul later in the century. Grand Vizier Iorlulu Ali

Pasa's madrasa was built alongside a dervish lodge in 1709. Their common wall that faces the

Divanyolu is another noteworthy architectural quote, this time of a fragment of the lateral

fagades of the Stileymaniye and the Sultan Ahmed mosques (fig. 1.16). The library in the

madrasa, however, is the least assertive one in its group. A simple rectangular room placed next

to the lecture hall but with a separate entrance at the back, it gives the impression of a mere

depository, although the waqJiyya clearly states that the users would study the books in the

library (fig. 1.17).6 Another least assertive library was the later ruined one built by eyhfilislam

Mirzazade Mehmed Efendi in 1731 in the form of a simple rectangular room in the garden of the

27mosque he built for his name at the same time. The madrasa built by the manager of shipyards

Ahmed Aga in Oskidar in 1722 (Ahmediye) pairs the lecture and library rooms at the far ends of

the student cells, but in this case they are not identical structures. While the lecture room is a

small version of the octagonal type, the library is an irregular building comprised of a square

room with a slight triangular projection above its basement and a portico longer than the side

wall of the room (fig. 1.18). Carullah Efendi, a qadi of Edirne, endowed a large collection to the

library in the madrasa he built in Istanbul in 1734;28 the library's structure must be the building

that survived in the close vicinity of the southern madrasas of the Fatih and has a large room

2 VGMA [Pious Endowments Adminisration Archive, Ankara] 188, pp. 388-389.
2 ibrahim Hakki Konyah, Abideleri ve Kitcbeleriyle UskOdar Tarihi vol. 2 (istanbul, 1977), p. 403; Nimet Bayraktar,
"Oskidar KOtOphaneleri," Vakiflar Dergisi XVI (1982): 46.
28 Erinsal, ibid, p. 207.
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placed above two shops. 29 The library of the chief eunuch Haci Begir Aga's madrasa in

Istanbul's extramural district of Eyip, which was built in 1735, was probably in the little room

separate from the rest of the school and next to the street entrance.30

A member of the powerful local family of Cihanzddes built a madrasa in

Gilzelhisar/Aydin in western Anatolia in 1149/1737 which had a hall for the lectures and a

separate hall as the library.31 Ahmed Paga, the governor of al-Ruha/Urfa, built a library in

1159/1747 next to the lecture hall of the madrasa he had built in this city two decades earlier.32

The purpose-designed library hall in Aleppo's al-Ahmadiyya Madrasa, which was built by a

local notable, Tahazade Ahmed Efendi, in 1751, is akin to the solution adopted in the Feyzullah

Efendi. This library is a bipartite room next to the lecture hall of the madrasa which has a single

dome that much exceeds the size of the library's two cross vaults. The hall's two sections are

separated by a wooden screen; the anterior room was the reading space, and the space at the back

was the depository. 33 Al-Ahmadiyya housed more than three thousand volumes and served as the

city's principal public library in the eighteenth century. 34

Innovative Statesmen of the "Tulip Period"

The architectural formula used in the library built within Grand Vizier Nevgehirli Damad

Ibrahim Paga's ddrailhadis, which was built in the vicinity of the sixteenth-century Sehzade

Mosque in Istanbul and opened in 1720, is a close variation of the one that was invented in the

Feyzullah Efendi Madrasa. The library and the lecture hall here are again nearly identical

29 Ozer Soysal, TOrk KOtuphanecilii vol. 5 (Ankara, 1999), pp. 19-25.
30 Ibid., pp. 13-18.

The waqfiyya is excerpted in Ozer Soysal, Turk KOtOphanecilii vol. 2 (Ankara, 1999), p. 31.
The waqfiyya is excerpted in Ozer Soysal, ibid., p. 206.
Ruba Kasmo, "Restoration Project of al-Ahmadiyya School in Aleppo" unpublished MSc thesis, Istanbul Technical

University, 2008.
Abraham Marcus, The Middle East on the Eave of Modernity: Aleppo in the Eighteenth Century (New York, 1989),

p. 238.
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architectural volumes. But this time the entrance of the compound is located between the two

halls and easy access from the street to the library is thus secured. Both the lecture hall and the

library have L-shaped porticoes on two sides that face the garden (figs. 1.19-1.20). This library

was given an independent identity in the chronicler Ragid Efendi's account of the inauguration

ceremony of the complex where he mentions it separately, besides the madrasa. 35 The library

was planned to house nearly the whole of the grand vizier's book collection, since only 163

items remained in his household at the time of his death while more than 1500 were endowed to

36the library.

Ibrahim Papa was a vizier who was trained in secretarial offices. He held the position of

the grand vizierate during the period between 1718 and 1730. He was the main actor of the

"Tulip Period," as the years of his grand vizierate was first called in the early twentieth century

and since then retained its fame in popular culture with this name. The period has been

commonly portrayed as characterized by more desire for hedonism and contact with the West. 37

Damad ibrahim Paga's administration certainly had a share in these longer-term developments.

His government also established baize, paper and ceramic manufactures aimed at countering

imports. Besides his central role in the printing press project together with 3eyhailislam

Yenigehirli Abdullah Efendi and ibrahim Milteferrika, he is also commonly credited with leading

another important cultural initiative, a translation movement. He is documented to have ordered

or encouraged the translation of eight works from Arabic, Persian, Greek and German. These

included a world history, a cosmographic and ethnographic encyclopedia and an astronomical

3s RApid Efendi, Tdrih-i R6,id ve Zeyli, eds. Abdulkadir Ozcan et. al., (istanbul, 2013) vol. II, p. 1184.
3 Tulay Artan, "Problems Relating to the Social History Context of the Acquisition and Possession of Books as Part
of Collections of Objets d'Arts in the 18th Century," in eds. Fran ois Deroche et al., Art Turc /Turkish Art (Geneve,
1999), P. 90.

Ahmed Refik, L6Ie Devri: 1130-1143 (istanbul, 1331 [1915]). See also, Mustafa Armagan (ed.), Istanbul Armagani

4: LAle Devri (istanbul, 2000). For the historiography of the "Tulip Period," see, Can Erimtan, Ottomans Looking
West? The Origins of the Tulip Age and iits Development in Modern Turkey (London, New York, 2008).
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study translated from Arabic to Turkish, two histories of Persia and a travelogue about China

translated from Persian to Turkish, Esad Efendi of Yanya's translation of Joannes Cottunius's

Aristotle commentary from Greek to Arabic, which he made during his librarianship at the

Ahmed III Library in the Palace,38 and a history of Austria translated from German to Turkish.

ibrahim Papa probably funded these translations himself. Translations of the fifteenth-century

Mamluk Syrian scholar Badr al-Din al-'Ayni's encyclopedia Iqd al-Juman fi Tarikh Ah al-

Zaman and of one of the histories of Persia and Turkistan, and of the sixteenth-century Persian

historian Khwandamir's Habib al-Siyar, were delegated to committees rather than individuals,

probably to hasten the work, and thus gained the nature of collective works. 39 The official

chronicler Ktilgikgelebizade Asim Efendi gives the lists of the participants in these committees

both of which included religious scholars and high-ranking secretaries, in this order.40 Many

other works on history, medicine and literature were translated mostly from Arabic and Latin

during the 1720s by different Ottoman statesmen and intellectuals. It can be added at this point

that two of the secretary members of the committee established for the al-'Ayni translation in

1725 founded public libraries in the 1740s when they held higher bureaucratic posts: Mustafa

Efendi in the masonry branch of his mansion in Istanbul in 1742 when he was the reisailkiiattb,

and $erif Halil Papa in a purpose-built structure next to the mosque and the madrasa he built in

his town of origin, Shumen (in present-day Bulgaria), in 1744 when he was the governor of

Konya province.

3 See, B. Harun KUeOk, "Natural Philosophy and Politics in the Eighteenth Century: Esad of Ioannina and Greek
Aristotelianism at the Ottoman Court" OsmanIAratirmalari/The Journal of Ottoman Studies 41 (2013): 125-158.
39 Salim AydLz, "Bilimsel Faaliyetler Aeisindan L5le Devri," in Mustafa Armagan (ed.), istanbul Armaoani: L6Ie Devri
(istanbul, 2000), pp. 159-193.
40 elebizAde Ismail Asim Efendi, Tdrih-i R65id veZeyli, eds. AbdOlkadir Ozcan et. al., (istanbul, 2013) vol. 111, pp.
1484-1485.
41 Ayduz, ibid.
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Nedim, the leading poet of this period, was given the task of translating the seventeenth-

century Ottoman author Dervi Ahmed Dede's general history in Arabic Sahaif al-Ahbar into

Turkish by Ibrahim Paga in 1720,42 the year when his college and library were opened. In his

divan, Nedim has a poem that he composed in gratitude for his appointment as the librarian at

Ibrahim Paga's library. Here he expresses thanks for the opportunity to deal with a rich

repository of books which, he writes, he had been so far devoid of, and then for the prestige

(i'tibdr) that this librarian position provided him.43 The date of his appointment is unclear, but it

documents that the most influential poet of the decade held this librarianship in the grand vizier's

foundation for some time besides his position as a mudarris in other colleges. Nicholas

Mavrocordatos wrote his novel Philotheou Parerga (Philotheos' Leisures) also in 1720 during

his voivodeship in Wallachia, and interestingly his novel portrays a cultural flourishing in

Istanbul as the scholar protagonist Philotheos emphasizes the contrast between the immigration

of Byzantine intellectuals to Europe in the fifteenth century and the current state in which the

Greek Ottomans educated in the West returned to their capital and engaged in intense studies of

Islamic as well as Western literatures.44 In his famous ode for Istanbul, Nedim celebrates the

city's quality as a center of learning and a hub of the learned when he points to its inspiring

social gatherings and writes that "drapery/capital of cultivation is sold in its markets" between

45
his praises for the city's gardens, buildings and its inhabitants' good manners.

serif Halil Paga's complex composed of a mosque, a madrasa, an adjacent library and a

primary school in Shumen is a project where the library was conceived in accompaniment with a

42 Ayduz, ibid., p. 167.
43 Nedim Divani, ed. AbdUlb~ki G6lpinarli (istanbul, 1972), pp. 135-136.
44 Karen Alexandra Leal, "'Ancients, Moderns, Ottomans, Romans, Turks, Greeks, Hellenes': The Classical Canon

and Communal Identity in Turn of the 18th Century Ottoman Empire," in Halit Ozkan et al. (eds), Medeniyet ve

Klasik (istanbul, 2007), p. 371.
4s "K616-yi madrif satilir sOklarinda." Nedim Divan,, ibid., p. 85.
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pioneering experiment in Ottoman mosque designs. Although this fact is not pointed out in

modem scholarly literature, the $erif Halil Papa Mosque was the first Ottoman mosque that

incorporated Western forms into its ornamental program and in a significant measure, and thus, it

is an important precursor of the Nuruosmaniye Mosque, which was to be built between 1748 and

1755 as a sultanic commission in Istanbul, in this respect. In its plan and size, Halil Paga's

mosque is similar to Damad Ibrahim Paga's mosque built nearly two decades earlier in the

latter's birthplace, Nevgehir.46 But the muqarnas capitals of the half columns as tall as the side

walls in the interior of the Nevgehir translated into Corinthian capitals in the Shumen mosque. In

the newer mosque, there are also smaller half columns in the same style above them, placed

within the eight pendentives of the dome.47 (fig. 1.21) Yet another group of Corinthian capitals

were carved at the surprising location of the edges of the two muqarnas mihrab niches in the

portico. (fig. 1.22) Two other capitals are main elements of the equally surprising engaged

columns on the two sides of the mosque's principal door, which are crowned by finials with

crescents that normally decorate the tops of domes but here provide the pieces a profile

reminiscent of Western memorial columns. (fig. 1.23) The capitals of the half columns that

border the main mihrab inside are rococo and nearly identical with the capitals seen in Mahmud

I's Fatih Library and the gate of the Hagia Sophia Public Kitchen, which were built in the

preceding two years. 48 The complete contiguity of the Corinthian pieces in the portico niches and

of the ornamental columns that flank the door with the rest of the surface and ground of the

building leave no doubt that all of these elements were parts of the initial form of the mosque.

46 This was noted by Dogan Kuban. See, D. Kuban, Osmani Mimarisi (istanbul, 2007), p. 592.
47 It is not easy to elucidate where this motif of superimposition of half columns came from. It may be the

Mausoleum of Diocletianus in Split, some trompe 'oeil dome decorations in Central Europe, or another source.
48 The ablution fountain has columns with capitals characterized by leaves that cover their surfaces. These capitals

are nearly identical with the ones seen on the interior surfaces of the drums of the five main domes of the

Tophane cannon factory, which was built the previous year, 1743, in Istanbul. The same workshop must have been

responsible for the examples in the ablution fountain in Shumen.
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The source of inspiration for the ornamental columns (and perhaps for the Corinthian capitals as

well) might have been the English architect James Gibbs's A Book of Architecture: Containing

Designs of Buildings and Ornaments, which was published in London in 1728 and a copy of

which is found in the Topkapi Palace Treasury collection, 49 because this book contains a series

of drawings for decorative columns to be erected in estate gardens.50 (fig. 1.24) The historian

Vasif Efendi, who wrote more than half a century later, referred to $erif Halil Paga's mosque as a

monument that made the praises said for him "proverbs in distant and close places."51 How

important the role of the novel ornaments of the mosque was behind its reputation is not easy to

deduce, but the mosque indeed stands as a strong synthesis of the Ottomans' old and brand new

sources of ornamental forms.

The prominent presence of the library in the cutting-edge project commissioned by this

successful statesman from a kalemiye background is emblematic of the ascent of libraries in the

Ottomans' architectural agenda. The library is a structure built in the likeness of masonry

mansion wings in Istanbul with its cross vaults over the rectangular main room and its vestibule,

which are above a basement, and with the stone consoles that support the full projection of the

library towards the street. This likeness must be a result of the association developed between the

library function and the masonry mansion wings in the seventeenth and early eighteenth

49 Topkapi Palace Library, H. 2610.
50 With vases at their tops, two of Gibbs's drawings must have been a source for the design of the column erected

in the Okmeydani archery ground outside Istanbul to commemorate Sultan Mahmud il's record in this sport in

1829 (today in front of the building on Mezarlik Cami Street, no 5). For the Gibbs drawing, see, James Gibbs, A

Book of Architecture: Containing Designs of Buildings and Ornaments (London, 1728), plate 87. For Mahmud l's

archery monument and its inscriptions, see, M. 5inasi Acar, istanbul'un Son Nigan Tglan (istanbul, 2007), pp. 72-

73. The general relation of the designs of Okmeydani's archery monuments, and the two similar monuments

erected for the jereed/javelin sport teams in the outer garden of the Topkapi Palace, in the late eighteenth and the

early nineteenth centuries to the European monumental columns, especially to the miniature ones in estate

gardens, is a question that awaits scholarly attention.
s1 Quoted in, Osman Keskioglu and A. Taha Uzaydin, "Bulgaristan'da Tork-islam Eserleri," Vakiflar Dergisi XVII

(1983), p. 124, fn. 56.
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centuries, which will be discussed in Chapter 2. The volume of the library is an essential

constituent of the volumetric configuration of the complex as a whole. The mosque and the

madrasa share the courtyard, which has an ablution fountain at its center, but unlike several

sixteenth-century examples, the madrasa was not positioned in front of the mosque in this

project. Instead, it is to one side of the mosque and leaves the front to the library. (fig. 1.25) The

library is reached through the courtyard of the madrasa, but it is placed at the corner closest to

the public entrance of the college, following the common planning preference in Istanbul's

madrasas that were built with libraries (figs. 1.26-1.27). The madrasa lacks a lecture room

(classes were probably held in the mosque), and thus the library stands as the main volume that

balances the mosque in the calculated asymmetry of the complex. The library's width is equal to

the distance between the mosque's portico and the street wall that curtains its forecourt. It

features a well-carved birds' house that is seen from the madrasa courtyard. The library was

planned as a main object of the frontal appearance of the complex, and a defining element of its

whole composition.

Public Libraries Styled as Public Kiosks

The first public library building in Istanbul that was planned as an element of a mosque

compound is Grand Vizier Hekimoglu Ali Paga's library opened in 1146/1733. Ali Paga's father

was the Cretan convert Nuh Efendi who served as the chief physician of the Ottoman court

between 1695 and his death in 1707 (hence Ali Papa was called Hekimoglu, "physician's son").

Nuh Efendi had studied at the School of Medicine of the University of Padua before the Ottoman

conquest of Crete in 1669. Converted later to Islam and promoted first to the post of chief
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52 5
surgeon of the palace in 1675, he also wrote a book on medicine in Turkish.53 Ali Papa was

thus the son of another seventeenth-century Ottoman who had been educated in Padua. He was

admitted to the Enderun during the reign of Ahmed III and later held a number of military

positions. He commanded a series of operations in the wars against the Safavids in the eastern

front from 1724 on and he was appointed the grand vizier upon capturing Tabriz with his forces

in the year 1731.

One of the first initiatives he took after his arrival in Istanbul in 1732 was the

construction of his memorial complex. The mosque of this complex is the greatest in size among

the vizier mosques of the eighteenth century. It reintroduced the hexagonal baldaquin plan of a

group of sixteenth-century mosques, and its walls are covered with products of the new ceramic

tile factory in the capital. The garden is bordered by three structures lined on the artery to the

north of the mosque. The sabil is at the corner, the paga's mausoleum is adjacent to it, while the

library is further to the west, separated from the mausoleum (fig. 1.28).

This library is designed as the gate structure of the compound. There are two other,

simple doorways to the garden on other corners, but the gate-library edifice was certainly

conceived of as the primary frontal element of the compound (fig. 1.29). The inscription placed

here on the street side is a chronogram composed by Ali Paga's protege, then-secretary of the

grand vizier (mektfibi-i sadr-i azdm) Ragib Efendi, the future grand vizier and library-founder

Ragib Paga, but this verse refers only to the mosque. The library had its own inscription carved

on wood, referred to below, inside the room. Taller than the mausoleum, the library appears as

s2 Bekir Harun Kugik, "Early Enlightenment in Istanbul," unpublished PhD dissertation, University of California, San

Diego, 2012, p. 119.
5 Orhan M. colak, "Argiv Belgelerinin igi Altinda Sadrazam Hekimoglu Ali Paga'nin (1100-1171/1689-1758) Hayati,
icraati ve Hayrati" unpublished MA thesis, Istanbul University (1998), p. 236.
s4 Hfiz HOseyin Ayvansar~yi, Mecmud-i Tevdrih, eds. Fahri . Derin and Vahid abuk (istanbul, 1985), p. 339.
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the architectural volume second only to the mosque in the complex. A wide and deep barrel vault

that covers the passage from the street to the courtyard forms the lower storey of the structure.

The main spaces of the library are located above this passageway, hence this library is essentially

a gate with a pavilion on top. A stairway from the courtyard leads to the open loggia in the upper

storey (fig. 1.30). This spacious loggia is surrounded by openings of two arches on each of the

shorter sides and three arches on the longer side. Although the library and the mosque are not on

the same axis but in oblique angles in relation to each other, the library's loggia and the arcade in

front of the mosque, which is raised on a platform reached through stairs, virtually form an

ensemble of interrelated spaces, adding thus to the visual prominence of the library inside the

courtyard. The main hall of the library covers a larger piece of the upper storey. Following the

dominant convention in Ottoman residential architecture and unlike, for example, the library hall

of the Feyzullah Efendi and ibrahim Papa madrasas, the door of this hall is located on a corner.

The interior of the room has a fireplace and low platforms for couches on the borders, again in

the manner of residential furnishing, both of which evidence the direct influence of residential

architecture on the design of this pavilion. The wooden book cabinet that stands above four

pillars in the center of the hall, practically a building within the building, is the oldest surviving

example of its type, which is a subject of chapters 3 and 4 of the present study. An interesting

detail of this library building that can escape attention is another work of microarchitecture, the

little birdhouse carved between two stone cantilevers on the street side which, with its miniature

cantilevers, looks like a tiny sculpture of the library (fig. 1.31).

The absence of a madrasa in its program is a noteworthy characteristic of Hekimoglu Ali

Paa's memorial complex. This absence is indicative of the importance of the library as an

institution of learning by the 1730s. Ali Paga's manuscript biography written by his son ismail
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Ziyaeddin Bey, a qadi, and completed in 1174/1760 provides rich information about the

construction of the charitable compound as a major project in the vizier's life.5 5 We learn from

the biography that the library was the first building completed and inaugurated in the complex

while the cornerstone of the mosque was laid by the paga only a few months earlier in the same

year. Writing about a quarter century later, Ziyieddin Bey memorably describes this institution

as a "library that became a school of learned comprehension for the erudite of the time"

(ddnigverdn-i zamdna mekteb-i irfdn olan kitiibhdne).' This metaphor captures an

understanding of libraries by the Ottomans as schools of autodidact erudition. The phrase's

school analogy is reminiscent of the promotion of Mazarin's library in a French newspaper in

1644 as "an academy for all the learned and curious.," Ziyaeddin Bey's reference to "the erudite

of the time" rather than to madrasa students reflects the goal to reach the broader public and the

importance of autodidact learning. He also records the poet Behigti's chronogram line, which

calls the library the "Treasury of books of Ali Paga, the erudite Asaf." 59 The entire text of this

poem is inscribed on the wooden panel which remained in the library until 1916 when it was

60
removed to the Istanbul Museum of Islamic Arts. One of the lines of the poem praises the

vizier for reinforcing the social rewards of culture and learning with the following words:

"Drapery/capital of knowledge found market currency in his time" (Kdld-yi ilm buldi zamdnnda

revdg). The vocabulary of this phrase is similar to Ra*id Efendi's comment about Fazil Ahmed

Papa, Nedim's comment on the high demand for cultivation in Istanbul's urban life and, no less,

to the modern "cultural capital" conceptualization. Though used already in the sixteenth century,

ss ismail Ziy5eddin Bey, Metaliu'I-AliyefiGurretu'I-G6Iiye MS, Istanbul University Library, TY 2486.
56 Ibid., pp. 49b.
57 Ibid., pp. 49a-49b.
s8 Quoted in Clarke, ibid., p. 337.
59 Kenz-i kut~b-iAsaf ve dan6 Ali Papa. Ismail Ziy5eddin Bey, ibid., f. 49b. Asaf is the name of King Solomon's
legendary vizier and a common analogy for Ottoman grand viziers.
6 istanbul TOrk ve islam Eserleri MOzesi - Yazma Eserler Seksiyonu, inventory number: 2748.
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analogies with the acts and objects of the marketplace were highly augmented and popularized in

Ottoman Turkish poetry by the works of the seventeenth- and early-eighteenth-century poet

Nabi. 6' There appears an aggregation of such analogies used for erudition and statesmen's

capabilities in that realm in several instances. It is interesting to see how the presence of

intellectuals in major positions of power was expected to bring dynamism to cultural life by

rendering knowledge and learning more fashionable in society, presumably through the viziers'

powers as role models as well as, or more than, through their preferences in official

appointments.

Abdilrezzak Nevres, a native of Kirkuk (today in northern Iraq), had entered Ali Paga's

retinue during his missions in the eastern provinces as the paga's bookdealer (kitabi) and he came

to Istanbul together with his protector with the same responsibility in his hands. 62 His presence in

the grand vizier's retinue facilitated his entry to refined circles, and he was later appointed as a

mudarris at the prestigious Fatih madrasas in 1147/1734,63 that is, the year following the opening

of the library. In one of the eulogies that he wrote for Ali Papa, Nevres praises him for having

unified refined learning with combative talents, normally found singly in exemplary historical

figures.64

Ziyaeddin Bey's text reveals the significant fact that Ali Paga's mosque was actually built

next to his palace.65 Documenting the ceremonial unity between the two, he also writes that the

illumination of the palace's garden for a social occasion during Ramadan was placed on an axis

61 See, Meserret Diri6z, Eserlerine Gore Ndbi (istanbul, 1994), pp. 216-229; Cemal Kurnaz, "imge ve Simge Olarak

Halep Kumagi," in Ali Fuat Bilkan (ed.), Sair Nabi (Ankara, 2012), pp. 299-307.
62 Hseyin Akkaya, "On S6z" in Nevres-i Kadim ve Tcirkge Divan , ed. Hseyin Akkaya (Cambridge, Mass., 1996), vol.

1, pp. 20-21.
63 Ibid., p. 22.
64

64 Nevres-i Kadim ve Tdrkge Divani, ed. Huseyin Akkaya (Cambridge, Mass., 1996), vol. II, p. 66.
6s ismail Ziy~eddin Bey, ibid., pp. 51b-52a.
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between the palace edifice (kasr) and the mosque's gate.66 The inscription on the stone gate that

stands today alone on the same axis with one of the minor gates of the mosque's courtyard but

about a hundred meters to the south refers to the settlement (kondi) of the vizier with his house

(hdne) in a couplet, as well as to the mosque in another one. (fig. 1.32) Therefore, the slightly

sloping area that overlooks the Marmara Sea and lies between the mosque and this solitary gate

must have been the site of the palace. The unity of the two building groups, the mosque complex

and the palace, may have implications for the library. In close proximity to the palace, the library

must have originally been planned to continue to serve the household as well. Therefore, it can

actually be evaluated as a public extension of the palace as well as an addendum to the mosque.

Nevres might well have been the first librarian employed in the public library in the year before

he was appointed a mudarris.

The attachment of the palace to the mosque complex also suggests a symbolic meaning

ascribed to the gate structure. In this period, elite households, in the sense of the extended family,

its employees and proteges, were commonly called kapu, which literally means a "gate" or a

"portal" in Turkish. The library structure originally stood as the monumental entrance to the

larger compound consisting of the mosque and the palace, in other words, as entrance to the

physical grounds of Ali Paga's kapu. This may help explain the decision to construct the library

building before the mosque, because this kapu structure represented the household.

This representative quality, in turn, helps us understand the symbolic aspect of the

architectural genealogy of the building. As a kiosk-above-gate, the Hekimoglu Ali Papa Library

is akin, first of all, to the Topkapi Palace's outermost gate near the Hagia Sophia, the fifteenth-

century Bdb-i Hflmdyain (Imperial Gate). The pavilion, that is, the upper storey of this gate,

59

66 Ibid., pp. 299a-299b.



burned down in the nineteenth century, but Gilru Necipoglu revealed with the help of

seventeenth- and eighteenth-century repair documents that it had a colonnaded portico on the

side of the palace garden, 67 at the back of the rooms that formed a continuous mass, which is

seen in several visual depictions, on the side of the public square (fig. 1.33). Besides this

similarity between the basic spatial organizations of the two pavilions, the function of the

pavilion above the Imperial Gate was also not very distant in character from that of a library. It

primarily served, at least in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, as the treasury of the

inheritances of deceased Muslims without heirs and a depository for a portion of the palace

archives. 68 It is highly likely, therefore, that an intention to make an allusion to the outermost

gate of the sultans' palace had a determinant role behind the design of the Hekimoglu Library.

Necipoglu quoted elsewhere a passage from the Hainerndme, a royal chronicle completed

in 1588, which relates that Sileyman I placed a number of endowed books in the rooms above

the gates of the outer courtyard of the Sileymaniye for the benefit of distinguished authors and

calligraphers of the period.69 The three rooms above the gates in question must have held this

function for some time at least in the sixteenth century, before the endowed books moved inside

the mosque at an unknown date. The Hfinername passage thus documents an association between

elevated rooms above gates and the idea of a library-scriptorium space in the sixteenth century.

The libraries within the Amcazade Htiseyin Papa and the Ahmediye (in Oskildar) madrasas are

both close precedents; their proportions are in fact closer to the Hekimoglu's than the Imperial

Gate Pavilion where the street fagade is the longer side of the rectangular plan. The library room

in the Ahmediye Madrasa in Uskildar is also next to an entrance to the garden, but it is not the

6 GUIru Necipoglu, Architecture, Ceremonial and Power: The Topkapi Palace in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries (Cambridge, Mass., 1991) pp. 37; 269, footnote 18.
68 Ibid., pp. 38-39.
69 GUIru Necipoglu, The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture in the Ottoman Empire (Princeton, 2005), p. 212.
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gate structure. Qoban Mustafa Paga's library stands as an important, though temporally distant,

precedent of the Hekimoglu with its placement above the entrance to the courtyard. But the

anteroom of this smaller library is not an open gallery, nor is it a free-standing gate structure.

Despite its similarities to all these probable precedents in different respects, the Hekimoglu

Library has a unique design. With its profile viewed from inside the courtyard and the mosque's

portico (fig. 1.34), the library was possibly planned to allude to the Ali Qapu Palace in the

Safavid capital Isfahan. Built in the early seventeenth century, this monument overlooks the

city's vast Naqsh-e Jihan Square and was originally also the portal/gatehouse (hence the Turkic

word qapu in its name) to the palace compound behind it (fig. 1.35). In the depth of the gallery

and the relative proportions of the lower and upper storeys, the library resembles a reduced-scale

representation of the contours of the Isfahan monument. The Hekimoglu Library was built only a

decade after the development of Kagithane in the vicinity of Istanbul with the allocation of plots

of land to several state functionaries and elites around an artificial channel constructed in 1721.

In turn, these individuals built kiosks and gardens in these plots following the Sa'dabd pavilion

that Damad Ibrahim Papa built and presented to the sultan as a gift in 1722. Shirine Hamadeh

underlined the possible inspiration of Isfahan's Chaharbagh extension developed around the

straight channel and boulevard with the same name by the Safavid elite's formal gardens and

pavilions in the early seventeenth century behind the Ottoman counterpart.7 0 The Ali Qapu and

the adjoining square were integral to this extension project in Isfahan, and Chaharbagh was no

doubt known to many elites in Istanbul by the early eighteenth century. Rapid Efendi records

how the Ottoman grand vizier told the Iranian ambassador who was in Istanbul in 1706 that they

believed the part of the Bosphorus around the Anatolia Castle, where the latter was hosted in a

70 Shirine H amadeh, The City's Pleasures: Istanbul in the Eighteenth Century (Seattle and London, 2008), pp. 229-
234.
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seashore mansion, equaled Isfahan's Chaharbagh. 71 The biography compiler Safdyi noted in the

1720s that the poet Stileyman Nahifi, a bureaucrat who was also in Damad Ibrahim Paga's

translation team, had close interaction with Persian poets, litterateurs and scholars in Isfahan and

other towns of Iran where he had been as a secretary in an embassy mission a few decades

before. 72 Equally important is Ali Paga's own engagement with Iran. He had just returned

triumphant from the Iranian border before he began to build his complex and its gate-library.

Ottomans occasionally displayed architectural "trophies" in their monuments. In the 1580s,

Ozdemiroglu Osman Papa presented some fragments including the dome and the window glasses

and ornate shutters of a pavilion he seized in the Shirvan and Tabriz area upon his conquest of

the region to Sultan Murad III who then ordered that the fragments be used in a pavilion to be

constructed on the Bosphorus. 73 Named the Sultaniye Kiosk, it remained in good condition until

at least the early eighteenth century.74 But the Hekimoglu Library might be an example of the

technique of architectural transplantation alternative to the use of spolia as a new building that

produced an approximate image of the Isfahan landmark. Silleyman I's mausoleum, which was

built in the late 1560s in a plan reminiscent of the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem probably as a

pun based on the identity of the sultan's name and King Solomon's, is an example of this

alternative practice.7 5 As articulated in verse and prose passages in his biography written by his

son, Ali Papa was similarly a namesake of Caliph Ali, and he had also been given the epithet Ali

(meaning "exalted") by certain religious authorities at the time of his birth.76 He thus shared the

71 RAgid Efendi, ibid., p. 757. Also quoted in Hamadeh, ibid., p. 232.
72 Mustafa Safayi Efendi, Tezkire-i Safdyi: Nuhbetu'I-Asdr min Fevcidi'l-Eg'ar, ed. Pervin apan (Ankara, 2005), p.
649.
73 Evliya elebi Seyahatnamesi, vol. 1, eds. Robert Dankoff et al. (istanbul, 1996), p. 229.
7 Sedad H. Eldem, TOrk Bahgeleri (Ankara, 1976), p. 17.
7s GUlru Necipoglu-Kafadar, "The SOleymaniye Complex in Istanbul: An Interpretation," Muqarnas 3 (1986): 100-
104.
7 ismail Ziy~eddin Bey, ibid, f. 50b; 54a; 4b-5a.
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name of the Isfahan monument according to both versions of its pronunciation. Therefore, it is

indeed plausible that the Hekimoglu Library's form was an architectural pun on the Ali Qapu,

communicated to the learned who could infer it, as well as a pun on the Ottoman palace's

Imperial Gate, more easily legible to more Istanbulites.

Another eulogy, this time written by a madrasa graduate called Fethi Efendi to celebrate

Ali Paga's appointment to the grand vizierate for the second time in 1742 and included by

Ziydeddin Bey in the biography, presents interesting clues about the culture around libraries.

This eulogy is in effect also a petition for a job, and Fethi Efendi mentions first an appointment

to a rank in the judicial hierarchy, but then praises the paga for having built benevolent

institutions in Istanbul and requests him to build a library and appoint him as its librarian. This

remark is noteworthy because it documents that the establishment of a second library by a

statesman who had already opened one was conceived of as probable by that time. In the

subsequent lines, the petitioner adds how he spent his life hitherto devoid of well-written books

and his time with a longing/passion for beautiful books (igtiydk-i kiitiib-i enfesle evkdtim). 7 The

motif of a thirst for quality books appeased with a librarianship position is in the same line with

Nedim's gratitude poem for his appointment to this position, and was probably directly inspired

by it. The word Fethi Efendi chose to express his attachment to books, i4tiydk, with its

connotation that lies between longing and passion, indicates that the enjoyment of books as

objects had its own considerable share in the Ottoman understanding of bibliophilia.

Following the inclusion of a library in the program of a new mosque complex, Hagia

Sophia became the site where the first library was built adjacent to an old mosque. This was a

project of Sultan Mahmud I. There is a group of sultanic directives, published by Ahmed Refik,
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about a public double bath, which was being built in 1153/1740 as a source of income for the

library built next to the Hagia Sophia.78 This must be the Cagaloglu Bath, which was completed

in 1741. Opened in 1740, the Hagia Sophia Library was also the first library founded in its own

structure by a sultan outside the palace. This is referred to by the official chronicler Subhi Efendi

who wrote that libraries were not among the "ornaments of the record sheets" (pirdye-i sahdyif-i

a'mdl) of earlier sultans.79 His chronicle, which was completed in 1744, is one of the earliest

texts that refer to a public broader than madrasa students as the intended body of users. The

audience the sultan had in mind was the people of comprehension (fiihaim).80 With about 4400

items, this library's collection far surpassed in size both the Fatih Mosque's and the Feyzullah

Efendi libraries. Among these endowed books, there were contributions made by a number of

statesmen including viziers, higher ulema and several bureaucrats, the future library-builders Atif

and Ragib Efendis among them, in addition to the sultan's massive donation made from the

palace treasury.8' The library built at the city's great old mosque was thus the site where book

donation became a collective gesture of the Ottoman state elite, which was not repeated in any

later project and remained unique to this monument.

The passage where Subhi relates the foundation of the library includes a surprising

anecdote about the selection of its location. He writes that the decision about the site was

postponed for some time, and then it was determined by the sultan himself "according to a divine

inspiration" (ber-muktezd-yi ilhdm-i Hudd) to build it next to the wall of the Hagia Sophia. 82 This

motif of a divine inspiration, coupled with the element of a period of indecision prior to the

78 Ahmet Refik, HicriOn ikinciAsirda istanbul Hayati (istanbul, 1930), pp. 145; 147-148; 150-152.

79 Vak'anbvis Subhi Mehmed Efendi, Subhi Tarihi: Sami ve 5akir Tarihleri ie Birlikte, ed. Mesut Aydiner (istanbul,

2007), p. 619.
80 Ibid.
81 Ginay Kut, "Sultan I. Mahmut Kutuphanesi (Ayasofya KutLphanesi)," in Ozlem Bayram et al. (eds.) Osmani

Devleti'nde Bilim K0ltur ve Kutiphaneler (Ankara, 1999), 110-111.
82 Vak'anbvis Subhi Mehmed Efendi, ibid.
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selection, appears significant. Although there is ample evidence for Mahmud I's close personal

interest in architectural projects and modifications that were made to them, 83 a reference to

divine guidance does not seem to have any parallel. It is not common in the predominantly

worldly tone of eighteenth-century Ottoman chronicles, nor is it usual for Ottoman narratives of

building processes. It is evocative of the parable narrated by Evliya elebi in his Seyahatndme

(Book of Travels; written in the mid to late seventeenth century) according to which Selim II was

directed by Prophet Muhammad in a dream to build Selimiye in the city of Edirne.84 Hagia

Sophia's sanctity and its symbolic weight in Ottoman consciousness 5 must have been important

in turning the search for an appropriate location for the library into a heavenly affair as the

chronicler narrated. But the use of this expression for the construction of a library is at the same

time an important manifestation of the elevated status attributed to this emerging building type.

At least six commemorative poems were written for the library by religious scholars and

other poets. 86 One of them, which was penned by a state functionary by the name of Silik

Efendi, presents a noteworthy metaphor by calling the library a sacred invocation (salddur), like

the calls for prayer from the minaret, for the seekers of most various skills. The next line then

calls it "treasuries of difficult/intricate details of knowledge."8 7 The richness of the subjects

83 The chronicler izzi's work and other chronicles contain several examples. For some of the instances, see Chapter

4 of the present thesis.
84 Evliya elebi Seyahatnamesi, vol. I1, eds. Seyit Ali Kahraman and YOcel Dagli (istanbul, 1999), p. 246.

8s See, Stefanos Yerasimos, Lafondation de Constantinople et de Sainte-Sophie dans les tradition turques: legendes
d'Empire (Istanbul and Paris, 1990); GUlru Necipoglu, "The Life of an Imperial Monument: Hagia Sophia after

Byzantium," in Robert Mark and Ahmet 5. akmak (eds.) Hagia Sophiafrom the Age of Justinian to the Present

(Cambridge, 1993), pp. 195-225; Gigdem Kafescioglu, Constantinopolis/Istanbul: Cultural Encounter, Imperial Vision
and the Construction of the Ottoman Capital (University Park, Pa, 2009).
86 Hatice Aynur collected and published these poems: Hatice Aynur, "I. MahmOd'un (6. 1754) Ktuphaneleri ve

Tarih Manzumeleri," in Hatice Aynur et al. (eds), Kitaplara Vakfedilen Bir Qmre Tuhfe: ismail E. Erunsal'a Armagan
vol. 2 (Istanbul, 2014), pp. 681-734.
87 Ibid., p. 716.
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available and the opportunity to make higher-level investigations in these places were to remain

important themes in Ottoman references to public libraries.

The Hagia Sophia Library is composed of multiple parts and has a complex plan. The

library proper is built between two buttresses of Hagia Sophia on its southern side. This is where

the royal mausolea built since the sixteenth century are also located, but the entrance to the

library is from inside the mosque. Composed of three marble arches enclosed by metal trellises,

this entrance gives way both to a corridor that reaches the library at the back and another room

built inside the mosque next to the entrance. Roughly the same size as the library proper, this

latter room is covered with a wooden ceiling. It is defined in the sources as the space where

public lecturers would teach religious sciences and, in addition, hadiths would be recited on

certain days of the week.88 It was essentially an addendum to the library, and was no doubt used

as a space for reading at other times.

The long outer wall of this latter room is composed of an arcade of five openings, again

enclosed by trellises (fig. 1.36). Something that escaped earlier researchers' attention is that this

arcade, in all likelihood, mimics the church's great arcade that separates its nave from the aisle

(fig. 1.37). Not only is the number of openings the same, but the five arches on the room fagade

are also round ones as in the greater arcade. There are also half columns at two ends, which

recall the pilasters in the same place in the old arcade. When looked at from some points up in

the gallery floor, the small arcade of the hadith recitation room appears as a scaled-down copy of

the nave arcade, and seen right at its back. We thus encounter another instance of replication of a

fragment of an old monument, similar to the cases in the Feyzullah Efendi and the Qorlulu Ali

88 Ahmet Akgunddz et al., Og Devirde Bir Mabed: Ayasofya (istanbul, 2005), p. 424; p. 445.
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Papa madrasas, but here inside the same monument and in visual proximity with the original

piece.

The library proper at the Hagia Sophia essentially has the design of a kiosk. One first

enters a square space covered by a dome. The ornate wooden book depository structure, which

will be further discussed in Chapter 4, is at the center of this space. It leaves a small space for

movement at the margins of the room. The room is extended with an elevated platform on the

south (fig. 1.38). This platform is covered with a rectangular vault and separated from the central

space by an arcade of two marble arches. These platforms, called suffe or ahnipin in Ottoman

sources, are the main generating elements of most of the Ottoman kiosks. Although they are

more often placed on three sides of the square or polygonal central spaces of kiosks, there are

some examples of single ahnigins. The sultan's pavilion in the Davud Papa Palace in the vicinity

of Istanbul was built in 1596 in a larger scale but in nearly the same plan with the Hagia Sophia

Library (fig. 1.39).89 At least two other kiosks with single ahni4ins were built around Istanbul in

the seventeenth century.90 Therefore, the Hagia Sophia Library has to be evaluated as a kiosk

design, in other words, a tiny kiosk attached to a mosque. In fact, it can be considered a variant

of the Ahmed III Library, which was built in the Topkapi Palace in 1719 (and will be discussed

in Chapter 2) and has three ahnigins around a square space. The ahnigin in the Hagia Sophia

Library was certainly furnished with low couches as in other examples. The walls of the lecture

room, the library and the corridor between the two are largely covered with reused and new

ceramic tiles. There are also additional book niches with shutters on the walls of the library. The

interior of the drum of the dome above the wooden depository structure has an inscription of

seven verses from the Quran where the value and rewards of the guidance of the Book (Kitdb)

89 Sedad H. Eldem, K6kler ve Kasirlar vol. I (Ankara, 1964), pp. 209-237.
90 Ibid., pp. 238-284.
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are enunciated and where the word kitdb appears three times (fig. 1.40).91 This epigraphic choice

is unique to this library.

The Charity to Emulate: The Atif Efendi Library

The Head Treasurer Mustafa Atif Efendi legally endowed the first of the two portions of

his books less than a year after the inauguration of the Hagia Sophia Library, at the beginning of

1153 H., 92 that is, in 1740. The construction of his library in Istanbul might have begun around

that time. The date given in the inscription above the door of the book depository in the library

reveals that it was completed in 1155/1742, the year in which Sultan Mahmud I's second public

library built next to the Fatih Mosque was opened, and Fethi Efendi expected from the grand

vizier a similar decision to build a second library. Indeed, these were years when the library

building trend in Istanbul significantly accelerated. Atif Efendi's waqflyya lists 730 entries, more

than one thousand volumes, which he endowed before the opening of the library. 93 His probate

inventory indicates that there were 352 more volumes in his house, but an accompanying note in

the document states that a group of them had been legally endowed earlier by his father-in-law

and, for some unspecified reason, kept in the treasurer's house. 94 Like Damad Ibrahim Paga, Atif

Efendi turned nearly the entirety of his collection into a public amenity, his personal memorial of

bibliophilia. Atif Efendi was trained within bureaucratic offices and this is referred to, together

with his identity as an eminent calligrapher, in the introduction of his waqfiyya where he is called

91 The Quran, XXXV/29-35. Ahmet AkgUnd~z et al., ibid., pp. 437-438.
92 Fuat Sezgin, "Atif Efendi KUtiphanesinin Vakfiyesi" Tark Dili ve Edebiyati Dergisi VI (1955), p. 134.

Sileymaniye Library: Atif Efendi 2858
BOA [Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives, Istanbul], D. BM. MHF. 12494. H. Sievert mistakenly gives the number

of Atif Efendi's books in the inventory as 3452. Henning Sievert, "Verlorene Schstze - Bbcher von Burokraten in

den Muhalleft-Registern" in Tobias Heinzelmann and Henning Sievert (eds) Buchkultur im Nahen Osten des 17.

und 18. Jahrhunderts (Bern, 2010), p. 232.
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a "pillar of the professionals of registers and pen" and a "choicest one of the masters of

writing." 95

The defterddr's library displays some important novel features and a unique architectural

design apparently highly indebted, once again, to the kiosk tradition. The Atif Efendi Library is

actually a complex consisting of two edifices. On the street side is a structure containing three

dwellings built for the librarians (fig. 1.41). Each of these attached houses have separate

entrances from the street, and characteristically for the residential architecture of the city, their

uppermost storeys have projections that reflect the regular quadrilateral shapes of their main

rooms and contrast with the curve of the street. The largest of these dwellings on the west

apparently belonged to the chief librarian; the second and third librarians must have moved

between the dwellings as they were promoted in rank. The chief objective behind the inclusion of

this structure in the complex in masonry must be protecting the library from possible fires in the

surrounding timber neighborhoods. Still, such quality dwellings by eighteenth-century standards

can also be seen as a reflection of the social status of librarians. The library edifice is located in a

garden of an irregular shape, which is reached through a long vault beneath the dwellings (fig.

1.42). Thanks to the slope in the garden, the library edifice has a basement left open to air

circulation with large arches, aimed at protection from humidity. It is the first Ottoman library

where the book depository is a room separate from the study hall. Above the door to the

depository, which is located at the center of its wall is an inscription of a Quranic verse about

God's guarding and protecting character (fig. 1.43).96 This is a signed panel of calligraphy, but it

is not easy to understand which of the calligraphers with the name Yahya who lived in those

years its artist was. The inscription of this verse was unique to this library; the quite similar
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depository rooms of the Nuruosmaniye and the Veliytiddin Efendi have unrelated inscriptions

above their doors. Not only in their architectural designs, but also in the epigraphic programs of

the Ottoman libraries, a taste for particularity remained dominant throughout the century. On the

wall to the right of the main entrance to the study hall, on the other hand, is the inscription of the

regulations about the operation of the library summarized from the waqfiyya, which is highly

unusual for Ottoman conventions (fig. 1.44).

The opening of this library was commemorated in a verse. In this hitherto unnoticed short

eulogy, which is found in an anonymous manuscript compilation of chronograms in the Istanbul

University Library, the poet Tevfik writes how he looked with an "applauding eye" (nigdh-i

tahsin) at the library, which had "enviable" nine domes (vaults). 97 That the library served as Atif

Efendi's memorial is testified to by the references made to it in most of the period biographies of

the founder, including $emdanizade's chronicle and Ramiz's dictionary of poet biographies, both

of which were written more than three decades later. 98

This library's study hall is composed of a central space and five iwans aligned on three

sides of it (figs. 1.45-1.46). Each of these smaller spaces is one step elevated. They are

practically small alcoves that allow one or two persons to study. They must have been furnished

with cushions. This series of five alcoves is the dominant spatial feature of the library. Obviously

related to ahnigins in kiosk architecture, they can also be seen as functional counterparts of

alcoves that began to spread in interior designs of libraries in western Europe during the

preceding period, an important example of which is Sir Christopher Wren's Trinity College

97 Mecmua-yi Tev6rih MS, Istanbul University Library, TY 2580, f. 25b.
98 5em'danizAde Findiklili Suleyman Efendi, MOri't-Tev6rih 1, ed. M. MOnir Aktepe (istanbul, 1976), pp. 109-110;
RMmiz ve Adab-i ZurafA's/, ed. Sadik Erdem (Ankara, 1994), p. 209.
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Library in Cambridge which was completed in 169599 (fig. 1.47). Whether this trend was known

to Ottomans is not clear, but the marked emphasis on small secluded study spaces in the Atif

Efendi Library may be a reflection of the increasingly individualized practices of reading and

studying among the eighteenth-century Ottomans. In a recent study, Khaled el-Rouayheb

emphasized that "deep reading" as a practice had roots in the earlier centuries of Islam, but

Ottomans in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries produced conscious articulations of this.

Several older medieval manuals of transmission of knowledge typically prioritized hearing,

discussion, interaction and memorization and were largely indifferent to private reading, but

Milneccimbagi Ahmed ibn Lltfullah completed in 1691 a treatise on the manner of closely

examining books, deriving meanings from writings, in advanced stages of learning where he

underlined the importance of logic, semantics and rhetoric. The same fields and the question of

relation to the text were given unusual emphasis in Mehmed Sagakhzade's education manual

from 1716 as well.' 00 The abounding alcoves in the Atif Efendi Library may be a crystallization

of a tendency towards private reading, but in fact the growing demand for library buildings as a

whole implies an expansion of solitary and individual reading, since we do not find any trace of

discussions, group studies or loud voice normally seen in the eighteenth-century libraries. Italian

cleric-scholar Giambattista Toderini, who investigated the madrasas and the libraries in Istanbul

in the 1780s, found the architecture of the Atif Efendi Library's study hall practical. He saw

eight students engrossed in books during his visit to the place.101

This plan appears like a derivative of kiosks with three ahnigins. Several seventeenth-

century kiosks in this group built in Istanbul have plans only a little different from the Atif

99 James W. P. Campbell, The Library: A World History (Chicago, 2013), pp. 141-142.
100 Khaled el-Rouayheb, Islamic Intellectual History in the Seventeenth Century: Scholarly Currents in the Ottoman

Empire and the Maghreb (Cambridge, 2015), pp. 97-130.
101 Abbe Giambattista Toderini, De Ia litt6rature des turcs, vol. 2 (Paris, 1789), pp. 86-87.
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Efendi's. The Sultaniye Kiosk (fig. 1.48),102 which was apparently the earliest of the type, and

the Revan Kiosk in the Topkapi Palace, which was built in 1635 and turned into a library by

Mahmud I in 1737, featured octagonal central spaces. Some others, like the Sepetgiler Pavilion

above the sea walls of the Topkapi Palace (1591) and the Tiled Kiosk of the Begikta* Palace on

the Bosphorus (1679; demolished in the mid-nineteenth century) 10 3 had square central spaces

(fig. 1.49), but their ahnigins were as wide as half the width of one side. All of the kiosks in this

group were built on basements, and most of them had service spaces on the fourth side, which

correspond to the depository in the Atif Efendi. The Atif Efendi appears basically as a novel

variation on this plan type, developed here by the addition of two more iwans between the usual

three. Turgut Saner suggested that the Atif Efendi's scheme was a derivative of the plan of the

fifteenth-century Pienza Cathedral. 104 This probability seems in accordance with the selection of

the plan of Borromini's San Carlo alla Quattro Fontane for the Nuruosmaniye Library, which

was first realized by Saner and will be dealt with in Chapter 4. But a derivation from the Pienza

monument seems much less likely, given the fact that the Atif Efendi's plan significantly differs

from the cathedral's with the absence of most of the nave columns and the presence of the

depository, with the important difference between their scales, and also because the Pienza

monument did not have a reputation like that of Borromini's work. If there was such an

inspiration, it must have converged with a preference for the practicality of ahnigins. The

intention to privilege the role of alcoves and reading seclusion in the plan may have been a

decisive factor in the development of this formula. With the emergence of the separate

depository and the five-iwan space, the first Ottoman public library built independent of any

1 Sedad H. Eldem, Turk Bahgeleri (Ankara, 1976), pp. 14-17.
1 Sedad H. Eldem, K65kler ve Kasirlar vol. II (Ankara, 1964), pp. 124-150.
1 Turgut Saner, "Mimari DMnUgturmeler," Sanat Tarihi Defterleri 9 (2005): 80-82.
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other waqJ compound leaves the impression of an effort spent to create a spatial solution peculiar

to and appropriate for the new building type.

The passage in the waqfiyya about its location reveals that the Atif Efendi Library was

built on an older property in the vicinity of but not next to the head treasurer's mansion.10 5 This

close proximity could facilitate the association between the library and Atif Efendi's household,

but the main motivation for the selection of the site must have been the district's character. Lying

between the $ehzade and the Silleymaniye complexes, this is an area where madrasas were

highly concentrated, and as the sole reference to madrasa students in the waqfiyya10 6 - despite

the secretary origin of the founder himself - indicates, the student body was a primary audience

for libraries. It was also an elite neighborhood with scholar and statesman residents, ideally

suited for a public library. $emdanizade refers to the "fitting location" of the beautiful monument

(mahallinde bir eser-i cemil). 107 The use of a formula akin to kiosk architecture in this first

totally independent library building, a watershed in the history of Ottoman libraries, is an

important crystallization of the weight of the kiosk paradigm in the trend, which was as

pronounced as the allusions to mosques throughout the period.

The Atif Efendi Library was described as a breakthrough in the Ottomans' interest in

public library foundation by Milstakimzade SUleyman Saadeddin Efendi, a contemporary of the

trend. In his dictionary of calligraphers Tuhfe-i Hattdtin (Calligraphers' Gift), which he

completed in 1783, M stakimzdde wrote that Atif Efendi's library had a peculiar place among

the "charitable works of the period" (hidemdt-i yevmiyyede) since it served as the

"model/example of the other libraries [built] by sultans and viziers who thus became his

105 Sezgin, ibid., pp. 136-137.
106 Ibid., p. 135.
107 $em'danizde Findiklili Soleyman Efendi, ibid., p. 109.
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imitators" (sdir mlak ve vizerd ddrii/kitiblerine nimine olub anm mukallidi olmuslardir).108

Miistakimzade was a native observer of the efflorescence of the trend and his perception must be

regarded as a significant insight. The formative role that he attributes to the Atif Efendi Library,

although it was obviously not the first public library, must be due to its emergence in the urban

fabric as an independent memorial, which apparently considerably increased the prestige of this

new form of charity. It influenced even its founder's superiors. Mtistakimzade's use of mukallid

(imitator) in the statement must be related to the term's common appearance in calligraphy

criticism and in descriptions of the stylistic genealogies of artists. In the world of calligraphy

individuals could be pupils or imitators of artists from lower official ranks. However, this is

nonetheless a significant application of the notion of imitation to the realm of architectural

patronage. It explicitly defines imitation as a central dynamic of the development of the new

building type. This statement crystallizes the competitive environment developed around the

penchant for library building for which the Atif Efendi was a trendsetter.

108 Mstakimz~de SOleyman Sa~deddin, Tuhfe-i Hattdtdn, ed. Mustafa Kog (Istanbul, 2014), p. 485.
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CHAPTER 2

LIBRARIES IN MANSIONS AND PALACES:
DISENGAGEMENT FROM TREASURIES

Books were typical contents of the palace treasuries and of the treasuries in most elite

households. A study hall seems to have been a common element of a religious scholar's house in

Istanbul already in the seventeenth century, if not earlier. In the eighteenth century, there were

several instances of designated spaces, in some case multi-storey buildings, for the storage and

study of books in mansions. In the Imperial Palace, library was physically separated from the

older repository of the treasury and placed in its own building; this might have had parallels in

some mansions. On the other hand, a few of the public libraries were opened in structures that

once belonged to mansions. Also in the eighteenth century, employment of private library

curators was increasingly common, perhaps earlier more in religious scholars' houses, but soon

also in bureaucrats' and other statesmen's as well. This is one of the implications of a semi-

public character the libraries of the elite houses could have. The present chapter mainly aims to

document the physical and institutional features of this group of libraries.

Library Wings of Mansions

Naima Mustafa Efendi's history, which he completed in 1704 and covers the period

between 1000-1068 H./1591-1660, presents vivid descriptions of events and historical figures. It

must be this quality that led to its popularity in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries when it

was printed multiple times. Naima's text contains some traces of dignitaries' private reading and

library spaces. The historian consulted witnesses and used oral reports in addition to written
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sources. For Karagelebizade Aziz Efendi, who had been the qadi of Istanbul and later the

eyhiilislam, and died in 1658, Naima recounts from people "educated in his service" that he

displayed a "vizirial, maybe sultanic" outlook through his house and clothing, his servants'

cultivation and his general grandeur. We learn from this account that Aziz Efendi used to spend

most of his time "in his special/reserved ornate nest/kiosk" (kdadne-i mahsasasinda) occupied

with studying (maitalad) and writing books.' Here kddne-i mahsaisa most probably denotes a

large kiosk reserved for studying and writing within the compounds of the qadi's mansion; in

other words, the qadi's private study. We encounter a reference to yet another eyhilislam's

private library space in Naimd's description of the Jannisaries' pillage that occurred during the

1655 Riot. The mansions of both the grand vizier's and the eyhallislam's were looted during the

riot. Naimi recounts that one day after the grand vizier's mansion was looted and jewelry,

money and several "curious/phenomenal and rare things" (tuhaf ve nevddir) which included

Chinese porcelains (fagfur), and sables scattered in the hands of the rebels, a group of them

moved to eyhilislam Ebu Said Efendi's mansion. There they plundered precious objects like

"valuable books" (kiitib-i nefise) and curious and rare things that had been "piled up"

(miiddehdri olan) by the family in a hundred and fifty years. After the destruction of portable

things, they turned towards the cabinet shutters decorated with mother-of-pearl and gilt in "the

space which was the mafti's [ eyhilislam's] library and personal room" (maiftinin kitabhdnesi ve

mahsfis odasi olan mekdn).2

These passages document the presence of spaces reserved for the purpose of storing and

studying books within the dwellings of high ranking scholar-judges by the middle of the

1 NaTm3 Mustafa Efendi, Tcrih-i NaFmd: Ravztu'IH~seynfiHuldsdtiAhbri'I-Hafikayn, ed. Mehmet ip~irli (Ankara,
2007), p. 1799.
2 Ibid., pp. 1612-1613.
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seventeenth century. It is not easy to know, however, how common library rooms were in earlier

centuries. In her account of the construction of the $ehzade Mehmed Mosque in Istanbul in the

1540s, Gilru Necipoglu quoted from a sixteenth-century source that the mosque's ablution

fountain in its arcaded courtyard was built in the place of 5eyhailislam Kemalpagazade's library,

which was a "fountainhead of knowledge." 3 In the illustrated copy of Agik elebi's sixteenth-

century biographical dictionary, Meydirai' -5uard, which is dated to the 1590s, some of the

scholar-poets, including Kemalpagazade, are portrayed in front of closets or niches filled with

books and in iwan-like spaces (fig. 2.1), although the iwan-like background also appears in

portraits that do not contain books, implying that it served primarily as a pictorial frame. 4 Evliya

Qelebi relates the case of a room refashioned into a library. He writes that in a later visit to the

place, he found the small room (haicre) in which he had stayed in the 1640s in the K6prils'

palace in Damascus turned into a library (kitabhdne itmi) by Fazil Ahmed Paga. This was done

as a part of the extensive architectural intervention with which several rooms with ceramic tiles

and decorated small loggias were also added to the compound.5

Little can be directly inferred about the architecture of the rooms that Naimd mentions.

Nevertheless, in the case of Karagelebizade Aziz Efendi's study hall, the employment of the term

kdsdne, which denotes a rather sizable structure, a building in itself, and rich embellishment,

strongly suggests that it was similar to the masonry wings of some mansions built in Istanbul and

its suburbs, nearly twenty of which survived until the twentieth century. Although they are dated

by modern scholars to the eighteenth century, the refinement of some early-eighteenth-century

Gu1ru Necipoglu, The Age of Sinan: Architectural Culture in the Ottoman Empire (Princeton, 2005), pp. 192-193.
4 A&ik elebi, Me56irO'5-5uar6 MS, Millet Kutuphanesi-Ali Emiri-Tarih 772.
s Evliya (elebiSeyahatnamesi, v. 9 (istanbul, 1996), p. 276.
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examples published by Sedad Hakki Eldem suggests that they began to spread earlier. The

majority of them are near the southern shore of the Golden Horn; they were originally built as

annexes of seashore mansions. But many other masonry wings of this kind, or "stone rooms" (ta

oda) as they were called by the contemporaries, are scattered in other districts of Istanbul and

Uskfldar. Since residential architecture in Istanbul was predominantly of timber, including

grandees' mansions and palaces, it is clear that a main purpose of these structures, which were

nearly always built as annexes to timber mansions was the protection of valuable belongings

from fire. However, with stucco coverings and paintings on their walls and vaults, with their

marble columns, ornate fireplaces and sometimes ablaq arches and ceramic tiles, many of the

stone rooms display a palatial aesthetic on the scale of a single room (figs. 2.2-2.4). The study

hall in Karagelebizade's house, which was said to be "vizierial" and "sultanic," might have been

an example of these stone rooms. Above a vaulted ground floor, these structures have one or two

floors and usually a single room on each. There is close architectural kinship between the stone

rooms and "royal pavilions" (hinkar kasri) that were built as extensions of new dynastic

commission mosques in the capital also in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Designed for

dynastic visits and linked to royal lodges (hiinkar mahfili) inside mosques, these pavilions stand

like mini one-room palaces.7 On the other hand, the stone rooms seem to have transformed the

architecture of primary schools. Unlike the earlier schools built from the fifteenth century on

with domed rooms directly on the ground, the primary schools of the eighteenth century have

upper floors projecting towards the street and covered by rectangular vaults, and thus appearing

as versions of mansions' masonry wings with simpler decorations.

6 Sedad Hakki Eldem, TOrk Evi: Osmani Ddnemi/Turkish House: Ottoman Period, v. 1 (istanbul, 1984), pp. 232-259.
Ibid., pp. 212-230.
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The stone rooms were evidently designed to be visually enjoyed from inside, despite the

clear prominence of their storage function. The specific functions each of the eighteenth-century

stone rooms of Istanbul were originally given are not possible to detect. But they could be

divanhdnes, that is, settings for poetry and music gatherings, the main forms of elite

socialization, as well as repositories of precious objects, including books. They could certainly

also have been reading rooms. Probably many of them combined these functions.

As a part of his political-moral criticism of Grand Vizier Rdgib Paga, Qadi $emdanizade

Sileyman Efendi writes in his chronicle, which he penned in the 1770s, that the paga promoted

some corrupt men to the positions of the directorate of imperial kitchens and the paga's personal

treasury scribe. With their illicit incomes they managed to build palaces and seashore mansions

for themselves, acquired tuhaf (curious/phenomenal things) and their houses surpassed those of

all the state grandees. 8 It is highly likely that the increased importation of luxury rare objects,

especially foreign porcelains and textiles, was a leading dynamic in the spread of stone rooms in

the eighteenth century. Ragib Paga's corrupt proteges might not have been interested in books,

but books, especially illuminated books and pieces of calligraphy could be objects of enjoyment

in many of these flamboyant treasury rooms. "Beautiful books" were physically next to other

rare objects that Ebu Said Efendi's family amassed for multiple generations. Many of the extant

eighteenth-century stone rooms have multiple niches with shutters. These niches could be used

primarily for books, but books and other objects could also be kept in movable closets and

coffers.

8 5em'ddnizade Findik/il, Saleyman Efendi Tarihi: Muri't-Tevarih, ed. M. Munir Aktepe, v. 2 (istanbul, 1976), p. 55.
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The strongest evidence for the role of stone rooms in the preservation of books in private

hands is the fact that three among those that survived until the twentieth century were already

designated as libraries in the eighteenth century. These are two of Grand Vizier $ehid Ali Paga's

libraries and 5eyhailislam Air Efendi's library. The details of the fate of $ehid Ali Paga's

libraries pose a complicated question. Ali Papa endowed groups of his books in the stone rooms

attached to his three mansions in Istanbul in 1715 and in 1716, before he died at the front during

the Petrovaradin Battle (hence his posthumous title of ehid, martyr) against the Habsburgs. All

the three structures mentioned in the documents as the location of the endowed books are called

kitabhanes. This reveals that before the waqfiyyas were penned they already served primarily or

exclusively as library spaces. One of them was in a waterside house in a Bosphorus village.9 One

of the two structures in the city, which is the only one that survived until today, is called

"solid/faultless masonry library" (miikemmel kdrgir kitabhdne).'0

The third one, which was originally a part of a palace complex in the Yerebatan district

near the Topkapi Palace, was demolished in 1939. But it was documented in photographs and a

few schematic plans by the Istanbul Committee of Historic Preservation shortly before the

demolition. It was designated as "the building known as the $ehid Ali Papa Library" in the

committee's documentation file,," and its form is indeed in agreement with the description of the

library in question in the waqfiyya as the "three-storey masonry large library"" (figs. 2.5-2.6).

Ali Emiri Efendi, who donated his manuscript collection to the Ottoman Ministry of Public

Education to be used as the core of a modem research library in the 1910s, wrote an account of

9 Quoted in Erunsal, ibid. p. 187.
10 S [Sharia Court Registers, Istanbul], Rumeli Sadareti 189, f. 47b.
1 Istanbul Committee of Historic Preservation Archive, file no. 411 (1939).
1 5S, Rumeli Sadareti 188, f. 128b.
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the establishment of this institution in an article in 1922, where he makes an important reference

to the structure in Yerebatan. Ali Emiri's collection was ultimately placed in the Feyzullah

Efendi Madrasa where it was united with the eighteenth-century founder's old collection and

began to serve in 1915 as Millet KUtiphanesi (Nation Library) with the allocation of the entire

space of the madrasa to this purpose. But in his detailed account of the establishment of his

famous library, Ali Emiri writes that actually the library in Yerebatan was his first choice,

although this plan was abandoned because of the length of the time foreseen for its repair. He

relates that he used to meet the vice chair of the Council of State (5'tra-yi Devlet) in the latter's

house next to the then-vacant Yerebatan building before the Restoration of the Constitution

(1908), and he began to wish to place his books in this imposing old edifice, which, he writes,

was $ehid Ali Paga's "private library" (husaisi kiatiibhanesi).13 To trace the history of this

building after $ehid Ali Paga's death is difficult, but it did retain its name in memory until the

early twentieth century.1

This palace complex was where the vizier resided with his wife Princess Fatma Sultan. It

must have been a royal property given to the couple as Fatma Sultan's dowry, as was typical of

the palaces in this area,' 5 but Ali Papa might have made some additions. The library had an

entrance from the street, like many of the stone rooms, and a main hall, which featured a hearth

and an arcade with muqarnas capitals, on the uppermost floor (figs. 2.7-2.9). The middle floor

with a lower ceiling underneath this room might have been the space where the books were kept.

1 [Ali Emiri], "Millet KUtbhAnesi Ne SOretle Tegekki Etti," Tarih ve Edebiyat 3 (Tegrinievvel 1338 [October 1922]),
p. 55.
14 The antiquarian and the general secretary of the Committee of Historic Preservation Mehmed Ziya Bey identified
the building as the 5ehid Ali Papa Library and, interestingly, dated it to the seventeenth century. Mehmed Ziya,
istanbul ve Bogazigi: Bizans ve Osmanh Medeniyetlerinin As6r-i Bakiyesi (Istanbul, 1928), p. 33.
15 TLlay Artan, "Alay K65k Yakinlarinda BAbiali'nin Olugumu ve Suleymaniye'de Bir Sadrazam Sarayi," in BirAll6me-
i Cihdn: Stefanos Yerasimos, eds. Edhem Eldem et. al., v. 1 (istanbul, 2012), pp. 73-140.
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The waqfiyya indicates that the library was next to the ba oda (literally "main room") of the

palace, which was normally the most embellished room of Ottoman dwellings and belonged to

the head of the household. This room in turn was next to the divanhdne, the reception hall.1 6 Its

street entrance, concurrent with its direct attachment to the ba oda, implies a semi-public

function envisaged for this private library.

Ali Paga's other library, the only one that survives today, was attached to his mansion in

the Vefa district in the vicinity of the $ehzade Mosque. This library originally did not have direct

access from the street. Here too the main room is on the second floor. Ahmet K09i1kkalfa

referred to the nineteenth-century historian Tayyarzade Ata who wrote that Ali Paga's library

was "his mansion's stone room [ta odasi] which he separated and endowed in his lifetime." 17 it

was connected to the rest of the mansion through a door on the southern wall, which can be seen

today from the exterior of the building as filled and closed off (fig. 2.10). As stated also in the

waqfiyya,' 8 the interior of the room has ceramic tile revetments (kjgi) on its walls (fig. 2.11).

Characteristic for this room configuration, two marble columns with muqarnas capitals separate

the original vestibule of the room from the main area where seats and the hearth were, while the

surface of the semicircular wall carried by these columns feature unusual marble reliefs of floral

designs, also referred to in the waqfiyya (mermer bahar igleme kalkan)19 (figs. 2.12-2.13).

However, the building clearly went through considerable alteration. A stone staircase was built

on the northern side of the building and what was originally a niche on the wall was turned into

the entrance to the hall from the north. The entrance is reached through a narrow corridor from a

16 S, Rumeli Sadareti 188, f. 128b.
17 Tayyarz~de At6, Tarih-iAt6, ed. Mehmet Arslan (istanbul, 2010), p. 34. Referred to in Ahmet KOgOkkalfa, "5ehid
Ali Papa Kutuphanesi," TOrk Kutuphaneciler Dernegi Bulteni XXXII/3 (1984), p. 134.
i $S, Rumeli Sadareti 189, f. 47b.
19 Ibid.
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smaller room, which was built adjacent to the main building and stands now at the upper end of

the staircase (its wall patterns imply more than one building phase for this additional structure;

fig. 2.14). The marble doorframe with the inscription and a muqarnas pediment above were

relocated inside the hall at the newly opened entrance. The stucco reliefs were heavily damaged

at that point. A group of book closets were placed in what was once the vestibule of the room,

while the hearth was closed off and some marble pieces were replaced. In addition, a door was

opened in the garden wall of the precinct, also on the north, in order to provide access to the

library from the street.

Tayyarzade Atd was probably mistaken in stating that $ehid All Papa himself separated

his stone room from his house. The alterations in the library highly damaged the charm of the

building, and moreover, the description of the building in the waqfiyya does not include

references to the later additions like the new vestibule and the stairs that lead to it. It was

probably the family who made the architectural interventions after the paga's death. The sultanic

decree issued for the confiscation of the paga's books following his death, 1 was probably

decisive for the fate of Ali Paga's libraries. Sultan Ahmed III had obtained an unusual legal

opinion from the eyhailislam, apparently tailored particularly for Ali Paa's books, which

asserted that the endowment of philosophy, astrology, poetry and history books was not

permissible. With the decree in question a judge and a financial official were commanded to

prepare lists of Ali Paga's endowed books in these subjects and of the books he had purchased

but not yet endowed so that they could be confiscated.22 Today there is only one collection in

Istanbul's central manuscript library, the Sileymaniye, with the name of $ehid Ali Papa, which

20 5s, Rumeli Sadareti 189, ff. 47a-50b.

2 Published in Ahmet Refik, istanbul Hayatb: Hicri OnikinciAslrda: 1100-1200 (istanbul, 1930), pp. 56-57.
22 Ibid.
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arrived there in 1933 from the library in Vefa. There are many books on the subjects deemed

impermissible by the decree in the collection; it is probable that relatively more precious books

were confiscated and others were left. Writing in 1782, Toderini mentions only one Sehid Ali

Papa Library.23 Therefore, most probably the building in Yerebatan never functioned as a public

library. Whatever remained of Ali Paga's books must have been brought together in a single

library by his family, and understandably not in or near the dowry of Fatma Sultan who was

married to another vizier, Ibrahim Paga, shortly thereafter. On the other hand, Ismail E. Ertnsal

underlined the point that Ali Papa had not determined days and hours of work for his libraries in

the waqfiyyas, and suggested that the paga considered unifying his libraries in the future.2 4 The

assumption that appears in this light is that the waqfiyyas were binding the books as endowments

and the vizier actually planned to erect a new structure for his library.

Similarly, in the case of the ta oda structure that ultimately became the Agir Efendi

Library, the conversion of the building was realized with hesitation. The building in question

originally belonged to Reisilkaittdb Mustafa Efendi, whose book collection formed the core of

the library. Following his embassy to Vienna in 1730, Mustafa Efendi wrote a report on the

Habsburg state organization and the political affairs of the broader European scene.2 5 The

chronicler Izzi praises him as talented and productive in anecdotal advice literature.26 In one of

his waqfiyyas, which was prepared in 1741, Mustafa Efendi states that he organized the "stone

rooms" (ta odalari) next to his house, and he decided to make the building a library upon

23 Abbe Giambattista Toderini, De /a litterature des turcs, vol. 2 (Paris, 1789), p. 84.
ismail E. Erunsal, Osmanli Vakif KOtiphaneleri (Ankara, 2008), p. 189.

2s For a brief evaluation of this report and its manuscript copies see, Faik Regit Unat, Osmanli Sefirleri ve
Sefaretnameleri, ed. Bekir Sitki Baykal (Ankara, 1968), pp. 65-68. In the context of the War of Spanish Succession,
Mustafa Efendi points at Leiden (Leyde) and its academy (akadamya) as a hub of learning and students from
different countries. Mustafa Efendi, Nemse Devletiyle Herseklilere Dair Tarihge MS, The Nuruosmaniye Library
1282/2, f. 27a.
2 izzi SOleyman, Tdrih-i izzi MS, vol. 2, Istanbul University Library TY 6020, f. 215.
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making a "selection/pruning" (tenkih) among his books. 27 However, in another waqflyya, which

was prepared in 1747, he refers to his plan to erect a new library building, and determines the

working days of the library in this future building. 28 Mustafa Efendi died two years later and this

project did not materialize. Some five decades later, his son Seyhfilislam Agir Efendi revived the

initiative, added his collection to his father's and opened the library in 1800 in the originally

selected location (fig. 2.15). One of ASir Efendi's waqfiyyas states that Mustafa Efendi had

planned to either turn the masonry rooms adjacent to his house into a library or build a library

anew (miceddeden) in an appropriate location.29 The main room of this building has some

niches, but it is not certain whether the space was a library before it was separated from Mustafa

Efendi's dwelling. ASir Efendi's son Hafid Efendi, a high-ranking judge who translated a

cosmography of Nasiral-din Tusi and wrote a dictionary of Ottoman admirals, 30 and a prominent

figure of the faction that led the coup against Sultan Selim III in 1807, refers to the library as his

"grandfather's" in the waqfiyya of the endowment of his own books to the same place in 1805.31

Although the profile of the architectural investment was modest, the small garden of this library

became the burial ground of some family members including Agir and Hafid Efendis, which

reflects the meaning of the library for the family's identity.

The renovation expenditure registers kept by the Accounting Department contain the

traces of the presence of some libraries in Bosphorus residences in the late eighteenth century.

There were libraries in the royal Beikta Palace during the renovations made in 1191/1778,32

2 VGMA [Pious Endowments Administration Archive, Ankara] 736, ff. 205-206.
28 VGMA 738, f. 142.
29 VGMA 738, f. 149.
3 This dictionary of admirals was published in Latin letters. Kazasker Mehmed Hafid, Sefinetu'l-Vuzera, ed. Ismet
Parmaksizoglu (Istanbul, 1952).
31 MS, Sbleymaniye Library: Hafid Efendi 486, f. 9.
3 BOA [Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives, Istanbul], D. BM. BNE. d. 16002, f. 22.
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and the waterside residence that was used by "the treasurer of the imperial retinue's movements"

(rikdb-i himdyan defterdari) when it was repaired in 1206/1792.33 The documents' references

are to a lock in the case of the Begikta Palace and to glass sheets in the case of the treasurer's

waterside house, which were purchased for the libraries (called kitabhdne in both cases). These

objects might be needed for an indoor book cabinet or a room reserved for study that contained

one or more cabinets.

Turning a stone room that housed a private library into a waqfwas apparently not an ideal

path in the eyes of their founders. But a new library could be built in ta oda architecture. As

noted already in Chapter 1, the library built next to $erif Halil Paga's mosque in Shumen is

testimony to the relevance of stone rooms' architectural form to the common imagination of a

library space, notwithstanding its similarity to new-generation primary schools as a corollary.

The public library that Sultan Abdilhamid I built as a part of his waqf building compound in

Istanbul together with his mausoleum, a madrasa, a soup kitchen and an elementary school in

1780, is another instance. The Hamidiye Library housed a collection endowed from the Imperial

Treasury. The Hamidiye's collection was praised by Toderini as one of the greatest in the

Ottoman capital.3 Toderini saw the celestial globe in the Hamidiye Library, which is an unusual

case where the European convention of embellishing library spaces with scientific instruments

was paralleled in an Ottoman public library. This globe was transferred to the Istanbul Museum

of Islamic Arts in the early twentieth century. 35 The Hamidiye's library building features a

smaller depository room next to its entrance, but the reading room was designed essentially as a

ta oda with its platform one step elevated from the vestibule, marble columns and arches that

BOA, D. B5M. BNE. d. 16058, f. 2.
34Toderini, ibid., pp. 130-151.
3s Turk ve islam Eserleri Mazesi Rehberi (istanbul, 1939), p. 27.
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separate the main space from the entrance, and a number of bookshelf niches on the walls. In the

engraving that shows this library, which was published in the Armenian-Swedish diplomat and

historian Ignatius Mouradgea d'Ohsson's Tableau General de l'Empire Ottoman (1787), and

conforms to Toderini's account, additional wooden bookcases are seen placed next to the walls

between windows (fig. 2.16).

A Testimony to the Advances in Learning: Admiral Mustafa Paga's ilmdbaid

An interesting and unmistakable proof of the construction of a private library building in

the early eighteenth century is found in a poem that commemorates this now-extinct structure.

The anonymous chronogram compilation, which has a page reserved for library buildings, and

was referred to in Chapter 1 in the context of the Atif Efendi Library's commemoration, also

contains a trace of this private library. While all of the other couplets and stanzas gathered here

were composed for public libraries built in Istanbul in the first three quarters of the century, one

couplet is dedicated to the library of the Kapudan Paya (Grand Admiral) which was built "in his

own house" (kaltiabhdne-i Kapudan Paya be-hdne-i h6d), as its title clarifies. 36 The grand admiral

of the time was Kaymak Mustafa Papa, the son of the vizier, and once admiral, Kara Ibrahim

Paga. Mustafa Papa was married to the daughter of the Grand Vizier Damad Ibrahim Paga and

was one of the central figures of the 1720s regime before he and Ibrahim Papa were executed in

the 1730 Revolt. As it is indicated in the chronogram compilation, the sum of numerical values

of the letters in the last line gives the date of 1140 (1728 AD).

The full text of this poem is found in the poet Milnif Mustafa Efendi's divan. Mtinif

Efendi eulogizes in no less than three couplets the visual appeal of the "refreshing" (miiferrih)

3 MecmuA-yi Tev6rih MS, Istanbul University Library, TY 2580, f. 25b.
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building, and particularly the exquisitely detailed ornaments (hfirdekdri nakglar) its walls and

vaults displayed. He thus leaves a document of the decorative pomposity of this library space.

That it was commemorated as a building and the richness of its ornaments support the

presumption that this library was akin to, or practically one of, the typical stone mansion wings

of the period. But the poem also includes clues about the reverence for erudition in the social

milieu of the time, expressed here at the juncture of a private library building. Mtinif Efendi

praises Mustafa Papa for combining the mastery of learning with the observance of justice in a

way which was not heard of about the viziers of earlier times. The paga collected abundant

books, since he devoted all his time to wisdom. Most importantly, reflecting a feeling of a

cultural rejuvenation perceived by contemporaries, a surprising couplet of the poem states that in

the paga's period the community of the learned (ehl-i irfdn) was so merry that "the period of the

State of the Abbasids" was not longed for (eylemezler ydd). 37 This couplet makes manifest that

the celebrated cultural efflorescence of the Ottomans, represented by Mustafa Papa and his peers,

also had a historical reference point in the eyes of some people, and it was found in early Islam.

It is an instance of an aspiration for reviving the intellectual merits and successes of a remote

period in the Islamic history. Finally, the poet remarks that this library was worthy of being

named Ilmdbdd. This proposed name literally means "a thriving abode of knowledge," but it

clearly alludes to the group of palaces built earlier in the same decade by the sultan and the

ruling elite in the environs of Istanbul. These palaces were given names that combined words

that generally evoke joy and delight with the Persian word dbdd (thriving abode), the Sa'dabad

(Abode of Bliss) Palace being the most famous example. Minif Efendi's suggestion makes

3 Antakyah Mnif, Antakyall MOnif Divan,: Tenkitli Basim, ed. Sabahattin KOgUk (Ankara, 1999), pp. 125-127.
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Mustafa Paga's building for books a library counterpart of the emblematic elite fancies of the

1720s.

In a poem that commemorates Mustafa Paga's appointment to the admiral position in

1133/1721, another poet similarly emphasizes his erudite (ddnd) identity.38 We do have a record

of his repository of erudition, his book collection that once filled the Ilmdbdd, in the form of a

section in the comprehensive register of Mustafa Paga's precious belongings found in his houses

and confiscated after his and the grand vizier's execution. The record is a detailed list of the

names of all books, organized under subject headings. The title of the list indicates that the

collection was located in one house only, which must be the one where the paga's purpose-built

library was erected. Mustafa Paga's collection had broad coverage, where all the subjects were

represented in important numbers, but history and literature were the most abundant. The number

of books on Quran exegesis was 70, studies on hadith 76, on religious law 75. There are 203

items under the heading "history." The second largest group is "literature" which has 109 items,

but the "Turkish and Persian divans" is another group with 62 entries. The admiral paga had 18

books on medicine, 67 on physics/philosophy (hikmet), while the books on philosophical

theology, semantics, Sufism, syntax, and also dictionaries as well as mecmfias (collected

writings) were in numbers between these two. The total number was 879.39 We do not know how

much Mtinif's suggestion took hold as this library's name in its short life of two years, but

ilmdbdd reappears in the commemorations of two early-nineteenth-century libraries in the

provinces. One of them is in the verse inscription of the library built by Haci Htiseyin Aga of the

leading family of Manisa, the Karaosmanoglus, in 1807 next to the Muradiye Mosque to serve as

38 Km, KamiDivani (Edirneli Efendi Qelebi): Hayati, Sanati, Eserleri ve Divaninin Tenkitli Metni, ed. Ali Yilldirim
(Ankara, 2009), p. 239.
39 Topkapi Palace Museum Archive, D. 2211/1, ff. 7b-11a.
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the new location of this old mosque collection. 40 Perhaps directly transplanting it from Milnif

Efendi's piece, this poem saw its library worthy of being named Ilmdbdd. The library built in

Joannina (today in Greece) by the governor Veli Papa in 1231/1815, the fate of which is unclear,

is celebrated in a poem found in Refi'i Efendi's divan as another ilmdbdd.4'

A Practice Ground for Young Intellectuals: Private Librarianship

Significant evidence that we find about the organization of private libraries of Istanbul in

the eighteenth century is about the employment of private librarians in some elite households.

Usually called "kitabci" (lit., "book dealer"), and thus distinguished from the librarians

appointed to the collections in mosques, madrasas and independent libraries (hdfiz-i kiitaibs), they

often dealt with the purchase of new books for the employer's collection as well as with the

physical protection of books. Much recollection is presented about the kitabcis' spaces and

routines of work in the early-twentieth-century antiquarian Abd01aziz Bey's book on everyday

42life in Istanbul in older times. Abdtilaziz Bey penned this amateur historical ethnographic study

around 1910-12; as he states in his introduction, he approached the old customs of the period

prior to Sultan Mahmud 1I's reign (1808-1839) and the Tanzimat as main constituents of the

national way of life as important subjects of study and remembrance. Abdtlaziz Bey was born in

1850 as the grandson of Pertev Paga, a powerful cabinet minister of the 1830s and a library

builder; the latter is a simple building (1836) with a main room and a vestibule, built in the

garden of the dervish lodge Selim III had built in 1805 in Uskfidar. (fig. 2.17) Abdtilaziz Bey

richly describes the daily life of the period recounted by his informants. It must be roughly the

40 See, ismet Parmaksizoglu, "Manisa Kutuphaneleri," Turk Ktphaneciler Derneji Bulteni V111/1 (1959): 17-22.
41 Kalayi Refi'T Efendi, Divan-i Refi'FKal6yi (istanbul, 1284 [1868]), p. 78.
42 Abdulaziz Bey, Osmanli Adet, Merasim ve Tabirleri, eds. Duygu Ansan Gtnay and Kazim Ansan, 2 v. (istanbul,
1995).
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end of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth. Kitabci efendis form a

subsection of his work within the section on viziers' and other dignitaries' mansions. Abdtlaziz

Efendi writes here that employing librarians in their houses was exclusive to viziers. Private

library rooms usually had wooden bookcases with glass shutters placed on two sides of the room

and a cushion and a small, low lectern for reading (rahle) reserved for the head of the household

that was placed in front of the window. A cushion and a rahle were placed at another corner for

the kitabci. Some kitabcis served also as consultants to the heads of the houses in scholarly

matters. If the kitabci had legal training and was appointed to a qadi position he left this

occupation to another person. Kitahcis used followed the book market, particularly when other

grandees' collections were sold at auction, and made suggestions to the vizier about acquisitions.

They could invite other scholars to the house to have discussions with the attendance of the

vizier. Kitabci efendis were normally present in their libraries in the mornings until the noon

prayer, after which they were free unless they also served as the vizier's children's tutor. They

were expected to return to the mansion before the evening prayer, and viziers often met them for

conversation after the night prayer. Abdtlaziz Bey adds that the libraries within viziers'

mansions were kept open in the mornings to the "community of erudition" in the capital city; an

erudite who heard of the presence of a certain book in a vizier's mansion could see and read it

43there before the noon prayer.

This last point is significant for the history of the correlation between the conceptions of

private and public libraries among the Ottomans. The practice of accepting readers from outside

to the private library of the household seems to be consistent with, and an important component

of, the "educational" role that the grand households assumed in social reproduction. Intisdb was
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practically one's affiliation to certain houses or dignitaries with the aim of improving cultivation

and also promotion to important positions. Ramiz Efendi's biographical dictionary of poets

refers to figures that moved from mansion to mansion in search of intisab and advancement in

learning in the eighteenth century. 44 Informal training in grandees' mansions was gained through

lectures and tutorials given by scholars and through participation in literary gatherings. The

accessibility of private libraries might have been a considerable complement to this broad

educational role of houses.

The primary sources of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries allow us to identify

several kitabcis active in this period, and thus save the term that Abdtilaziz Bey uses from mere

anonymity. Certainly far from comprehensive, the following overview attempts to bring together

some figures of this profession. Rdmiz's biographical dictionary of poets, which was completed

in the 1780s and covers the period of the previous one century, has three entries for men who

worked as kitabcis of important houses. A certain Edib, who managed to gain a place in the

literary circles of his times, is remembered as a kitabci of the period of Damad Ibrahim Paga's

grand vizierate. Thanks to his kitabci occupation, he had become a "bookcase of learning and

adab" (mahfaza-yi madrif ve edeb). In Ramiz's parlance, like other writers in his tradition, a

person's death is seldom referred to with the verb "to die," and thus Edib departed for "the

library of paradise" (kitiibhdne-i cindn).45 Mehmed Emin, who was alive in Ramiz's time, had

entered the service of a eyhfilislam's close companion, a younger judge, who made him his

kitabci.46 Thus, refuting Abdiilaziz Bey's claim that employing kitabcis was a prerogative of

viziers, a mid-ranking judge had a private librarian in the second half of the eighteenth century.

44 See, for example, R~miz, R6miz ve Addb-i Zurafasi, ed. Sadik Erdem (Ankara, 1994), p. 120.
4s RAmiz, ibid., p. 12.
46 Ibid., p. 25.
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Also from Ramiz's dictionary, we learn that Zihni's intelligence made Grand Vizier Bahir

Mustafa Papa choose him as his kitabci (in the 1750s or 60s) and from this position he could

move to a secretary position in a state department.47

A kitabci position could be a station in the career of a high-ranking religious scholar,

even of a eyhal/islam. The chronicler $emddnizade's obituary for Pirizade Mehmed Sahib

Efendi notes that he had been 3eyhfilislam Seyyid Feyzullah Efendi's kitabci before he became

the imam of a vizier, and then a mudarris in 1113/1701, served in different judicial positions in

the subsequent forty five years, and became himself the eyhfllislam in 1158/1745. His

employment by Feyzullah Efendi was no doubt in the latter's household and not in the public

library he built in his madrasa in 1700. This was recorded as a noteworthy early stage in a

scholar's life.48

The two major dictionaries of poets' lives written in the 1720s, by Safayi and Sdlim,

record cases of employment as a kitabci as an important biographical information. Salim notes

that Edib, who was later remembered by Ramiz as well, was honored with the kitabci service in

none other than Damad Ibrahim Paga's palace, where he had earlier been "educated," in

1132/1720.49 Hasib Mehmed Efendi was honored with the same service in his young age in the

household of Qatalcali Ali Efendi, a eyhfllislam of the 1690s, before he graduated from a

madrasa and ultimately found a teaching position.5 0 Apparently, religious scholars always had a

significant share in employing kitabcis in their houses. Safayi's dictionary, on the other hand,

gives the information that another poet with the name Heziri Mehmed developed his cultivation

47 Ibid., p. 99.
48 5em'daniz~de Findiklili SOleyman Efendi, Muri't-Tev6rih 1, ed. M. MOnir Aktepe (istanbul, 1976), p. 147.
49 S5Iim Efendi, Tezkiretu's-5uard, ed. Adnan ince (Ankara, 2005), p. 217.
s0 Ibid., p. 287.
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in the service of the vizier Musahip Mustafa Papa (who died in 1686), and then became the

latter's kitabci, before he moved to certain positions in other vizier households.5 '

An anonymous chronicle, which records events in Istanbul between 1769 and 1774,

includes the note that in 1184/1770 a woman from the author's neighborhood was married to the

kaymakam's (the deputy of the grand vizier) kitabci, an Ali Efendi. The extent of the private

librarian employment might have grown in the second half of the eighteenth century to include

more statesmen from outside the religious scholars' ranks. Henning Sievert referred to a

document, which relates that Grand Vizier Rdgib Papa sent one of his librarians to Aleppo to

purchase books in 1758.53 This was four years before the construction of the paga's public library

began. Fatin Efendi's mid-nineteenth-century biographical dictionary contains the reference that

a provincial student with the name Edhem ;etkati Efendi studied in Istanbul before he joined the

household of Serezli Yusuf Papa, the governor of Rumelia, as his kitabci, apparently in the

1830s.f

These dispersed references prove the prevalence of the occupation of kitabcis, learned

young assistants of powerful men and their houses in maintaining and curating their libraries,

from at least the late seventeenth to the early nineteenth centuries. Dealing with books was

considered a useful exercise for future judges and secretaries. Despite the obvious defect of using

an absence as evidence, it can be added at this point that Agik elebi's voluminous sixteenth-

51 Mustafa Saf~yT Efendi, Tezkire-iSaf6yi: Nuhbetu'l-Asdr min Fev6idi'l-E5'ar, ed. Pervin Gapan (Ankara, 2005), p.
727.
52 Muellifi MechOl Bir ROznfme: Osmanh-Rus Harbi Esncsmnda Bir,56hidin Kaleminden istanbul (1769-1774), ed.
Sleyman G6ksu (istanbul, 2007), p. 14.
s3 Henning Sievert, "Eavesdropping on the Pasha's Salon: Usual and Unusual Readings of an Eighteenth-Century
Ottoman Bureaucrat" in Osmanli Arastirmalari 41 (2013), p. 166, fn. 28.
s4 Fatin, Tezkirecilik Gelenegi igerisinde Fatin Tezkiresi, Orhan Sankaya, unpublished thesis, istanbul University,
2007, p. 380.
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century biographical dictionary of poets does not contain a reference to the kitabci occupation in

any of the careers it portrays.5 5 The increase of the number of kitabcis in elite households might

indeed be a seventeenth- and eighteenth-century development. Their manifest prevalence

considerably enhances the view that special rooms for the protection and study of books in

mansions' architecture proliferated in the same period, with the basic assumption that refined

private libraries delegated to curators would normally require designated spaces.

Their partial public accessibility as well as their designated spaces is a part of Abdtlaziz

Bey's depiction of the old Ottoman mansion libraries managed by kitabcs. Abdilaziz Bey's

reflects a picture from around the beginning of the nineteenth century, but it is not easy to

ascertain how common this accessibility was before then. An important underlying question here

is whether the spread of waqf library buildings in the course of the eighteenth century exerted an

influence on the operation of private libraries to increase and even regularize the latters'

accessibility. In the pattern described by Abdilaziz Bey, collections were not necessarily legally

endowed, which means that they could be sold in part or in whole at any time, but with their

routine accessibility similar to the collections in mosques and public libraries they carried an

interesting in-between status. The commemoration of Admiral Mustafa Paga's Ilmdbdd like waqf

libraries and its inclusion in a page next to public library buildings in the chronogram collection

strongly suggest that it was planned to be open to (at least some) outsiders and serve as a semi-

public institution. This was in the 1720s, and therefore, it may be representative of much of the

century and many of the private libraries. The esteem of the kitabci office and the preference for

ostentation in the architecture of private libraries appear as important indications of ordinarily

expected, though certainly controlled and limited, accessibility to private libraries in this century.

ss See, Agik elebi, Me56'irO'5-Su'ar6: inceleme-Metin, ed. Filiz Kilh (Istanbul, 2010).
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Books in the Sultanic Palace

Tastes for collecting books and rare and precious objects had a royal model in the

Imperial Treasury. Gillru Necipoglu referred to a number of inventories of the Inner Treasury in

the Topkapi Palace made in the late fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, which indicate the

coexistence of chests full of manuscripts and illustrated albums with astronomical and musical

instruments, porcelains, maps, jewels that entered the Treasury as trophies and gifts, and with

archival documents.56 The structure that housed the Inner Treasury was among the first planned

edifices of the palace in the period of Mehmet II and built in the 1460s. The Treasury and the

Privy Chamber were built in the same courtyard as the school and dormitories of imperial pages.

According to Necipoglu, the treasury building's architectural prominence reflects the importance

Mehmet II attributed to this collection of objects. 57 The interior walls of the Treasury's halls

have multiple large niches which were clearly designed to exhibit some of the precious objects,

especially Chinese porcelains (fig. 2.18). One of the largest collections of Chinese porcelains in

the world was amassed in the Topkapi Palace from the fifteenth century onwards. Necipoglu thus

found in the original conception of the Topkapi Palace's Inner Treasury building an Ottoman

counterpart of chini-khanas (lit., "china house"), the porcelain exhibit halls, which were created

in the Timurid, Safavid and Mughal courts as well. The sultan showed collections housed here to

courtiers or important captives, 58 but the design was probably made primarily for the enjoyment

of the sultan himself. The physical proximity of books to valuable objects of display parallels the

majestic chini-khana built by Shah Abbas I in 1611 in the dynastic shrine of the Safavid house in

56 Gulru Necipoglu, Architecture, Ceremonial, and Power: The Topkapi Palace in the Fifteenth and Sixteenth
Centuries (Cambridge, Mass., 1991), pp. 134-135.
57 Ibid., p. 135.
58 Necipoglu, ibid., p. 135.
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Ardabil. The shah had endowed an important number of books in this hall alongside more than

one thousand Chinese porcelains for which the numerous niches opened in the vaults were

designed.59

Erhnsal noted in Sehi Bey's dictionary of poets' biographies completed in 1528, a

passage that reports a conversation in the palace library between Mehmed II and the famous

religious scholar of the period Molla Lutfi, whom the former appointed as the palace librarian. 0

Molla Lutfi was recommended to Mehmet II when the sultan was looking for a trustworthy

scholar for his hizdne-i kiitiib (lit., "treasury of books").61 Necipoglu located an inventory from

1546 which records that Arabic, Persian and Turkish book collections were preserved in separate

cabinets in one of the halls of the Treasury.62 Emine Fetvaci, on the other hand, concentrated on

a register in the Topkapi Palace Archive, which contains records kept in the 1570s and 1580s

about the books lent from the Treasury to people like the pages being trained in the palace,

managers of the palace school and the chief physician of the sultan. The Treasury Library was

certainly not a mere depository of books inaccessible to anyone except the sultan; at least in the

second half of the sixteenth century, it was an important tool of the education given to the select

servants of the sultan and future administrators of the empire trained in the palace.63

There was at least one other space for books in the palace in the late sixteenth century, the

private library of the sultan. Sultan Murad III's Italian physician Domenico Hierosolimitano

reported that in the Privy Chamber two dozen of the illustrated manuscripts that the sultan

s9 Kishwar Rizvi, The Safavid Dynastic Shrine: Architecture, Religion and Power in Early Modern Iran (London and

New York, 2001).
60 ErOnsa|, ibid., p. 93.
61 Gelibolulu Mustafa Ali, Knh0'I-Ahbdr, Fatih Sultan Mehmed Devri: 1451-1481 v. 2, ed. M. H idai 5ent~rk
(Ankara, 2003), p. 202.

Necipoglu, ibid., p. 137.
63 Emine Fetvaci, Picturing History at the Ottoman Court (Bloomington and Indianapolis, 2013), pp. 25-37.
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frequently read were kept in "two cupboards with glass doors," which allowed the books to be

seen.64 With regard to Hierosolimitano's passage, both Necipoglu and Fetvaci discussed an

Ottoman miniature painting found in a manuscript made in 1582 that depicts a throne structure

with decorated bookshelves on its two sides (fig. 2. 19).65 These shutter-shelves containing the

sultan's favorite books were designed to be ostentatious elements of the throne structure. This

unusual throne might have been commissioned by the sultan depicted in the image, Murad III,

who was known for his taste for illustrated books and was the patron of many produced in the

Ottoman workshops. 66

The shutter-shelves of the throne would probably be closed at will, turning the throne into

a reading retreat for the sultan. This polygonal throne also had a cupola. This form and the

presence of bookshelves make it highly reminiscent of decorated wooden bookcases that became

common from the sixteenth century, which were made primarily for Qurans and were used in

palaces, mausoleums and later library buildings.67 In small scales with heights that may exceed

one meter, most of these mahfazas (lit., "protection place," but normally referring to a bookcase)

clearly emulate monumental architecture with their domes, sometimes even little turrets around

the dome. Murad III's unusual throne was definitely designed to resemble a mahfaza-throne, a

mahfaza built on a scale that allowed the sultan to enter and sit. Located between carpentry and

architecture, this throne-library appears as a luxurious, if not fantastic, furniture specifically

designed for the enjoyment of books.

64 Quoted in Necipoglu, ibid., p. 153.
6s Necipoglu, ibid.; Fetvaci, ibid., pp. 37-39.
66 Fetvaci, ibid.
67 See, Nazan OI er et. al., Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art (Istanbul, 2002), pp. 252-259.
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This was probably not the only luxury cabinet of its kind. We encounter an interesting

reference to a camh k6ik (kiosk with glass) next to the items listed for the library room (oda-yi

kitabhane) in the inventory prepared for the apartments of a princess's palace, which was

repaired in the year 1107/1694. This was the palace of a Fatma Sultan, most probably one of the

seventeenth-century princesses who married viziers since there is a section for the "paga's room"

in the inventory. The section of the library room in the inventory lists, first, different kinds of

felts purchased to furnish the room and a big cushion (minder). Although camh k5ik was a term

used for spaces enclosed on one or three sides completely with glasses, especially in waterside

residences, and the section for the library is next to that of the divanhane on the page of the

inventory, most probably this particular cam/i k5ik was an element inside the library room, since

it is recorded right below the other elements of the library. A decorated curtain was purchased to

be hung on the door (kapusuna) of this kiosk (fig. 2.20).68 Thus, it might be another highly

luxurious furniture for reading, even an imitation of Murad III's structure in the sultanic palace.

It is also probable that this palace was none other than the one later given to the princess's

namesake, the younger Fatma Sultan, wife of $ehid Ali and Damad ibrahim Pagas. If so, this

library room may be the uppermost floor of the building that later came to be known as the $ehid

Ali Papa Library.

A "Belated" Building: The Ahmed III Library

As the practice of confiscating statesmen's precious books after their deaths became more

frequent over the course of the seventeenth century, the collection in the Treasury grew
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considerably. 69An independent library building was erected in the Topkapi Palace in 1719. This

library is commonly known by the name of the sultan who commissioned it, Ahmed III, or with

the name of the palace school, Enderan-i Hiimdyfin, since it was founded with the aim to serve

this school and is located in the center of its courtyard. With the construction of the Ahmed III

Library, about three thousand books selected from the collection hitherto preserved in the

Treasury were transferred to the new, free-standing structure. About one thousand of these books

were in religious sciences and about seven hundred in history and literature. 70 The new building

marked also a change in the legal status of the books selected for it since they were endowed as

waqj and thus made inalienable. In other words, they could no longer be sold or distributed as

gifts by the sultan, but were now allocated for the education in the Enderun in perpetuity. Ahmed

III's waqfiyya states that the students in the Enderun would use the library.71 The building also

served as a lecture room in the school.72 At the same time, the new structure was clearly planned

to be a space for the sultan's repose and intellectual contemplation. In the report of his embassy

to Persia in 1721, Ahmed Dlrri Efendi writes that when the shah asked how the Ottoman

monarch spent his time on ordinary days, he answered that the sultan especially enjoyed listening

to the exegesis and hadith lectures given in the recently-built library in the palace.73

The application of a plan where three iwans- ahnigins surround a central space makes the

building of the library appear essentially as a new royal pavilion. The Revan and Bagdad Kiosks

built in the hanging gardens behind the Enderun courtyard in 1635 and 1639 respectively (named

69 Fetvaci, ibid.
Mehmed Refik, "Ender~n-i Hum~yun Ktbbhnesi" Tarih-i Osmdni Encameni Mecmucsl 40 (Tegrin-i evvel

1332/October, 1916), p. 241.
71Ahmed-i S6lis Vakfiyeleri, The Topkapi Palace Library Y 148, f. 16a.

Erunsal, ibid., p. 198.
R6id Mehmed Efendi, Tdrih-i Re5sid, eds. Abdulkadir Ozcan et. al., vol. 2 (istanbul, 2013), p. 1260.
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thus to commemorate the conquest of these cities, Yerevan and Baghdad) are conspicuous design

precedents for the Ahmed III Library. The Ahmed III Library was designed as a variation of the

kiosks with iwan. Having no doubt on this point, S. H. Eldem discussed and classified the

Enderun Library as an example of Ottoman kiosk architecture.

On the other hand, the library also has an arcade with three openings and cupolas at its

entrance, which strongly resembles characteristic Ottoman mosque faqades. The domed central

space of the library and this arcade in front of it approximate the form of single-dome mosque, as

in the Kbpriln Library in the 1670s. This is a point where the Enderun Library differs from the

Revan and Bagdad Kiosks. Therefore, the design of the library is an original composition that

combined the typical mosque image (and thus incorporated the K6prtilut Library's form) with the

iwan-type pavilion plan. This interesting synthesis of the kiosk plan with the mosque figure in

the Ahmed III Library appears almost as a paradigmatic demonstration of two of the main forces

in the Ottoman conception of library architecture, since mosques and kiosks exerted the strongest

influences on library designs as precedents throughout the eighteenth century.

The arcaded entrance of the library is at the north, but its exterior walls are covered with

large white marble slabs on all sides. The library is near the center of the Enderun courtyard,

directly behind the edifice where foreign ambassadors were received by the sultan or the grand

vizier and stands as a main element of visual attention of the courtyard (fig. 2.21). It replaced a

smaller garden pavilion, which was built in the second half of the sixteenth century.75 The

interior walls are covered with Iznik tiles taken from older structures. The vaults, on the other

hand, feature colored stucco flower-in-vase reliefs. The iwans are separated from the central

7 Sedad H. Eldem, K65kler ve Kasirlar v. 2 (istanbul, 1969), pp. 194-202.
75Ibid., p. 194.
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portion of the hall by short arcades of two columns and walls carried by them (figs. 2.22-2.24) -

an element not found in the seventeenth-century kiosks with ahnigins in the palace but was

almost indispensable in the designs of the stone rooms of the eighteenth century and called

kalkan (lit., "shield") according in the waqfiyya of $ehid Ali Paga's library in Vefa, which was

quoted above. The niches that contain bookshelves are located on the wall surfaces between

windows. However, it was realized during the currently ongoing restoration in the library that

these niches between the windows were not original, but opened at an unknown later date.76 The

four small holes seen on the floor under the main dome as filled with lead but still recognizable

must be the vestiges of the supports of the original book depository, which was apparently a

wooden structure with a square plan (since the filled holes on the ground form the corners of a

square).77 This discovery sheds light on the original interior configuration of the library. (figs.

2.25-2.27) The views of those who sat in all of the three iwans were largely directed towards this

depository in the center.

When he called the library a mahfaza in the first couplet of his commemorative poem,78

5eyhilislam Ishak Efendi was probably partly inspired by this cabinet-depository structure, given

the clear kinship between the portable wooden bookcases and the extant examples of wooden

depositories, in the Hagia Sophia and elsewhere. -However, built at the center of the courtyard to

attract views from all sides, and with an abundance of finials at the corners of the drum of its

Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi Saray Yapilan ve Harem Yapulan Kismi Revize, Rolbve, Restitusyon, Restorasyon ii / 3. 3.
18. I/. Ahmet KOtOphanesi RestitOsyon ve Restorasyon Raporu, January 2015, pp. 24-28.

The restoration team realized the filled holes on the ground after I told them the probability that there was

originally a depository at the center of the room and reminded them the similar examples in the Hekimoglu Ali

Papa and the Hagia Sophia libraries.
78 ishak Efendi, SeyhOlisldm Ishak Efendi: Hayt,, Eserleri ve Divannin Edisyon Kritigi, ed. Muhammet Nur Dogan

(istanbul, 1997), p. 238.
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dome and above its vaults, the outer shell of the library as well as the depository inside might

have seemed to the eyhfllislam essentially as mahfaza-like.

The Arabic poem inscribed above the door of the Enderun Library made a long-lasting

impact on the epigraphic program of Ottoman libraries. The last couplet of the poem states that

the phrase 40, -S , which is a quote from a Quranic verse, 79 expresses the building's

construction date. Selected from a passage in the Quran where the holy book itself is described,

this phrase means "contains venerable scriptures/books." The sum of the numerical values of its

letters gives the date of the building as 1131. The meaning of the phrase was seen appropriate to

express the library's function. The same phrase was also inscribed later on the wooden

depository of the Hagia Sophia Library and above the entrance to the study hall of the Atif

Efendi Library. Thereafter, it became an almost indispensable element of the inscription program

of Ottoman libraries well into the nineteenth century. Like fountains or kitchens for the poor

before them, libraries thus acquired their almost-standardized sacred epigraph, which was used

for the first time as the chronogram line of the Ahmed III's inscription.

Despite the transfer made to the Ahmed III Library, a grander portion of the royal book

collection remained in the Treasury. Later selections from the Treasury formed endowed

libraries founded in different locations of the palace later in the eighteenth century. Other

selections were made for public libraries built in the city by sultans from the late 1730s on. A

group of books remained in the Treasury until the abolition of the sultanate and the

nationalization of the palace (1922-1924) and today form the Hazine (Treasury) section of the

Topkapi Palace Library.
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The steady growth of book collections endowed in the madrasas of the capital over the

course of the seventeenth century, and later the emergence of library halls in the architectural

design of some of the early-eighteenth-century madrasas must have been important sources of

inspiration for the idea of erecting a purpose-built library in the Enderun. From this angle, the

imperial school of administration within the confines of the palace was a follower of the trend of

designating separate library rooms in madrasas. However, the Enderun was certainly defined as a

sector of the imperial house, and the library of the school inside the house was, at the same time,

a royal pavilion.

We learn from an article published in 1916 that at the time an astrolabe, which was

ornamented with gold and silver and bore the name of the Egyptian master who made it and the

date of 681 (1282 AD) was seen inside the library. There was also a glass lamp that once

belonged to Sultan Hasan of the Mamluk Empire. 80 It is very likely that these items, and perhaps

some others, were placed in the library from the beginning. The mutual associations of treasury

and library seem to have continued as the new library building housed some treasury items.

Ahmed III's waqfiyya makes an explicit and underlined reference to the fact that before

the edifice in the Enderun, sultans did not build library structures.81 This is a surprising

crystallization of the Ottoman consciousness about the belatedness of libraries as a building type

in the centuries-old program of Ottoman architecture. The official chronicler Rdgid Efendi notes

that he authored this waqfiyya and the waqfiyya of Grand Vizier Ibrahim Paga. 82 A sense of

regret, and even apology, is felt in the passage where it is stated that earlier sultans devoted

80 Mehmed Refik, ibid., p. 240.
81 Ahmed-i S6lis Vakfiyeleri, The Topkapi Palace Library Y 148, ff. 10a-11a.

RAgid Mehmed Efendi, ibid., p. 1297.
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lifetimes to building various charitable institutions, and yet, although they collected such a high

number of books that no Muslim monarch had ever been able to gather even one tenth of (dmme-

i multfk-i Isldmiyenin cem' ve 5ir-i mi' drina kddir olamadiklari), no library was hitherto built

by Ottoman sultans. 83 That some other Ottoman projects, the K6prill Library and the library

halls in madrasas, preceded the sultan's library building might have been one of the reasons

behind this expression of regret. Certainly no less important, however, must be the Ottomans'

awareness of the scales of the investments made to this building type in the West as a

conspicuous aspect of the Europeans' sophistication in sciences and learning.

New Libraries for Palace Servants

In 1753, Sultan Mahmud I built a library in the Galata Palace (Galata Sarayi). This

palace was built in its first form at the northern outskirts of the capital in the late fifteenth

century to serve as a major extension of the Enderun in the Topkapi Palace. The college was

closed and its spaces were divided between a military unit and a madrasa in 1675, but it was

reopened during Ahmed III's reign in 1714 in its original function as a palace school. This

palace-barracks-college had apartments reserved for sultans who occasionally visited the

compound, besides three main classrooms, student dormitories, mosques, baths, kitchens and a

hospital.84 The library was a major supplement to the institution. According to the chronicler

Hakim Efendi, building a library in this palace seemed a "most severe necessity" to Sultan

Mahmud.1 5

8 Ahmed-i Salis Vakfiyeleri, The Topkapi Palace Library Y 148, f. 11a.
84 See, Fethi isfendiyaroglu, Galatasaray Tarihi (istanbul, 1952).
85 H 1kim Efendi, Vak'anuvis H6kim Efendi Tarihi (Metin ve Tahlil), ed. Tahir Gung6r, unpublished thesis, Marmara

University, Istanbul, 2014, p. 144.
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The Galata Palace was rebuilt in 1820, and then replaced by the edifice of the modem

high school opened in 1868, but the expenditure register of the renovation carried out in the

palace in 1189/1775 provides important information about the architecture of its eighteenth-

century library. 86 One of the entries for the repairs done in the library is about "the renovation of

the marble revetment and [painting or relief] flowers on the library's six half-domes and

pendentives and kalkan walls."8 7 The library featured ornate kalkan walls like the ones in stone

rooms and in the Ahmed III Library in the Topkapi Palace, and this indicates that it had a plan

essentially generated with ahniin-alcoves like Sultan Ahmed III's and Atif Efendi's libraries or

Revan and Bagdad kiosks. But more interestingly, the library building had six half-domes. This

suggests, first, that it probably had six, or more likely, five alcoves - since one of the half-domes

might have been above the entrance. The Galata Palace seems to be another instance of the

privileging of alcoves in library design. The kiosk conception must have, once again, had a basic

role in shaping this library, but its half-domes also differentiate it from the normal architecture of

kiosks, all of which had rectangular vaults rather than half-domes above their ahnigins. How

prominently visible these half-domes were from the outside, and to what extent the library

resembled the six-pier baldaquin architecture of the mosques built by Sinan and after, is not easy

to speculate. Like the Ahmed III, the Galata Palace Library might have been another, and unique,

attempt to combine a kiosk plan and the mosque image.

On two sides of the entrance to the library, there were two fountains.88 The place of the

book depository is not apparent. But Hakim Efendi reports that an elaborate throne was

86 VGMA, 776, ff. 175-181. I am grateful to ismail E. Erunsal who gave me the reference of this renovation register.

8 "Ktjbh~nenin alti aded nim kubbelerinde ve kavislerinde ve kalkan divarlarinda mermer bitAne ve i ekleri

tazelenme..." VGMA, 776, f. 180.
88 H~kim Efendi, ibid., p. 145.
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assembled in the library for the visits of the sultan.89 A throne is mentioned in the renovation

register as well, but as an element in the new classroom,90 which was built to the library and built

at the same time.91 The library that the sultan had built for his servant-proteges in one of his

palaces was perhaps conceived as akin to a reading throne, a derivative of it developed to

embrace and harbour the sultan's juniors for the cause of reading.

Mahmud I had placed books permanently in the bookshelves of the Revan Kiosk in

1146/1734.92 Later in the century, in 1782, Sultan Abdflhamid I turned one iwan of the Bagdad

Kiosk into a book depository and ordered the appointment of a page of the Enderun as its

librarian. According to the bureaucrat Ahmed Kesbi Efendi's contemporary chronicle, these

books were "reserved for the monarch's studies" (miitalad-yi malakdneye mahsfis).93 (fig. 2.28)

After the erection of the Ahmed III Library, which was designed in a plan akin to theirs, these

two seventeenth-century kiosks were reorganized with marked library functions, as private

libraries of the sultans, in the same century.

In 1767, Sultan Mustafa III built a library in the grounds of the Gardeners' Corps

(Bostancilar Ocagi) in the outer zone of the Topkapi Palace. 94 A successor mainly to Ahmed

III's library in the Enderun and Mahmud I's in the Galata Palace, this project indicates that over

the course of the eighteenth century, library buildings were increasingly considered major

embellishments to the sultan's elite servants' barracks, or actually a necessity for every sizable

89 Ibid., pp. 144-145.
90 VGMA, 776, f. 180
91 HAkim Efendi, ibid., p. 144.
92 Semavi Eyice, "Revan K1<ki," in Dunden BugOne istanbulAnsiklopedisi, vol. 6 (istanbul, 1994), p. 320.
9 Mustafa Kesbi, ibretnOmd-yi Deviet, ed. Ahmet Ogreten (Ankara, 2002), p. 521.
9 Erunsal, ibid., pp. 239-240. Ahmet Refik published the order that Mustafa III sent in 1180/1766 to the Marmara
Island for the dispatch of marbles necessary for the library he was building, which is certainly the Bostancilar
Library. Ahmet Refik, Hicri On ikinci Asirda istanbul Hayat (1100-1200) (istanbul, 1935), p. 212.
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Ottoman institution that hosted literate staff. Repositories of books were thus becoming normal

amenities. The Bostancis were an elite unit of the Janissaries responsible for the horticultural

activities in all of the gardens that belonged to the sultan in and around Istanbul and for the

security of Istanbul's shores and the immediate countryside around it.95 The library endowed for

them was later closed and its collection was transferred in 1831 to the madrasa in the Laleli

Mosque's compound, 96 probably because this compound was built by the same sultan, Mustafa

III, following the abolition of the Janissaries in 1826 and the reorganization of the Gardeners'

Corps.

The fate of this library building in the aftermath of its collection's transfer remained

unknown to modem students of Ottoman libraries. During the research for the present study, I

realized that the structure, which stands next to the railroad constructed in the 1870s and

registered in the inventories as a mosque with the name of Oda Camii or Tibbiye Camii, 97 is the

library of the Bostancis' barracks. In a military zone today, it functions as a mosque, as it

apparently has since the mid nineteenth century. Among its names, Oda carries the memory of

the barracks, and Tibbiye that of the medical school which was founded on the site in the 1840s.

But the building conforms completely to a contemporary description of the library and to the

stylistic conventions of the architecture of the 1760s. The British orientalist Joseph Dacre

Carlyle, who saw the library in 1800, wrote in a letter that it was adjacent to the mosque of the

barracks and reached through it, and it was a cruciform building. One of the arms of the cross

was its vestibule, and the other three formed the main hall of the library together with the center

9s See, ismail Hakki Uzun argIli, Osmanli Devietinin Saray Teykilati (Ankara, 1945), pp. 465-482.

96 ErOnsal, ibid., pp. 240-241.
97 Istanbul Committee of Historic Preservation Archive, file no. 309 (1940).
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under the main dome. The book closets were placed in the three arms of the space. 98 The column

pairs seen in each of the three-opening arcades that separate the arms of the space, its ahnigins,

from the center have voluted capitals very similar to the ones used in the Ragib Papa Library and

the Laleli Mosque, both of which were completed in 1763. It seems certain that after its

evacuation, the library was integrated into the adjacent mosque and the mihrab in the style of the

mid-nineteenth century was added to the once-library building (figs. 2.29-2.30). The original

mosque must have been demolished to give room to the railroad when the present fagade of the

structure, which largely conceals it from views, given the small size and height of its dome

relative to its width, was built. Necipoglu highlighted the probability that a Byzantine church, in

some kind of a converted state, remained in the grounds of the Gardeners' compound as late as

the 1740s.99 The substructure of this church might have been used for the cruciform library. But

it is clear that it was planned primarily to be a variant of the architecture of the Ahmed III

Library in the Enderun, with its ahniins one step elevated from the center, ablaq arches, and the

rectangular vaults over its arms. A difference is that the later library's outer walls are cut stone,

and do not have marble revetments. It also does not seem to have featured ceramic tiles.

The Enderun Library was the most pompous but only one of the library spaces designed

with the forms of residential architecture in eighteenth-century Istanbul. There is sufficient

evidence that private library rooms abounded in the Ottoman capital in this period. It seems that

the escalation of private library architecture was roughly contemporaneous with the spread of

public library buildings. It is almost certain that a desirable library wing in a mansion was

practically synonymous with a ta oda, at least in the eighteenth century. Several Ottoman

98 Memoirs Relating to European and Asiatic Turkey, ed. from manuscript journals, by Robert Walpole (London,
1817), pp. 171-173. Also quoted in Ozer Soysal, Turk KOtOphaneciligi vol. 5 (Ankara, 1999), pp. 190-191.
99 Necipoglu, ibid., p. 207.
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scholars and statesmen showed an appetite for building study retreats for themselves. Often

ornate decors created with expensive materials enveloped these study spaces. The ongoing

perception of books as luxury objects and the old sultanic habit of treating a library as a

component of the treasury, which was a model for the sultan's elite subjects, were influential at

this point. Rooms specified to be primarily used as a library were not uncommon, but

associations between treasury and library were still alive both in the palace and outside it. Unless

they were endowed at a certain point, the collections and buildings of the private libraries of this

period left few traces today. But they could be commemorated in verse, delegated to professional

librarians' administration, and remembered generations later. They apparently had constitutive

roles similar to those of public libraries in the development of the competitive milieu around

books.
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CHAPTER 3

PILGRIMAGE TO THE LIBRARY:
THE BAYTULMAMUR/KABA ANALOGY IN OTTOMAN
LIBRARIES

The main focus of visual attention in the interior of the Hekimoglu Ali Papa Library, and

certainly the principal embellishment of the space, is the large wooden book cabinet placed at the

center of the hall and extant today in good condition (figs. 3.1-3.2). This cabinet is roughly in the

shape of a cube. It is elevated above the floor on a marble baldaquin of four pillars which allows

people to walk underneath. It also has small metal turrets at the upper corners. The borders of the

surface at the bottom of the cabinet are decorated with richly colored flower paintings. They

seem to have been transferred from bookbinding illuminations.1 (fig. 3.3) This large piece of

furniture has rows of bookshelves on all four sides, which are accessible with the help of a

ladder. There is a door, however, in the middle of one side of the cube that allows the librarian to

enter the narrow corridor inside the cabinet where there are other bookshelves, which form the

shape of a U together with the shelves at the outer edges (figs. 3.4-3.5). This elegant book

cabinet thus appears basically as a small architectural work located inside a larger building, an

interesting creation that hovers between furniture and architecture. Like the late sixteenth-

century sultan Murad III's library-throne with bookshelves discussed in the previous chapter, the

Hekimoglu Library's book cabinet also seems to be a creatively conceived derivative of the

portable wooden bookcases (mahfazas), which were ornamented inside and out, often had

cupolas and spread in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (figs. 3.6-3.7). They attract

1 See, Zeren Tanindi, "Books and Bindings," in Halil inalcik and Gunsel Renda (eds.) Ottoman Civilization, vol. 2

(istanbul, 2002), pp. 840-863; Gulnur Duran, Ali UskOdari: Tezhip ve Rugani Ost6dl, Cigek Ressami (istanbul, 2008).

OskOdarli Ali's works also reflect the incorporation of rococo forms in Ottoman book illumination, as Duran notes

in this monograph. He may deserve a larger place in studies of Ottoman rococo.
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attention as refined material products of Ottoman book culture. On the other hand, the cabinet in

the Hekimoglu is actually one of several book depositories that were placed at the centers of

library halls, some of them surrounded by metal screens, in a group of Ottoman libraries built

between the 1720s and the 1820s. This, in other words, was a frequently preferred spatial

arrangement in the design of Ottoman libraries which persisted for about a century. The

depository in the Hekimoglu Library is the oldest one of its kind that survived to our day.

The waqfiyya of Hekimoglu Ali Paga's building compound uses an unexpectedly

compelling metaphor for the library in the early part of the text where individual structures are

enumerated and calls it an "example of the BaytulMamur, a library replete with light" (numfine-i

Beyti'l-Ma'mair, bir kaltiabhdne-i piir-nfir).2 The library is defined, therefore, as no less than an

example, or a representation, of the BaytulMamur, the celestial counterpart of the Kaba - or the

Kaba itself according to some interpreters - in the Islamic exegetic, cosmological and literary

traditions. In the most widely held conception of it, which was derived from a number of hadiths

attributed to Prophet Muhammad, BaytulMamur is a place located at a certain high echelon of

the heavens above the earth and is a shrine regularly visited and circumambulated by angels. In

other words, the surprising metaphor encountered in Hekimoglu Ali Paga's waqfiyya compares

his library to the angels' pilgrimage shrine in the heavens, and presumably, by extension, the

attendants of the library to angels who perform this worship. This loaded artful expression finds

parallels in various other texts produced for a group of eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century

Ottoman libraries, and thus a worship and pilgrimage site emerges as a quite popular metaphor

used for libraries in this period. Moreover, the comparison to BaytulMamur or Kaba was

evidently interconnected with the employment of square-shape depositories in library designs.

2 Vakfiyye-i GetziAli Papa MS, Ankara Cebeci Library, Y 304, 4b.
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The present chapter will trace the verbal expressions of this analogy and the architectural

arrangement that accompanied it in each of the individual libraries. It will also examine the other

uses of the BaytulMamur/Kaba motifs in the Ottoman tradition in order to elucidate the web of

intertextualities in which this compelling symbolism proliferated, and to consider the

implications it carries with regard to the social and cultural status of libraries.

The BaytulMamur in the Ottomans' Sources

The Quran mentions the BaytulMamur once, near the beginning of a chapter that largely

deals with the end of the world and the punishment that awaits unbelievers thereafter. As in a

number of other places, the Quran begins the passage by swearing to a number of things, in this

case "To the Mount / And to the books [writings] inscribed line by line / On parchment spread

open / And to the BaytulMamur / And to the Heaven's raised ceiling / And to the sea filled with

fire." 3 The word "books/writings" (kiitaib) in the second verse refers most probably to the Quran

itself, which was inscribed on parchments during the life of the Prophet. It may also refer to all

sacred books revealed by God. The consecutive appearance of the word "books" and the

BaytulMamur's name in the Scripture might be a reason for the association formed between the

two that facilitated the development of the BaytulMamur symbolism in libraries.

As an Arabic phrase, BaytulMamur literally means a well-built or frequented house. Bayt

is common with some names of the Kaba like BaytulHaram (Sacred House) and Baytullah

(Allah's House). Ma'mair, on the other hand, is a derivative of the root '-m-r which can mean a

number of things including to live long, to stay, to be well populated and to become populated.4

It can be noted that ma'mar is also the passive form of i'mdr, which was a common concept for

3 The Quran, 52: 4.
4 Edward William Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon Book I - Part 5 (London, Edinburgh, 1874), pp. 2153-2157.
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developing a place through building activity.5 The idea of the state of flourishing that ma'mfr

conveys includes a sense of dynamism and activity seen in a place, besides a sense of physical

solidity; it means the exact opposite of desolation. It was one of the words chosen by Ibrahim

Mtiteferrika in his presentation of the aims of the printing press in 1726 to describe the projected

thriving of Ottoman cities and towns with the increase of the numbers of books.6 The sense of

vigor of a locality thanks to population was probably essential to the original seventh-century

meaning of the name of the BaytulMamur conveyed in the Quran since it is a place of pilgrimage

which is ideally always populous. This meaning was certainly essential also for the analogy the

Ottomans formed between this temple and libraries, as libraries were expected to be ma'mfr

with visitors/readers seeking knowledge and wisdom.

According to some reports, Prophet Muhammad described the BaytulMamur as the

temple visited by seventy thousand angels who worshipped there every day, and it was shown to

him at a certain point during his Night Journey to the heavens. Caliph Ali is likewise reported to

have defined the BaytulMamur as a shrine in the sky where angels pray and with a sanctity like

the Kaba on Earth. According to an interpretation dating to the second century of Islam,

however, the BaytulMamur mentioned in the Quran was the Kaba itself.7

Both Cafer Efendi's Risdle-i Mi'mdriyye (Treatise on Architecture) on the architect

Sadefkar Mehmed Aga's life and the architectural practice and terminology of the time, which he

completed in 1614, and Evliya Qelebi's Seyahatndme, refer to various accounts of the

BaytulMamur's story in different sources. According to Cafer Efendi's treatise, the patriarch of

s Another derivative is im6ret, the term used in the Ottoman tradition for building ensembles until the nineteenth
century.
6 ibrahim, Er-Risleto'l-Mdsemm6 bi Vesileta't-Tiba'a, in Lugat-i Vankulu I (Istanbul, 1141 [1726]). See also

"Introduction" of the present thesis.
Abdurrahman K(g~k, "BeytOlma'mOr," in Tarkiye Diyanet Vakfl islam Ansiklopedisi v. 6 (istanbul, 1988), pp. 94-95.
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the architects' craft was Adam's son Prophet $is (Seth), because he built the first Kaba in

masonry in the place of the BaytulMamur, which had been first moved out of Paradise by God

and placed on Earth but later returned to its original place. The treatise then adds that according

to an alternative account found in certain sources, the BaytulMamur was ascended by God to the

celestial realm in Noah's Flood, and the Kaba was built first by Abraham.8 That the Kaba

replaced the BaytulMamur is a common point in the narratives around it. Cafer Efendi's text

returns to the BaytulMamur in the section about the Kaba's renovation carried out by Mehmed

Aga in 1612-13. It is noted here that, according to some accounts, the BaytulMamur, which was

Adam's pilgrimage site, was made of rubies.9 In the section he devoted to Mecca and its past,

Evliya Qelebi likewise writes that, according to reliable narratives, God had created a pavilion

(kasr) made of red rubies in Paradise two thousand years before He created Earth. After the Fall

of Adam, that pavilion was descended to Earth for Adam's use as the place of worship, located at

the site of the Kaba, and named by God as Beyt-i Ma'mair. Adam and Eve used to

circumambulate this temple in the company of all the cherubim (kerrubiydn) who joined them

with God's license. Until Noah's Flood, this temple was the place of pilgrimage of mankind who

were obliged to visit it every year. It ascended to the skies, and later Abraham was ordered to

build the Kaba in its place with the stone and sand of seven mountains.' 0 At another point, Evliya

writes that it was made of red rubies according to one narrative and of white pearl according to

another." In all these narratives, the BaytulMamur and the Kaba mark the two main epochs of

the history of mankind on Earth. BaytulMamur, as the elementary temple, appears as an emblem

of the Antediluvian period, liminal between the mankind's presence in Paradise and the current

8 Ca'fer Efendi, Risale-i Mi'm riyye, ed. i. Aydin YOksel (istanbul, 2005), pp. 18-19 (in the manuscript original ff.

12b-13a).
9 Ca'fer Efendi, ibid., p. 49 (in the manuscript original ff. 34a-34b).
10 Evliya elebi Seyahatnamesi, eds. Seyit Ali Kahraman et. al. vol. 9 (istanbul, 1996), pp. 378-379.
" Ibid., vol. 10, p. 10.
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conditions of man and the world as we know it. These texts indicate that in the seventeenth

century the BaytulMamur was remembered by the Ottomans as the Kaba's counterpart in the sky

and a pavilion built in paradisiac perfection, a divine artifice of exquisite beauty.

Evliya uses the name of the BaytulMamur as a metaphor for one building, the Hagia

Sophia in Istanbul. Upon describing the cathedral-turned-mosque and the Ottoman additions to

it, he calls it a parallel of the BaytulMamur (nazire-i Beyt-i Ma'mfir) for the reason that it

contained various arts and originalities (sandyi u beddyi).12 Latifi, a scribe of the early sixteenth

century, in his description of the city of Istanbul that he wrote in 1525, enthusiastically compared

the same mosque to the Kaba and the BaytulMamur, because the Hagia Sophia was, in his

words, ever replete with recitations of the name of God, worshippers, ascetics and devotees of

God.13 For him the Hagia Sophia was "in the character of the Kaba of the Land of Rnm [Anatolia

and the Balkans] because of the honor of circumambulation by the people of spiritual purity."1 4

He uses the Kaba metaphor for yet another site in Istanbul, the tomb attributed to Prophet

Muhammad's companion Abu Ayyub al-Ansari who died during a siege of Constantinople in the

late seventh century and was claimed to have been discovered by the Ottomans outside the city

walls on the eve of the conquest in 1453. Following the erection of a mausoleum above the

alleged grave and a mosque adjacent to it in 1458, the tomb became a frequently visited site of

veneration. Documenting this local pilgrimage center quality of the tomb, Latifi notes how

people revered the site much like the admiration expressed for the Kaba.15

I [bid., vol. 1, p. 58.
13 Ltiff, Evsdf-i istanbul, ed. Nermin Suner Pekin (istanbul, 1977), pp. 28-31.
14 Ibid., p. 28.
1s Ibid., p. 63.
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A significant sixteenth-century BaytulMamur metaphor, more directly related to the form

cultivated for libraries in the eighteenth century, is found in a version of the waqfiyya of Fatih

(Conqueror) Sultan Mehmed II's mosque complex built in Istanbul between 1463 and 1470. The

waqJiyya of this building ensemble was prepared first in 1473, but during the reign of Mehmed

II's son Bayezid II, an altered version was issued in 1482 (which is also found in a copy from

1496), 16 because some changes were made to the organization of the complex in the meantime.

Bayezid II's waqfiyya written in Arabic was later translated into Turkish with some

modifications in 1596.17 These waqfiyyas serve as the main sources to illuminate the complicated

story of the libraries at the Fatih Complex. The BaytulMamur metaphor found in the Turkish

version directly refers to the milieu of learning and scholarship around the mosque, of which the

library was a part, and thus forms an important precursor to the eighteenth-century metaphor

used for libraries.

Unlike the first waqfiyya, which mentions groups of books sent to four of the eight

madrasas and four librarians appointed for these collections, the second waqfJyya refers to a

place "built" (U4 [in the Turkish version ind]'8 ) "to the west" or "in the western part" of the

mosque ( +1 ' j) for the protection of books.1 9 It must have been decided before

1482 to unite the madrasa libraries in, or near, the mosque. This new library is also called

bayta'l-kutub (house of books) in the Arabic waqflyya,20 and ddrii 'l-kiitfib (house of books) and

katiibhdne (house of books) in the Turkish text.2 ' While the Arabic text defines the professors of

This waqfiyya was published in facsimile in Zwei Stiftungsurkunden des Sultans Mehmed II. Fatih, ed. Tahsin Oz

(istanbul, 1935).
This waqfiyya was also published. Fatih Mehmet /I Vakfiyeleri (Ankara, 1938).

1Ibid., p. 204.
19

19 Zwei stiftungsurkunden des Sultans Mehmed II. Fatih, p. 14.
0Ibid., p. 119.

21 Fatih Mehmet II Vakfiyeleri, pp. 247-248.
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the Fatih madrasas and the students who stayed there as the users of the collection, 22 the Turkish

text adds the clause "other meriting scholars who would need it" (ulemd-i mfistahikkinden sdir

muhtdcin) to the beneficiaries.23 Mehmed II had initially endowed more than eight hundred

books, but the collection was significantly extended in the subsequent period with endowments

made by religious scholars who taught in the Fatih madrasas. The number of books reached more

than 1700 by the year 1560 when a catalogue of the library was prepared by one of those

professors, Hacihasanzade. ErUnsal did not locate documentation of books endowed to the

Beyazit (1505) and the Stleymaniye (1557) mosques in their early decades, but found librarians

in the payment registers of these mosques from the 1580s onwards.2 5 Therefore, it is clear that

the Fatih's collection exceeded all other mosque collections in Istanbul in the sixteenth century,

and hence was practically the prime mosque library of the capital. Some scholars have suggested

that it was a separate structure outside and to the west of the mosque.26 Fahri Unan, however,

refuted this view by emphasizing that in all the employee payment registers of the building

ensemble from the 1490s onward the librarian is listed among the servants of the mosque rather

than another building. Madrasas, the primary school, the hospital and other structures of the

complex had their own lists.27 Most probably the place mentioned in the waqfiyya was a

depository built inside the mosque. The introduction of a catalogue of the mosque library that

Eriinsal published, and dated to the early sixteenth century, misses a piece of the page, but the

remaining part describes the placement of books in different categories and endowed by

Mehmed II and by others in certain parts of the space organized for their preservation. This text

Zwei stiftungsurkunden des Sultans Mehmed II. Fatih, pp. 14-15.
Fatih Mehmet // Vakfiyeleri, p. 204.
Topkapi Sarayi Archive, Defter 9559.

25 ismail E. Erinsal, Osmanli Vakif KOtOphaneleri (Ankara, 2008), p. 119; pp. 141-143.

Ahmet SLheyl Onver, Fatih, Klliyesi ve Zamani ilim Hayati (istanbul, 1946), pp. 51-60; Ekrem Hakki Ayverdi,
Osmanli Mi'marisinde Ill: Fatih Devri (istanbul, 1989), pp. 403-404.

Fahri Unan, Kurulupundan Gunimuze F6tih Kulliyesi (Ankara, 2003), pp. 68-74.
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refers to an "eastern chest" (sanduk- arki), "upper," "lower" and apparently middle layers, their

"qibla" and "other" sides,28 indicating that the storage place was comprised of multiple closets

and allowed movement between them. But whether it had an overall architectural expression is

unclear. The mosque was destroyed by an earthquake in 1766. The book collection, however,

had already been transferred to the new library building erected by Mahmud I adjacent to the

mosque in 1742.

The Turkish waqfiyya written in 1596 contains a number of new passages not found in

the previous one on the merits of the charitable institutions. Before the madrasas, the text relates

how the founder sultan resolved (cezm buyurdular) in the light of the relevant divine verses and

hadiths that learning ('ilm), which elevates man above angels, is "the highest cause" (matlab-i

a'hd), "the farthest objective" (maksad-i aksd), "the safest handle to grasp" (urve-i viiskd), and

"the eminent qibla" (kible-i ulyd).2 9 After the educational facilities and immediately following

the library, the text moves to relate how scholars (ulemd) were encouraged from the beginning to

settle around this mosque complex by the founder sultan. As worthy dwellings were prepared for

them, the "masters of virtue" (erbdb-i fezdil) inclined to the "water and air" of the district, and

therefore the environs of the mosque ultimately became "replete with light" (piirnfir) as the place

of gathering of scholars and an "example of the Beyt-i Ma'mair" (numaine-i Beyt-i Ma'mir).30

The combination of the last two phrases is the same as the one found in the Hekimoglu Ali

Paga's waqfiyya about the library. Given the prestige of the Fatih Complex and the value that its

waqfiyya had as an example of prose composition, its constituents might well have been sources

of inspiration for later compositions. The fact that in this usage of the metaphor the concentration

28 ismail E. ErL nsai, Osmani Vakif Kutuphaneleri (Ankara, 2008), pp. 659-660.
29 Fatih Mehmet I Vakfiyeleri, pp. 203-204.
3 Ibid., p. 204.
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of scholars and intellectual life around the Fatih Mosque is the basis of the comparison with the

BaytulMamur makes it an important direct precedent of the analogy that flourished for libraries

in the eighteenth century. In the 1596 text, the statement about the concentration of intellectual

life around the Fatih Mosque must have been a retrospective observation about the preceding

period since the foundation of the complex. The institutional foci of this concentration, on the

other hand, were the eight madrasas, which are more numerous than in any other Ottoman

mosque complex ever built, and the mosque library, which was the best in Istanbul. This

comparison with the celestial Kaba is accompanied by an accentuated definition of the deed of

seeking knowledge as a noble form of devotion to God, almost a form of worship, as the highest

cause, the farthest objective and the eminent qibla of the believer.

Some of the sultanic mosques built in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are

compared to the BaytulMamur in different sources, but these comparisons seem to celebrate their

physical beauty. Mehmed IV's mother Hatice Turhan Sultan's mosque, which was inaugurated

in 1663 and is the grandest mosque built by an Ottoman mother sultana, is known today as the

Yeni Cami (New Mosque). According to the waqfiyya, it was described as "similar to the

BaytulMamur" (Beytii'i-ma'mar'a ebih) at the endowment statement made at the court.3 ' In his

account of the inauguration ceremony of Mahmud I and Osman III's Nuruosmaniye Mosque in

1755, court chronicler Vasif calls the mosque "second to the luminous and glittering Beyt-i

Ma'mar" (sdni-i Beyt-i Ma'mar-i miinevver u raien) and an enviable temple. 32 The inscription

placed on the sixteenth-century Niganci Mehmed Papa Mosque in Istanbul to commemorate the

renovation carried out in 1180/1767 during Mustafa III's reign similarly likens the mosque in its

repaired state to the BaytulMamur.

3 Published in istanbul Yeni Cami ve Hunkar Kasri, ed. ibrahim Ate (istanbul, undated), p. 76.
3 Ahmed V~sif Efendi, Mehcsin'il-As6r ve HakdikU'-Ahbar (istanbul, 1219 [1804]), p. 72.
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Invention of a Study Pilgrimage

The earliest employment of the BaytulMamur metaphor for a library space is an

inscription in the library of the madrasa built in Istanbul by the Grand Vizier Damad Ibrahim

Papa and inaugurated in 1720. This library does not have a book cabinet that has survived. The

interiors of both the lecture and the library halls are embellished with long poems inscribed in

pieces on marble plaques placed above the windows and niches. The description of the library as

a BaytulMamur appears in the Arabic chronogram inscription above the door of the library hall

and outside. The first two of the three couplets of this poem can be translated as follows:

"Ibrahim, Asaf of the monarch / With his propensity for bringing life to customs/ceremonials of

the cultured ( e) / Built this distinguished station / For noble, influential

scholars/intellectuals." 33 Then, the final couplet brings the metaphor forward: "As the Bayt

Ma'mur of knowledge ( 3zJz a) came into being / Circumambulation site of the virtuous

(&L"* ti ) became chronogram to it." 34 (fig. 3.8) The numerical value of the letters in the

phrase "circumambulation site of the virtuous," metfa'l-fa-Iiln, gives the opening date of the

institution (1132 H./1720) as the line states. Metaif literally means "circumambulation site;" it is

also traditionally the name of the pavement around the Kaba. This reference in the last line

cleverly duplicates the pilgrimage place motif that the couplet cultivates in the preceding line.

According to the poem's interesting portrayal, the grand vizier, inclining to create customs for

intellectuals, built a temple of knowledge to be circumambulated by the virtuous.

The author of this important composition can be identified, because the final couplet of

the chronogram is one of the examples of the poet Ahmed 'Ilmi's works given in the entry for

33 ~* jw f

34 ~ *Li
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him in Salim Efendi's contemporary dictionary of poet biographies. Salim Efendi narrates here

how this religious scholar's caliber was unacknowledged and he remained in solitude teaching in

a provincial madrasa until he was discovered by the benefactor grand vizier who promoted him

to the Fatih madrasas, and later also to the position of the superintendent of the waqfs that served

Mecca and Medina. This scholar, who composed poetry "to sharpen his mind" (teqhiz-i zihn

igian) with the penname 'ilmi, was teaching at the Silleymaniye at the time of the inauguration of

the library, and a year later he was appointed qadi of Aleppo. 35

The Turkish poem inscribed on the marble panels above the windows and niches inside

the library has a section similar in spirit to the chronogram poem. The sixth of the nine stanzas

acclaims the hall as the following: "Although in appearance a library it is in truth / A spring and

source of the purest water and ore of wisdom and perfection / Its floor is a place to be kissed by

the community of the competent / Its domes a manifestation ground for the angels of the Throne

of the Compassionate God." 3 6 As the penname Taib mentioned in the final stanza attests, this

poem was composed by another figure from the circle of Ibrahim Paga, the madrasa professor

and prolific writer Osmanzade Ahmed Taib Efendi. 'Ilmi's Arabic chronogram and Taib's

verses, both placed on the walls of the building, celebrate the library with unprecedented fervor

that go so far as to attribute a ritual-like sublimity to the experience in the library and an almost

sacred quality to the space.

While the BaytulMamur motif in 'ilmi's chronogram was repeated in Hekimoglu Ali

Paga's waqfiyya in 1734, the chronogram's other motif, "place of circumambulation," finds a

parallel in a verse chronogram composed by another madrasa professor, Mehmed Emin Visik

3s S5Iim Efendi, Tezkiret0'.-,Su'ar6 S6im Efendi, ed. Adnan ince (Ankara, 2005), pp. 512-515.
36 "Eger i sOretA driktib ammA / ZL15 0 gevher-i fazl u kemAlin menba' u kani / ZemnTi bOse-cAy-i zOmre-i
erbb-i isti'dAd / Kib~bi cilvegah-i kudsiy~n-i 'Ark-i RahmAni"
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Efendi, for the new library building erected by Sultan Mahmud I adjacent to the Fatih Mosque

and opened in 1742. This text is not inscribed on the building but found in Vasik's divan. Right

after a couplet where it is stated that a determination to build libraries developed as his personal

style in Sultan Mahmud I's heart, which was noted in the introduction of the present thesis,

Vasik's next couplet applauds him for "exhilarating" Mehmed II's benefaction with the new

library building, which "emerged really as a site of circumambulation and an aid for students"

(Metdf u 'avn-i tulldb oldu gergek).3

There is a point about the architecture of this library which must be directly related to the

original meaning of the circumambulation site motif used by the poet. The design of its interior

space strongly, in fact almost undeniably, suggests the presence of a book depository located at

the center of the hall, in the area between the four marble columns that carry the central dome, in

the original organization of the space. The area under the main dome and between the columns is

naturally the main visual focus of the library (fig. 3.9). But more importantly, the difference in

the pavement level between the two sections of the interior clearly points at a direction of

movement and differentiation of functions that were initially conceived of for the space. The

marble columns and the cruciform plan separates the interior into nine units, and out of these

nine, only the one under the main dome and a narrow band between the entrance of the hall and

the central unit have lower pavements while the rest of the hall are one step elevated (fig. 3.10).

Therefore, it is highly likely that a depository was placed at the center of the hall and was

structured to allow librarians to walk inside, whereas the sections of the hall with the elevated

floor were reserved for reading and writing. This view is corroborated by the fact that the Rdgib

Papa Library, which was built about two decades later, in 1763, with a plan that almost

3 Hatice Aynur, "I. MahmOd'un (6. 1754) KtOphaneleri ve Tarih Manzumeleri" Kitaplara Vakfedilen Bir Omre

Tuhfe: ismail E. Erinsal'a Armagan, eds. Hatice Aynur et. al. (istanbul, 2014), p. 722.
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duplicates that of Mahmud I's Fatih Library in larger dimensions, has exactly the same

arrangement. The Ragib Papa likewise has a cruciform plan and the pavement has the exact same

height difference. The book depository is within tall metal screens that connect the marble

columns and thus form a smaller square room under the main dome accessible through a door on

the side of the lower pavement, opposite the entrance of the library. The depository inside this

segregated room is comprised of three cabinets connected to each other at their upper corners,

and hence practically has two corridors in it. (figs. 3.11-3.12).

Toderini had seen in the early 1780s another cubic book depository which then stood at

the center of a library. This one was in the small library building that was commissioned by

Sultan Ahmed III adjacent to his grandmother Hatice Turhan Sultan's mausoleum near her Yeni

Cami to house the collection donated by her to the mosque and the mausoleum and a new group

of books Sultan Ahmed added in 1725 (fig. 3.13). This simple single-dome building, which was

called Valide (Mother Sultana) Library, is ornamented with paintings almost identical to those

seen in the Ibrahim Papa Library, which was built five years earlier. The cabinet-like bookcase

that Toderini saw is not extant today. Toderini describes this structure in the middle of the room

as one "which resembles a large cube." With niches on four sides, it was apparently similar to

the cabinet later made for the Hekimoglu Library, but was placed on the ground. It must have

been another impressive mini structure in a hall less than 40 square meters wide. Toderini also

reports that one would see rich manuscripts aligned on the shelves when entering this section.38

Therefore, this cubic depository in the middle of this small library was another structure that

could be entered and had shelves inside.

3 Giambattista Toderini, De la litterature des Turcs, v. 2 (Paris, 1789), p. 82.
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This document indicates that there might have been other cubic book cabinets that did not

survive to our time for different reasons. d'Ohsson noted in the 1780s the placement of ornate

book cabinets in the middle of the hall as a form of library furnishing was seen in multiple

examples in Istanbul. Although he does not specify names, he writes that in some Istanbul

libraries a gilded lattice closet, knitted with bronze strings, is found in the middle of the room.39

In fact, one of the reasons behind the selection of the cruciform plan for Mahmud I's project at

Fatih, might be the intention to further emphasize the center of the room where a book cabinet

was placed. In this light, the employment of the term "circumambulation site" for the Ibrahim

Papa and the Fatih libraries in laudatory poems invites closer consideration. Neither of these

libraries are freestanding buildings; the Ibrahim Papa Library is at the corner of the two outer

walls of the compound, and the Fatih Library is adjacent to the mosque on one side while open

on the other three. In other words, it is not physically possible to walk around them. Therefore, at

first glance, the uses of the circumambulation site metaphor seems to be purely rhetorical in both

cases with no real architectural reference, that is, poetic expressions that simply aim to describe

the libraries as frequented places. However, in all likelihood the metaphor took the book cabinets

in the middle of the halls as their immediate points of reference.

The Rdgib Papa Library is physically the largest and one of the most ostentatious

Ottoman libraries. The central piece of the memorial building compound of its founder, it

appears as a primary focus of attention of contemporary Ottoman and foreign commentators on

Istanbul libraries, and there is written evidence of the use of the Kaba analogy for the spatial

arrangement of this library as well. This reference is found in a short narrative in the

Mendkibndme (Book of Stories) of the important Ottoman polymath of the early nineteenth

39 Ignatius Mouradgea d'Ohsson, Tableau General de l'Empire Othoman (Paris, 1788), p. 296.
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century, Kethiidazade Mehmed Arif Efendi (1777-1847). A qadi by profession, Kethadizdde

was a leading member of the Begikta* Society of Learning (Begikta Cemiyet-i Ilmiyesi), which

was active in the 1810s and the 1820s and organized philosophical, scientific and literary

discussions in the mansions of its members. He was the informal tutor of a number of statesmen

and scholars of the subsequent decades in the fields of mathematics, astronomy, philosophy,

literature and Persian language. 40 Kethidazade's Mendkibndme is composed of anecdotes and

short stories that basically represent the end of the pre-Tanzimat Ottoman intellectual tradition

and were recorded and later published by one of his pupils in 1889. Ragib Papa was one of

Kethidizade's intellectual heroes. This is expressed at one point with a parable. According to

this parable, once a shaykh offered a pill (hab) so strong that one would fall asleep upon taking

it. One would either never wake up or wake up with an extraordinary capacity added to his

memory and intellect enabling him to forget nothing seen or read. Of the two students who took

the pill one survived the sleep and came to be known as "Ragib Paga's master/tutor" (Ragib Paya

hocasi); the pupil's wisdom and cultivation were similarly famous. From this, Kethndazade

immediately moves to Ragib Paga's "peerless" (emsdlsiz) library in Istanbul where, he remarks,

"books stand in the middle like the Kaba" (kitablar Kabe gibi orta yerdedir).4' Kethidazade thus

provides us with a testimony that the BaytulMamur or Kaba analogy could be voiced for libraries

with central depositories even if the analogy was not expressed in the waqfiyya or the

inscriptions of that library. In other words, it seems to have had a wider ground in the

contemporaries' perception and recollection of the libraries that featured this spatial

configuration than such documents indicate.

40 See Ekmeleddin ihsanoglu, "19. Asrin Balannda Tanzimat-Oncesi K6tur ve Egitim Hayati ve Begikta Cemiyet-i

ilmiyesi Olarak Bilinen Ulema Grubunun Buradaki Yeri," OiMC-1. Milli Turk Bilim Tarihi Sempozyumu 3-5 Nisan
1987, ed. Ekmeleddin ihsanoglu (istanbul, 1987), pp. 43-74.

Emin Efendi, Men6kib-i KethOd&z6de el-Hdcc Mehmed Arif: Menfktbndme, (Istanbul, 1305 [1889]), pp. 111-112.
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The third and last library with the cruciform plan was commissioned by the madrasa

professor Murad Molla and built on the grounds of a tekke of the Nakshibandiyya order in

Istanbul in 1775. This library displays the same pavement level difference as in the Fatih and the

Ragib Papa libraries (fig. 3.14). Today nineteenth-century bookshelves are seen at the far end of

the hall opposite the entrance, but the pavement suggests a depository at the center in the original

design. Another library, in this'case outside Istanbul, is reported to have had a square depository

at the center of its hall. The depository of the library built by Kethiidazade Mehmed krif's

grandfather, Yusuf Aga, the chief steward (kethidd) of the mother sultana, in Konya in 1795 was

inside a square space surrounded by metal screens until the 1960s.42 This library is the largest

eighteenth-century library in the provinces.

In another important provincial library, the Necib Papa in the western Anatolian town of

Tire, there is not only a book cabinet in the middle of the hall but also yet another instance of the

BaytulMamur analogy stated in an original inscription. Commissioned by a member of the

central elite who was trained in the scribal service and was the supervisor of the state gunpowder

factories at the time, the Necib Papa Library was built in 1826. The building is basically in the

usual form of single-dome neighborhood mosques with a portico in front, which was employed

earlier in the K6prili and the Selim Aga (1783) libraries in Istanbul, but enriched here with a

high semicircular stairway that leads to the loggia, probably inspired by the example in Sultan

Mustafa III Ayazma Mosque (1760) in Istanbul. Today, the books are placed in a wooden

octagonal cabinet located in the center of this mosque-like room; however, the inscription panel

hung above its wall states that this current indoor structure was built in 1333/1917. It is very

probable that this cabinet replaced an older one, because there is no large niche here like in many

Mbjgan Cunbur, "Yusuf Aga Ktphanesi ve Kt(phane Vakfiyesi," Tarih Aragtirmalari Dergisi 1/1 (1963): 207.
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of the single-room libraries - actually there is no niche in the walls (fig. 3.15). At the same time,

one of the two original chronogram inscriptions seen at the library celebrates it as "congruent

('adil) to the BaytulMamur" near the beginning of the poem. Mehmed Ziihdi Efendi, whose

name appears in the final couplet of the chronogram and who had shifted from madrasa training

to a career in the scribal class according to Fatin's biographical dictionary, 43 begins the eulogy

with this enthusiastic couplet: "Praise and glory to you, Necib has reached the Throne of the

Compassionate God / Because the library is congruent to the Beyt-i Ma'mfir."44 (fig. 3.16) The

association between Heaven and the BaytulMamur, which carried the beneficent founder of the

library to the Throne of God in this original composition, is a significant one. The poem states

later that with the arrival of the books Tire was "filled with lights" (envdr ile doldu); its

inhabitants thus found comfort and became thankful to the Benevolent God. There is little doubt

that the forceful BaytulMamur analogy was tied to the presence of a bookcase, probably cubic in

form, in the room. The Necip Papa case demonstrates the persistence of the heavenly temple

symbolism as late as the 1820s when it was more than a hundred years old. Kethildazade

narrated his parable about Ragib Papa in or around the same decade.

In aggregate, these cases demonstrate that the cubic bookcases in library designs and the

Kaba/BaytulMamur symbolism were closely intertwined. Their considerable currency lasted

from the early eighteenth to the early nineteenth centuries. The ardent bibliophile identity of the

Grand Vizier ibrahim Papa as the promoter of the first printing press and the initiator of a

remarkable translation program makes the innovation of such an assertive analogy nourished by

graphic evocation in his library project seem highly probable. After all, its inscriptions present

the most passionate interpretation of the library as akin to a sacred space.

43 Davud Fatin Efendi, Tezkire-i Hatimetu'I-E5'ar (istanbul, 1271 [1870]), p. 166.

44 "Sana medh u senS irdi Necib Ark-i RahmAna / Ki zir6 Beyt-i Ma'mOra 'adil oldu kutcbhane."
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Associations of similar kinds were seen in the case of the alleged divine guidance in the

selection of the Hagia Sophia Library's location or its comparison to the sacred call to prayer,

both noted in Chapter 1. But the recurrent BaytulMamur symbolism is remarkable especially in

the way it combined the poetic metaphor that defined an exalted status for the activity the

buildings were planned for with the graphic evocation of the metaphor, the BaytulMamur and the

Kaba, in the architectural space. One is invited to think that, at one point, the cubic format as one

of the available options for the pavilion-like cabinets must have stimulated the idea that such a

structure could stand as a physical illustration of the great celestial and/or the earthly temple. The

book cabinet which originally stood in the center of the Ahmed III Library on four supports

might have been one, probably the first, of the cubic cabinets. But the Ahmed III Library lacks

any accompanying verbal reference to the BaytulMamur; it began to be voiced in the project of

this sultan's grand vizier, Ibrahim Paga, which was opened soon, the following year. That they

are more often compared to the BaytulMamur than to the Kaba in the sources is probably

because the BaytulMamur was conceived of as a better candidate for use as a literary motif as

something that belongs to the celestial realm. Its exquisite beauty must be the main reference in

the expressions of aesthetic appreciation of the mosques when they were compared to the

BaytulMamur, but less relevant in the analogy developed for the libraries. The cubic shape was

evidently thought to be an approximation of the form of the heavenly counterpart of the Kaba as

well.

Facing the Temple's Likeness

These three-dimensional representations of the Kaba had a striking precedent, though

temporary and built for a highly different occasion, in the early seventeenth century. This

interesting event is recorded in the chronicler Mustafa Safi's detailed description. As the
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protector of the two holy cities of Mecca and Medina, the Ottoman monarch provided physical

maintenance service to the Haram Mosque in Mecca and the Prophet's mosque and mausoleum

in Medina; some objects like the cloth cover, the kiswa, of the Kaba and its gutters were thence

brought to the Topkapi Palace. The objects were transported when they were replaced with new

ones and were kept here besides the relics that were claimed to belong to a group of historical

holy figures and transferred to the Ottoman capital with the annihilation of the Mamluk Sultanate

in the early sixteenth century. Mustafa Safi narrates how in 1022/1613, during the Ottoman

renovation of the Kaba in Mecca, a group of such objects were employed for the erection of a

model of the Kaba in the Treasury of the Topkapi Palace and then visited by Sultan Ahmed I.

Constructed "in the plan of'4 5 (resmi fizerine) the Kaba and completed with the placement of old

gutters and keys in right places, this model was made "in accordance with and in all respects in

agreement with" (muvdfik ve min kil1i'l-vflcfih mutdbik) the "true" Kaba,46 and therefore made

people who saw it halt "at first sight" and ask, in Safi's words, "How! Did the Kaba the

Magnificent come to visit his majesty the sultan of the Refuge Religion?" 47 Especially

interesting is the end of the anecdote. After he raised his hands and recited prayers in front of the

model Kaba, the sultan opened a page from a Quran copy nearby and saw on the first line of the

page a verse about the pilgrimage in Mecca. He thanked and praised God, and interpreted this to

the courtiers present as a "harbinger sign" (igdret-i piir-begdret) that his deed of turning his face

(tevecciih) through the "picture" (sfiret) of the Kaba to its truth and meaning was awarded by

4s Mustafa SAfi, Mustafa Safi'nin Zubdet't-Tevrih'i, ed. ibrahim Hakki uhadar, vol. 11 (Ankara, 2003), p. 255. This

structure was noted with SAfi's testimony by G6iru Necipoglu. G. Necipoglu, "Plans and Models in 15th and 16th-

Century Ottoman Architectural Practice" Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians XLV: 3 (September,
1986), p. 238.
46 Ibid., p.257.
4' "AyA Kabe-i Muazzama pgdi Ah-i din-penAh hazretlerinin ziy~retine mi geldi?" Ibid., pp. 255-256.
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God as the "essence of pilgrimage" (hakikat-i hacc).48 The cubic book cabinets in the libraries

obviously did not carry any material piece that had once touched the Kaba; they did not contain

an element of "contagious magic" aimed at founding a para-pilgrimage through corporeal contact

with the temple. They were figural representations that symbolically underlined the wisdom of

the learning effort, reading and writing. But the model Kaba's event in the Topkapi Palace's

Treasury helps considerably to explain the basis of operation of pilgrimage symbolism in the

libraries.

These book cabinets as three-dimensional representations of the BaytulMamur/Kaba

proliferated in the same period with another trend of the graphic representations of the temple in

architectural contexts, namely the production and dissemination of ceramic tiles that feature

pictures of the Kaba and the other shrines around it. In an article published in 1971, Sabih Erken

compiled and described thirty two such tiles or tile panels found today in Turkish, Egyptian,

Greek and European museums, on the walls of a number of mosques in Istanbul and Anatolian

provinces, and in some sections of the Topkapi Palace. Six of the single-piece tiles on mosque

walls and two others in museums have inscriptions that designate the "benefactors'" names and

thus indicate that these tiles were often produced upon the order of individuals who wished to

present the image of the holy shrine as gifts to mosques (fig. 3.17). About one third of the

examples have dates on them, all of which are from the second half of the seventeenth and the

first half of the eighteenth centuries. One of the tiles is seen on a wall of the basement of the

Ahmed III Library in the Palace, but the details of its placement there are not known. The other

Kaba tiles in the Topkapi Palace are found in places reserved for prayer, like the majority (or all)
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of the ones outside the palace apparently were. 49 Thus, affixing a picture of the chief mosque of

Islam on mosque walls or prayer corners developed as a form of pious act in this period. Some of

the examples are nearly identical with each other and closely resemble the images of the Kaba

and its environs found in popular prayer books called Deldil-i Hayrdt that survived from the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.5 0 Most of the Kaba tiles in public mosques were installed

in older monuments. But one of them was planned as a part of the tile revetment program of a

new mosque and stands as a peak of the trend, in none other than the Hekimoglu Ali Papa

Mosque. This outstanding panel placed on the wall to the right of the mihrab is also one of the

earliest Ottoman pictorial depictions made according to aerial perspective (fig. 3.18).

Considering the practice around this group of tiles, building book cabinets in the three-

dimensional likeness of the pilgrimage shrine could also have been viewed as pious gestures, one

that merged verbal metaphor with visual symbolism.

A variety of comparisons made to the Kaba were used in the literary realm for centuries.

Mtjgan Cunbur compiled some of the references to the Kaba and different metaphorical uses of

it in pre-nineteenth-century Ottoman poetry. The believer's heart was of course a preeminent

Baytullah, house of God. The doorstep of the Prophet Muhammad's house could be called

another Kaba in religious poetry. Another widespread metaphorical appearance of the Kaba,

however, from as early as the fifteenth century onwards in Ottoman examples, was the

comparison of the beloved person or his/her house or neighborhood to the holy shrine,

sometimes coupled with different comparisons like the beloved's hair to the Kaba's kiswa.

Obviously heterodox, these popular metaphors could be presented in polysemy that potentially

carried mystical justifications like the suggestion that this love basically represented, or was a

4 Sabih Erken, "Turk iniciliginde Kabe Tasvirleri" Vakiflar Dergisi 9 (1971): 297-320.
50 See, Gunsel Renda, Ankara Etnografya Muzesindeki Minyaturlo Yazma ve Albumler (Ankara, 1980).
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reflection of, the love of God.5 In prose, too, certain religious figures like scholars or shaykhs of

religious orders could be called a qibla or a Kaba. The chronicler Mustafa Safi's commemoration

of a Mawlawi shaykh buried in Cairo as a Kaba of the community of friends is one example. 52

Comparisons of architectural spaces to the Kaba and the BaytulMamur, examples of

which were noted above, were ultimately of this nature. Mosques and a saint's mausoleum could

be attributed an affinity with the Kaba and the BaytulMamur, but the rise of libraries as another

type of built space that were frequently attributed an affinity with the pilgrimage temples is a

significant leap. It is significant, partly because this attribution was a recurrent one rather than a

zealous but isolated artful expression. Moreover, there seems to have been no instance where a

madrasa, the other building type dedicated to learning, was likened to the BaytulMamur or the

Kaba. The analogy of worship through learning, or a learning pilgrimage, was therefore a

prerogative of libraries as the Ottomans developed it; most probably because libraries were, by

definition, sites to make study visits and return from, unlike the madrasas where studies were

programmed in long periods and stays. This recurrent analogy for an architectural type was even

more significant due to the striking presence of the pilgrimage sites' graphic representations.

Evocation of the temples in the cubic shape of the book depositories and the accompanying

verbal depictions constituted a full-fledged new topos and architectural symbolism. The

comparison of libraries to the two temples directly alluded to a feeling of religious ritual and

devotion, to a sacred act and, as a corollary, a spiritual ascension. The rooted basis of these

allusions is clearly the conception of the deed of learning and the efforts to that end as dignified

forms of piety in Islam. The definition of learning as the believer's eminent qibla and the

51 Mujg~n Cunbur, "Eski 5iirimizde KAbe ve KAbe Ziyaretleri" in Marmara Oniversitesi Fen-Edebiyat Fakultesi

Trk/ik Aragtlrmalan Dergisi 7 (1993): 141-171.
s2 Mustafa S6fl'nin Zubdeti't-Tev6rih'i, ed. Ibrahim Hakki uhadar, vol. 11 (Ankara, 2003), pp. 98-99.
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accompanying portrayal of the Fatih's scholar population, its madrasas and library as comparable

to the BaytulMamur in the sixteenth century text is a most immediate precedent of the later

architectural-cum-literary convention. Library spaces were seen as architectural embodiments of

the noble piety of learning effort, as settings of an uplifting experience akin to worship and the

holy pilgrimage. The trend can be seen similar to the tendency to create sublime and

transcendent associations in another emerging building type for public instruction, the

architecture of museums, in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in the West. It reveals the

surprisingly high expectations the Ottomans had from their public libraries. The intent to see

libraries ma'mfir, frequented by many readers, was certainly a primary connotation of the

metaphor. The creativity of the new topos, notwithstanding its multiple historical precedents,

marks the dynamism in the literary and architectural culture of the eighteenth-century Ottomans,

while its forceful content helps explain the vigor with which the patronage of library buildings

was embraced by many in the Ottoman elite as a social asset.
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EXCURSUS: REPOSITORIES OF POLYMATH ERUDITION

This brief section gives an overview of the quantitative weights of books in different

subjects in the collections of Ottoman public libraries and aims thus to elucidate the development

of all-encompassing coverage nearly as a norm in the eighteenth century. The significant

presence of literature and history in libraries, although not challenged by the primacy of religious

fields, especially mark this period. This excursus section also dwells on the historical roots of the

ideal of polymath learning and the code in which a taste for form, for the language arts and

enjoyable information were essential features of the interest in literature and history in the

tradition where the Ottoman library movement grew.

The catalogue of the Fatih Library, Istanbul's then-principal mosque library, which was

prepared in 1560, has entries for a total of 1770 books endowed by Mehmed II and later donors.'

The separate catalogue of the library, founded in the new building at this site by Mahmud I in

1742 and extended in 1749 with new book endowments, contains 1695 entries.2 The two

numbers are close to each other, but the distribution of these items in subjects show remarkable

differences. In the older collection, we find little more than 1100 items in the fields of exegesis,

hadiths and law, while the total number of literature and history books is not more than one ninth

of this. In the later catalogue, however, literature and history have long sections. "Literature"

(edebiydt) has 186 entries in the list, while "histories" (tevdrih) are 176 in number. There is also

the distinctly labeled group of muhdzardt, which gathers counsel literature and reference works

for linguistic skills and contains 110 entries. The sum of these three groups, the adab

conglomeration, is more than three quarters of the exegesis, hadith and law books in the new

1 Topkapi Palace Archive, Defter 9559.
2 Fatih Ktaphanesi Defteri MS, Suleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagi|Iar 242, ff. 2a-84a.
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library. The new library also housed 91 books on medicine, as opposed to a dozen in this field in

the old library. The new collection of the Fatih Library reflects an effort to present a clearly more

encyclopedic coverage with a more balanced presence of different subjects for public

accessibility in the new building. In fact, this is a characteristic of most of the foundations of the

eighteenth century and thus can be viewed as a foundation of the very idea of a public library in

the period when they were often established in buildings of their own.

There are data about many early mosque and madrasa collections in this regard. For

example, the collection that was transferred from the $ehzade Mosque (opened in 1548) to the

Fatih Library also in 1749 has 103 books on religious sciences, but two in literature, one on

history and two on medicine. 3 Qadi of Istanbul Mehmed Molla ;elebi endowed a collection to

the mosque that he built in Istanbul in 1590, which contains 84 books on exegesis, hadiths and

law and 17 on history, counsel literature and poetry.4 Valide Nurbanu Sultan endowed 85 works

on religious sciences and two in literature to her mosque complex in 1582.5

On the other hand, we find books in adab fields usually in numbers between half of and

equal to the ones on religious sciences (often around two thirds) in Istanbul's purpose-built

libraries. This ratio is already more than three quarters of the initial collection formed by Fazil

Ahmed Papa in the K6priili Library with 564 in religious sciences and 419 in adab while they

are nearly equal in the collection that his descendant Hafiz Ahmed Papa endowed in the same

building in 1757 with 95 and 98 items respectively.6 The ratio is again nearly three quarters in

the Hagia Sophia Library, which has 1444 books in religious sciences and 1066 in adab. With

3 Ibid., ff. 135b-143a.
4 istanbul Beyazit Deviet KUtuphanesi 28167.
s Defter-i Ktobh6ne-i Emir Hoca Kemanke5 (istanbul, n.d.), pp. 50-63.
6 Kpruluzade Mehmed Papa Ktuphanesinde MahfOz Bulunan Kutab-i Mevcidenin Defteridir (istanbul, n.d.).
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605 entries, histories exceed each of exegesis, hadith and law in this collection and remain only

behind Sufism among all the subjects.!

There is also a large group of 212 books on medicine in the Hagia Sophia Library. They

are 175 in number in the Nuruosmaniye (1755).8 There is a marked emphasis on medicine in the

libraries that Mahmud I founded with numbers that considerably exceed those in other

statesmen's and Abdtlhamid I's libraries (1780) where they are less than 50 with the exception

of eyhallislam VeliyUddin Efendi's collection (1768) where there are about 100.9

The weight of adab fields is very high in each of the collections endowed by Reisilkattab

Mustafa Efendi and his son and grandson, both religious scholars. They are nearly equal to

religious sciences in Mustafa Efendi's initial collection (both groups about four hundred items)

but more than the latter Asir Efendi's collection and in the last portion endowed by Hafid Efendi

(less than a hundred and fifty in each case).10

Examples of political or moral advice literature are sometimes grouped under the title

mev'iza (advice) while works on "manners of disputation" (dddbia'l-bahs), that is rhetorical

guides, are sometimes shortly called dddb books. These two groups are often seen in categories

combined with certain other subjects. The mev'iza books form a group together with Sufism and

morals (ahldk) in the Atif Efendi's manuscript catalogue. Here muhdzardt is a separate group of

10 books and dddbii'l-bahs is another with 14 entries. Persian literature and divans form a group

of 140 entries categorized separately from "literature" (edebiydt), which has 119 entries in this

SOleymaniye Library: Yazma Fihrist 25-1.
8 Suleymaniye Library: Nuruosmaniye Fihrist 1.
9 Vel Efendi KOtphanesi Defteri MS, Istanbul Beyazit DevIet Ktuphanesi: Veliyuddin Efendi 3290.
10 ReisOlkuttap Mustafa Efendi KtOphanesi Fihristi MS, Suleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagiglar 2738; Agir Efendi
KOtuphanesi Fihristi MS, Sbleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagi;Iar 2720; Hafid Efendi KtOphanesi Fihristi MS,
SOleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagiglar 2725; Defter-i KtObhdne-iAsir Efendi (Dersagdet, 1306 [1890]).
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catalogue. "Biographies and histories" (tabakdt ve't-tevdrih) are a group of 191 works, nearly

equal in number to the works on hadiths. Biographies and also geographies were usually

categorized under "histories" in this period. In total, books on adab fields are more than two

thirds of the works on religious sciences in the Atif Efendi." However, they are more than only

one-third in the list of books endowed by Atif Efendi himself, which is found in the waqfiyya.12

In other words, the intensity of adab works must have increased with his two sons', brother-in-

law's and two grandsons' endowments later. In the Haci Selim Aga Library (1783), 115 histories

are equal in number with the exegeses, and together with the 129 in edebiydt and 13 in dddb (in

the sense of disputation manuals) they are once again about two thirds of the works on religious

sciences.13 This is the case in the Hamidiye Library as well, where dddb are categorized

alongside logics, astronomy and mathematics.1 4 The ratio is just above half in the Nuruosmaniye,

but the literature and the history sections (647 and 460 respectively) are sizable in this largest

collection of the century. There is also a section of 32 dddb. 5 The library that Ahmed III built

next to his grandmother Hatice Turhan Sultan's mausoleum in 1722 incorporated the collection

the sultana had endowed to the mosque of the complex in 1663. The older collection has 160

works on religious sciences and 36 in history and literature, 16 while the entries in the sections of

history (118 entries) and literature (93 entries) are more than one third of the religious sciences in

the new collection.1 7

Most of the libraries within madrasas, however, show different kind of configurations in

their collections. The adab books are only about one tenth of the religious sciences in the library

" SOleymaniye Library: Atif Efendi 2860.
12 SOleymaniye Library: Atif Efendi 2858; f. 28b-55a; 85a-88b; 90b-93b.

1 Defter-i Kbtbh6ne-i el-H&c Selim Aga (istanbul, 1310 [1894]).
1 Defter-i Ktobhdne-i Hamidiye MS, SOleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagiglar 2727.
1s Suleymaniye Library: Nuruosmaniye Fihrist 1.
16 Sbleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagiglar 2740.
1 Suleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagiglar 2742.
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founded (without a building of its own) in Grand Vizier Merzifonlu Kara Mustafa Paga's

madrasa, which was opened in 1688.18 They are less than a fifth in the library of the Amcazade

Htiseyin Papa Madrasa, 1 and about a quarter of the large collection of more than 900 exegesis,

hadith and law books in the qadi Carullah Efendi's library,2 0 both of which had library spaces in

their architecture. They are less than one eighth in the collection once placed in the ;orlulu Ali

Papa Madrasa's book depository.2 1 The primacy of the madrasa curriculum is certainly a major

factor behind this distribution, but in mudarris Murad Molla's library built in a dervish lodge in

1775 the items on religious sciences are once again about five times more than adab works.22 In

general, this must be largely due to the usual reading and collection preferences of religious

scholars.

Feyzullah Efendi's library opened in its own hall in the madrasa appears as an interesting

exception among religious scholars' foundations. It has almost a thousand items on Quran

exegesis, hadiths and law, and nearly two fifths of this on adab subjects.23 On the other hand, it

is surprising to see that in the library founded by Ragib Papa (1763), a vizier from the secretary

background, the weight of the works on religious sciences in proportion to those in adab fields is

nearly the same as in the Feyzullah Efendi Library, and thus exceed most of the libraries founded

24by other statesmen from kalemiye backgrounds. Collections were formed by the founders'

varying individual preferences within relatively wide ranges, often leaving a mark of these

18 Kara Mustafa Papa Ktphanesi Defteri MS, Beyazit Devlet Kotuphanesi 21346.
19 Defter-i KOtObh6ne-i Amca HOseyin Papa (DersaAdet, 1310 [1894]), pp. 1-49.
20 SOleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagiglar 2741.
21 Defter-i KOtObhdne-i (orlulu Ali Papa (Istanbul, 1303 [1887]).
2 Defter-i KtObh6ne-i D6madzdde Kazasker Mehmed Murad (istanbul, 1311 [1895]), pp. 1-148.
23 Defter-i Ktbh6ne-i Feyzullah Efendi ve Seyh Murad ve Kalkandelenli ismail Aga (Dersa~det, 1310 [1894]), pp. 3-
41.
24 Ragip Papa KOtphanesi Vakfi Kitap Listesi MS, SOleymaniye Library: Ragip Paga 4111; Defter-i Kutubhdne-i Rdgib
Papa (DersaAdet, 1310 [1894]). See also, Henning Sievert, "Eavesdropping on the Pasha's Salon: Usual and Unusual

Readings of an Eighteenth Century Ottoman Bureaucrat" Osmanli Araotirmalan/The Journal of Ottoman Studies 41

(2013): 159-195.
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personal interests, while often adab subjects were given significant allotments and religious

sciences usually retained primacy.

The readership outside Istanbul was in all likelihood more largely composed of madrasa

students, but the proportions of adab fields in the libraries founded by the elites of the central

administration in the provinces are not dramatically lower. In the library that Vahid Papa founded

in a room that he built next to the Great Mosque of Ktitahya in 181125 and in Yusuf Aga's grand

library built next to Konya's Selimiye Mosque in 1795, adab works are more than a hundred in

26
number and their proportions are more than one third of the exegesis and law fields.26 The brief

introductory note at the beginning of the list of endowed books in serif Halil Paga's waqfiyya

refers to the benefit of the pursuers of both "study of religious sciences" (tahsil-i ulfim-i diniye)

and "perfection of adab skills" (tekmil-iffinfn-i edebiyye). The small collection of this library

in Shumen has 61 works in religious sciences and 37 in adab.28

The rise in attention paid to adab fields is unmistakable in the capital. In the collection

that Emir Hoca Kemanke , a madrasa professor, endowed at Valide Nurbanu Sultan's mosque in

1723, adab works have a place almost equal to that of religious sciences, both more than 100.29

This proportion is about three-fifths in Hekimoglu Ali Paga's library, which was enriched by the

donation of a shaykh in 1740.30 Halet Efendi, a leading statesman of the Mahmud II

administration, endowed 206 adab books and 178 on exegesis, hadiths and law in the library he

2s Vahit Papa KOtphanesi Defteri MS, KOtahya Vahit Paga Ktphanesi 1031.

2 Yusuf Aja KOtphanesi Vakfiyesi MS, Konya Yusuf Aga KbtLphanesi 2850; the catalogue of the books in the

waqfiyya inventorized in Mijggn Cumbur, "Yusuf Aga Ktiphanesi ve KutLphane Vakfiyesi," Tarih Aragtlrma/ar
Dergisi 1/1 (1963), pp. 212-213.
2Orlin Sabev (Orhan Salih), "Bir Hayrat ve Nostalji Eseri: 5umnu'daki Tombul Camii KUlliyesi ve Banisi serif Halil

Paga'nin Vakfettigi Kitap Katalogu," in Faruk Bilici et al. eds., Enjeux Politiques, Economiques et Militaires en Mer

Noire (XIVe-XXIe Siecles) (Braila, 2007), p. 571.
28 bid, pp. 571-578.
2 Defter-i KtUbh6ne-i Emir Hoca Kemanke5 (istanbul, n.d.), pp. 1-49.
30 Defter-i KUtubh6ne-i Hekimojlu Ali Papa (Dersandet, 1311 [1895]), pp. 1-73.
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built in 1825 in the compound of the Mawlawi lodge on the northern edge of Istanbul. 1

Chronicler Esad Efendi's library, the last waqf library built at the center of the city in 1846, has

more than 1000 adab books in its collection, exceeding religious sciences by a small margin. Its

printed catalogue prepared in the late nineteenth century distinguishes a section of 114 works on

"morals and politics" (ahldk ve's-siydset) and a more unusual section on another important adab

genre, compendia of letters and writing samples (miinyedt), which has 94 entries.32

All of the library collections had sections of books on the grammar (sari) and syntax

(nahv) of the Arabic language and the majority had sections on other rhetoric subjects as well.

These instrumental sciences of the study of religious subjects and of the examination of adab

texts were part of the madrasa curricula and were present also in older endowed book collections.

Dictionaries - not only of Arabic - usually have large independent sections. Works on

astronomy, geometry, mathematics and hikmet, a category that brought together philosophical

discourses and physics due to the ancient association between these two, are usually grouped

under single headings in catalogues. Their quantities in the collections vary; they are nearly as

large as histories in the Atif Efendi, the Ragib Papa and the Hamidiye, but much less in most of

the other libraries. These subjects which were briefly taught at madrasas but still carried the

important influence of pre-modern paradigms thus had a presence in the libraries of the century

probably commensurate in average with the generally limited availability of their texts. Studies

on logic (mantik), classified sometimes with these latter subjects and sometimes with the topics

of rhetoric, also have a remarkable presence throughout. Arabic logic was a dynamic field with

original production in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and had influential practitioners

in Istanbul like Gelenbevi Ismail Efendi, a mudarris and later a teacher of mathematics in the

31 Defter-i Ktubh6ne-i H6let Efendi (Dersadet, 1312 [1896]), pp. 2-69.
32 Defter-i KOtbbhene-i Esad Efendi (istanbul, n.d.).
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first Ottoman school of engineering from 1774.33 Keldm, philosophical theology, usually has

extensive sections in the catalogues placed after law and before adab categories. In short,

libraries of this period made sources of large spectra of fields of learning available to users,

notwithstanding the marked differences of the founders' tastes in the formation of individual

collections while verse and prose literature, history and advice writings secured prominent places

in library holdings.

It seems that the sense of proper conduct and sophistication in social intercourse had

precedence in the connotations of the complex notion of adab. But it was closely associated with

philological training and literary abilities from very early on in medieval Islamic contexts thanks

to the great importance given to the command and richness of language in social encounters,

written correspondence and official state documents. Adab also came to mean the intellectual

contents of verse and prose works, including historical chronicles and biographical dictionaries

as well as poetry and the genre of anecdotal stories, that is, literary scrutiny of and speculation

about human behavior and the natural realm from most probably the ninth century onwards. This

latter sense of moral debate and an intellectual interest in worldly life, especially of man, had a

significant share in the notion of adab while the simpler connotation of linguistic training also

retained its importance, highlighting the connection seen between the two in the individual's

refinement. 34

3 See, Khaled El-Rouayheb, Relational Syllogisms and the History of Arabic Logic, 900-1900 (Leiden and Boston,
2010.
3 See, Marshall Hogdson, The Venture of Islam: Conscience and History in a World Civilization, vols. 1-2: Classical

Age of Islam (Chicago, 1974); George Makdisi, The Rise of Humanism in Classical Islam and the Christian West

(Edinburgh, 1990); Lenn Goodman, Islamic Humanism (New York, 2003); Peter Heath, "Al-Jahiz, Adab, and the Art

of the Essay" in eds. Arnim Heinemann et al., Al-Jahiz: A Muslim Humanistfor Our Time (Beirut, 2009), pp. 133-172.
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Marshall Hodgson emphasized that adib (a student of adab) was essentially a man of a

varied set of attainments in the medieval world and called his "a life of good taste."35 Adab

refinement was basically thought to be an embrace of all high culture, meaning that it was

expected to include a good comprehension of exegesis and law sciences as well. This ideal of an

encyclopedic grasp of all available knowledge certainly constitutes a fundamental historical root

of the encyclopedic scopes of most of the eighteenth-century Ottoman libraries. But rhetorical

and literary abilities had foremost roles in adab cultivation as clever compositions of words

"moved cultivated men as nothing else in life was permitted to" and these skills were supreme

marks of a sophisticated education and main pillars of "enjoyable" social intercourse. 36 Hodgson

underlined at this juncture the privilege of literature and rhetoric in quests for knowledge.

Knowledge of the past and other narratives largely served as sources of allusions to be made in

conversations. He gives the example of adib's study of biology, which would be mostly aimed at

collecting curious things to be said about creatures and finding ways of making literary

references to them. The tenth/eleventh-century historian and ethicist Ibn Miskawayh is

celebrated for his project of using history and literature together with natural sciences in a

basically philosophical enterprise.37 Hodgson likewise found a philosophical approach in the

tenth-century geographer, traveler and historian al-Mas'udi's output but added that it was

commonly utilized as a mine of curious extracts. 38 "All knowledge was a means of adorning and

enriching literature," Hogdson writes.39 Encyclopedic surveys of multiple branches of knowledge

and bibliographies as well as poetry anthologies from which pieces could be memorized were

among adib's assistants. Interestingly, the most famous visual image of a medieval Muslim

3s Hodgson, vol. 1, p. 451.
3 Ibid., p. 452.
3 Goodman, ibid., pp. 107-109.
38 Hodgson, ibid. p. 455.
39 Ibid., p. 454.
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library, which is a thirteenth-century illustration made for the eleventh-century writer al-Hariri of

Basra's book of novellas Maqamat, depicts an anecdote that takes place in the town library of

Hulwan where the protagonist and the other characters engage in a poetry discussion (fig. E. 1),40

centuries before the apparent Ottoman association between literature and the notion of a public

library.

Combining the love of the language arts with the quest for knowledge of the world and of

man, adab was the realm of the pursuit of urbane elegance. George Makdisi, who delineated the

contexts, characteristics and development of adab genres in medieval Islamic societies and

evaluated it as the "humanistic" tradition unfolded in this civilization, quotes at one point a

remark found in the tenth-century thinker Abu Hayyan at-Tawhidi's collection of short essays

and anecdotes al-Basaer wa al-Dhakhair (copies of which were available in Istanbul's Carullah

Efendi and new Fatih libraries) concerning the status of adab among the branches of knowledge.

Conveyed by at-Tawhidi as a statement of an anonymous figure, this remark precedes Hodgson's

emphasis on adab's primary character of being an adornment of individuals' appearance in

society: "The sciences are three in number: one that exalts, one that is useful, and one that

adorns. The one that exalts is law, the one that is useful is medicine, and the one that adorns is

adab."'

Compendia that present introductory information about various fields of study,

classification of the fields and their terminologies were written in earlier periods as well, but the

Mamluk period, especially the fourteenth century, of Syria and Egypt had been the supreme

Muslim setting of the production of multi-themed encyclopedic works in terms not only of

4 The Assemblies of al Hariri, translated from the Arabic with an introduction and notes historical and grammatical

by Thomas Chenery, vol. 1 (London and Edinburgh, 1867), pp. 112-121.
41 Abu Haiyan at-Tauhidi, al-Basair wa 'dh-dhakhair, ed. Ibrahim Keilani, vol. 11/2 (Damascus, 1964), pp. 748-749.

Quoted in Makdisi, ibid., p. 96.
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quantity but also exhaustiveness. Shihab al-din al-Nuwayri's Nihayat al-Arabfi Funun al-Adab

from this century, for example, was a compendium of astronomy, biology and history subjects

while Ibn Fadlallah al-Umari's world geography systematically organized knowledge of

countries' pasts, politics and folklores. Al-Nuwayri's encyclopedia has twenty five copies in

Istanbul's seventeenth- and eighteenth-century public libraries - nine of them in the Kbprilti,

five in the Feyzullah Efendi, and three in the Nuruosmaniye - and al-Umari's abovementioned

work has three copies. Elias Muhanna connects the "encyclopedic ethos" that he studied largely

to the tastes and needs of the sizable Mamluk bureaucracy where many of the compendia writers

were employed. It coincided with the rise of the expressed self-esteem of the main body of the

learned class, the ulemd, but when they were highly intertwined with and frequently employed in

the bureaucracy. The classifying and summarizing impulses behind encyclopedia writing were,

Muhanna suggests, akin to the institutional-administrative agendas of the bureaucracy.42

The fact that Ottoman adventurer-bureaucrat Evliya (elebi worked as the storyteller

companion of Sultan Murad IV during his palace service in his youth in the 1630s and displayed

talent especially, he tells us, in inventing various and most original jests 43 can be regarded as a

reflection of the demand for entertainment in the adab practice - which can actually be true, to

different degrees, for most of the production in humanistic fields in all times before and since.

Evliya's Seyahdtndme is a grand composition of geographical descriptions, historical narratives,

numerous short stories and ethnographic, linguistic and aesthetic remarks. At once an extensive

quasi-encyclopedic compilation in these fields, the Seyahatndme is also Evliya's

42 Elias Muhanna, "Encyclopedism in the Mamluk Period: The Composition of Shihab al-Din al-Nuwayri's (d. 1333)

Nihayat al-arabfifunun al-adab" unpublished PhD dissertation, Harvard University, 2012; Elias Muhanna, "Why

Was the Fourteenth Century a Century of Arabic Encyclopaedism?" in eds. Jason K6nig and Greg Woolf,

Encyclopaedism from Antiquity to the Renaissance (Cambridge, 2013), pp. 343-356. See also, Maaike van Berkel,

"Opening up of a World of Knowledge: Mamluk Encyclopaedias and Their Readers," in ibid., pp. 357-377.
43 Evliya Celebi Seyahatndmesi vol. I, Robert Dankoff et. al. eds., (istanbul, 2006), pp. 114-119
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autobiography.44 His personal and pseudo-historical anecdotes, which may have sarcastic or

other moral points but often put forth wonder and surprise and not infrequently feature jests, are

fundamental for the complexion of the travelogue. It has been noted that he essentially operates

as a "fiction composer" in many of the anecdotes by using real and fabricated elements side by

side.45 The large majority of his physical descriptions and ethnographic notes, however, are

accurate and detailed. About these plural tones in the text, Robert Dankoff pointed at the

46
"traditional twin aims" of instructing and entertaining embedded in the tradition of adab. One

remembers at this point that the aim of enchanting through words, innovations, tensions and

other components seen in all literatures made Johan Huizinga ascribe a basic underlying "play-

function" to literary production. The profound role of the play element, which adorns and

amplifies life according to Huizinga,47 in the adab tradition, cannot be overemphasized.

Alongside his histories, his treatises on political organization and several works on

geography, Katip (elebi left an incomplete compendium of short writings in Arabic more

directly aimed at assisting the readers in social gatherings. With its entries about great ancient

buildings and others on curious features of plants and animals, Tuhfat al-Akhyar again reflects an

interest in the extraordinary, but many of the other entries written for alphabetically organized

keywords are moral stories, grammar topics or poetry examples. 48 The general increase in

history, biography and poetry writing during the next, the eighteenth, century in the Ottoman

center was accompanied by the dominance of history and geography among the translations

made from other languages and led by Damad ibrahim Papa, Hekimoglu Ali Papa and others. But

4 See, Robert Dankoff, An Ottoman Mentality: The World of Evliya elebi (Leiden and Boston, 2006).
4s See, Nuran Tezcan, "Kurmacanin Gucb: Alinti mi, Yanilgi mi, Kurmaca mi?," in eds. Hakan Karateke and Hatice
Aynur, Evliya QelebiSeyahatnamesi'nin Yazilh Kaynaklan (Ankara, 2012), p. 12-25.
46 Dankoff, ibid., p. 153.

Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element in Culture (Boston, 1955).
48 See Orhan 5aik G6kyay, K6tip elebi: Yaami, Kiiliji ve Yapitlarindan Segmeler (Ankara, 1982), pp. 33-34; 385-
409.
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it is important to note at this juncture that, as Ethan L. Menchinger underlined, besides the

qualities of truth and utility the beauty of the form in exposition was commonly appreciated and

pursued in the eighteenth-century Ottoman historiographical discourses and apparently no less in

its practice, including the work of the chronicler Vasif Efendi who wrote around the end of the

century.49 Form, in other words, did not remain behind utility in the expanding Ottoman interest

in history in the century of libraries.

With substantial adab shares in their collections, eighteenth-century libraries mark a

period when literatures that aimed to convey moral commentaries and political examples and/or

enhance their readers' language and explication skills held an important popularity. The

collections reflect a remarkable emphasis on publication of resources that would add to a

gentlemen's urbane elegance virtually as their adornments and enliven their meetings alongside

rich sources of religious sciences. These corpuses of reflection on politics, knowledge-as-

entertainment and mastery of language are comparable in weight to those of legal and theological

fields. The libraries thus have the outlook of repositories of the rooted ideal of embracing the

whole high culture, of polymathia, or encyclopedism, and seem to have served as critically

important vehicles of the broader social dissemination of this ideal.

The chronicler $emdanizade's description of Rdgib Papa as a "shareholder in all the

sciences" (her ilimden behremend) is one instance of the appreciation of polymathia.5 ' The

frequency of hezarfen (literally "thousand skills") as an epithet is noteworthy. The seventeenth-

century historian Hezarfen HUseyin Efendi who also authored a medical dictionary, a collection

of short stories and a dictionary of the Indian language is the best known of these intellectuals,

49 Ethan Lewis Menchinger, "An Ottoman Historian in an Age of Reform: Ahmed VAsif Efendi (ca. 1730-1806),"

unpublished dissertation, University of Michigan, 2014; Ethan L. Menchinger, "'Gems for Royal Profit': Prefaces

and the Practice of Eighteenth-Century Ottoman Court History," History Studies 2/2 (2010): 129-150.
50 sem'danizade Findiklih S~eyman Efendi T6rihi Mur'i't-Tevdrih 11. A, ed. M. Munir Aktepe (istanbul, 1978), p. 54.
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but the famous calligrapher of the early eighteenth century Hezarfen Mehmed Efendi shared the

epithet. There are other indications that aesthetic and/or technical creativity found a place in the

definition of the hezarfen identity. Evliya 1Ielebi famously tells the story of a Hezarfen Ahmed

Qelebi who was sent in to exile upon making superb artificial wings that allowed him to lift off

from Galata Tower in Evliya's time, a fictional anecdote that expresses his criticism of the

poverty of interest in technology and even hostility towards the knowledgeable he saw in the

Ottoman country.51 On the other hand, while praising the beauty of the new Tophane cannon

factory building opened in Istanbul in 1743, $emdanizade writes that the handling of this project

(actually including the design)5 2 revealed the chief officer Mustafa Aga's hezarfen character

(hezarfenligi malum oldu).53

Toderini recognized a role played by adibs and the promotion of adab in the proliferation

of libraries in Istanbul - "ornaments of peace" as he called them - which he explained with "the

sultans' and viziers' generosity and the philosophical spirit of men of letters and of the people of

law."54 He also emphasized his observation that all of these libraries had large sections of books

on moral philosophy in their collections although, he added, European scholars only had a

limited knowledge of this field of Turks' education. At this point, he briefly introduces some of

the most popular works of the genre. He begins with Bidpai's Arabic and Persian renderings

Kalilah wa Dimnah which had, as he notes, also a Turkish translation made in the sixteenth

century with the title Haimdyfinndme and quotes from the introduction of this book of tales which

conveys moral and political lessons. He then gives the outline of some Ottoman works on good

manners and political advice, refers to the thirteenth-century Iranian poet Sa'di Shirazi's classics

51 Evliya elebi Seyahatn6mesi \, p. 359.
s2 izzi S6leyman, Tarih-i izzi MS, vol. 1, The Suleymaniye Library: Hamidiye 908, f. 86b.
s3 5em'd6ni-zode Findiklih S~eyman Efendi Trihi Mur'i't-Tev6rih 1, ed. M. Mbnir Aktepe (istanbul, 1976), p. 116.
s4 Abb6 Giambattista Toderini, De la litterature des turcs, vol. 2 (Paris, 1789), p. 30.
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Gulistan and Bustan and repeats the general abundance of the examples of this genre in

Istanbul's libraries.5 5

The modem historian Orhan $aik G6kyay found it noteworthy that Katip Celebi paid far

more attention to the contents of Ka/ilah wa Dimnah than other books in his annotated

bibliography Kashf az-Zunun.56 Kalilah wa Dimnah and its translations have multiple copies in

the Fatih Library's muhdzardt, advice/manners section as well where actually an interestingly

wide range of works were gathered. Some of them are examples of didactic literature. The early

sixteenth-century Ottoman religious scholar and litterateur Kemalparazade's Persian Nigaristan,

which he modeled after Sa'di's Gulistan, is among them. Different renderings of the Story of

Joseph are present here with many copies. Many other books, however, carry the more explicit

character of political counsel literature. For example, there is a translation of the eleventh-

century Eastern Iranian amir Keykavus's Pendname and a copy of the fourteenth-century Persian

work on state organization Dustur al-Katib. Besides, Ali $ir Nevai's fifteenth-century dictionary

of poets' lives Mecdlisi'n-Nefdis and a number of other biographical dictionaries are placed in

this section, reflecting the value of useful and exemplary knowledge attributed to biographies.

Kashf az-Zunun was classified here as another work of muhdzardt, which echoes the place of

knowledge of bibliography in polite identities. Also in this section are two different works of al-

Hariri, Maqamat and his Durret al-Gavvas where he presents corrections to common language

mistakes. Rhetorical skills were evidently main kinds of useful intellectual equipment according

to the organizers of the collection. Ahmad al-Maidani's eleventh-century compilation of Arabic

proverbs al-Amthal and a collection of letters of the sixteenth-century Ottoman eyhilislam and

historian Hoca Sadeddin Efendi are among the other items.

Ss Abb6 Giambattista Toderini, De la litterature des turcs, vol. 1 (Paris, 1789), pp. 79-89.
s6 G6kyay, ibid, pp. 375-378.
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In the same section, there are also two copies of the ninth-century adib Ibn Qutaibah's

Adab al-Katib (The Scribe's Handbook), the pioneering Arabic work written for the scribal class

as a guide in vocabulary, composition, style of correspondence and orthography. 57 This last

mentioned classic had a copy in the Fazil Ahmed Papa collection, two in the Carullah Efendi and

two in the Hagia Sophia libraries; four more were endowed in the Reisailkittdb Mustafa Efendi's

collection and at least nine more in other waqf libraries built later in Istanbul. The popularity of

this old text of the secretaries' education (and of its commentaries) can be seen as emblematic of

the prominent place of adab in the libraries of the period. Like in the case of the Mamluk

encyclopedia movement and their scribal bureaucracy, a similar social factor, that is, the growth

of the Ottoman secretarial class, seem important behind the eighteenth-century libraries most of

which appear as manifestations of an archivist and all-embracing impulse similar to the one that

shaped encyclopedism. There is agreement among several modem historians that the secretarial

classes in pre-modem Muslim societies were closely associated with adab fields and their

practice through centuries, mainly because of the correlation between their profession, the

language arts and this-worldly knowledge. Rami Mehmed Paga, who was from the kalemiye

ranks and served as the reisfilkiittdb in the 1690s and then as the grand vizier in 1703, is

celebrated in Osmanzade Taib's dictionary of grand vizier biographies written in 1718 as

"without equivalent in history recitation and poem construction" (tdrihgfiyluk ve

kasideperddzlikta bibedel) when his house was a "forum for the elegant" (hdnesi mecma'-l

zurefd).58 In her recent dissertation, Ekin E. Tugalp Atiyas examined how in the course of the

seventeenth century eloquence and literary abilities took root as the hallmarks of the Ottoman

scribal community's self-definition when the community grew in size and gained more political

57 Fatih Ktuphanesi Defteri MS, Suleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagislar 242, ff. 48b-49a.
58 Osmanli Sadrazamlar: HadFkatu'I-Vuzera ve Zeylleri, ed. Mehmet Arslan (Istanbul, 2013), p. 136.
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prestige. 59 In fact, the same qualities, eloquence and fluency (fesdhat u beldgat), are highlighted

also in Evliya Qelebi's description of the elites' storytellers (medddhdn) among the groups that

paraded in the 1637 Festival in Istanbul.0 Later, in the early eighteenth century, the chronicler

Silahdar Mehmed Aga explained Sultan Mustafa II's attachment to the future grand vizier (and

library-founder) $ehid Ali Papa and thus the beginning of the latter's political success with his

talents in telling and performing various stories and plays in the royal presence when he had been

in the service of the Privy Chamber.61 There appears, therefore, an interesting symmetry between

the qualities of rising statesmen and the group of professional entertainers through their common

occupation with adab, which captures the wide scope of adab's functions in the period's social

setting.

59 Ekin Emine Tugalp Atiyas, "Political Literacy and the Politics of Eloquence: Ottoman Scribal Community in the
Seventeenth Century," unpublished PhD dissertation, Harvard University, 2013.
60 Evliya elebi Seyahatn6mesi 1, p. 259.
6 SilahdarFindikhII, MehmedAga Nusretname: Tahlil ve Metin, Mehmet Topal, unpublished thesis (Marmara
University, 2001), p. 864.
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CHAPTER 4

ARCHITECTURAL QUESTS
DURING THE HEIGHT OF THE AGE OF LIBRARIES

This chapter discusses the characteristics of architectural planning of libraries and their

literary celebrations from the 1740s to the end of the century, the period when both were most

varied and assertive. One of the aims is to delineate the porosity developed between architectural

model making and library architecture, which, the present thesis contends, was an important

pillar of the Ottomans' approach to the library question. The playful content of the engagement

with models-hence-libraries appears as a pole besides the temple analogy in the Ottomans'

understanding of the library.

The Fatih Library and the Aedicule Form in Ottoman Library Designs

Sultan Mahmud I's new library built at the revered old mosque of the capital, the Fatih, in

1742 is on a site that made it highly visible (fig. 4.1). Adjacent to the mihrab wall of the mosque

near its southern corner, the library stands next to the pathway between two main entrances to

the outer courtyard of the mosque from the main urban artery that flows between south and

north. This planned open space of fifteenth-century design leaves a considerably large area to

behold the library building (figs. 4.2-4.3). The library appears like a sizable ornament added to

the mosque.

An inviting visual quality attributed to the Fatih Library by contemporaries finds

expression in some commemorative poems. According to a couplet of the anonymous Arabic

poem inscribed above its entrance, the library was like a gracefully written document that bound
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its beholders with its design.1 Beautiful writing is not a common metaphor used to describe

buildings. The library's function as a repository of writings must have spurred this noteworthy

usage. A eulogy in the divan of a poet called $ehri, who was probably an endowments scribe,

stresses the elegant (ndzik) beauty of the building and describes it as awaiting (muntazir olmu )

beholders. 2

The Fatih Library has unusually complex vaulting for an Ottoman building of this size.

The structure is covered by a small central dome, with four rectangular cloister vaults on its sides

and four smaller domes on the corners. In addition to the varying heights of these vaults, the

building was designed with dynamic fagades as the corner spaces under smaller domes are

recessed. The overall effect of the small building's intricacy is likely to be a reason for its visual

appreciation. In fact, the library closely reproduces the plan type of the "cross-in-square"

Byzantine churches which dominated the ecclesiastical architecture of Byzantium in the late

middle ages. 3 This type could be seen in several structures in Istanbul and elsewhere in the

Ottoman domain. Moreover, the library's proportions in the third dimension accord with its

Byzantine precedents (fig. 4.4). The use of monolithic white marble columns, which support the

central dome as in most small late Byzantine churches, diverges from the standard Ottoman

practice of using pier supports, and thus strengthens the view that a Byzantinizing appearance

was intentional in this project (fig. 3.10). This quality makes the Fatih Library a striking instance

of archaism and a chief example of the utilization of the architecture of a discernible building or

type for purpose-built libraries by the Ottomans. At the same time, a primary visual effect of the

2 Hatice Aynur, "I. MahmOd'un (6. 1754) Kitphaneleri ve Tarih Manzumeleri," in Hatice Aynur et al. (eds), ismail

Erunsal'a Armaoan vol. 2 (istanbul, 2014), pp. 720-721.
3 This similarity is noted in a recent dissertation. Soner $ahin, "Dejigim Surecinde Osmani, Mimarld: //1. Ahmet ve

/. Mahmut Ddnemi (1703-1754)", unpublished PhD dissertation, Istanbul Technical University (2009), p. 249.
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library is derived from the dramatic difference between the size of the mosque and that of the

library, when viewed from the open square. The background role that the mosque plays from this

principal vantage point highlights the small size of the library and the ultimate effect is that the

library is perceived as an aedicule, a building with miniature appearance and prone to ceremonial

and symbolic uses. This apparently calculated effect is paradigmatic for some of the Ottoman

library buildings and resonated in a number of later cases. The coexistence of architectural

archaism and the aedicule character makes the Fatih Library a particularly important milestone in

the history of Ottoman library architecture.

The Fatih Mosque was the site of the Ottoman capital's chief mosque library in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Mahmud I's project aimed to further invigorate this leading

mosque library by enlarging the collection in a new architectural space. The waqfiyya of the new

library building is included in one of Mahmud I's combined endowment deeds.4 In 1749,

Mahmud I ordered the construction of a screened room to be built for hadith recitations and

lectures in the Fatih Mosque near the corner next to the entrance of the library, following the

example of the similar room at the Hagia Sophia next to its library.5 This must be the occasion

when a second large group of books was endowed to the Fatih Library by this sultan. The

screened room seen today at that corner inside the mosque must be the later substitute of this

hadith room, built after the 1766 earthquake (fig. 4.5). The sultanic precept that ordered the

transfer of the collection from the library building to be temporarily preserved in one of the

madrasa rooms during the repair of its domes which threatened to collapse (malrif-i karin-i

inhiddm) as a result of the 1766 earthquake leaves no doubt that the library essentially survived

4 VGMA [Directorate of Pious Endowments Archive, Ankara], Defter 1400, Kasa 54, Sultan Mahmut Evvel ibni

Sultan Mustafa Vakifnamesi IV.
s izzi Sleyman, Trih-i izzi MS, vol. 2, Istanbul University Library TY 6020, ff. 248a-250b.
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the disaster,6 whereas the mosque was largely demolished and then rebuilt between 1767-71. The

original "ornamental" value of the library must have been more pronounced in front of the far

more austere fifteenth-century mosque than the current late-eighteenth-century structure which

has several turrets around its domes - Sinan inventions applied here in great number. Inside the

library, the columns' rococo capitals with their volutes and oval carvings are similar to the ones

used in Mahmud I's Cagaloglu Bath and the Hagia Sophia Public Kitchen, built in the previous

and following years respectively, but they also have seashells (fig. 4.6).

The columns (siitunhd) are mentioned in the library's construction expenditures register

kept in 1155/1742. The same register refers to gold leafs and cushions purchased for an imperial

throne to be placed in the library. Since a similar throne is found in the program of the Galata

Palace Library, as noted in Chapter 2, the throne in the Fatih must have been likewise planned to

remain in place after the inauguration ceremony and be kept for sultanic visits. The register also

has entries for metal threads and gilded hinges to be used for the cabinets (dolabhd),7 most - or

all - of which were certainly placed below the main dome and between the columns. The

cabinets' original configuration most probably allowed access from the side of the entrance to

the hall, given the same level of pavement, which is one step lower than the rest of the library.

In all likelihood, these book cabinets formed a structure similar to the ones that survived

in the Hekimoglu and the Hagia Sophia libraries, and the ones that once stood inside the Ahmed

III and the Valide libraries. However, the masonry outer shell of the Fatih Library itself shares a

basic characteristic with the Hekimoglu and Hagia Sophia depositories. The latter are essentially

buildings in themselves within buildings; they are especially fascinating to viewers with the

6 Ahmed Onal, 18. Yazyila it Buyruldu Mecmuasi (TOrk Tarih Kurumu Y. 70-Dejerlendirme, Transkripsiyon),
unpublished thesis, Marmara University, 2006, p. 140. Also quoted in Ismail E. Erinsal, Osmanhi Vakif

KutOphaneleri (Ankara, 2008), p. 222, footnote 1165.
Topkapi Palace Archive, Defter 3118.
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exposition of their defining miniature quality. Further, a surprising source reveals significant

evidence of sophisticated indoor structures designed as libraries in the Ottoman tradition before

the eighteenth century. In a Turkish translation of Ahmed al-Bistami's fifteenth-century book of

apocalyptic omens and numerology ad-Durru'I-Munazzam prepared circa 1600 with the title

Tercime-i Cifrii'l-Cdmi, the anonymous translator brings the conjectural explanation for the

unusual word A-J used in the Arabic original in the description of the interior of a church in

Rome that what is meant by this word is either a mihrab (an altar) or "a little kiosk like a library"

(kitdbhdne gibi bir sagir kd6k).8 Since the Latin word aedicula was used for both altar niches

with pediments and columns framing them and for canopied indoor structures, the word in the

Arabic original must be a direct translation of the Latin word. The Turkish translator, in his turn,

understood that the word in question might denote a tabernacle, or a kiborion as they were called

in the Byzantine tradition, the imagery of which he was familiar with, and wished to convey a

sense of its physical quality to the Ottoman reader by using the analogy of "a little library."

Written two decades after the visual documentation of Murad III's reading throne, this passage

signals that indoor shelters designed for purposes related to books, storage and/or reading and

writing, were a furniture type for the Ottomans already around 1600. Interestingly, a domed book

cabinet is seen in a miniature painting that depicts a bookbinder and seller's shop in a Shiraz

manuscript from around 1580 (fig. 4.7).9 There is reason to believe that they were common

objects in the seventeenth century as well. These structures can be designated as Ottoman (and

Shiraz) ur-libraries. The translated passage reflects the conceptual parallel between tabernacles

and Ottoman book kiosks. The Turkish word k5ik (kiosk) normally denotes a relatively smaller

8 TercOme-i Cifru'I-Cami MS, Topkapi Palace Library MS, B 373, 216b. I am grateful to igdem Kafescioglu for

bringing this reference to my attention.
L6le Ulug, Turkman Governors, Shiraz Artisans, and Ottoman Collectors: Sixteenth-Century Shiraz Manuscripts

(istanbul, 2006), p. 223.
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size building, and the kiosk terminology strongly implies the architectural expressions that those

indoor structures carried.

The surviving book depository in the Hagia Sophia Library is truly flamboyant (figs. 4.8-

4.9). This cabinet consists of four pieces taller than two meters which have bookshelves on all

sides and also caps made of wooden laths in the shape of cupolas. A wooden band connects them

at the uppermost edge of the four pieces, forming a structure which can be entered from all four

sides. Unlike the similar cabinet in the Hekimoglu Library which was perhaps made by the same

masters five years earlier, this structure features a group of inscriptions that add to its

flamboyance. Two Quranic verses are inscribed on the internal face of the wooden band that

binds the pieces together.' 0 On the outer face, a eulogy in Arabic for Sultan Mahmud and his

beneficence is visible." On the continuation of these bands inside the cabinet the names of the

fields of books beneath such as "Books on Noble Hadiths," "Books on Noble Fiqh" and "History

Books" are written in phrases which were also the usual headings in library catalogues. Mujgan

Cunbur published a ballad dedicated to the Hagia Sophia Library in its early days. This piece is

found in an anonymous compilation of ballads sung by Istanbul's night watchmen which is today

in the collection of the Ankara National Library. The ornate cabinet (called here dolab; lit.

"cupboard") presented to public views in this sultanic endowment is emphasized by the bard as

the locus where "the master exhibited the skill." Then he moves to the room's ceramic tiles, but

10 The first is the one which means "Contains venerable scriptures" (The Quran, 98: 3), which is the second

inscription of this verse after the Ahmed Ill Library in the Topkapi Palace. The other is a commonly recited one,
which means "The Word from the Merciful Lord to them [who will be admitted to Paradise] is 'Peace.' (The Quran,
36: 58).
1 Ahmet Akgbndz et. al., Og Devirde Bir Mabed (istanbul, 2005), pp. 440-441.
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the piece also recounts how the library's adornment "emitted splendor to the world" and was

exalted everywhere in the capital.' 2

Slightly narrower than the masonry building around it, this wooden building has a

dramatic appearance especially from the threshold of the entrance. There is only a small leap

between the design character of this pavilion and that of the Fatih Library built three years later.

The introduction of one of the catalogues of the Fatih Library prepared in 1749 clearly states that

the collection older than Sultan Mahmud I's endowment used to be located in the mosque (cdmi-

i merkfimede mevza ).13 This older storage place must have been similar to, or identical with, the

place comprised of multiple closets and corridors between them, which is described in the early-

sixteenth-century catalogue introduction that ErUnsal published and was referred to in Chapter 3

of the present thesis. Whether the previous collection was in an aedicule or not, the Fatih

Library's new building was definitely planned with the objective precisely of displaying an

aedicule quality - this time outside the mosque. This was a moment when the habitual

application of architectural forms to the range of containers of books and reading, from a reading

throne to numerous small portable wooden bookcases and depository pavilions from the

sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries, virtually returned to masonry architecture and

affected the design of a library in masonry.

John Summerson presented in one of his famous essays an interpretation of the

psychological origin of aedicules and their power to serve symbolism. He suggested that the

miniature shelter has always been particularly prone to be associated with the "ceremonial idea,"

mainly because it is easily linked with the memory of childhood plays and almost universally

touches our sense of security in a wild, hostile and confusing world outside. Aedicule-making is

Mbjg~n Cunbur, "KUtuphane Destanlan," Folklor 69-3 (1969), pp. 11-12.
13 Fatih KtOphanesi Defteri MS, The SOleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagislar 242, f. 75b.
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essentially adult play and its connection to "vestiges of infantile regression" is a reason for their

ceremonial aspect. Common sympathy for architectural models as well as the use of aedicules

for the protection of certain sacred objects is related to this process of the mind, according to

Summerson.14 The philosopher Gaston Bachelard pointed to the strength of literary images of the

miniature in space in amplifying dreams and imagination. He stressed that "values become

condensed and enriched in miniature" when nourishing the imagination's grasp of the world.

Selection of an aedicular shape for a library, especially one that presented an encyclopedic scope

like the new collection of the Fatih Library, is consonant with Bachelard's point that imagination

aims at miniaturizing the world, in order to better possess it.15 Sutra repositories built essentially

as little buildings inside larger shelters in Buddhist monasteries in China and Japan from the

eleventh century onwards (fig. 4.10) are surprisingly similar to the use of aedicules in Ottoman

libraries. 16

Summerson also highlighted the general tendency to be fanciful in aedicular architecture.

The Fatih Library's Byzantinizing profile can be viewed as a typical and representative example

of Summerson's point. The library does not have apses, indispensable in Byzantine churches, but

the recession of corner spaces and the varying height of the vaults certainly approach the

characteristic multipartite elevations of small Byzantine buildings. Particularly important is the

use of rough-cut stones and brick in the exposed walls. This must be an intentional allusion to the

image of late Byzantine churches, and indeed the library closely approximates them in this

respect as well, and as a whole it merits to be seen almost as a "neo-Byzantine avant-la-lettre"

14 John Summerson, "Heavenly Mansions: An Interpretation of Gothic," in Heavenly Mansions and Other Essays on

Architecture (New York, 1949), pp. 1-28.
1s Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space (New York, 1964), p. 150.

James W. P. Campbell, The Library: A World History (London, 2013), pp. 68-69.
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structure. It also increases the visual contrast that the library created with the cut-stone mosque

behind.

This library is the earliest of the Byzantine quotes in Istanbul architecture made in about a

century, and before the famous Byzantinizing drum of the dome of the Zeynep Sultan Mosque

(1760), the Byzantine- and/or Mamluk-inspired colored marble decoration of the Laleli M9osque

(1760),'1 and the Byzantinizing drum built in the renovation of the sixteenth-century Cihangir

Mosque in 1826.18 They can be considered similar in nature to the use of double arches within

tympana arches in the fagade of the Ayazma Mosque in Usktidar, which revived a form of

fourteenth-century Bursa architecture. Hitherto little investigated together, these experiments

were probably aimed at enriching the architectural vocabulary alongside the concurrent Rococo;

but they may also have addressed an audience who could enjoy detecting little revivals of forms

from before the then-two-centuries-old Sinan idiom.

The conception of the Byzantine church form as appropriate for an Ottoman library might

have been facilitated by the powerful statesmen Panaiotis Nicousios, Alexandros and Nicholas

Mavrocordatos's efforts to promote learning and history writing that combined a grasp of the

Byzantine past and elevation of the Ottoman cause in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth

centuries. 19 However, the wish to create something in the likeness of an old and bygone idiom,

more than any political message, must have been more determinant cause. In addition, it is

highly probable that rather than the profile of the free-standing single Byzantine churches, the

7 Onver Riistem, "Architecture for a New Age: Imperial Ottoman Mosques in Eighteenth-Century Istanbul,"

unpublished PhD dissertation, Harvard University (2013), pp. 277-278.
18 Hakan Arli, "Cihangir Camii," in Dunden Bugune IstanbulAnsiklopedisi vol. 2 (istanbul, 1994), p. 431.
19 See, Damien Janos, "Panaiotis Nicousios and Alexander Mavrocordatos: The Rise of the Phanariots and the Office

of Grand Dragoman in the Ottoman Administration in the Second Half of the Sventeenth Century," Archivum

Ottomanicum 23(2005/06): 177-196; Karen Alexandra Leal, "'Ancients, Moderns, Ottomans, Romans, Turks,

Greeks, Hellenes': The Classical Canon and Communal Identity in Turn of the 18th Century Ottoman Empire," in

Halit Ozkan et al. (eds) Medeniyet ve Klasik (istanbul, 2007).
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characteristic configuration formed between a number of churches and their chapels, parekklesia

(lit. "side churches"), built adjacent to them was the source of inspiration for this project. This

inspiration might have been born as a corollary of the decision to build the library at that outside

corner of the mosque, because the outcome would closely resemble the harmony between the

main churches and the parekklesia built at their corners near the apse in a number of Byzantine

monuments. In other words, the example and the visual appeal of the asymmetric configuration

encountered in Byzantine churches probably had a primary role in directing attention towards

Byzantine examples. The single-aisle parekklesion of the Khora Monastery from the early

fourteenth century (fig. 4.11) and the cross-in-square side church built in the Pammakaristos

Monastery in the same period (fig. 4.12) are minor counterparts of their main churches.

Concerning the Khora case, Robert G. Ousterhout argues that the ensemble was designed to

attain the aesthetic appeal of deliberate irregularity. 20 Today, the perspective from the side of the

chapel's apse is the most frequently photographed view of the Khora. This very harmony must

have captured some Ottomans as well. The almost aedicular appearance of the smallest chapel

located between the two main bodies and seen from this perspective might also be relevant. The

parekklession at the Pammakaristos is also one the tiniest of its plan type in the capital; it is

smaller than the Fatih Library.

The Fatih Library's Probable Architect: Mehterzade Ali Efendi

There is a record in Mahmud I's daily activities chronicle (rfizndme) that in the

inauguration ceremony of the Fatih Library, the sultan awarded the supervisor of its construction

(va'd-i bind-yi kitabhdneye ndzir olan), Mehterzade Ali Efendi.2  The name of this interesting

2 Robert G. Ousterhout, "Reading Difficult Buildings: The Lessons of the Kariye Camii," in Holger A. Klein et al.

(eds.) Kariye Camii, Yeniden / The Kariye Camii Reconsidered (Istanbul, 2011), pp. 95-105.
21 Kadi Omer Efendi, /. Mahmut ROznamesi, ed. Yavuz Oral, unpublished thesis, Istanbul University, 1966, p. 137.
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personage is encountered in fact in various contemporary sources as a figure who was involved

in an important number of architectural projects. He thus appears as a major actor of the court-

sponsored architecture in Istanbul in the 1730s and 1740s, although his name and career were not

earlier recognized in the scholarly literature. In all likelihood, he was largely responsible for the

innovative design of the Fatih Library's building.

$emdanizdde Silleyman Efendi refers to Haremeyn Muhasebecisi (keeper of Mecca and

Medina's accounts) Ali Efendi's responsibility in the famous Mermer Direkli K& k (lit., "kiosk

with marble columns"), which was built above twenty two columns as an edifice in the Begikta*

Palace in 1747 and was one of Mahmud I's most ostentatious projects on the Bosphorus. His

engagement with architecture must have been a principal reason for Ali Efendi's reputation. The

official historian Stileyman Izzi's chronicle describes Ali Efendi as peerless in "the

science/technique of building and designs of geometry" (fenn-i bind ve riisdm-i hendese) in the

context of the construction of this new edifice in the Begikta Palace.23 The legendary Chinese

painter Mani would be an admirer of its beautiful paintings (nak -z cemdline), and Sinimmar, the

legendary ancient Persian architect, of "the configuration of its forms" (tarh-i egkdline).2 Izzi

mentions Ali Efendi also in the context of the extension of the Mahbufbiye waterside palace in

1749. Mahmud I had built the first section of this wooden palace in the previous decade near the

Cannon Gate (Topkapusu) of the outer garden of the Imperial Palace; this ensemble of structures

would enjoy an exceptional esteem and ultimately give its name to the whole Imperial Palace in

the nineteenth century. For the extension project, Izzi writes that Mahmud I gave his detailed

22 $em'danizAde Findiklili SUleyman Efendi, Muri't-Tevarih 1, ed. M. Munir Aktepe (Istanbul, 1976), p. 133.
23 izzi SOleyman, Tarih-i Izzi MS, vol. 1, The SOleymaniye Library: Hamidiye 908, f. 363a.
24 Ibid., f. 363b.
25 Emel Esin, "Le MahbObiye, Un palais ottpman 'alla franca'," in Hamit Batu and Jean-Louis Bacque-Grammont

(eds.), L'Empire ottoman, r6publique de Turquie et la France (Istanbul, Paris, 1986), pp. 73-86.
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directives about the design of the new section to Haremeyn Muhasebecisi Ali Efendi, whose

"perfect proficiency in the technique of building" (fenn-i bindda mahdret-i tammi) was known

and who immediately initiated the construction with practicing builders (malhendisdn).26 The

names of the latter are not mentioned by izzi. In the account of his observations in Istanbul, the

French merchant Jean-Claude Flachat, who lived in the Ottoman Empire between 1740 and 1755

and formed commercial networks with some court figures for his luxury imports, refers to Ali

Efendi in his description of the sultan's apartment in the vicinity of the Cannon Gate, the Top

Capi. Upon depicting some details about the mirrors, murals, cartouches and other details of the

decoration of this apartment, he praises the work of Ali Efendi who "s'6toit affranchi des

prejuges, & avoit travaille d'apres les grands principes." 27 A number of pages after this passage,

he adds that Ali Efendi was the superintendent of buildings "en qualite de premier Architecte"

during the reign of Sultan Mahmud. Ali had an ample collection of plans and drawings through

which he made interpretations of the best treatises of architecture. He devoted himself to

studying mathematics, which was a subject he enjoyed talking about. 28 Ai's portrayal in Izzi's

passages and Flachat's characterization of him as the royal architect leave no doubt that his

responsibilities in the projects he was entrusted with was far beyond worksite management. It

must have included much of the design of the configurations of spaces and the selection and

placement of decorative details, certainly in communication with the patron and the team of

builders who executed the schemes. He was a bureaucrat turned self-made architect, was

26 This passage is reminiscent of the remarks in Sinan's autobiography about the architect and the sultan's

consultation on the design and location of the SOleymaniye Mosque when this project was first conceived. Sinan,

Sinan's Autobiographies: Five Sixteenth-Century Texts, eds. Gulru Necipoglu, Howard Crane, and Esra Akin (Leiden

and Boston, 2006), p. 122.
27 Jean-Claude Flachat, Observations sur le commerce et sur les arts d'une partie de I'europe, de ('asie, de l'afrique,
et meme des indes orientales, vol. 2 (Lyon, 1766), p. 207.
28 Ibid., p. 225. In his recent dissertation, Onver Rstem misidentified this Ali whom Flachat describes as Ali Aga,

the building supervisor of the Nuruosmaniye Mosque. Rustem, ibid., p. 152.
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immersed in foreign architectural publications, clearly enjoyed the design and building

enterprise, and gained profits from the series of commisions he received.

It is not clear whether Flachat applauds Ali Efendi for the extension made in the

Mahb biye in 1749 or also for the initial section that was built there in 1735, because Ali had

organized the earlier project as well. $emdanizade notes first that Mehterzade Ali Efendi was

appointed the scribe (yazici) of the Chief Harem Eunuch in 1732, 29 and then records that the new

pavilions, bath and gardens near the Cannon Gate (Top Kapi) were built "with the hand of' (be-

dest-i) Yazici Ali Efendi in 1735.30 Given the likelihood that Mehterzade already had access to

European publications at that time,3 1 it appears probable that this project was the one where

Western decorative forms, or particularly rococo, were applied for the first time in Ottoman

architecture. Ali Efendi's later success may have been partly indebted to this breakthrough. But

more importantly, the great later reputation of this waterside palace makes it a highly likely

candidate for the first site of Ottoman Rococo. The record of the inauguration of this section in

1735, which is found in another of Mahmud I's daily activities chronicle emphasizes its

paintings (nukfi ), and calls its a rare style "external to the products of all architectural

characters" (cimle-i dsdr-i mimar-tab'iden hdric), although this might denote merely an

originality achieved in the composition as well as a stylistic revolution. 32

29 $em'd~niz~de Findiklili Sleyman Efendi, ibid., p. 28.
3 Ibid., p. 38.
31 The process of the acquisition of the European architectural publications in the collection of the Imperial Palace

is not well known, but one of them, a copy of Nouveau theatre d'Italie ou description exacte de ses villes, palais,

eglises (Amsterdam, 1704) has Turkish annotations and dated 1145 (1732 AD). Topkapi Palace Library, H. 2724 and

H. 2751.
3 Hifzi ve SalAhi, Sultan Mahmud ROznelmesi MS, Istanbul University Library, TY 2518, f. 27a.
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Haremeyn Muhasebecisi Ali Efendi was appointed as a trustee of the waqf of the Hagia

Sophia Library. 33 He was also the trustee of the waqjof the Hagia Sophia Public Kitchen, which

was built in 1743, and in this capacity the host of the inauguration ceremony of this important

showcase of Rococo in Istanbul's public architecture. (fig. 4.13) He, the building supervisor

ishak Aga and the architect, whose name is not mentioned by the chronicler Subhi Efendi, were

awarded by the sultan in this ceremony.34 Subhi uses the metaphor of a kit'a-yl Imdd, that is, a

portion from a work of the sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century Persian calligrapher Mir

Imad al-Hasani, for each piece (her fikra) of the decoration of this building. 35 This is an

interesting instance where the similarity between rococo forms and the cursive scripts of the

Arabic alphabet - perhaps a reason behind their easy adoption - is alluded to. Izzi gives place to

an obituary of Ali Efendi. Mehterzade Ali Efendi had been the scribe of the Chief Eunuch of the

Imperial Harem before he was promoted to the post of the accountant of the Two Holy Cities and

then to the position of the manager of state records (defter emaneti). Mistakimzade records

Mehterzdde Yazici Ali as a practitioner of calligraphy who, after the scribe and accountant

positions, died in the office of the manager of state records in 1165 (1752 AD). He had obtained

(dest-res oldugu; apparently copied) "from ancient buildings" (ebniye-i kadimeden) a Kalima

Shahada written by the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Ottoman calligrapher $eyh Hamdullah

and bequeathed that it be placed near his tomb.37

Oya $enyurt noticed that the responsibilities of Ottoman building supervisors (bind

emini) grew in the eighteenth century and became more porous with those of the practicing

3 Vak'anOvis Subhi Mehmed Efendi, Subhi Tarihi: Sdmi ve 56kir Tarihieri ie Birlikte, ed. Mesut Aydiner (istanbul,

2007), p. 622.
3 Ibid., pp. 763-764.
3s Ibid., 763.
36 iZIzzi SOleyman, Tdrih-i izzi MS, vol. 2, Istanbul University Library TY 6020, ff. 408b-409a.

MstakimzAde S~ileyman Saadeddin, Tuhfe-i Hatt&tFn, ed. Mustafa Koe (Istanbul, 2014), p. 307.
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architects. Practically contractors for these projects who could earn important profits, some of

the building supervisors, though not necessarily all of them, tried to improve their technical and

artistic abilities as rivalry heightened between them. 38 Mehterzade's career appears as an epitome

of this trend. The prestige that knowledge of architecture had among the learned might have

accompanied the rivalries for profit. Izzi's chronicle preserves interesting anecdotes where

building supervisors are reported to have made visual representations of their designs. The

Tophane Cannon Factory's building supervisor Mustafa Aga was asked, first, to "pull the

picture/model of the shape in his imagination outside" (resm-i heyet-i muhayyelesin hdrice

gikarmak) in 1743.31 In 1751, Yusuf Efendi, ehremini (construction and repairs inspector of

royal buildings) and the building supervisor of Mahmud I's Knlyilksu Pavilion on the Bosphorus,

presented a draft of his composition (miisvedde-i terdkib-i heyetin) on mental and external plate

(sahife), which probably comes to mean verbally and visually, before he prepared the final model

(resm). 4 0 For another apartment in the Begikta* Palace, this Yusuf Efendi had a picture he

imagined and then presented outside (hdricde arz).i On the other hand, serif Halil Efendi, the

future patron of the building complex in Shumen, was not only a colleague of Mehterzade Ali in

the bureaucracy of the Treasury, 42 but he was also appointed building supervisor of a bridge built

over the River Sava during the war against the Habsburgs in 1740.43

It has been argued that public buildings in Mamluk Egypt were designed in collaboration

between the patrons, the building supervisor statesmen (shads) and the engineers and builder

38 Oya $enyurt, Osmani, Mimarlik OrgOtlenmesinde Degigim ve DbnOOm (istanbul, 2011), pp. 48-71.
'9 izzi SOleyman, Tdrih-i izzF MS, vol. 1, The Suleymaniye Library: Hamidiye 908, f. 86b.
40 Izzi S~ileyman, T6rih-i izzi MS, vol. 2, Istanbul University Library TY 6020, f. 417a.
4 Ibid., f. 59a.
42 Erhan Afyoncu, Osmanli Devlet Teskil6tlnda Defterh6ne-i Amire (XVI.-XVIII. Yazyillar) (Ankara, 2014), p. 158.
43 Vak'anOvis Subhi Mehmed Efendi, ibid., p. 568.
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craftsmen, with varying contributions made by each in different projects. 44 Even in the sixteenth

century, Ottomans, too, chose and/or praised some of the building supervisors for their talents in

architecture, which they could display in the renovation of a castle and the construction of a

mosque.45 It seems that just as Sinan once secured an unmistakably large share for the practicing

architect in the design process in the sixteenth century, the building supervisors of the eighteenth,

now usually from the bureaucratic staff, gained a remarkable prominence in the sphere of

architectural design and creativity.

The extraordinary architecture of the Fatih Library, where a Byzantinizing archaism and a

manifestation of the tendency to conceive libraries as aedicules converged, must be a design of

Mehterzade Ali Efendi's mind. Both of them obviously had roots in the sensibilities shared by a

broader collectivity among the Ottomans, but a careful and talented person could pull them

outside the imagination at once.

Successors to the Fatih Formula

The direct relationship between the increasing size of the book collections endowed at

mosques and the emergence of library rooms as their physical extensions is clear. The library

built as a part of the charitable complex of the chief Harem eunuch Haci Begir Aga besides a

mosque, a madrasa, a sufi lodge and a sabil in the center of Istanbul in 1745 is an example. It is a

simple rectangular room accessible only from inside the mosque and located at the latter's right

side. In addition to the book niches on a wall, there is an alcove inside the room, which was

probably used by the librarian, and opened to the mosque hall with an oval window (fig. 4.14).

The library room has a vault remarkably lower than the mosque's dome and, more importantly, it

44 Doris Behrens-Abouseif, "Muhandis, Shad, Mu'allim - Notes on the Building Craft in the Mamluk Period," Der

Islam 72/2 (1995): 293-309.
4s Necipoglu, ibid., pp. 178; 376.
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is visually differentiated on the street faqade of the ensemble with a slight projection (fig. 4.15).

Hence, before the construction of a modem structure on the adjoining spot, it too had a basically

aedicular, though less ostentatious, appearance from the road.

In 1159/1746, an order was sent to the castellan of Belgrade to erect a new structure "next

to" a mosque to protect the endowed books from humidity in the upper story of this new

structure. 46 Further information about this small library can not be detected, since neither of the

buildings survived, but it might have had a aedicular character.

Veliyiiddin Efendi's library built adjacent to the Bayezid Mosque (1505) in 1768 is a

peculiar case. This eyhiilislam chose to build his library as an addendum to the great mosque of

the ensemble where the holders of his official post customarily also held a teaching position at

the madrasa according to the ordinance of the founding sultan, Bayezid II. The decision

apparently aimed to appropriate the honor of building a library at Bayezid II's mosque for the

office of the eyhiilislams collectively. This library is a pavilion composed of two rooms (fig.

4.16). The square room entered from the mosque was the reading/copying room; it is covered

with a dome and embellished with blue-purple-white ceramic tiles, most probably Ktitahya

works, on its walls (fig. 4.17). There is a rectangular depository at the back. The library was built

at a corner of the mosque visible directly from the Bayezid Square, a major open space in the

city since the Byzantine period and surrounded by the buildings of the Bayezid Complex. The

library's location is near the point where the Divanyolu artery of the city meets the square at the

corner of the mosque closest to the madrasa. However, its architecture almost avoids attracting

visual attention. Its walls are built of cut stones of the same color as the mosque and it is

connected to one of the two low wings of the mosque, which were originally built as dervish

BOA [Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives], AE.SMHD.I 196/15370 (1159 Z 29).
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lodges but later in the sixteenth century integrated into the mosque (fig. 4.18). Hence the library

does not form any contrast to the adjoining piece of the mosque in size, vaulting or color. A

location for this library near the mihrab wall would largely hide it from public view. Given the

location selected, the designers did not chose to create a contrast in color and vaulting, probably

calculating that it would be disharmonious with the adjacent wing, which has nearly the same

height, and thus followed the reverse method of creating a continuity to attain visual harmony.

The mother sultana's chief steward Yusuf Aga's library built in Konya in 1795 adjacent

to the Selimiye Mosque (1567) is another monument where the masonry of the mosque is

carefully replicated to the extent that the ablaq relieving arches above the windows are

reproduced in the library as well. However, the addendum character of the new edifice is

conspicuous. The curvilinear corner windows are products of the late eighteenth-century manner

of Ottoman architecture, but more importantly the volume of the library is so large with respect

to the mosque that the eventual asymmetry of the ensemble is abundantly clear and it was

attempted to turn this irregularity into an aesthetic advantage. The library is also noticeably

projected from the line of the mosque's mihrab wall. The resulting volumetric relationship

between the mosque and the library is a closest relative of the Byzantine churches with small

parekklesia, reached most probably with the mediation of the design of the Fatih Library (fig.

4.19).

Reisailkaittdb Ra id Efendi was another of the most important political figures of the

Selim III period besides Yusuf Aga, and was largely controlling the Sublime Porte in the early

1790s.4 7 Earlier, he and the chronicler Vasif Efendi reopened the Miteferrika Press in 1784.

Ra id Efendi's library building was his major architectural project, and he built this monument

4 Ahmet Cevdet Paga, Tarih-i Cevdet (istanbul, 1974), pp. 191-194.
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adjacent to the twelfth-century grand mosque of his town of origin, Kayseri, in 1796. This

elegant library has pilasters that separate its fagade into units, in addition to the four decorative

turrets, similar to the ones at the Yusuf Aga Library (and at the older Laleli Mosque in Istanbul)

at the corners. The dome of the library is approximately the same size with the dome in front of

the mihrab of the old mosque (fig. 4.20).

In 1210/1796, Selim III's mother Mihrigah Sultan endowed a book collection to the Eynp

Mosque in Istanbul, which was built in the fifteenth century next to the tomb of the Prophet's

companion Abu Ayyub al-Ansari. The library was inside the mosque (derainunda).48 Due to

concern about damage done to it by the earthquake of 1766, the mosque was demolished and

rebuilt between 1798 and 1800. However, we find a commemorative poem written for the

endowment made in 1796 in the divan of a qadi of the period, Seyyid Osman Silruiri. Besides

praising the meaning of the charity and the wide scope of the books in the collection, this poem

also refers to two cupboards placed at one side of the interior (bir tarafda iki dolabin) of the

mosque for the protection of the collection, and then calls the site of the library a maksaire.49

According to E. W. Lane's lexicon, this word might denote a chamber, a screen that encloses a

section of a building, a canopy or a baldaquin. 50 It is highly probable that the two cupboards

formed an aedicular section inside the mosque, similar to the depositories comprised of cabinets

and corridors between them.

The library that the Kapanoglu family built in 1835 adjacent to a recently rebuilt mosque

in Izmir looks similar to octagonal portable wooden mahfazas with legs (fig. 4.21). This little

4 Mtercim Ahmed Asim Efendi, Asim Efendi Tarihi, vol 1, ed. Ziya Yilmazer (istanbul, 2015), p. 143.
49 Osman SurOri, Divan-, SOrOri (Bulak, 1255 [1839]), p. 48.
50 Edward William Lane, Arabic-English Lexicon Book I - Part 7, ed. Stanley Lane-Poole (London, Edinburgh, 1885),
p. 2536.
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library, which has book niches on four of its interior walls,51 might have been designed after

some masjids built above columns and arches in courtyards of a number of caravanserais since

the fifteenth century (fig. 4.22), but wooden mahfazas, too, were probably modeled after them.

The library that the Tekelioglu family added around the year 1810 to the mosque they had built

in 1796 in Antalya is a structure at the corner of the mihrab wall that replicates the simple

single-dome architecture of the mosque at a smaller scale (fig. 4.23). But a most original

revelation of the persistent importance of the aedicule paradigm in Ottoman library architecture

is the library built by the Karaosmanoglu family in 1832 adjacent to the fifteenth-century

(agnigir Mosque in Manisa. Since the principal approach to this mosque is from the side of the

entrance portico, the library in its aedicular character is exposed on this side. The library is not

necessarily a very small structure; it is once again in the form of a single dome mosque with a

portico of three openings projected towards the garden. But these openings are half the width and

half the height of the arches of the mosque's portico, and the outcome is a memorable

asymmetry and contrast in the manner basically of the Fatih Library but produced here with

arcades (fig. 4.24). This is a late but remarkable instance of the Ottoman taste for miniature

appearances in library architecture, which collectively support Bachelard's assertion that the

images of the tiny and of the immense may in fact often be compatible and "miniature is one of

the refuges of greatness."53

An Occidentalist Pavilion: Imported Plans and the Nuruosmaniye Library

Mahmud I's own memorial complex, constructed between 1749 and 1755, includes one

of the most important eighteenth-century libraries in its program. Located near one of the gates

H1 Hacer Sibel Unalan, Anadolu'daki Turk KtOphaneleri (istanbul, 2012), pp. 244-254.
52 Ibid., pp. 201-205.
s3 Bachelard, ibid., p. 155.
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of the Grand Bazaar, this complex includes a section of the thoroughfare between the bazaar and

the Topkapi Palace area in its garden. The mosque, the madrasa, the library, the mausoleum, and

the public kitchen are built on two sides of this pathway. Completed a few months after Mahmud

I's death, it was named not after him but instead as Nuruosmaniye (lit., "Ottoman Light") which

carries a reference both to the name of his brother and successor Osman III and to the name of

the whole dynasty. With the extensive use of undulating curves, prominently displayed in the

arcades and heavy cornices of the lateral fagades of the mosque, and the rococo designs carved in

relief at the fountains, the mosque, and the library, the Nuruosmaniye stands as the principal

rococo landmark of Istanbul. Especially memorable are the two portals that lead to the arcaded

courtyard in front of the mosque and the slightly larger portal on its main axis and opens to the

main hall. They display the basic outline of the muqarnas portals common in Islamic

architectures since the thirteenth century, but here leaves, seashells and rococo curves occupy the

places of the crystalline geometric forms of muqarnases. This latter experiment remained unique,

as did the half-ellipse plan of the arcaded courtyard, but the combination of a conventional

structure with western ornaments remained a characteristic of most of the building types of

Ottoman architecture for more than a century. As a sultanic commission with a massive mosque

at its center, which gained a place in the skyline of the capital, the Nuruosmaniye project

certainly elevated the status of rococo considerably and paved the way for the nearly complete

domination of architectural ornaments by rococo in the period until the 1820s, during which it

was absorbed into the Istanbul vernacular.54

The library of the Nuruosmaniye was one of the chief public libraries of the century. At

the same time, its building has a significant place in the history of the implementation of forms

s4 For a recent research on the design and construction of the Nuruosmaniye, see Onver Rustem's dissertation.

Rstem, ibid., pp. 159-254.
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of western origin in late Ottoman architecture. About 5030 books were endowed to this library at

the time of its opening. This number is the highest among the endowments made in all of the

Ottoman waqf libraries; in other words, it is the site where the public accessibility of books

formerly in the royal possession was in the largest scale. The waqfiyya of the Nuruosmaniye is

the earliest case where students are not referred to and a general readership is defined as its

intended users. The text describes the library "in the service of those who profit from and copy

works on sciences." 55

The library of the Nuruosmaniye is placed at a corner of the grounds of the complex (figs.

4.25-4.26), and is reached from the central pathway by walking underneath the bridge that

connects the mosque to its royal pavilion and then climbing a few steps. It stands on a basement

and a number of shops that face the street at that corner. It was inaugurated with the same

ceremony as the mosque and other buildings.56 As in the Atif Efendi, it has a book depository

adjacent to the study hall. The latter has a rectangular plan with beveled corners and niches on

the walls for the protection of books in addition to wooden shelves. The study hall has two

entrances at the two corners where it intersects with the depository. A modern director of the

library, Ali Ongi0, claims that the entrance on the north, which does not have any inscription,

was planned for the use of the public (fig. 4.27) whereas the other entrance, which features an

inscription of the statement attributed to the Prophet, "Demand knowledge from cradle to

grave,"57 above the door (fig. 4.28) was reserved for the sultans' visits. 58 In light of the presence

of sultanic thrones in the initial furnishing of the Fatih and the Galata Palace libraries,

ss Ali OngGl (ed.), Sultan ///. Osman Vakfiyesi (Manisa, 2003), p. 10.
56 H~kim Efendi, Vak'a-nivis Hakim Efendi Tarihi (Metin ve TahlIF), ed. Tahir GUng6r, Marmara University,
unpublished thesis (2014), p. 341.

58

s8 Ali Ongl, "Nuruosmaniye Ktuphanesi," Marmara Oniversitesi Fen-Edebiyat Fakultesi Turkluk Araptirmalarn
Dergisi 6 (1990), p. 143.
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reservation of one entrance for the monarch seems highly probable. The arrangement with two

entrances could thus highlight the point that this was a library the sultan generously shared with

the public. The walls of the study hall have white marble revetments up to the beginning of the

vaults, in the same manner as in the mosque in this ensemble (fig. 4.29). The library hall has an

ellipse plan, which is a chief characteristic of the building (fig. 4.30). A verse chronogram

inscription is placed above the door of the depository and crowned by a rococo pediment (fig.

4.31).

The ellipse plan came to be employed in the central halls of some mansions in Istanbul in

the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but the Nuruosmaniye Library is its earliest

instance in Ottoman architecture. The building was celebrated by Dogan Kuban as the most

original baroque design in Turkey. He thought that Simeon Kalfa, the Ottoman Greek architect

of the Nuruosmaniye, whose biography is still very poorly known, behaved more liberally in the

planning of the library unlike in the case of the mosque where the established typology of great

mosques must have been a constraint. Kuban found in the complex polygonal walls of the library

the impression of an architect who saw baroque buildings in the West.59

This hall is one of the late Baroque oval library designs alongside the more famous

Wolfenbilttel Library (1713) and the central hall of Fischer von Erlach's Hofbibliothek in Vienna

(1726). However, it has a peculiar quality that distinguishes it from such western counterparts

and makes it a significant manifestation of an Ottoman library architecture paradigm. Turgut

Saner pointed out the strong similarity between the plans of Francesco Borromini's church of

San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane (1638-41) in Rome and the study hall of the Nuruosmaniye

59 Dogan Kuban, "Nuruosmaniye Klliyesi, DOnden Bugune istanbul Ansiklopedisi vol. VI (istanbul, 1994), p. 103.
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Library, and asserted that the former served as the model for the latter.60 This similarity is indeed

unmistakable (fig. 4.32). Modern art historians note the rumors voiced in the writings of some

western visitors to Istanbul in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, like Toderini

and Thomas Allom, that Mahmud I had brought drawings and models of some famous buildings

of Western Europe for the Nuruosmaniye project. Both Toderini's and Allom's narratives

include a probably fabricated claim that an initial proposal for the mosque based on western

designs was declined upon religious authorities' protests, and ultimately a more conventional

appearance was given to the mosque.61 Soner $ahin suggested that probably underlying the

emergence of this narrative was the actual utilization of some drawings of San Carlo in the

design of the Nuruosmaniye Library and the memory of that event, highly distorted during the

fabrication of the story.62 Today there are twenty six books on architecture and landscape design

published in Western Europe in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries preserved in

the Topkapi Palace Library. 63 A plan of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane is not found in any other

of the extant items in Topkapi's collection, but the material used in the project might well have

been among those that did not survive.

It must be added to Saner's and $ahin's observations that the dimensions of the ground

plan of the study hall of the Nuruosmaniye Library are close to those of San Carlo, with only

little differences. The length and the width of the church are roughly 20 and 12 meters, while in

the study hall they are roughly 18.5 and 13.5 meters. This approximation of the size of the

church space in the library hall may reflect an intention of the library's design. Because it

6 Turgut Saner, "Mimari D6nOLturmeler," Sanat Tarihi Defter/eri 9 (2005): 79-92; Turgut Saner, "18. YOzyil istanbul
KOtOphanelerinde Kullanim, Mekan ve Tipolojik Esinlenmeler," Sanat Tarihi Defterleri 13-14 (2010): 187-196.
6 Toderini, ibid., pp. 20-21; Thomas Allom, Constantinople and the Scenery of the Seven Churches of Asia Minor

Illustrated (London, 1836), p. 12.
62 Soner 5ahin, ibid., p. 339.
63 See GGI irepoglu, "Topkapi Sarayi MOzesi Hazine KOtuphanesindeki Batih Kaynaklar Ozerine D OLnceler," Topkapi

Sorayl Mzesi- Yillik 1 (istanbul, 1986), pp. 56-130.
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suggests that San Carlo's plan was probably seen by the actors behind the creation of the

building in Istanbul as more than merely an inspiration for the shape of a reading room, and the

new building was meant to be a kind of a representation, nearly a model, of the original in Rome.

In the size of the Roman church, the library looks like another mini structure beside -

though here not adjacent to - the colossal mosque. Despite the near-identity of the plans,

differences in the superstructure of the church and the library are not lacking. Instead of an

elliptic dome as in San Carlo, the library's study hall is covered by a round central dome

supported by two semi-domes on the longer axis (figs. 4.33-4.34). The engaged columns on the

interior walls of the church and the architrave above them have free-standing counterparts in the

library which carry arches that in turn support the higher vaults (fig. 4.35). The ambulatory-like

arcades built very close to the wall surface inside the hall are features seen in some sixteenth-

century sultans' mausolea in Istanbul. The multiple curves of these arches are prominent

elements of this early example of Ottoman rococo and play a role in the unique appeal of the

hall. Thus, the library hall looks like an Ottomanized-and-rococoized version of the Roman

church's interior. It could be assumed that the Ottoman team only had the ground plan of the

church at hand, but these differences must be due to the vaulting techniques of the Ottoman

construction practice. The church's famous two-story undulating fagade is not referred to in the

library. But the church and its fagade are adjacent to other structures in a densely-built block,

whereas the library is completely free-standing. Besides, the fagade conceals certain subsidiary

spaces of the church which do not have any counterpart in the library. Nevertheless, the numbers

of columns that surround the two halls are the same, with the only exception in the library: two

columns are lacking on the side of the entrance to the book depository. Furthermore, there are

tall niches carved in the walls with semicircular volute patterns at the top, resembling the niches
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and seashells between the columns in the nave of the church (fig. 4.36). The library hall thus

seems basically to be a strong allusion to the nave, the interior of San Carlo. This attitude finds a

noteworthy parallel in an architectural event of a much later period. Modem architect Mario

Botta exhibited in Lugano between 1999 and 2003 a full-scale section model of San Carlo, which

reproduced the interior, but completely omitted the outside walls of the church from the

representation (fig. 4.37). Therefore, this library is an interesting and unusual event in the

process of the incorporation of western forms, particularly through publications or drawings, to

Ottoman architectural practice, while at the same time it constitutes a major instance of the

pattern in which images of other buildings were employed in the creation of Ottoman library

edifices.

This was not the only time that San Carlo's image was transported to a foreign context

and as a memorable event. Russian emperor Peter the Great (r. 1682-1725) made reforms to give

a distinctly western outlook to architecture in his country in the early eighteenth century. To this

end, he invited several masters, and purchased books and treatises from various western

European countries, and in addition sent students to get architectural training to Italy and the

Netherlands in 1716. Dmitry Shvidkovsky writes that as a result of the emperor's initiatives and

with the works of the Russians trained in the West and of the western architects, "Russian

Imperial Baroque" completely emerged by the 1730s and 1740s.6 4 It is remarkable that when the

three students returned from Rome to their country in the early 1720s, they showed their

drawings of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane as their study certificates. 65 The parallel between

these two events that took place within a few decades suggests that Borromini's church was seen

6 Dmitry Shvidkovsky, Russian Architecture and the West (New Haven and London, 2007), pp. 183-185.
65 Ibid., p. 207.
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as representative of the whole Italian Baroque, perhaps even a metonym of all western European

architecture, by these eastern recipients.

The Ottoman diplomat $ehdi Osman Efendi's report of his embassy to Russia in 1757-58

includes rare and hitherto not studied observations on the establishment of the Western idiom in

Russian architecture. His remarks are also relevant to the contemporary reception of western

architecture in the Ottoman center and to the conception of San Carlo's plan as the model of the

Nuruosmaniye Library. $ehdi Osman Efendi was Hekimoglu Ali Paga's chief household scribe

before he was promoted to the group of Imperial Council secretaries, and his selection for a

diplomatic mission from that rank was typical for the eighteenth century. After this embassy, he

was appointed the manager of royal armories, and then he built a library in 1173/1760 in

Sarajevo, the main provincial center near the town of Akova (today in northern Montenegro)

where he was born. 66 This library, which stood until 1911, was a hexagonal structure capped by a

dome built at a corner of the foregarden of the mid-fifteenth-century Htinkar Mosque, which was

commissioned by the first Ottoman governor of Bosnia (fig. 4.38).67

$ehdi Osman Efendi had earlier been in the envoy of Mehmed Emni Beyefendi's

embassy to Russia in 1740. Emni Beyefendi penned his own embassy report which includes a

passage about his impressions of Peterhof. He mentions here the palace built "in a Frankish

design" and describes at length the water jets, fountains and sculptures in the gardens. 68

Muscovites prided themselves with this ensemble as they believed it was an unequalled place,

but he found the unnatural forms given to trees and the absence of beautiful flowers in the

gardens unappealing and the Frankish arts "far from harmony and grace" (miandsebet ve

Erinsal, ibid., p. 244.
67 KemOrazade Seyfeddin bin Ali, HOnk6r C6mi-i5erifi (Saraybosna, n. d.), p. 9.

68 Mehmed Emni Beyefendi (Paga)'nin Rusya Seforeti ve Sefaretn6mesi, ed. MO nir Aktepe (Ankara, 1974), pp. 66-

67.
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letdfetten dfir).69 Osman Efendi writes that Empress Elizabeth was informed about his presence

in another legation to Russia seventeen years before, and asked during their meeting for his

appraisal of the transformation of St Petersburg in the interim. He records that the city was far

more embellished and enlarged than its previous state with Frankish arts and newly introduced

curious buildings and that he responded to the empress's question by stating that her "efforts and

adornments" could only be appreciated. 70 He devotes a passage to his visits to the grand printing

press and the neighboring "curiosities house" (acdyibhdne; Kunstkamera) where they saw rare

and unheard-of species and costumes from various places. The empress later insisted that he see

Tsarskoye Selo ( 7aruskisle) near the capital. In this palace, which was recently completed in

1756, Osman Efendi describes in detail the Chinese porcelain room, and notes that the walls of

multiple rooms were adorned with Chinese, Persian and Western paintings (nikiy). The Russians

were proud of this palace and its grounds to which they believed there was no equal in other

Christian realms.7 1 In a subsequent passage, the ambassador remarks on the houses in St

Petersburg. He writes that "[a]ll the buildings and mansions of the elites are in agreement and

semblance with the plans and examples they obtained from France, Austria and other European

countries." 72

His generally appreciative tone about the new architectural idiom in Russia is perhaps a

reflection of the new taste in Istanbul. Furthermore, his reference to the utilization of "plans and

examples" (resim ve nimineler) obtained from Western Europe echoes the similar practice in

the Ottoman center. However, particularly noteworthy is his emphasis on the accordance

696Ibid., pp. 67-68.
70 5ehdiOsman Efendi, Rusya Seffretndmesi, 1757-1758, ed. Torkan Polatci (Ankara, 2011), pp. 34-35.
71 Ibid., pp. 50-52.

Osman Efendi adds that the elite's architecture was in contrast with the commoners' houses, which were simple

wooden huts and normally lacked furnishings, pots and pans. But they were so devoid of consciousness,
comparable to "land animals," that they did not consider this a discomfort. Ibid., p. 52.
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between the western models conveyed in publications and the Russian applications. Rococo

applications in the Nuruosmaniye are in general faithful to western examples, but the close

approximation of San Carlo's plan in the library is a special register of the attention paid to

truthfulness to examples. Moreover, in Osman Efendi's passage the authenticity of the works of

westernized Russian architecture is expressed with the same vocabulary, "in agreement and

semblance with" (mutdbik ve maiidbih), used in the chronicler Mustafa Safi's description of the

unique event of the building of a wooden replica of the Kaba in the Topkapi Palace Treasury in

1613, and quoted in Chapter 3. Although somewhat obliquely, this identical vocabulary supports

the suggestion that the Nuruosmaniye Library's study hall was conceived as an installation of the

form of the Roman church, in a nature fundamentally similar to the "travel" of the Kaba's image

in the event Safi narrated. The relevance of the fact that this wooden replica was a major

precedent of a number of book cabinets viewed as Kaba illustrations in eighteenth-century

libraries cannot be overemphasized. In other words, by bringing another case of the

transportation of a distant building's image, the Nuruosmaniye Library further reveals a kinship

that Ottomans saw between library building and model making. It is also not the least possibility

that, as a climax of the utilization of western architectural sources by the Ottomans, it was

designed to monumentalize this breakthrough, the decisive moment of the use of European

sources extensively in a grand project.

Ottoman Fascination with Models:

Playthings, Curios and Inspiration for Architectural Practice

Ottomans had a long-established tradition of exhibiting architectural images in public

festivals from the sixteenth through the eighteenth centuries, mainly in Istanbul and Edirne. The

accurate model of the S leymaniye Mosque, which was prepared most probably with Sinan's
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supervision carried by members of the state corps of architects in the parade of the 1582 Festival

in Istanbul, is one of the best known cases of this practice (fig. 4.39). A man inside the model

sang praises of God during the parade. 73 Actually three-dimensional architectural images made

in different formats were common among the variety of objects displayed in some earlier

sixteenth-century festivals and others in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Usually

organized to celebrate the circumcision of princes or weddings of princesses, these festivals were

aggregates of different components often designated as "game/play" (mel'abe or miid'abe) by

the Ottomans. They included historical enactments, representations of the activities and products

of the people of the capital and of the richness of the natural and mythological beings in the

world, and exhibitions of wondrous mechanical plays with lights or curious devices. These

festivals were not infrequent. Held in large open areas in or usually right outside the city, some

of them lasted several days and were important occasions of entertainment and leisure in the

lives of the population of the capital.

Parades of sugar sculptures had prominent and nearly standard places in festival

programs. Metin And, the pioneer student of Ottoman festivals, pointed out the presence of

similar sugar sculptures in Renaissance festivals.74 Their Renaissance counterparts in the West

probably had an important influence on the character of Ottoman festivals in general. More than

a hundred sugar sculptures, about 75-90 centimeters tall, which included peacocks, swans,

pelicans, lions, bears, horses, elephants and rams were paraded on trays in the 1675 festival in

Edirne. And writes that there were Ottoman masters who made such sculptures, but for the latter

festival several masters were brought from Venice.75 A European visitor saw cities, castles and

7 G61ru Necipoglu, ibid., p. 161.
7 Metin And, Osmanli 5enliklerinde Turk Sanatlar (Ankara, 1982), p. 92.
7s Ibid., p. 94.
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various animals made of colorful candies in the wedding of a vizier and the sultan's sister in

1575.76 The expenditure registers of the 1582 festival lists candy sculptures made by local Jews

including a kiosk, cypresses, cocks, mermaids, a giraffe, a rhino, goats, monkeys, hundreds of

flowers, a church, and an elephant, among other things.77 Naimd recorded that "wondrous

representations and curious trees" made of candies were paraded in the wedding of the sultan's

daughter to a vizier in 1646.78 The colorful candy exhibits were ostentatious gestures of

abundance. Miniature gardens made of candies and usually containing kiosk models within and

conical cypress-like structures called nahil, which could have wax or candy fruits, flowers, birds,

animals and also buildings hung on their branches, were among the typical artifices paraded in

festivals. The painter Levni's well-known depictions of gardens with trees, kiosks and pools and

the grand nahils, which also had multiple kiosks at their bases paraded in the celebrations of

princes' circumcision in 1720, are found in the album that documented this festival (fig. 4.40).

Some of them apparently about one meter tall, these model kiosks indeed look like playthings for

grown-ups and children alike. They and the portable wooden bookcases made in architectural

forms were unmistakably close relatives. Sugar contemplation could be an occasion for the

sultan's entertainment also at times other than festivals. Mahmud I's chronicle of daily activities

notes the event of his "contemplation" (temdsd) of sugars brought by a sugar maker named

Seyyid Ahmed to the reception room of the Mahbuibiye in 1740.79

Hafiz Mehmed Efendi's Sfirndme (Book of Festival) text that Levni's paintings

accompany narrates how child princes, leaving their plays elsewhere, visited the nahils and the

sugar gardens' ( eker baggelerinin) "minutely executed artful kiosks" (hurdekdri musanna

76
7Ibid., p. 217.

77 Ibid., p. 94.
78 Quoted in And, ibid., p. 219.
79 Kadi Omer Efendi, ibid., p.106.
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k5ikler) made of cardboards twice before the festival and enjoyed contemplating them very

much.80 Their passage on the shoulders of the Arsenal corps caused great outcry in the streets

and the beholders' wonder during the festival. 8I Who fabricated these model kiosks is not clear

in Hafiz Mehmed Efendi's text. But they could have been royal architects or the

carpenters'/timber builders' guild, or perhaps the toy makers' guild which was organized also

under the surveillance of the chief royal architect. In the 1675 festival, an apparently larger

model kiosk made by the chief architect Ahmed Aga and presented as his gift to the sultan was

located in a model garden and paraded on wheels. A second kiosk was the timber builders'

guild's gift and had furnishings, oriels and a grapevine pergola. 82

We learn from the official chronicler Hdkim Efendi's long description of the festival

organized to celebrate the birth of Mustafa III's daughter Hibetullah Sultan, the first infant born

in the dynasty in 1759 after decades, that "a number of kiosks" (birkag kdykler) were exhibited

above the gate of the chief architect's mansion at Vefa as embellishments of this site that was

frequented by musicians, dancers and crowds of commoners. 83 When he gave the order for the

organization, the sultan defined the sense of a festival, nearly anthropologically, as an

"exhibition of plays" (izhdr-i meldib) and music and creation of images and curious

representations and looseness and gaiety.84 During the festival that lasted seven days and nights,

streets were filled with musicians, comedians and story tellers while shops and houses were

adorned with pendants in various shapes8 5 and lamps, flags, mirrors in different colors, "strange

80 Hiz Osman Efendi, 5ehzddelerin Sonnet DdQunu, 1720: SOr-i Hum6y0n (istanbul, 2008), pp. 180-182.
81 Ibid., p. 228.
82 Ozdemir Nutku, IV. Mehmet'in Edirne 5enlioi, 1675 (Ankara, 1972), p. 72.
83 HAkim Efendi, ibid., p. 745.
84 Ibid., p. 724.
8s Ibid., p. 739.
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pictures" (acibe sfiretler)8 6 and expensive fabrics. The palace of the grand vizier - then Rdgib

Mehmed Papa - was likewise richly adorned and "a mosque illustration," no doubt another

model, suspended from the ceiling was seen in the reception hall alongside other pendants and

some chandeliers. 87

Three types of structures that became salient in Istanbul architecture in the first half of the

eighteenth century, namely the intricately carved birdhouses on faqades of public buildings, free-

standing fountains and some of the libraries, seem to be related to a novel fascination with the

imagery of the model buildings displayed in festivals. They may reflect a desire to preserve these

characteristic constituents of the festival atmosphere and thus an underlying wish to perpetuate

the associations of the festival mood in the built environment.

Birdhouses carved in great detail and in mosque, palace or kiosk forms are seen on the

surface of several mosques, madrasas and other waqf edifices built throughout the eighteenth

century and some in the nineteenth (fig. 4.41). They are interesting sculptural examples of micro-

architecture that the Ottomans produced. An influence of the mini sculptural building

representations on real buildings common in Indian Hindu and Muslim architecture"8 is highly

probable. However, Ottoman birdhouses are singular works placed seemingly haphazardly on the

walls, disregarding symmetry, quite unlike the Indian examples which are repetitive and

symmetrically arranged. Ottoman birdhouses seem to be contiguous with their model making

practice, or better, a trend created at the intersection of an Indian influence and the charm that the

Ottomans found in models.

8 Ibid., p. 737.
8 Ibid., p. 743.
88 See Elizabeth A. Lambourn, "A Self-Conscious Art? Seeing Micro-Architecture in Sultanate South Asia," in
Muqarnas 27 (2010): pp. 121-156.
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Fountains in public squares are obviously larger than most of the models seen in festivals.

But their placement in centers of open spaces as objects of visual apprehension from all sides,

coupled with their still relatively small scales within easy control of the beholder, implies a

relation to the model conception. More importantly, the compositions of completely functionless

domes and series of turrets that surround them in some fountains - usually without specific

referents, but in the case of the Saliha Sultan Fountain (1732) a smaller version of the dome and

eight turrets of the neighboring sixteenth-century Sokollu Mehmed Papa Mosque in Azapkapi -

further suggest a kinship with models. After all, the largest among them, the Ahmed III near the

Imperial Gate (1726) and the Mahmud I (1732) are virtually the same size as the Sileymaniye

model paraded in 1582. Indoor book cabinets that were built since at least the early seventeenth

century and called "kiosk" by contemporaries must have been generically akin to models,

preceding most of the birdhouses and fountains in this respect. The four equal pieces of the

extant wooden book cabinet in the Hagia Sophia are really quite close in outlook to festival

models. Analogous to small late Byzantine churches many of which are in the approximate

dimensions of the 1582 Sileymaniye model, the Fatih Library is even more reminiscent of

models thanks to the background that the mosque forms at its back.

The loggia in the madrasa-and-library of Feyzullah Efendi, the Hekimoglu Ali Paga, the

Fatih and the Nuruosmaniye libraries, are a group of structures where scaled down or full-scale

transplanted images of other buildings were used. They form an important series in the trend of

carving-or-building permanent counterparts of architectural models. It can be suggested at this

point that the intimate association between the festival models and the abundance of foreign and

rare images in the same occasions, which almost looked like Ottoman curiosities houses on the

move, facilitated the incorporation of non-Ottoman forms to the imagery of the model-like
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permanent structures. Probably due to the longer past of indoor cabinets, the very idea of a

library might have been more prone to fanciful architecture, and hence waqf libraries could be

erected in the likenesses of Byzantine, Safavid and Western buildings. Huizinga dwells on the

basic role of imitation in play, and emphasizes that these performances of "dressing up" or

"representation" are normally in competitive moods, especially in the higher forms of play. 9

This can be considered as another legacy of festivals to the architecture of these libraries, which

made their designers execute even formulas outside the Ottoman routines and with care to accord

with the originals.

Library architecture thus came to constitute a major platform of playful gestures.

Actually, some comparable gestures are found in Sinan's much older oeuvre as well. For

example, Admiral Sinan Paga's mosque (1555) in Istanbul's faubourg Begikta* was built in the

plan of the 1440s Oggerefeli Mosque in Edirne in a reduced scale, and the principle portal of the

Stleymaniye has a design, unique in Ottoman architecture, which alludes to the multi-story

fagade of Cairo's Sultan Hassan Madrasa. Whether they were mere plays within architectural

profession or some also had ideological subtexts such as a statement of dominion is not always

easy to detect. The point here, however, is that libraries secured a prominent place in the

particular realm of architectural plays in the eighteenth century. A convergence of the more

rooted practice of architectural plays with a growing taste for the aesthetics of the model became

influential in library architecture. These elegant little buildings in all likelihood invited some of

their viewers to understand or learn the visual pun.

It is tempting to compare the pavilion libraries in this group with the historicizing garden

pavilions and fabriques that became popular towards the middle of the eighteenth century in

89 Johan Huizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in Culture (Boston, 1955), pp. 11-13.
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Britain and quickly spread to other parts of Europe so far as to be a common fashion by the end

of the century. In this process, noble estates across Europe were dotted with several structures of

this sort that generally imitate a wide range of architectural manners from the past and/or

geographically distant cultures. Their playful use in landscape architecture was the predominant

stimulus for the early experimental engagements with most of these manners, such as Gothic,

Chinese and Islamic. Intended to be contemplated and visited during walks in the garden, they

were usually in small (some even model-like) scales and planned to evoke combinations of

astonishment, pleasure and learned historical/literary associations of the style and its origin. 90

Since the Ottoman libraries in question are, first of all, exact contemporaries of the early

monuments of this kind in British estates and they were, moreover, linked to diverse domestic

dynamics of Ottoman architecture, it is not very probable that European gardenfabriques had an

influence. But the similarities of the outcomes are remarkable. The Fatih Library is a striking

counterpart of the medievalizing, usually Gothic, structures that imitated castles or churches in

European landscape architecture. The Nuruosmaniye Library can be seen to be quite similar in

conception to the various exotic Oriental pavilions in the contemporary West. An important

aspect of this symmetry seems to be the common role of the pavilion paradigm in the two

traditions. European garden ornaments of this century were obviously contiguous with older

repose pavilions, and while some of them did not have functions other than display, some other

Gothic castles or Turkish mosques had furnishings to serve as repose sites. On the Ottoman side,

not only the indoor book cabinets of the seventeenth century were called k5yks but also many of

the masonry libraries of the eighteenth century, like the Ahmed III in the Topkapi Palace or the

90 See, John Dixon Hunt, Gardens and the Picturesque: Studies in the History of Landscape Architecture (Cambridge,
Mass., 1994); Monique Mosser, "Paradox in the Garden: A Brief Account of Fabriques," in Monique Mosser and
Georges Teyssot (eds.) The Architecture of Western Gardens: A Design Historyfrom the Renaissance to the Present
Day (Milan, 1991), pp. 263-280.
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Atif Efendi, among others, were designed in plans very similar to kiosks, evidencing the weight

of repose and reception kiosks in the Ottoman vision of a library space. In other words, non-

Ottoman plans were probably executed essentially as "kiosks" and/or bulky "models." Many

constructional and decorative elements executed in the libraries are standard Ottoman ones, but

most of the exotic pavilions in Europe were likewise far from authentic and also contained

elements derived from current European practice. A pagoda could feature Tuscan Doric columns

and pilasters for example, 91 but they signified the intended manner with a number of visual

markers. The cake design in the shape of a Chinese pavilion published in Paris in 1815 is a good

illustration of the extent to which this fashion reached around the turn of the century, but also

reflects well the underlying desire to possess and consume these idioms in the often-model-

looking pavilions 92 (fig. 4.42). We do not know whether, had the library building fashion in

Istanbul lasted with the same dynamism after the third quarter of the eighteenth century,

Ottomans would build a library in the shape of a pagoda.

Ut adab architectura: Architectural Awareness in the Age of Libraries

Ottomans verbally distinguished different architectural idioms since at least the late

fifteenth century. One of the pavilions, namely the Qinili K6 k (Tiled Kiosk) that Mehmed II

built in the outer gardens of the Topkapi Palace in the early 1470s has the plan and decoration of

the hasht bahisht type of kiosks of Iran and Central Asia and was probably executed by the

masters that this sultan brought from the realm of the Karamanid Dynasty in Anatolia. In his

chronicle from the following decade, Tursun Beg referred to the Cinili K5sk as constructed in the

Persian "manner" (tavr) and another one which once stood across from it in the "Ottoman

This is the case in the pagoda which was built in 1775 in Duc de Choiseul's chateau near Amboise in France.
92 Monique Mosser, ibid.
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manner." 93 This much older experiment on the palace grounds may be seen as analogous to the

stylistic play evident in some libraries. But the legibility of the design sources of library

buildings to their contemporary viewers, especially outsiders to the architectural profession is a

crucial question. Though dispersed and only indirectly related to the plurality in library

architecture, we have some traces of a "public" interest in architecture in the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries that enhances the likelihood of this legibility and hence renders the plurality

in question more important. Evliya Celebi's Seyahatndme is an important instance of the taste for

architectural aesthetics and stylistic variety among Ottoman non-professionals. Evliya is so acute

and enthusiastic an observer of a mass of architectural monuments and so attentive to differences

of design features that he indeed shows the profile of an antiquarian. His grand composition of

geographical descriptions, historical narratives, numerous short stories and linguistic and

ethnographic notes which made him one of the most important Ottoman prose writers also offers

major evidence that knowledge of architecture could be a component of Ottomans' adab

pursuits. The "style" (tarz) conceptualization is an important element of many of his passages on

architecture. Qigdem Kafesgioglu underlined how he accentuates the Rfim (that is, Ottoman) or

"Arab" (usually Mamluk) styles of mosques in Egypt and Syria. 94 As Kafesqioglu elucidated in

another essay, Evliya quite notably distinguishes an "old style" of the pre-Ottoman Islamic

buildings of Anatolia and some early Ottoman monuments from a contrasting "new style" which

designates mosques built as light structures of piers and arches that support central domes and

allowed the opening of plenty of windows on thin walls, a system which really developed

basically in the first half of Sinan's career and persisted as an Ottoman characteristic thereafter.

Quoted in Gulru Necipoglu, Architecture, Ceremonial and Power: the Topkapi Palace in the Fifteenth and
Sixteenth Centuries (New York, 1991), p. 210.

igdem Kafescioglu, "'In the Image of ROm:' Ottoman Architectural Patronage in Sixteenth-Century Aleppo and
Damascus" Muqarnas 16 (1999): 70-96.
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Comparisons of certain spatial and visual features between particular buildings are also frequent

in Evliya's text.95 Upon describing the eight-pier structure of Edime's Selimiye, he suggests

readers who wished to behold this monument look at the Rtistem Papa Mosque in Istanbul since

it was built "in nearly the same plan/configuration" (hemdn ol tarh), and immediately after notes

the similarity between the Selimiye's mihrab and a mihrab in a little town in Central Anatolia. 96

His comparison of the Hagia Sophia and the Stileymaniye, which he fictionalized in the form of

an interview he had with a group of western European connoisseurs (sdhib-aydrlari) of

architecture in the Sileymaniye is thought-provoking even for modem readers. Referring clearly

to the rhythmic arrangement of the mosque's exposed tectonic elements and to its lateral faqades

created with arcades, the argument the Europeans voice here is that every creature of God and

every building alike may be beautiful either from inside or from outside, and the two kinds of

beauty cannot coexist with the astonishing exception of the Sileymaniye. 97 This characterization

of Sinan's principal work in Istanbul is reminiscent, surprisingly, of the debate on the

coexistence of interiority and exteriority in Gothic architecture since at least Hegel. 98 On a

different occasion, Evliya points to the Mamluk decoration of marble revetments on walls in the

oban Mustafa Papa Mosque in Gebze and recounts how this first Ottoman governor of Egypt

had these favorable/extraordinary (tuhfe) colorful patterns made by masters in Egypt as separate

sheets and conveyed them to this town by sea.99 He might have added this passage after he

settled in Cairo towards the end of his life in 1673 where he edited his work.

9s Cigdem Kafescioglu, "Itinerant Gaze: Ottoman and Medieval Anatolian Architecture in the Book of Travels"
translated by Robert Dankoff, in Nuran Tezcan and Semih Tezcan (eds.) The Book of Evliya (elebi (Ankara, 2013),
pp. 310-324.
96 Evliya elebi Seyahatnamesi vol. III (stanbul, 1996), pp. 246-247.
97 Evliya 9elebi Seyahatnamesi vol. I (istanbul, 1996), p. 73.
98 Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel, Aesthetics: Lectures on Fine Art, tr. T. M. Knox, v. 11 (Oxford, 1975), pp. 687-695;
also see, Mark Jarzombek, "The Cunning of Architecture's Reason," Footprint 1 (Autumn, 2007): 31-46.
99 Evliya (elebi Seychatnamesi vol. 11 (istanbul, 1996), p. 88.
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Dayezade Mustafa Efendi's treatise on the beauty of the Selimiye, which he wrote

probably in the late 1740s, is a valuable source on amateur taste for architecture in eighteenth-

century society. This spokesman for architectural delight was a mid-ranking bureaucrat; he was

the chamberlain of the treasury of the Province of Rumeli (much of the Balkan Peninsula) at the

time. Interestingly, he begins his text with a detailed account of the autodidact curriculum that he

pursued in libraries when he explains how he was motivated to study the Selimiye. He writes that

he had been involved in intense studies in the library that Ahmed III built in the Enderun and the

other one that Mahmud I opened in the Revan Kiosk in the Palace for more than two decades

until 1154/1741. He enumerates the names of many of the books he read: he starts with four

books on the lives of prophets and continues with more than twenty histories written before and

during the Ottoman period, followed by eight examples of the wonders of creation literature and

then three geographies. Then he emphasizes the pleasure he took from reading, according to his

"estimate," more than 300 volumes on history. 100 In reading Solakzdde's (mid-seventeenth

century) history, Dayezade paid attention to the author's citation from Sinan's autobiography,

which was "not against the famous rumor" that the Selimiye's dome was built larger in

circumference and higher than that of the Hagia Sophia.'01 He then found Sinan's book in the

Revan Kiosk Library and developed a further interest in this question. When he was appointed to

his post and arrived in Edime he made the due investigation and proved the claim. But a main

subject of the treatise is the appreciation of the Selimiye by its viewers, and he tells various

anecdotes in this respect. He writes that once in Mustafa II's assembly (around 1700), statesmen

100 Dyez~de Mustafa Efendi, Selimiye Ris6lesi MS, The SOleymaniye Library: Esad Efendi 2283, ff. 3-6. In folio 34,

he writes that he had been in Kars during an uprising in 1156 (1744 AD). Therefore, he must have completed the

treatise after this date, probably in the later part of the decade. For an interpretation and a full translation of

Dyezade's Selimiye treatiese see, Selen Morkog, A Study on Ottoman Narratives on Architecture: Text, Context

and Hermeneutics (Bethesda, 2010).
101 ibid., f. 6.
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voiced different ideas about whether the Selimiye had any fault in its architecture. A certain

Ahmed Qelebi had the passionate habit of scrutinizing Selimiye's architecture and turned its

contemplation, discussion and description into a life-long engagement. To "manifest [his] love"

for the building, he used to ascend to the galleries and stroll from corner to corner to discover an

art, or alternatively stood in the main hall or roamed in the courtyard seeking the same, and

recount his findings to friends in the evenings.103 Dayezade devotes passages to the meanings of

the numbers of architectural elements like windows in certain parts of the mosque, or piers or

minarets as presumable metaphors (terbihdt) and puns (telmihdt) to the same numbers

encountered in Quranic verses or hadiths. However, he also has an outstanding commentary on

the purely visual quality of the Selimiye that makes him, like Evliya, one of the best analysts of

all times of the leap that Sinan represents in the history of Ottoman architecture. This passage is

a memorable interpretation of the nature of ornament in visual arts, approaching Kant's formula

"purposive without purpose" that he expressed later in the century. 104 Characteristic for Ottoman

literature of the time, the passage is composed as a parable, and it narrates a story about the

design of the eight turrets built as extensions of the load-bearing piers above the shell of the

building and around the main dome (fig. 4.43). They stand, in all likelihood, as a metonym for all

turrets of this kind built first in Sinan's $ehzade Mosque (1548) in Istanbul and playing an

important role in rendering mosques more sculpturesque objects with the exposition of the

structural frame. Although themselves structurally functionless, they remained nearly

indispensable in Ottoman mosque designs until the late nineteenth century. According to

Dayezade's story, upon the completion of its main dome, Sinan beheld the Selimiye from a

distance. The dome was complete, and it was larger than the Hagia Sophia's, but the master did

102 Ibid., ff. 14-15.
103 Ibid., ff. 17-18.
1 Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment (Indianapolis and Cambridge, 1987).
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not find it beautiful (kat'd istihsdn eylemediginden) and became preoccupied with the purpose of

giving beauty to it.' 05 When one of his pupils found him in this anxious state he complained that

it was he who motivated the sultan to erect the large dome, but the outcome was "unpleasant"

(tatsiz), for some unstated reason.' 06 The pupil proposed to build turrets on tops of the eight piers

in order to bring beauty to the main dome. The two immediately made a three-dimensional

(miicessem; lit. "bodied") picture of the mosque, which now had a beauty that could not be

interpreted with tongue or appreciated with pen and then applied it to the real building.107

Dayezade's text ends with this tale.

This is one of the two passages in the treatise where a model has a role. The other one

reflects not only the general appeal of models to contemporaries but also an association between

model making and the movement of architectural images in geographical space - and this during

or on the eve of the construction of the Nuruosmaniye. Dayezide writes that the first thing the

Russian ambassador did when he stopped in Edirne was to visit and contemplate the Selimiye.

Upon seeing that the laudations that made up this mosque's reputation abroad were not

exaggerated, he ordered an "image maker" in his envoy to make a model because he wished to

show it to his monarch.108

Ottomans also imported foreign architectural images for visual enjoyment, practical use,

and to enrich their knowledge of this art. The presence of a group of architectural items in the list

of books found in the probate inventory of the manager of royal shipyards (tersdne emini) Sidki

Mustafa Efendi who died in 1770 testifies that European architectural publications also interested

some Ottomans outside the dynasty. This high-ranking secretary was a true bibliophile having

10s DayezAde Mustafa, ibid., p. 83.
1 Ibid., p. 84.
1 Ibid., pp. 84-85.
108 Ibid., p. 16.
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amassed no less than 1500 books, many of them in multiple volumes. 109 He owned several books

on geometry, mathematics, medicine, astronomy and religion, but the great majority of his

collection comprised divans of poets, mecmQi'as, and a significant number of histories.

Dictionaries of various languages and a medical dictionary, grammar and rhetoric books, books

on ethics and, not least, geographies are abundant in the list. He owned a complete copy of

Evliya Qelebi's ten-volume travelogue. Geographical descriptions that gave remarkable place to

ethnographic information were often called "history," and Evliya's work is likewise named here

"The History of the Traveller" (Tdrih-i Seyydh) as it was referred to also in later sources of the

century.110 It is likely that the list basically reflects the physical order of Sidki Efendi's library

during the inventory. Architectural books appear towards the end of the list where they are

accompanied by some atlases and maps, more histories, including one of China (Tdrih-i C in-i

Mdgin; most probably the eighteenth-century Turkish translation of a fifteenth-century Persian

travelogue) and another of Cyprus, and more dictionaries. One of Sidki Efendi's books was a

two-volume "Description of Paris" (Paris tasviri). The legal official who made the inventory

called another in three volumes "Architecture book" (Mimariyye kitabi). These two items were

certainly imported printed books. But there is another item registered curiously as "Architect['s]

set (Mimar takimi) / 1 volume." This one was given a value much less than the other two, and the

word "set" implies that it might have been a little muraqqa of a kind made of plates of

architectural images.' These sources in the bureaucrat's hands could well have been accessible

to architectural practitioners, but it is clear that he bought them primarily to improve his culture

109 5S [Istanbul Sharia Court Records], KA. 338, ff. 83a-86b. Sidki Mustafa Efendi's probate record, the unusual

richness of literature and history books and the presence of a complete set of Evliya elebi in his collection were

first noted by Erunsal. But he did not pay attention to the items related to architecture. Ismail E. Erinsal,

Osmanlilarda Sahaflik ve Sahaflar (istanbul, 2013), p. 203.
110 Chroniclers HAkim and V~sif referred to Evliya Celebi's work with this name. Bekir Ktukoglu, "Moverrih VWsif'in

Kaynaklarindan HAkim Tarihi," Vekayi'nuvis - Makaleler (istanbul, 1994), p. 139.
i 5S, KA. 338, f. 86b.
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about a foreign geography, comparable to the maps and atlases' function, and for his visual

enjoyment. Their inclusion in this collection which shows an impressive adab coverage is at the

same time a remarkable evidence of the place of architectural knowledge in an Ottoman

gentleman's learning objectives in the eighteenth century.

The sources of this century present a number of other hitherto unnoticed symptoms of the

favor that a taste for architecture had among the Ottomans as one form of "gentleman's

occupation." Mehmed Fenni, a scribal official and poet of the beginning of the century, was

known in his time for having himself designed his waterside house on the Bosphorus. This poet

was none other than the author of the famous ode for the beauties of the Bosphorus, which is

used by modern researchers as a major document of the rising attraction of the area for

settlement in that period.' 1 2 According to Salim Efendi's dictionary, his epithet, Fenni, was a

derivative of his hezdrfen qualifications." 3 Poetic celebrations of newly built residential

structures were common in his time and later, but Mehmed Fenni's engagement was that of an

amateur architect. His feat was remembered by both Safayi and Salim and expressed in different

words in the two sources. His was apparently a libido aedificandi; according to Saffyi, with his

extreme fondness for women he married and divorced many, and at the same time, he was ever

occupied with building activity, inclined towards demolishing and then rebuilding. His was a

disposition for architecture (tab'-z mi'mdri), and he himself made the colorful painted

decorations (nukz4) of the mansion he built on the coast." 4 In Salim's words, Fenni's mansion

1 Fevziye A. Tansel, "Divan 5airlerimizden Fenni'nin Bogazi i Kiyilanni Canlandiran Mesnevisi: SAhil-name,"

Belleten 40/158 (1976): 331-346; Shirine H amadeh, The City's Pleasures: Istanbul in the Eighteenth Century

(Seattle, 2008).
1 Sglim Efendi, Tezkiretu'5-5u'ara Sd5im Efendi, ed. Adnan ince (Ankara, 2005), p. 562.
114 Mustafa Safayi Efendi, Tezkire-i Safdyi: Nuhbetb'l-As6r min Fevdidi'-E5'ar, ed. Pervin Gapan (Ankara, 2005), p.
470.
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was an "artifact of his own artistry-marked hand" (kendi masnd-i yed-i san 'at-#i'drz)."5 With his

personal aspiration for design, Mehmed Fenni, who died either in 1120/1708116 or 1127/1715,117

anticipated the activities of the building managers responsible for the court's projects later in the

century, who enlarged the space for knowledge of architecture in the common understanding of

polymathia.

Contemporaries might also have had the feeling of the existence of a community formed

by the people who had a propensity and capacity for enjoying good architecture. In his narrative

of the opening ceremony of the Sa'ddbad Palace in 1722, Rigid Efendi gives a beautifully

created name to this group of gentlemen. He writes that the contemplation of the plan and

organization of the new palace gave wonder to "those capable of appreciating the subtleties of

the matters of building" (dakika-#indsdn-i ahvdl-i bind)."1 8

It is hard to forget that, as Gtnsel Renda has shown, architecture formed a major theme of

the wall paintings made in several palace apartments and mansions in the second half of the

eighteenth century and later. 19 Enjoying the beauty in architecture and an acquaintance with the

range of its forms was evidently in the agenda of the elites.

Ali Aziz Efendi's book of fabulous stories Muhayyeldt-i Aziz Efendi (Aziz Efendi's

Imaginations), which he completed in 1796, includes an interesting instance of an acquaintance

with the architectural idiom of a distant geography. Aziz Efendi was a proteg6 of the mother

sultana's steward Yusuf Aga and later the first Ottoman resident ambassador to Berlin. His

stories, a late but famous example of the Ottomans' traditional prose fiction, was much

1s Selim Efendi, ibid., p. 563.
116 Mustafa SafAyi Efendi, ibid., p. 471.
"1 SAlim Efendi, ibid.
11 RAgid Mehmed Efendi, Tarih-i R65id ve Zeyli, eds. AbdOlkadir Ozcan et al., vol II (istanbul, 2013), p. 1294.
119 GUnsel Renda, Batihlagma Ddneminde Tdrk Resim Sanat,, 1700-1850 (Ankara, 1977), pp. 77-170.
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acclaimed in Istanbul in the nineteenth century when it was printed three times.120 In the

foreword, Aziz Efendi writes that his text was a simplified version of a book of tales written in

forgotten languages that he found one day while passing time "in the madrasa of desire and the

library of vague/miniscule thoughts" (medrese-i kdm ve kitabhdne-i evhdmda).12 1 In the last of

the twenty four stories of the book there is a passage where the protagonist, a prince, enters a city

and encounters in the center of a square a structure built with little chests in the normal size of

bricks and in different colors. Aziz Efendi explains that the configuration (resm-i ta'biye) of

these colored brick-like chests formed large and legible Quran verses and hadiths on the surfaces

of the building. 122 The prince was in search of another character's imprisoned soul in the chests,

but the scene reflects the writer's familiarity with the version of the banna'i technique which

adorns the surfaces of buildings with writings made of glazed tiles, which appeared in the

twelfth-century Iran but became a major characteristic especially of the Timurid architecture and

its successors in Central Asia. He might also have paid attention to the example in the entrance

iwan of the Qinili K6 k, or seen the Timurid builders' manual that arrived in the Topkapi Palace

in the sixteenth century, which Gilru Necipoglu published and called "the Topkapi Scroll," 23

but in all likelihood Aziz Efendi was aware of this technique's wide and emblematic use in the

building tradition of a distant land. Earlier in the text, the protagonist arrives in Tunisia, but the

narrator adds the clarification that during the time of the event to be told the town of Tunis was

an unimportant settlement and the main city of the country was Qayrawan.12 4 Aziz Efendi's case,

like Sidki's, suggests that a taste for architecture and its idioms could be a part of the broader

120 See, Zeynep Uysal, OlajanOstO Masaldan ajda5Anlatiya: Muhayyelt-i Aziz Efendi (istanbul, 2006).
SGiridi Ali Aziz Efendi, Muhayyelat-i Aziz Efendi, ed. HOseyin Alacatli (Ankara, 1999), p. 1.
1 Ibid., p. 256.
123 GOiru Necipoglu, The Topkapi Scroll: Geometry and Ornament in Islamic Architecture / Topkapi Palace Museum

Library MS H. 1956 (Santa Monica, 1995).
1 Giridi Ali Aziz Efendi, ibid., p. 249.
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taste for geography and history, similar to Evliya Qelebi's curiosity. Diyezdde, Fenni, Sidki,

Aziz and Mehterzade can indeed be viewed as identifiable ones among the "dispersed Evliyas,"

as it were, of the eighteenth century with their different engagements with architectural

aesthetics.

This apparent consolidation of the status of architectural awareness as an important adab

qualification coincided with the exposition of a variety of forms and manners in the newly-

developing library architecture. In fact, this vivid variety is itself a significant hint at a growing

awareness of architecture among a group of connoisseurs who enjoyed discussing the forms of

old and new buildings. There is an auspicious convergence between this development of the taste

for architecture and its idioms and the fact that library buildings were the great products of the

popularization of adab and visual envelops of culture.

A "Nest of Exuberance:"

The Ragib Paya Library as the Apex of the Ottoman Library Movement

Ragib Paga's library was built between 1762 and 1763 in a plan derivative of the Fatih

Library. The grand vizier's monument is about twice as large as its precedent in its ground plan,

but the Byzantinizing proportions of the older library were abandoned here for a more horizontal

profile. Standing in the middle of a spacious garden, its appearance is remote from that of

parekklesia, but it was chosen for a building of this size apparently because the configuration of

a central book depository and study spaces around it was favored. The plan of the Fatih edifice

was thus absorbed to later library building practice while its specific historical reference was

blurred (fig. 4.44). But the employment of white marble columns rather than piers as the supports

of the central dome strengthens the visible influence of the Fatih on the Ragib Paga. This
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relationship is one of several instances of indebtedness of the design of a library to an earlier

example within the highly variant repertoire of library architecture.

The Ragib Papa Library and the group of structures surrounding its garden were built in a

plot on Istanbul's principal thoroughfare, the Divanyolu Street. The chronicler Hdkim notes that

the vizier purchased some houses and properties on the site for the project. 2 5 The site is quite

close to Sultan Mustafa III's Laleli Mosque Complex, also on the Divanyolu, whose construction

began about two years before the library. This proximity may not be a particularly meaningful

political gesture however; this segment of the Divanyolu developed with a number of other

public edifices in the eighteenth century, and Rigib Papa clearly wished this most sizable

Ottoman library building be a monument and focus on the capital's busy main road.

The building of the Ragib Papa Library approximates the size of many sixteenth-century

vizier mosques in Istanbul. Its main hall is only slightly smaller than the Sokollu Mehmed Papa

Mosque in Kadirga (1571).126 There is a primary school on the upper floor of the gate structure

of the compound around this library (fig. 4.45). Two little rococo fountains that border the large

trellis, which gives visual access to the paga's and his daughter's mausolea in the garden from

the street, and rented shops are placed on the ground floor of the primary school and on two sides

of the trellis and fountains. The presence of the mausolea underlines the memorial function of

this library building, which is one of the few that form the central piece of their compounds.

There are two masonry dwellings for the librarians at the back corner of the garden. The physical

correlation between the library and the primary school structures in this compound is reminiscent

of the configuration of the mosque and the library in the Hekimoglu Ali Papa complex which was

1s HAkim Efendi, ibid., p. 1068.
126 The square hall of the library has the dimensions of about 14 x 14 meters, while the dimensions of the Sokollu

Mehmed Papa Mosque are roughly 13 x 18 meters.
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built less than three decades before, as if between the planning of the two complexes the library

virtually moved from a place at the fore as a gate structure to the central position.

The Rigib Papa Library has a square baldaquin at its entrance which is accessible through

stairs on both sides since the edifice is elevated above a basement to avoid humidity. There is a

vestibule the left half of which was arranged as the masjid of the library with a mihrab on the

corner. Although inside another institution, this masjid was seen as important enough to be

registered in Htseyin Ayvansarayi's encyclopedia of Istanbul's mosques that he completed in

1768, where it is called "The Masjid of the Library" (Kiitiibhdne mescidi).127 The door of the

main hall has an ablaq arch made of red and white marbles and features multiple inscriptions.

One of them states the founder and the date in prose and in Arabic, while another one is a

Turkish verse chronogram. A third is a long version of the basic formula of the Islamic creed that

includes some attributes of God and of the Prophet in the Kalima Shahada (Statement of

Testimony). A major embellishment of the interior of the hall is the lengthy inscription band that

surrounds the whole space and is composed of passages from the thirteenth-century Arab poet al-

Busiri's panegyric for Prophet Muhammad.1 2 8 With its size and location, this band resembles the

one in the Nuruosmaniye Mosque, which was probably its immediate predecessor. There are

painted inscriptions of the names of Allah, Muhammad, the first four caliphs and the grandsons

of the Prophet within medallions on the pendentives of the central dome. This feature reproduces

the nearly standard element of the Sunni-Ottoman mosques' inscription program since the

sixteenth century. The walls of the interior are covered with blue-and-white delftware tiles below

the inscription band and above up to the level of the upper row of windows (fig. 4.46). In the

127 Hafiz Hseyin Ayvansarayi, Ali SAti Efendi, Suleyman Besim Efendi, Hadikatu'l-Cevdmi: istanbul C6mileri ve Dider
Dini-Sivil Mim6ri Yapilar, ed. Ahmed Nezih Galitekin (istanbul, 2001), p. 242.
128 Ibrahim Mutlu, "Ragip Papa KItUphanesi 200 Yaginda," TOrk Ktuphaneciler Derneji BOlteni X11/1-2 (1963): 1-15.
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mid-to-late-eighteenth century, the Ottomans imported Dutch tiles in significant quantities and

they were used in the Throne Room (Hiinkdr Sofasi) of the Harem in the Topkapi Palace during

the reign of Osman III (1754-57), among other places.1 29 The Rdlgib Papa is a main locus of

delftware in Istanbul architecture, and the eight flowers-in-urn panels located near the corners of

the walls (fig. 4.47) show a continuity of taste at a time when foreign elements were absorbed,

since flowers in vases were commonly depicted in Ottoman tiles in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries and in marble reliefs in the early eighteenth. A royal order was sent to the qadi and

voivode of Marmara Island for the facilitation of the transportation of the six large desks (kebir

kfirsi) made in a workshop there for the Ragib Paya Library to the town's pier.1 30 These lecterns,

or desks, can be seen in the engraving scene of the library published in d'Ohsson's Tableau

General in 1789 where readers sit on carpets (fig. 3.11). Eleven wooden pendants made of

exquisitely carved letters are rare specimens and indeed among the most beautiful ornaments in

the library. Each of them has six statements executed as high-profile calligraphic works. Some of

these are Quranic verses; the others are certain invocations to God or some of God's Beautiful

Names (fig. 4.48-4.49). 131 Early-twentieth-century poet SUleyman Nazif writes in an article that

he published in 1924 to attract attention to this repository of valuable ancient books that the

location of the Ragib Papa Library was not unknown to the majority of Istanbulites, but most of

them showed little interest in the institution. He urges the removal of the modern, alafranga

desks and chairs and the restoration of the original furnishing with carpets and old-style desks

since the majority of the items in the collection would no longer be studied as sources of current

129 Deniz Mazium, "Osmanli Argiv Belgeleri Iiginda 18. Y~izyil Osmanli Mimarliginda Avrupa K6kenli Malzeme
Kullanimi," in Frederic Hitzel (ed.) 14th International Congress of Turkish Art: Proceedings (Ankara, 2013), pp. 503-

507; Hans Theunissen, "Dutch Tiles in 18th-Century Ottoman Baroque-Rococo Interiors: Hink5r Sofasi and Hunkgr

Hamami," Sanat Tarihi Dergisi 18/2 (October, 2009): 71-135.
130 Ahmet Kal'a (ed.), Istanbul Ahk6m Defterleri; istanbul'da Sosyal Hoyat 2 (1755-1765) (istanbul, 1998), p. 260.
1 See, Nermin Kirdar Kalyoncu, "Koca Ragip Pa~a KtOphanesindeki Ahgap Avizeler," Turkiyemiz 37 (June, 1982):
31-33.
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knowledge but they had to be dignified basically with contemplation. He felt the need to

emphasize the resemblance of this interior to a mosque or a mausoleum, to a sanctuary, thanks to

the wooden pendants with sacred names and invocations, the tiles on the walls and the metal

screens around the depository, which gave him the impression of the real resting place of the

paga's soul more than the mausoleum in the garden.132

Two later libraries in Istanbul resembled Ragib Papa's complex. The mudarris and high

ranking judicial authority Murad Molla's library was built in 1775 within the confines of the

Naqshbandiyya Order convent that he built in 1769.133 This library is the first of a series of

library buildings erected within Sufi order compounds in Istanbul. Its waqfiyya is lost, but the

structure next to its garden entrance must have originally been a primary school. The library

building itself in the Murad Molla closely repeats the plan and proportions of the Ragib Paga. It

is a more modest version of the grand vizier's library built in a smaller scale. Only the vestibule

with the masjid was discarded in the plan, and the central dome in the hall was probably initially

marked the depository. But the hall lacks any ceramic tiles. The only inscription is Fitnat

Hanim's chronogram placed above the main door in the entrance baldaquin where she praises the

concordance between Murad Molla's benevolent project and the name of his family that goes

back to the seventeenth-century eyhiiislam Minkari, that is, Minkarizdde Yahya Efendi.1 34

Where applicable, emphasis on one's lineage was a common component of the celebrations of

intellectual caliber.

Selim Aga's library opened in 1782 in the center of Uskildar, Istanbul's principal

faubourg across the Bosphorus, is independent from any other compound and in fact is the center

132 Suleyman Nazif, "R~gib Papa KtubhAnesi," Servet-i Funan 1-1475 (20 November 1340 [1924]), pp. 3-5.
133 Muzaffer G6kman, Murat Molla: Hayati, KtOphanesi ve Eserleri (istanbul, 1943), p. 9.
1 Fitnat Hanim, Divan-i Fitnat (istanbul, 1286 [1869]), pp. 50-51.
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of a little complex itself, and therefore shares this prominent characteristic of the Ragib Papa

Library. The second main component here was once again a primary school, which seems to

have become a normal supplement to a library by that time. This school stood to the right of the

library's low street wall before it was replaced by a modem primary school building in the

1940s. The library was conceived to be an attraction at the center of the town, near the market

area. Selim Aga was a freed slave of Reisailkiiattdb Mustafa Efendi that the latter had bought in

Iran and the second of the three library founders from this household before the reis efendi's son

Air Efendi. Within a secretarial career, he served as the manager of royal kitchens (matbah

emini) before he built the library, and later he was appointed as the manager of shipyards. The

nineteenth-century historian Cevdet Papa remarks, however, that he was a very influential figure

in the Mustafa III administration and, together with his son who was married to a princess, held a

power that exceeded his official rank. Cevdet Papa writes that it was probably because of his

stance against the then-prince Selim III in court struggles of the 1780s that when he ascended the

throne the latter executed Selim Aga in 1789 by using an affair in the shipyards as a pretext.1 35

He is buried in the garden of the library. His waqfiyya likens him to a "title in the register of the

people of learning" (serlevha-yi defter-i erbdb-i ddni ) and calls him unique in perceptivity.,36 A

line of the verse inscription above the garden entrance, which was signed by the prominent

calligrapher of the period Mehmed Esad Yesari, claims that Selim Aga's merits were ornaments

of the speeches (ziver-i efvdh). This library is one of those whose design recalls a mosque. Its

main room is covered with a single dome and preceded by an arcade of three openings and eaves

supported by cantilevers (fig. 4.50). But the most interesting feature of the plan is the book

depository. The latter is separate and at the back of the main room, hence the library combines

135 Ahmed Cevdet Paga, Tarih-i Cevdet: Birinci Ci/d (istanbul, 1972), pp. 370-376; Nimet Bayraktar, "Uskudar
KtUphaneleri," Vakiflar Dergisi XVI (1982): 47-48.
136 Hoc Selim Aga Vakifn6mesi, Suleymaniye Library, Fotokopi Argivi, 21, p. 4a.
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the separate depository idea with the neighborhood mosque image. However, unlike the earlier

examples where a doorway gives access to depositories, here a large arch wider than two thirds

of the wall separates the two spaces (fig. 4.51). The depository room that stands today has a late

nineteenth-century vault and windows. But it is likely that the original plan of the library was

essentially the same. If so, this organization was most probably a playful gesture that referred to

the unusual plan of the $emsi Papa Mosque and Mausoleum (1580) on UskUdar's Bosphorus

shore. Sinan placed the paga's mausoleum adjacent to the mosque and gave visual access to it

from inside the mosque through a large arch (fig. 4.52). With some precedents in pre-Ottoman

architecture of Anatolia, this arrangement is the only case in Ottoman architecture and creates a

unique volumetric relationship between the two rooms. The designers of the Selim Aga Library

might have wished to visually recall this unusual old landmark of the town in the new library of

Uskhdar and thus given yet another example of the tendency for making puns in library

architecture.

Another chief steward of the mother sultana, Kethaidd Said Mehmed Efendi built a

"single-door" library in 1788 in the garden of the fifteenth-century Dtilgerzade Mosque, 3 7 which

is in the middle and close vicinity of the Amcazade Htiseyin Papa and the Feyzullah Efendi

madrasas. This building disappeared before 1940.138

There would be little argument against the retrospective view that the Ragib Papa Library

is a climax of the Ottoman library foundation trend. But it might have been widely perceived as

thus in the eighteenth century as well. In fact, it is highly probable that Ragib Papa planned his

institution to acquire precisely the status of an apex and leave in this way an enduring monument

of his reputation as an eminent personage among Ottoman intellectuals.

1 ismail E. Erunsal, Osmani Vakif Ktuphaneleri (Ankara, 2008), p. 252.
138 Istanbul Committee of Historic Preservation Archive, file no. 13317.
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Jacob Jonas Bj6rnstahl, a Swedish professor of oriental languages, describes the Ragib

Papa Library in a letter he sent to the royal librarian in Stockholm in 1778. It held manuscript

books in all fields, and was frequented by Muslims. It served Europeans as well. However, its

furnishings in the manner of this country were found to be very uncomfortable by the Europeans.

The books were in good order; there was a catalogue and a librarian who provided efficient

assistance to all.1 39 Toderini criticizes the French diplomat Frangois Baron de Tott, who indeed

lived for eight years in the Ottoman Empire between 1755 and 1763, for referring to the Ragib

Papa in his memoirs as the first library opened in Istanbul. Toderini is among the admirers of

Ragib Paa's intellectual talents and hails him as a friend of the sciences and a man of letters. He

gives information about the contents of the vizier's compilation of religious, ethical and

philosophical writings Sefinetfa'r-Rdgib (Ragib's Vessel) and praises his commission of an

abridged Turkish translation of J. P. du Halde's history of the Chinese Empire from an

Istanbulite Christian a copy of which he saw in the hands of the translator's son. The librarian he

talked to in the Ragib Papa was very polite and showed him the catalogue and some of the rare

manuscripts. When he visited this library an afternoon in May there were seven Turks reading

books and two others copying.140

Ragib Papa was a vizier who is distinguished by the frequency of references to his

intellectual brilliance in the poetry that celebrates him. Sultan Mustafa III himself

commemorated his appointment to the grand vizierate with the words "Ragib has become my

vizier / Good tidings to all men of knowledge."141 Hagmet, a mudarris and a protege of Ragib

Paga, wrote in his eulogy, "The trace of his fresh reed pen is a black light of learned

139 'esprit des journaux, Frangois et etrangers, par une soci&6t de gens-de-lettres (Paris, 1781), pp. 210-211.
140 Toderini, ibid., pp. 117-124.
141 "Vezirim RAgib oldu / Mjdeler erb~b-i irfAna." RAmiz, Rdmiz ve Ad~b-i Zuraf5'si, ed. Sadik Erdem (Ankara,
1994), p. 113.
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comprehension / [...] / Leading thinkers are enamored of the beauty of his learning / [...] / Like

the Moon, we are obtaining perfection from his splendor."1 42 Nevres, in turn, called him a

"preponderant legislator of the realm/empire of learning" (Ndfizii'l-ahkdm-i ddrii'l-mulk-i

irfdn).143 Nevres also composed a chronogram for the library where he compares its windows to

the gate of the Lawh al-Mahfuz, the Preserved Tablet in God's possession that contains the

complete knowledge of past and future, and the library's gate to the elevated ninth sky.' 44 This

couplet reflects at once the common ideal of all-encompassing scope for libraries - in fact, for

learning in general - in this period and the important tendency to associate the library experience

with the sublime. The Ragib Papa is a library that elicited an exceptionally high number of

commemorations from the poets of the time. One of the couplets in 5eyhfilislam Yahya Tevfik

Efendi's composition comments on the pa~a's charity with the words, "By pouring a silver

channel from his cistern of virtue / He turned the gardens of learning fresh and ever-blossoming

throughout."1 45 The "silver channel" that represents the library in the first line is obviously an

allusion to the Cedvel-i Sim, which was constructed in 1721 by reforming a portion of the

Kagithane River near the Golden Horn. This channel served as the backbone of the assemblage

of the royal Sa'dabad Palace, dignitaries' mansions and a major public recreation area around it.

The chronogram written by a poet called Lebib and included in Ayvansarayi's

compilation (completed in 1786) calls the library a mine for the community of sharp/solid

comprehension (erbdb-i itkdna). His following couplet expresses a strong emphasis on the

142 "Eser-i kilk-i teri nOr-i siy~h-i irfAn / [...] / Ahid-i ilmine dil-dAde fuhGl-i ulemA / [...] / Meh gibi kesb-i kem5I
etmedeyiz nOrundan" Hasmet Kuillyati, eds. Mehmet Arslan and I. Hakki Aksoyak (Sivas, 1994), pp. 131-132.

43 Nevres-i Kadim ve TQrkge Dvani: Inceleme, Tenkidli Metin ve Tipklbasim, ed. HOseyin Akkaya (Cambridge, Mass.,
1996), p. 121.
44 Ibid., p. 163.

145 "id~p Abighor-i fazlindan icrA cedvel-i simn / Ter 0 her dem bahAr itdi riyAz-i ilmi sert~pA." Nazmi Ozerol,
SeyhOlislam Yahya Tevfik Efendi ve Turkge 5iirleri, unpublished thesis, in6nU University, Malatya, 2010, p. 211.
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association of the public library institution with the ideal of salvaging, standardizing and

embracing the broadest knowledge:

A firm headband, it collated the world-as-book

That remained disheveled in the hands of the unskilled. 14 6

These lines highlight the desire to approximate the true knowledge and the great

expectations from the library in this exploration by comparing the world and the whole corpus of

the written knowledge of it to a grand but disjointed and confusing book, and the Ragib Papa to

its novel headband.

The second of the two known anonymous watchmen's ballads of the period that applaud

libraries was sung for the Rdgib Papa. Greeted thus as an urban landmark, the library is praised

here in the simple language of the ballad for its excellent and peerless design and the charming

colors of its ornaments. The fountains and the school are also mentioned, and a candy store

among the shops in front of the library and its juices in various colors are celebrated in two of the

nine quatrains. The second one reads "Its various juices / In crystal bowls each / They bestow

delight when looked at / You shall contemplate them." 47 Although the result of a coincidence,

this cheerful piece shows that the most monumental of the libraries, not unlike the models

paraded in festivals, was once associated with colorful sugar confections in popular culture.

Ragib Paga's endowment deed is the premier among the library waqfiyyas that go beyond

the highly standardized outline of the regulations in these legal documents and include important

remarks about the founder, the institution and his objectives. In other words, the grand vizier

146 "Kit~b-i 51eme irkze-bend-i intiz5m oldu / Bedest-i n5sezi d~nmU tW evrak-i per~ na." Hffiz Hseyin
Ayvansarayi, Mecmua-i Tevarih (Istanbul, 1985), p. 294.
4 "GOne gOne erbetleri / BillOr ksede her biri / Bakdikea safA bah ider / Eyle temA55 anlan." Mujg5n Cumbur,
ibid., p. 11.
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wanted to have an expressive quality, somewhat echoing the prose essays in some of the sultanic

mosques' waqcfiyyas, in the foundation document of his library. After the comparison of the

creation of the skies' and the universe to the fabrication of a scroll of wisdom and inscription of

texts and exegeses on it in the section where God is praised, the waqcfiyya points at two kinds of

blessings that God bestows from His treasury "according to the person's condition." Men are

either elevated in dignity with authoring scholarly books or made renowned through construction

of sanctuaries for the sake of God. 148 This duality obviously alludes here to the unity of two

blessings, knowledge and authorship and the construction of an eminent memorial for a noble

cause, in Ragib Paga's personality and his monument. This statement can also be interpreted as a

reflection of the assumed kinship between the library and sacred space. Later in the text is a more

explicit self-congratulation. Ragib Papa was a Nizam al-Mulk, a counterpart of the eleventh-

century Seljuk scholar-vizier, but a "Nizam al-Mulk of the sultanate of the virtues of learning" as

well as the vizier of the Ottoman State.1 49 In the waqfiyya's words, devising elegant/wonderful

(turfe-esdlib) solutions to problems was always engraved in the paga's mind, and he built the

library because he was preoccupied with the concern that the advancement efforts of the seekers

of learning will face a decline as the headband of the fascicles of the book of Existence and

Space will unfasten in the hands of impermanence and the regularity and connections of its

sheets will be wasted in disasters.' 50 This is an interesting Ottoman verbalization of the ideology

of book collecting and public library foundation in the eighteenth century. It presents a definition

of the library basically as a "memory space" aimed to stand as a safe repository of

contemplations about the world. An affinity can be seen between Katip elebi's grand

148 " Ragip Papa Kutuphanesi Vakfiyesi," p. 66.
149 Ibid., p. 67.
150 Ibid.
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bibliographical enterprise in the previous century and this definition of the library.15 1 Lebib's

lines were most probably inspired by this presentation of the paga's motivation in the waqfiyya.

The waqfiyya adds that the library was intended to express gratitude for the insights/exuberances

(fliyfizdt) that God generously bestowed upon the paga.15 2

In the passage of the waqfiyya where the endowment of the buildings and the attached

estates are stated in the first person singular and according to the legal requirement, the library

itself is referred to again with a loaded phrase which is unique to this document. Combining the

powerful concept offeyz which denotes an overflowing experience of advancement in learning

with the notion of a "nest," the paga calls the building "a library, a nest of insight/exuberance"

(kitiibhane-ifeyz-driydne).153 While "exuberance" highlights the uplifting element, the selection

of the "nest" analogy reflects the association of studying books with peaceful retreats even when

it happens in a public library. The phrase captures the general image of a library as a superb

small thing.

The Persian couplet inscribed above the door inside the main hall of the Rdgib Papa is an

ingenious celebration of the culture that developed around Ottoman public libraries. (fig. 4.53) It

was most probably composed by the grand vizier himself. Utilizing the common techniques of

personification and metaphor, it achieves an original effect:

Like books we are, not uttering trivial words,

Unless comes a friend with whom to converse, we do not open up.

1s1 Roger Chartier makes a similar point about the aspirations of the early modern bibliographies and libraries in
western Europe. See, R. Chartier, The Order of Books: Readers, Authors and Libraries in Europe between the
Fifteenth and Eighteenth Centuries, tr. Lydia G. Cochrane (Stanford, Cal., 1994).
152 Ibid.
1s3 Ibid., p. 68.
154 *
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In the motif of "opening up," the couplet personifies the library, which speaks here in

majestic plural, perhaps on behalf of all libraries. But with the help of polysemy, the expression

also equates the library with the community of its frequenters. This community was an exclusive

one, composed of people equipped with select qualities in their relationship to learning and who

sought the company of worthy peers. This is an instance where the exceptional refinement of the

social actors of the library culture and the value of knowledge itself are simultaneously

emphasized. This secular celebration of the culture around libraries was constructed with

reference to the friendly exchanges between erudite individuals in the old tradition of learned

conversations, which were always essential to the transmission of knowledge but were

substituted and regenerated remarkably by libraries with the rise of these institutions.
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CHAPTER 5

PERCEPTIVITY OF MIND, ILLUMINATION OF EYES,
AND OTHER REWARDS OF LIBRARIES

One of the oldest manuscript catalogues of the Hagia Sophia Library, which was probably

composed circa 1740, has an anonymous but elegant preface in Turkish. (Fig. 5.1) It announces

that the library was founded to make the community of the well-versed in explication (erbdb-i

ifdde) whose hearts were thirsty for sciences guided to take a share from the sweet water that

flows from the life-giving spring of sciences.' The phrase erbdb-i ifdde which here designates

the intended audience of the library is a typical manifestation of the fundamental importance of

fluent and sophisticated verbal expression in the Ottoman understanding of cultivation, study and

erudition in the century of libraries. The text also compares the library structure, which was

gracefully built and in a manner that settles in the heart (dilnigin), to a fountain of the spring of

eternal life and to a school of learned comprehension (mekteb-i irfan). These are clear puns that

allude to the new lavish ablution fountain and the primary school built in the foregarden of the

Hagia Sophia by Mahmud I around the same time as the library. 2 The characterization of the

library as an irfdn school precedes the use of the same phrase about the Hekimoglu Ali Pasa

Library in that founder's biography written by his son, which was noted in Chapter 1.

The preface in one of the manuscript catalogues of the Nuruosmaniye Library, which was

written between 1768 and 1770, is interesting with its evaluation of the nature and wisdom of

libraries in general. This catalogue was prepared after an inspection was made by the librarians

1 Ayasofya Fihrist MS, Suleymaniye Library: Yazma Fihrist, 25/1, f. 1b.
2 Ibid. Mahmud I also built a public kitchen for the poor within the compound of Hagia Sophia in the same years, in
1743. That the kitchen is not made an element of this pun may be either because the catalogue preface was
written before the kitchen was built or because it was not seen appropriate to compare the sophisticted benefits
of the library with sharing and distribution of food.
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with the supervision of the trustees of the waqf, a paga and the eyhallislam. The preface written

in Arabic and in rhymed prose was composed by the chief librarian of the Nuruosmaniye,

Siyahizade Ali Efendi. Using an economic analogy, the preface first calls books warehouses

(M#a) of ulemd and the noblest assets (k 9) of people equipped with Islamic adab. Then

contents of books, the basic fields of knowledge, are enumerated. Interpretations of divine verses

and hadiths were transmitted through books, and jurisprudential consensus was found with them.

Sophisticated logic-dialectic was learned from books. The forms that geometricians dealt with

were laid out in them. For this reason, sultans (though in reality not only sultans) gave dignity to

the deed of bringing together books in buildings where nobles and commoners had access to

them. These places were stations/bases (. 4) where thinkers' intentions in addressing different

issues and the sources of origins from which ideas arose were elucidated. In these words, the

librarian gives a powerful definition of his ideal of libraries as the loci of advanced inquiries into

the layers and procedures of scholarly endeavor. Pursuing advanced inquiries beyond the

ordinary programs of madrasas and palace schools must have been a major facet of the common

identity of libraries. The number that the library buildings reached by the time Siyahizade

penned the preface allowed him to call them a generic type of "station." He then calls them "wall

niches of torches of various sciences and places of dawn of anticipated lights." 3

The present chapter collects instances of different roles given to the idea of the library in

Ottoman discourses on intellectual refinement of individuals and on collective advancement in

learning in the eighteenth century. With this, it aims to depict the tools and important emphases

of the language in which these agendas were articulated. The rewards of books, their intellectual

3 Nuruosmaniye Fihrist MS, Nuruosmaniye Library: Nuruosmaniye Fihrist 2, f. 2b. The preface is dated here to
between 1768 and 1770, because the text gives the name of the 5eyhOlislam who participated in the inspection as
Osman Molla Efendi, and the only Ottoman 5eyhulislam with the name Osman was PirizAde Osman S~hib Efendi
who held the post between these years.
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worth and aesthetic qualities, and the virtue of making clever selections among them were

essential constituents of Ottoman ideals of sophistication in this period.

Eloquence as the Standard of Civilization

Snleyman Penah Efendi was the author of an enthusiastic social and political commentary

in the form of a journal, which he completed in 1778. Penah Efendi was a member of the group

of high ranking bureaucrats called the "Secretaries of the Imperial Council" (Hdcegdn-i Divan-i

Hiimdyain), which included the chief secretaries of the financial, diplomatic and military offices

and the managers of major state economic enterprises. He maintains in his journal that the effort

to establish madrasas and libraries was hitherto largely confined to the capital city where they

were now more numerous than necessary. He recommends that the benevolent direct their efforts

towards establishing these institutions in other towns of the Protected Domains to make those

places embellished (ardste) with sciences. 4 That a contemporary saw an intensification of

libraries in the capital around that date is noteworthy in itself. But, Penih Efendi's journal, which

reflects the concerns of an energetic and patriotic Ottoman bureaucrat, provides further clues

about the cultural code in which knowledge was valued during the period of the rapid

proliferation of libraries. It survived in a single, perhaps autograph, copy.5 It probably did not

circulate much; nevertheless, it documents ideas available in the highest echelons of bureaucracy

and voiced by the father of Yusuf Agah Efendi, the first Ottoman resident ambassador to

London. With his fervent mission civilizatrice project and his forceful attack on conspicuous

consumption as a major social ill, Penah Efendi's treatise appears as a key to the elite

perceptions of knowledge and adab in this period. His text reflects the significance of adab as a

4 Suleyman Pen~h Efendi, "Mora ihtilAli Tariheesi veya Pen5h Efendi Mecmuasi," ed. Aziz Berker, Tarih Vesikalar
11/7-12 (1942), p. 479. ismail E. Erunsal, Osmani Vakif Kutuphaneleri (Ankara, 2008), p. 259, f. 1382.
s Millet KtOphanesi: Ali Emiri Efendi, 677/1737.
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social ideal even within a discourse which points at technical and productivity leaps among its

prime objectives and largely favors the central state, almost as a forerunner of the reforms of the

next century.

Rdmiz's dictionary of poets characterizes him, alluding to his sobriquet, as a

"refuge/support [pendh] of cultivation" (madrif-pendh) and commanding beautiful expressions in

verse and prose.6 A primary stimulus for the composition of the journal was the Greek uprising

in Morea (Peloponnese) 1770 that Penah Efendi witnessed on site as a secretary during the

Russian-Ottoman War of 1768-1774. After narrating the course of these events, the rest of the

journal is devoted to lengthier sections on his views of the problems and possible solutions to

state finances, foreign trade, production and towns, different branches of state administration

and, not least, the various ways in which sciences and erudition would spur Ottoman

rejuvenation. His treatise is both akin to old advice literature and an important example of reform

proposals written by statesmen which grew in number in the eighteenth century.

Penah Efendi articulates a concern about the region's state of savagery in which, he

claims, the Albanians of Epirus and Morea lived. The Ottomans never planned to bring these

Albanians to order, thus they remained a savage (vahyi) race, which lived isolated from the rest

of the empire and was ignorant of commerce and arts. Near absence of contact with the

Ottomans left them devoid of adab and rules of conduct; 7 they were not different from American

tribes.8 Interestingly, in Penah Efendi's eyes, the Albanian language was a main impediment.

Albanian was a brutal (serd) language which displayed rudeness even when a compliment was

made. Albanians were living "devoid of the delight of effective/potent conversations" (es-sohbet-

6 R6miz ve Adab-i Zuraf5'si, ed. Sadik Erdem (Ankara, 1994), p. 42.
Suleyman PenAh Efendi, ibid., pp. 239-240.

8
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i maiessire lezzetinden mahrumlardir) due to their distance from the Turkish language (Tairki

lisdnz).9 A conspicuous sign of their civilizational defects was their inability to keep the subjects

of conversations in mind and relate them an hour later.' 0 Had all the peoples of the world been

like them, geometry, astronomy, the compass, gunpowder and the multiplication of books with

printing would remain unknown." The author suggests the settlement of men and women

competent in the arts in the Albanian regions to bring improvements,1 2 but he underlines the

project of linguistic transformation more as it was strongly linked to the natives' education

(terbiye) and reform of their morals (ahldk). An uneducated demeanor was predominant among

them basically because they were unable to learn "perceptivity and learned comprehension"

(ferdset ve irfan) in the refined circles of the Turkish language.' 3 At this juncture, and with a

twist surprising for his time, Pendh Efendi suggests the gradual imposition of Turkish on

Albanians. Such a policy should not be considered a mere plaything/trifle (mel'abe).'4 The fact

that refinement of mind in the direction of sharper perceptivity and comprehension thanks to

learning and exposure to learned conversations is the foremost measure of civilization in Penah

Efendi's thinking is typical for the Ottoman eighteenth century.

Public education in the Ottoman center was another of Penah Efendi's concerns. He

proclaims his belief that rare technologies of the Globe would flourish in Istanbul if necessary

protection was provided. He was an advocate especially of the promotion of geographical

knowledge through the publication and dissemination of new books.15 He suggests the

publication of official regulations in print and in a language free of jargon by referring to

9 Ibid., p. 309.
10 Ibid., p. 310.
11Ibid.

Ibid., p. 312.
13 Ibid., p. 309.

Ibid., pp. 309-310.
1I Ibid., pp. 473-474.
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newspapers (havadisnameler), "playthings" (mel'abeler) that were used to educate commoners

in the West.16 Philosophical and intellectual cultivation had to be the main prerequisites in the

selection of provincial governors who had to be competent in diverse fields.' 7 In addition, the

group of high-ranking secretaries of the central administration, Hdcegdn, was as a fundamental

factor of the conditions of the empire. It was essential for the Hdcegdn to be knowledgable and

virtuous, possessors of culture (erbdb-i madri/) familiar with philosophical questions (hikmet-

dyind) 8 since this group formed "the foundation of [all] states" everywhere.19

Macro-economy and especially import substitution objectives occupy a major place in

Penah Efendi's agenda. But his stormy criticism of growing luxury consumption was fueled by

concerns that went beyond the state treasury and national wealth and to the danger of a

widespread moral corruption, even of collapse. Thus, his passionate embrace of measures to

develop the social foundations of erudition and his anxiety about conspicuous consumption form

a principle binary of the system of his social commentary. In the same decade of the 1770s, the

chronicler Semdanizade not only expressed a similar concern about loss of wealth to foreigners

due to importation of luxury textiles,2 0 but also a clear enmity towards certain individuals who

could quickly amass expensive foreign items, build houses that surpassed their social superiors,

and made unabashed displays especially of attire.2 Penah Efendi wished to see the development

of local industries that would compete with European porcelains and Indian textiles, but he also

criticizes the spreading desire for these items as utter tastelessness and even stupidity. Fans of

16 Ibid., p. 232.
17 Ibid., p. 231.
18

18 Ibid., p. 400.
19 Ibid., p. 473.
20 5em'danizAde Findiklili Sleyman Efendi, MOri't-Tev6rih II, ed. M. Munir Aktepe (Istanbul, 1976), p. 70.
2 Ibid., p.55; p. 61; p. 67. Tulay Artan used Penih Efendi as one of her sources of the consumption culture in
Istanbul. Tilay Artan, "18th-century Ottoman Princesses as Collectors: Chinese and European Porcelains in the
Topkapi Palace Museum" Ars Orientalis (Globalizing Cultures: Art and Mobility in the Eighteenth Century) vol. 39
(2011): 113-146.
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vastly expensive Indian cloth were apparently merely competing to make others see what they

were wearing. He locates this craze for flamboyance in clothes, so superfluous to common

Ottoman dignity, to the previous "forty or fifty years."23 What he thus points at is much of the

eighteenth century, the period when the library trend was at its most intense. Grandees' servants

were spending their accumulations fort he cloth craze. Superfluous expenses of this kind were

paving the way for a profound social crisis: since the majority would never be able to afford

these luxuries, this consumption would doubtlessly be confined to oppressors and thus "the

world/people would tear the curtain of adab and there would remain nothing they would not

perpetrate." 24 The dangers of flamboyance in consumption is the last issue Penih Efendi

discusses in the treatise, followed only by the suggestion to establish madrasas and libraries

outside the capital, "as far as the Albanian regions" (bildd-i Arnabuddna varmnca).25

Distinctions Drawn Through Books

A century before Penah Efendi, Evliya ;elebi's Book of Travels presents interesting

anecdotes in which the appreciation of books and libraries offer crucial markers of civilizational

levels of social groups and peoples. His report of the battle between the forces of the Ottoman

central government and the autonomous amir of Bitlis, Abdal Han, and its aftermath in 1638 is a

frequently cited source on the history of the region in the seventeenth century. This was the most

learned dynasty in Kurdistan; AbdaM Han and his sons were intellectual men who impressed

Evliya in this respect. He was made the superintendent of the amir's treasury after he lost the

battle, and Evliya gives a partial inventory of the books that formed the amir's library, which he

strongly admired. In addition to the illustrated and illuminated Islamic books and beautiful

Ibid., pp. 478-479.
I Ibid., p. 475.

24 "...Alem perde-i edebi yirtub itmeyecaklari kalmaz." Ibid., p. 475.
2I Ibid., p. 479.
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calligraphic works, he found several illustrated European printed books in the collection. He

exclaims that it was a "unique spectacle" (6zge temdyddir bu) to contemplate them, and describes

with wonder and acclamation the maps and especially the images in the books on botanics,

anatomy and medicine. But the collection was soon auctioned off, and Evliya then describes his

feeling between regret and terror in front of the scene where the beautiful books of all kinds were

ruined in the hands of the populace of Bitlis. He calls those Kurds and Turks twice in a few lines

"vermin" (hagerdt) for they touched all the calligraphies and pictures and browsed all the pages

26of the books they were utterly unable to appreciate.

Evliya's passage about his visit to the library in the St Stephen's Cathedral in Vienna in

1665 as a member of an embassy corps illustrates this Ottoman gentleman's vision of the relative

conditions of Muslims and the European Christians in matters of learning and books. The

passage was clearly planned to carry a symbolic import. Evliya's portrayal of Vienna famously

has an admiring tone. He praises the techniques of the surgeons enthusiastically, and celebrates

European automata with a fabricated anecdote narrated a little before the description of the

cathedral. The cathedral and especially its stained glass windows which made the church "an

illumined mountain" (bir miinevver dag) were wonderful art works. The library of the church

had numerous reputable books written in the languages of all the peoples of the world. It was a

"magnificent library necessary to behold." 2 7 In no other land could a similar assemblage of

rewarding books be found. In the Mosque of Sultan Faraj in Cairo and in the Fatih Mosque, in

the Stleymaniye and in the Bayezid and Yeni Cami mosques in Istanbul there were books

numbers of which only God knew, but this St Stephen's in Vienna had a more voluminous

collection; it had numerous illustrated books in all the languages in the infidel script treating

Evliya (elebi Seyahatnamesi vol. IV (istanbul, 1996), p. 155.
27 Ibid. vol. 7, p. 103.
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anatomy, geography and astronomy. Illustrated books were absent in the Ottoman equivalents

however, since pictures were deemed sinful. The satisfaction of Evliya's senses of sight and

smell inside the library was a reason for his delight. With the permission of the head priest he

entered the library and as he contemplated it the beautiful fragrance perfumed his brain/senses

(dimagm mu'attar etdi).28 At that point, he contrasts the physical preservation of this collection

regularly cleaned by a team of workers with the conditions of a mosque library he saw in

Alexandria. The books in the latter were damaged by rain that fell through the unrepaired roof

and the mosque's congregation paid little attention.29 The basic contention of this passage

accords with other Ottoman intellectuals like KAtip (elebi's observations on the poverty of

contemporary scientific production in Muslim world in comparison to the Christians of Western

Europe. 30 Evliya's choice of libraries as a symbol of the two civilizations' enthusiasm in

intellectual life can be viewed as a precursor of the Ottoman library movement of the following

period. It indicates how libraries could be encoded with a measure of cultural vigour, and points

at the Ottoman consciousness about the European advancement in this domain.

An encounter with an unrefined sovereign, however, lent itself to assertions of confidence

about the sophistication of the Ottoman elite. The Persian political center was briefly controlled

by Afghans in the 1720s, and in the report of his embassy to this court in 1728-29, Rdgid

Mehmed Efendi ridicules Afghan Shah Ashraf as he narrates how the shah expressed his

wondering admiration about the ambassador's mannered speech and behaviour. Rdgid, originally

28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
3 See, Gottfried Hagen, "Afterword: Ottoman Understandings of the World in the Seventeenth Century" in Robert
Dankoff, An Ottoman Mentality: The World of Evliya 9elebi (Leiden, 2006), pp. 215-256.
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a madrasa professor, told the shah that he was actually just an inferior representative of the

"community of the cultured" (erbdb-i madrij) at the Ottoman center.31

In the report of his embassy to France in 1807, where he also narrates his observations

about Austria and Poland where he passed through, Mehmed Emin Vahid Efendi gives a detailed

architectural description of the Hofbibliothek in Vienna as well as information about some

Islamic books in the collection and interesting scientific tools in the library. 32 In his section on

Warsaw, he emphasizes how the transfer of the great collection of the city's library to St

Petersburg in the time of the former empress Catherine was recounted with sorrow by the people

of the city.33 Vahid Efendi built a small library next to the Great Mosque in the town of Kutahya

in Anatolia in 1811.

Sultan Mahmud I was exalted in Suyolcuzade Mehmed Necib Efendi's biographical

dictionary of calligraphers as the most erudite Ottoman sovereign, three years before he built the

first of his four public libraries. Devhata'l-Kiittdb (Grand Tree of Scribes), which Suyolcuzade

completed in 1737, asserts that, "as investigations would prove," many of the former sultans

from the House of Osman possessed irfdn, but Mahmud I was evidently beyond all his ancestors

with his stronger equipment of madr f 34 This latter concept, which is derived from the same root

as irfdn in Arabic and can be translated as "profundity" as well as "education" or "culture" or

"cultivation," appears frequently in eighteenth-century sources on cultured persons and circles.

Suyolcuzade's dictionary documents the importance of cultured conversation in public life as

31 RAid Mehmed Efendi and elebizAde ismAil Asim Efendi, Tdrih-i R65id ve Zeyli, eds. AbdUlkadir Ozcan et al.
(istanbul, 2013), pp. 1260-1262.

MOtercim Ahmed Asim Efendi, Asim Efendi Tarihi, vol. 1, ed. Ziya Yilmazer (Istanbul, 2015), p. 974. The whole

text of Vahid Efendi's embassy report was included in Asim Efendi's chronicle. See, ibid., pp. 962-1029.
I Ibid., p. 986.

3 Suyolcuz~de Necib Efendi, Devhatu'l-KOttab, ed. Ayge Peyman Yaman, unpublished thesis, Marmara University,

2003, p. 42.
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many of his figures are promoted as attendees of the assemblies of the "culture-informed"

(madrif-dyindydn) or as an "ornament (pirdye) of assemblies of adibs and the lucid-speaking." 35

He calls houses of certain individuals irfdn schools (mekteb-i irfdn),36 because of the assemblies

they hosted or perhaps the number of pupils they tutored in certain fields of study or in the arts.

This usage of the phrase is likely to be older than the eighteenth century and hence older than the

characterization of two libraries in contemporary sources, where it denotes a more individualized

setting of learning.

Among the important biographical sources of the eighteenth century is a new invention, a

series of dictionaries written about the grand viziers. The initial portion of this corpus was

composed by the mudarris Osmanzade Tdib Efendi around 1720. His Hadikati'l- Viizerd (Garden

of Viziers) covers the grand viziers who had been in the office from the inception of the Ottoman

State until 1703. Dilaveragazade Omer Vahid Efendi, a secretary of the Imperial Council who

was once appointed as the reisailkaittdb, wrote the biographies in the first addendum to the

dictionary, completed in 1748. This was followed by the addendum of another state functionary,

$ehrizade Mehmed Said Efendi, whose life is little known, in the 1750s. Bureaucrats addenda

until the late nineteenth century. 37 These statesmen's biographies stand as significant works of

historical writing and political commentary, and they have survived in several manuscript copies

in historic libraries. $ehrizade was in fact a prolific writer of history and advice literature and

thus exemplifies the popularization of research and writing in these genres in the eighteenth

century. These authors' interpretations of the viziers' political decisions and evaluations of their

personal traits are far from standardized cliches and not necessarily always laudatory. They are

3s Ibid., p. 151.
I Ibid., p. 188; p. 120.

3 Hadikata'-V~zer6 ve Zeylleri, ed. Mehmet Arslan (istanbul, 2013).
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in fact frequently the contrary. Osmanzade Tdib based his dictionary largely on his research in

older historical sources, but Vahid Efendi and $ehrizade were contemporary witnesses of the

grand viziers they discussed. They seem to have aimed to minutely account for the character

differences of these statesmen, as they chose calculated gradations of a rich variety of attributes.

Evaluations about their learning and cultural competence have important roles in the descriptions

of the eighteenth-century viziers. "Aristo-like apprehensive" (Aristi-rii'yet) $ehid Ali Paa 3 8 and

"Plato-like circumspect" (Feldtain-reviyyet) Damad Ibrahim Papa, who favored the company of

scholars and talented artists of poetry and prose, calligraphy and music, 39 are certainly Vahid

Efendi's heroes whom he celebrates most enthusiastically. $ehid Ali Papa's predecessor Hace

ibrahim Paga, however, was a person whose demeanor was strange and who spoke in the taste of

commoners (avdm-firib), but nevertheless a brave vizier who was victorious over the enemy.4

According to $ehrizade, Hekimoglu Ali Paga had a philosopher's insight (feylesof-fitnat) and

was exemplary/ideal in perceptivity (ferdsette ehl-i ibret),4' whereas his successor Ismail Papa

was, by contrast, a grand tyrant and at the same time an "ignoramus type" (kara cdhil

makfilesi).42

Another unlettered vizier of the period, Seyyid Hasan Paga, is a subject of derision in

$emdanizade's chronicle. He writes that this grand vizier of janissary upbringing was immi,

alien to the practices of reading and writing, and hence he made vocabulary mistakes (galat) in

speech so frequently that he was famously known as Galatat (galat's plural) Hasan Paga. 43 In his

dictionary, $ehrizade writes of the same vizier that he was naive by disposition and a champion

38 Ibid., p. 174.
39Ibid., p. 180.

Ibid., p. 169.
41 Ibid., p. 206.
42 Ibid., p. 208.
43 5em'danizade Findiklili SOleyman Efendi, Muri't-Tev6rih I, ed. M. MOnir Aktepe (istanbul, 1976), p. 125.
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of fidelity, that he showed no hypocrisy and had no visible failing other than his ignorance. 44

This Hasan Papa actually built a beautiful edifice in Istanbul consisting of a madrasa, sabil,

fountain and a primary school in 1745. This compound is one of the most elegant educational

facilities built by grand viziers of the eighteenth century, but it does not have a library in its

program although it was built right in the middle of the acceleration of the library building trend

in the capital. This absence is without doubt due to the paga's distance from the habit of reading

and writing. Obviously he did not have an interesting book collection of his own, and he did not

purchase a group of books from the market with a budget much smaller than the one spent for the

building to found a library either. Library foundation was in the prerogative of bibliophiles, and

Hasan Papa did not attempt to steal a role in this public gesture.

Ahmed Resmi Efendi, another secretary of the Imperial Council and an important

eighteenth-century diplomat, participated in the proliferation of Ottoman biography writing in

this century by penning an equivalent of Hadikati'l-Vtizerd for the reisilkfittabs,45 and a

biographical dictionary for the aghas of the Topkapi Palace, in the 1740s and 1750s. The former

dictionary is celebrated in Ramiz's entry for Ahmed Resmi in his dictionary of poets as an object

of admiration of all the intellectuals (magbdt-i ddnigverdn-i dlem).46 Ahmed Resmi also made a

translation of a geography of Europe which he probably obtained in Vienna during his embassy

in 1757, wrote a report of his embassy to Prussia in 1759, presented a proposal to the grand

vizierate about diplomatic relations in 1772, and in 1781 wrote a history and criticism of the

Russian-Ottoman War of 1768-74.47 He first planned to begin Halikatia'r-Raiesd

H adikat0'I-Vuzer6 ve Zeylleri, p. 221.
4s Resmi writes in the introduction of the dictionary that he modelled his study after Hadikatu'I-Vozerd. Ahmed

Resmi, HaIkati'r-ROes6 MS, SOleymaniye Library, Reislkuttab Mustafa Efendi 639, 2a.
46 R6miz ve Adab-i Zuraf3's/, p. 125.
47 Halikatu'r-Rues6 was published in the nineteenth century, most of his other works in twentieth. See, Virginia H.

Aksan, An Ottoman Statesman in War and Peace, 1700-1783 (Leiden and New York, 1995).
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(Worthiness/Competence of the Reises) with the earliest reisilkittdbs of the 1520s and culminate

with his father-in-law, the library founder Mustafa Efendi who was twice the reis in the 1730s

and 1740s. But Resmi later added an entry for Mustafa Efendi's successor Ragib Papa as well.

Illustrating the importance of learning in the collective identity of the reisilkittdbs, the

quintessential scribe-statesmen, Resmi introduces the dictionary as a project to record

"personages [who were] symbols/stamps of cultivation" (zevdt-i madrif-simdt).48 According to

this source, Mustafa Efendi not only had the power to compose poetry and prose in the "three

languages" (Arabic, Persian, Turkish) but was also appreciated by the rhetoricians/literary

figures (bi/egd) of Egypt and Syria as a Sahbdn (a master of eloquence who lived in the time of

Prophet Muhammad) of Rfim (Anatolia and the Balkans, or Turkish-speakers). 49 Ragib Pa a

spent most of his time studying books and his efforts and patronage were directed towards

madrif and good morals.50 An extensive addendum was written for this dictionary by another

bureaucrat, Sileyman Faik Efendi, in the early nineteenth century and they were published

together in 1853. We encounter an interesting case of the disparagement of a whole ethnic group

in the entry for Feyzi Sileyman Papa, a reisailkiiattdb of the 1780s. This efendi-tumed-pasha was

of Georgian origin. The author of the addendum refers to his broad learning and notes the library

he built in the central Anatolian town of Corum (demolished in the 1920s) but also adds that men

like him were actually absent among Georgians, since this people was brave and showed talent

as horsemen and musketeers while their ignorance was "at a frightening level."

Ramiz's biographical dictionary Addb-i Zurefd (Adab of the Refined) which he

completed in 1784 stands like a climax of the growing eminence of the motifs of learning and

48 HaIkatu'r-Rues6, 2a.
49 Ibid., 48b.
so Ibid., 58a.
s1Ahmed Resmi, Halikatu'r-Ruesa (istanbul, 1269 [1853]), p. 122.
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cultivation in Ottoman biographical writing in the eighteenth century. It is at the same time an

important piece of the large corpus of poets' dictionaries of this century. While the seventeenth-

century dictionaries were generally in the character of anthologies and gave limited biographical

information, biographies once again increased substantially in the dictionaries of the eighteenth

century, which were also devoted mostly to contemporaries. 2 Salim's and Safayi's dictionaries

from the 1720s and Ramiz's are the ones that present the most extensive factual information

about individuals' lives. In the middle of particular facts and events, the virtue of possessing

madrif or its attainment (kesb-i madri/) are highlighted in the majority of Ramiz's biographical

narratives. Similarly, ddniy (knowledge) and irfdn appear remarkably frequently, to an extent

that most probably surpasses all the earlier Ottoman dictionaries of personalities and creates the

effect of a procession of these terms in the text. A majority of Ratmiz's 375 figures were also

"famous" for their culture, knowledge or learned comprehension. Other figures, by contrast,

failed to attract the attention of the public and remained underappreciated. A poet called Dersi

was a "corner-occupier of the library of oblivion" (kziegfr-i kitabhdne-i humil) in Ramiz's

words, despite his competence in adab sciences.5 3 The image of rarely-consulted books in the

library shelf might have been the inspiration behind Ramiz's metaphor. A member could be a

"source of pride" for the whole group of the Hdcegdn of the Imperial Council with his

competence in adab fields and abstract questions. Possession of a sizable personal library was

another trait that was seen as worth mentioning in some sources. An older contemporary, another

eyhalislam and a namesake of the library-builder Feyzullah Efendi, Ebu Said Feyzullah Efendi

is portrayed in Salim Efendi's dictionary as a scholar who prepared numerous detailed

presentations (istihzdr) on different subjects with his close scrutiny of abundant books, which

S2 Mustafa isen (ed.), cair Tezkireleri (Ankara, 2009), pp. 13-14.
s3 R~miz, ibid., p. 98.
5 Rdmiz ve Ad~b-i ZurefA'si, p. 68.
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made him a mecmfia, which is a term that means a collection/selection of writings of different

lengths by the compiler him/herself or by others, sometimes in subjects around a theme, but

often in various subjects. This elder Feyzullah Efendi owned plenty of books, and, in Salim's

55
words, it went without saying how useful the notes he left with his pen in those volumes were.

The chronicler Xsim Efendi wrote in 1808 how the books in his own family mansion in Ayntab,

most of which were "mementos" (yddigdr) of his ancestors and which "without an exaggeration

amounted to a library" were plundered in an uprising in 1790.56 Ramiz highlights the abundance

of books in the possession of a bureaucrat, none other than Sidki Mustafa Efendi, who had

European books on architecture in his personal library of about 1500 books, as discussed in

Chapter 4. According to Rdmiz, Sidki Mustafa was famous among the Hacegdn for his

knowledge and comprehension. A follower of the Prophet's dictum "Demand knowledge from

cradle to grave," he worked to improve himself all his life. He owned books in abundance and

had a powerful competence in poetry and prose. We can assume that as the manager of

shipyards he was anticipating an appointment to a vizier position; he might have envisaged

building a public library with his collection after his promotion in rank.

Cosmic Libraries and Human-Libraries

A person's intellectual competence could often be eulogized in this period by describing

the individual as a library. Presumably promoted by the spread of library buildings, this

metaphor must have been basically a derivative of the older assumption of a similitude between

both man and the universe and the book. Common both in the Christian West and the Islamic

realm, such metaphors basically depicted human beings and other creations of God as divinely

ss Sglim Efendi, Tezkiret0's-Suar, ed. Adnan ince (Ankara, 2005), p. 570.
56 Mutercim Ahmed Asim Efendi, Asim Efendi Tarihi, vol. 1, ed. Ziya Yilmazer (istanbul, 2015), p. 323.
7 bid., pp. 186-187.
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penned books presented to people's gazes and reflections, in other words, to their reading. 58 In a

number of Ottoman sources the library appears as a constituent of this metaphor, essentially in a

variant of the role of the book. In others, however, obviously relying again on the facility of the

analogy between man and book, which could already be free of cosmic references in earlier

Islamic contexts, 59 the individual is likened to a library to applaud his erudition.

Following the convention of expressing an analogy between some of God's attributes and

the virtues of the person or the deed celebrated in the text, the waqflyya of the library that Sultan

Ahmed III built next to his grand mother Turhan Sultan's mausoleum in 1725, praises God for

constructing "this towering library hall of possibilities," that is the universe, with the perfection

of His potency.60 Numan Mdhir Bey, who was a bureaucrat of the Foreign Office and then

Minister of Waqfs in the 1830s, similarly compared the sum of God's creations to a library. In a

letter in his collection of epistles, which was published in 1845, two years after his death, he

praises God as "the Librarian of Time and Earth" (hdfiz-i kiitiibhdne-i zaman ve zemin). 61

Beylikyi Mehmed Izzet Bey was a secretary who served as a bureaucrat in the grand vizier's

office and then as a diplomat. His biography found in the preface to his divan which was

published in 1842 utilizes two different kinds of library metaphors by describing two figures who

had been influential in his education. First he had been an attendant of the Nuruosmaniye's

librarian Nusret Efendi, whose competence and rectitude were commonly acknowledged, but

when the latter "delivered his divan of life to the library of God's compassion," izzet Efendi

followed his late mentor's will and began to attend the circle of the famous tutor of the period

58 Peter Burke, A Social History of Knowledge:from Gutenberg to Diderot (Oxford, 2000); Annemarie Schimmel,
"The Book of Life: Metaphors Connected with the Book in Islamic Literatures," in George N. Atiyeh (ed.), Book in

the Islamic World: The Written Word and Communication in the Middle East (Albany, 1995), pp. 71-92.

59 Schimmel, ibid.
60 V6lide KQtbh6nesi Vakfiyesi MS, SUleymaniye Library: Yazma Bagl Iar 2742, 1b.
61 Numan Mahir Bey, Munse6t-i Numan Mhir Beyefendi (Istanbul, 1261 [1845]), p. 124.
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Neget Sileyman Efendi who was a "catalogue book of the library of knowledge and

comprehension." 62

This Nusret Efendi is the subject of one of Kethiidzade Arif Efendi's short narratives

recorded by his pupils in the early nineteenth century. He is recalled in this source as one of the

most famous instructors of Persian in Istanbul of the previous half century and as the librarian of

the Nuruosmaniye. The librarian used to hold regular classes for children of grandees and he had

the habit of seeking out these young gentlemen when they were not present in their mansions or

seashore houses. Unlike other famous instructors of Persian of the time, he insisted on teaching

the boy wherever he was found, whether on an excursion/panorama spot or the mansion where

he was a guest. It is noted at the end of this small narrative that the famous Nusret Efendi

63
Compilation about medicine was written by this Nusret Efendi. Apparently widely used in the

late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the compilation in question was printed first in 1860.

Nusret Efendi claims in his introduction that he brought together medical prescriptions for many

illnesses by studying the literature in "the three languages" and taking assistance from other

people, including foreigners. It could be asked, he writes here, whether his effort was merely for

the sake of exhibiting talent, but his objective was in fact basically to bypass physicians'

parsimony in sharing their knowledge. He found it necessary to organize a compilation like this

and "consign it to the World Library" (vedi'a-yi kitabhdne-i dlem etmek).64 The expression of

this librarian's project of popularizing knowledge is thus accompanied by a characterization of

the entirety of the corpus of books in the world as a grand library. But the word he chose for the

62 Mehmed izzet Beylik i, Divan-i izzet Bey (istanbul, 1258 [1842]), pp. n.n.-1.
6 Emin Efendi, Mendkib-i Kethudz6de el-H6c MehmedArif Efendi (istanbul, 1305 [1889]), p. 93.
64 Tibdan Nusret Efendi Risdlesi (n.i., 1273 [1860]), pp. 2-4.
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world, dlem, is also likely to intend "populace;" in other words, the librarian might have

primarily underlined his work's easy accessibility.

The trope of calling an erudite person a library was frequent in the parlance of the

prominent intellectual, chronicler, and once eyhflislam K i9ykqelebizade ismail Asim Efendi. 65

One of the letters in the collection of epistles of this scholar who died in 1760 addresses a person

from the ulema. It was written to wish the other scholar a quick recovery from illness. Asim

Efendi begins the letter by calling his addressee a "glittering candle of the library of refinement,"

and a number of lines below calls his body a "summary of the library of adab" (huldsa-yi

ktitiibhdne-i dddb) in the invocation for its protection from maladies.66

Kti0ikqelebizade had been appointed the state chronicler in 1723. In the chronicle where

he narrates the events of the period between 1722 and 1729, he compares multiple figures whom

he mentions with brief biographical information to libraries. He praises a scholar named Seyyid

Ahmed Efendi, who was remembered as the tutor of the former grand vizier K6prilflzade

Numan Paga, for his mastery of vocabulary and as an expert of theology and exegesis before

calling his "chest of breast" (sanduka-i sinesin) "a library full of the beauties of sciences." 67

Similarly, a qadi who was promoted to a higher rank is portrayed as a person whose breast

(sinesi) was "a library full of rare jewels of sciences." 68 In the case of 5eyhailislam Ebu ishak

ismail Efendi, the chronicler's library metaphor carries a building analogy. While the

6s ismail Asim Efendi was the translator of Ghiyathaddin Naqqash's fifteenth-century China travelogue into Turkish

with the title T6rih-i Nevadir-i 9in-i Mgin, which must be the item seen in Sidki Mustafa Efendi's library, noted in

Chapter 4.
66 KueikgelebizAde ismail Asim Efendi, MOnget-i Asim Efendi (istanbul, 1286 [1870]), pp. 244-245.
67 RAgid Mehmed Efendi and elebiz~de ismAil Asim Efendi, ibid., p. 1459.
68 Ibid., p. 1483.
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yeyhilislam's "treasury in breast" contained brilliant jewels of knowledge, his head was the

"elevated dome of the library of wisdom/perfection" (kubbe-i vdld-yi kitabhdne-i kemdl). 69

Therefore, there emerge in Ktigi9kgelebizide's writings a number of "human-libraries," or

"walking libraries," as it were. This latter phrase might have been in use among Ottomans to

designate polymaths in the eighteenth century. Bursah Mehmed Tahir Bey made such a reference

in his dictionary of Ottoman authors written in the early twentieth century (published in 1926).

He states that in the cultivation of the important eighteenth-century logician and mathematician

Gelenbevi Ismail Efendi the debates held in the house of a scholar named Mtiftizade Mehmed

Emin Efendi, who was commonly known as Walking Library (ayakh kiitaibhane; lit. "library

with feet"), made a substantial contribution.70 Mehmed Tahir's source for this information is

unclear. On the other hand, in her monograph on the career of Ahmed Resmi Efendi, Virginia

Aksan referred to a poem in praise of Ragib Papa found in a notebook in the Esad Efendi

Library's collection, which has the Arabic heading that indicates that its poet, Ahmed Resmi,

was known as a "walking library." 71 The original intent of the phrase seems to be close enough,

but Aksan's is in fact a liberal translation, since the phrase in the heading is "walking qamus"

(Ad3 aUIl).72 Qamus is an Arabic word that means the ocean, but it also immediately denotes

the fourteenth-century Iranian scholar al-Firuzabadi's great dictionary al-Qamus al-Muhit (The

Encircling Ocean). Alluding to the double meaning of the phrase, Ramiz calls Kq9kgelebizade

"the Encircling Ocean (kdmtisin'l-muhit) of mastery and solidity in vocabulary of Arabic and

technique of literature" and a corrector of jewels of eloquence and expression. 73 Another qadi

69 Ibid., p. 1438.

7 Quoted in Osman Ergin, TOrkiye Maarif Tarihi vol. I (Istanbul, 1939), p. 115.
71 Aksan, ibid., p. 9.

MS, Sleymaniye Library, Esad Efendi 3758, 34b.
R6miz ve Adb-i Zuref6'sl, p. 204.
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was similarly "an embodiment (dverde) of the Encircling Ocean in adab sciences and vocabulary

of Arabic." 74 Al-Firuzabadi's work, which existed in about a hundred manuscript copies in

Istanbul's eighteenth-century libraries and was also translated into Turkish in an abridged form

in the first decade of the nineteenth century, 75 includes entries for names of cities, mountains and

historical and legendary figures as well. The equation of a "walking" man to an encyclopedic

dictionary in the diplomat's epithet points at once to the central importance of linguistic abilities

in the Ottoman definition of intellectual sophistication and at the esteem of encyclopedic

erudition.

Visiting Art in the Library

There were not only books in public library collections. In the catalogues of six

eighteenth- and early-nineteenth-century libraries in Istanbul, there are sections for muraqqas,

that is, albums made up of calligraphic panels on cardboard. These sections are placed at the

ends of the manuscript catalogues. The Hagia Sophia and the Nuruosmaniye libraries, Sultan

Abdnlhamid I's Hamidiye Library and the library opened by ASir Efendi by merging his

76
collection with his father Mustafa Efendi's in 1800 had muraqqas accessible to library-users.

The number of muraqqas in the early catalogue of the Hagia Sophia Library, which is referred to

at the beginning of this chapter and in another one dated 1247/1835, is the same (35).77 It is

likely that, as in the case of books, these parts of the collections largely reflected the earliest

endowments of the founders and perhaps a few later donations of other individuals. According to

their printed catalogues from the 1880s, the KbpriilU Library had a group of 18 muraqqas in the

Ibid., p. 149.
75 Mbtercim Asim Efendi, El-Okyanusu'l-Basitft Tercumet-i K6musO'-Muhit (Istanbul, 1304 [1888]).
76Ayasofya Fihrist MS, SOleymaniye Library: Yazma Fihrist, 25/1; 4ir Efendi Fihrist MS, Sleymaniye Library: Yazma

Bagiglar 2720; Hamidiye Fihrist MS, Yazma Bagiglar 2727; Nuruosmaniye Fihrist MS, Nuruosmaniye Fihrist 1.
Ayasofya Fihrist MS, SOleymaniye Library: Yazma Fihrist, 25/4.
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major part of the collection endowed by Kbpril Haci Ahmed Papa in 1775,78 and the

Veliyyiddin Efendi Library had eight muraqqas. 79 In the other cases their numbers vary between

20 (Agir Efendi), 37 (Hamidiye) and 46 (Nuruosmaniye). (Figs. 5.2-3) Therefore, libraries built

by sultans had a principal role in bringing muraqqas, in their case selected from the Palace

treasury, to public accessibility.

When it is a muraqqa made up of works of a single calligrapher, the catalogue entries

give the name of the artist, and in some cases additional information about the content of the

writings, such as whether they are a rendering of a Quran chapter or of the alphabet. In most of

the other cases, they are registered as "various muraqqas." Ottomans saw it as appropriate to give

place to this kind of writings in libraries next to codices and even legally endowed them as a part

of the charitable deed. With their inclusion in publicized collections and the guidance the

catalogues provided about the artists, they were beheld as objects of aesthetic appreciation, and

undoubtedly served as tools of the transmission of artistic practice.

There seems to have been a significant association between libraries and the formal

instruction of calligraphy. We find the appointment of public calligraphy instructors in three

important eighteenth-century building compounds, which also included libraries in their

programs. The waqfiyya of the Grand Vizier Damad Ibrahim Paga's madrasa and library complex

specifies, in 1728, that a skillful calligrapher was employed to teach ta'liq writing to people who

would be willing to learn it, and adds that these classes would be held in the lecture room of the

madrasa.80 A member of ibrahim Paga's intellectual circle, $erif Halil Papa specified in the

78 Kcprulozade Mehmed Pasa'nin Kutubhanesinde Mahfuz Kutub-i MevcOdenin Defteridir (istanbul, 1301 [1883]).
These muraqqas are now in the collection of the Istanbul Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts. Ramazan 5egen et
al. (eds.), KcprQIQ Ktuphanesi Yazmalar Kataloju v. 1 (istanbul, 1986), p. 10.
79 Defter-i Ktubh6ne-i Veliybddin (istanbul, 1304 [1886]).
8 Vaqfnama of Princess Fatima and Ibrahim Pasha MS, Chester Beatty Library, Turkish Manuscripts 442, 9a.
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waqfiyya of his Shumen Complex built in 1744 that an instructor was employed to teach

calligraphy two days each week, in this case in the library. 81 The common function of libraries as

spaces of manual copying is directly coupled in this library with transmission of the art of

beautiful writing. The Nuruosmaniye Complex in Istanbul as well had a room reserved for

calligraphy instruction and both the waqfiyya8 2 and the late-eighteenth-century encyclopedia of

Istanbul's mosques Hadikatfi'l-Cevdmi (Garden of Mosques; 1781) by Htiseyin Ayvansarayi8 3

mention the library and the calligraphy room of the Nuruosmaniye consecutively in their texts.

There are two main biographical dictionaries of calligraphers written in Turkish in the

eighteenth century, Suyolcuzade Mehmed Necib Efendi's and the prolific biography compiler

Mustakimzade Sileyman Sa'deddin's. Both of them contain multiple references to the value of

works of calligraphy as collection items, in addition to their insights about the social profile and

the habits and sensibilities of this art's milieu. Suyolcuzdde sometimes praises calligraphers by

calling their works "ornaments" of private libraries. In these cases, he uses "library" in the

singular, reflecting one of the eighteenth-century Ottoman connotations of the word as the

totality of books in several hands that form a meaningful whole. For him, the manuscript books

copied by a certain madrasa professor, a native of "Istanbul, the dawn of irfdn lights," were

ornaments of the library of ulema and prominent thinkers (ziver-i kitabhdne-i ulemd vefuhil).84

Similarly, a shaikh of the Naqshbandiyya order, who was erudite in history, had left the books he

81 Osman Keskioglu, "5umnulu serif Halil Paga Vakfiyesi" Vaklflar Dergisi XIX (1985), p. 27.
82 Sultan III. Osman Vakfiyesi, ed. Ali ngG| (Manisa, 2003), p. 10.

83 AyvansarbyT H seyin Efendi, Hadikat'-Cevm: istanbul Camileri ve Diger Dini-Sivil Yapilar, ed. Ahmed Nezih
Galitekin (istanbul, 2001), p. 63.
84 Suyolcuz~de, ibid., pp. 327-328.
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copied as "ornaments of the library of the appreciative people" (zinet-i kitabhdne-i kadr-

ddndn).85

We learn from Mtistakimzade that the scribe of a former grand vizier's waqf

administration whose name was K6sec Ahmed Efendi had "collected famous single panels and

exercise sheets" of the seventeenth-century Ottoman calligrapher Hafiz Osman and he was

"accustomed to" acquire other famous masters' works. 86 The chief eunuch of the palace, and the

founder of two waqf libraries in Istanbul, Begir Agha had enriched his collection of calligraphic

panels and books with the "agreement and [or, in other cases] abhorence" of their previous

87owners.

Artfully written books, panels and muraqqas had a considerable place in the formation of

collections in private hands, but Mtistakimzade's Tuhfe-i Hattdtin also provides important

evidence for the function of the public libraries as repositories of works of calligraphy for

practitioners and connoisseurs of this art. His dictionary helps to ascertain that public libraries

served as main sites where calligraphic pieces were contemplated, studied and "visited" by artists

and amateurs. This quasi-museal function was in all likelihood among the basic social roles of

these public libraries in the eyes of Mtistakimzade's contemporaries.

Tuhfe-i Hattdltin makes references to artists' works that were preserved in particular

public libraries of Istanbul in entries on nearly twenty different calligraphers. The majority of

these calligraphers are Ottomans, but there are also a few pre-Ottoman artists. The libraries the

author refers to as the sites where these artists' works could be found are all in Istanbul and they

are in fact not many: the $ehid Ali Paga, the Hagia Sophia and the Nuruosmaniye libraries. No
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87Ibid., p. 131.



work in any mosque or madrasa library from before the eighteenth century is mentioned. The

concentration of references in these three libraries can be an indication of an extraordinary place

of the taste for calligraphy in the formation of these three collections, or it might have been that

Mustakimzade's investigations were focused only on them. In any case, he directs the readers to

these libraries to examine the specimens, and thus practically presents a kind of a chart to

calligraphers and amateurs in Istanbul. For example, we learn that some muraqqas written by

Yedikuleli Emir Efendi, an instructor of calligraphy in the Palace in the period of Ahmed III, and

were endowed in the Nuruosmaniye Library were well-known (ma'rfifdur) at the time.88

Tophaneli Mahmud Efendi, a graduate of the Enderun, had written a Quran by emulating the

copy of the holy book inscribed by $eyh Hamdullah, which had been in the Imperial Treasury

during Mahmud Efendi's studies in the palace school (in the first half of the seventeenth century)

but was now endowed in the Hagia Sophia Library.89 A pupil of Seyh Hamdullah, Mahmud bin

Ahmed of Kayseri, had a Sahih Muslim hadith compilation, a rare/precious (nddide) book with

its illumination and binding, in the $ehid Ali Papa Library.90

Tuhfe-i Hattdtin presents frequent references to the practice of "visiting" (ziydret) or

viewing calligraphic pieces, although the site of the visit is usually not specified. For example,

the author notes that he once visited a signed "succession certificate" penned by a Naqshbandi

shaykh,91 or he visited Quran copies and a divan of the Arab poet Ibn Farid by a calligrapher

from Herat whose writing resembled earlier works (evdil) of $eyh Hamdullah. 92 Some of this

Herati artist's works were found in the $ehid Ali Papa Library.93 In yet another passage, which

88 Ibid., p. 250.
89 Ibid., p. 459.

I Ibid., p. 452.
91 Ibid., p. 523.

9 Ibid., p. 294.
9 Ibid.
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reflects the purpose of artistic inquiry and examination behind these kinds of visits, he relates

that an Istanbulite artisan, a string maker with the name Yahya bin Ismail, was capable of

identifying calligraphic panels that he visited only once by registering their compositions and

color of their papers in his mind for decades. He provided abundant assistance to Mtistakimzade

in the compilation of the Tuhfe-i Hattdtin.94

In one particular case, the work of a calligrapher is applauded through a recommendation

made to readers to visit it in the public library where it was preserved. Mehmed Eflatuin was an

attendant of the official chronicler Rdpid Efendi and had been in the latter's embassy to Iran. The

reason for his sobriquet Efldtain (Plato) was that he was an amateur (heveskdr) of anatomy and

medicine, 95 and this interest made him seclude himself in a cell of a medical madrasa and

concentrate on beautiful writing later in his life. The copy of the divan of the Iranian poet Saib

which was from his hands and in the collection of the Nuruosmaniye Library, in MiIstakimzide's

words, "deserved visits of the community of cultivation-demonstrating character" ( dydn-i

ziydret-i ehl-i tab'-i madrif-nimfiddur).96

But the vocabulary of "visiting" old and valuable books is not unique to Mtistakimzade's

uses of it. According to a passage in one of Mahmud I's daily activities registers, in late 1740,

shortly after the Hagia Sophia Library was opened, the sultan once came to the site to listen to

hadith recitations in the room specified for this and immediately afterwards moved to the library

and made a visit (ziydret edib) to the Quran copies supposedly scribed by caliphs Uthman and

94 Ibid., p. 518.
9s This seems to be due to the belief held in the Muslim intellectual tradition that most of the ancient knowledge in

this field was thanks to Plato, and this in turn must have been derived from the influence of the medieval Arabic

translation of Galen's synopsis of Plato's Timeaus. Both of the two surviving copies of this medieval translation are

in Istanbul's manuscript libraries: Ayasofya 2410 and Esad Efendi 1933.
96
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Ali.97 Another instance is found in an embassy account. In his report of his embassy to Spain that

took place in 1787, the future state chronicler Vasif Efendi briefly narrates the Ottoman

delegation's excursion to El Escorial (Uskirya) and dwells here basically on their visit to the

collection of Islamic books that remained in the country from the time of the Muslim states and

were preserved in the library of this monastery. They first studied the printed catalogue of the

collection. The books of the people of Islam were kept in the upper floor of the library. In Vasif's

words, "our books were paid a visit" (kitdblarimiz ziydret olundu) there. There were about ten

Qurans in old writings (eski hatt ile). The books on law, philosophical theology and hadiths were

countless. This encounter with the collection made them regretful with yearning and grief.98

Suyolcuzade does not make references to any specific works to be found in libraries. This

may be partly due to the half century that separates his study from Mtistakimzade's during which

two of the latter's favorite libraries, among many others, were built. But Mtistakimzade is also

more inclined to give concrete examples of artists' works. Although Mehmed Efldtuin's is the

only instance in Tuhfe-i Hattdtin where directing attention to specific pieces located in libraries

and the terminology of paying visits to calligraphic works coincide, there is sufficient reason to

assume that aesthetically appreciated pieces of writing endowed in public libraries were

ordinarily objects of contemplation and study visits. They were obviously studied and enjoyed in

many private collections, and public libraries of the eighteenth century incorporated this function

into their identities.

A number of manuscripts illustrated with miniature paintings found places in public

libraries of the capital, transferred from private hands and the sultanic treasury. Confirming

97 Kadi Omer Efendi, I. Mahmut Rznamesi, Yavuz Oral, unpublished thesis, Istanbul University, 1966, pp. 36-37.
98 Mehmed Emin Edib Efendi'nin Hayati ve TOrih'i, Ali Osman inar, unpublished thesis, Marmara University, 1999,
pp. 26-27. For the whole text of V~sif Efendi's embassy report, which was included in Mehmed Emin Edib Efendi's
chronicle, see, ibid., pp. 18-30.
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Evliya Qelebi's complaint about the absence of illustrated books in Istanbul's great mosque

libraries during his time, all of the manuscripts with paintings found in the city's waqf collections

are in the libraries established in the eighteenth century or the first half of the nineteenth.99 In

other words, the eighteenth century brought a novel character to publicly accessible collections

in this respect with the appearance of illustrated works among the endowed books. There are a

few examples in the Damad Ibrahim Papa (two) and the Hekimoglu (two) libraries, but Sultan

Mahmud I seems to have largely led this development with the illustrated manuscripts he

transferred to the Hagia Sophia (seven) and the Fatih (ten) libraries.100 Several later statesmen

similarly included some illustrated works of literature, history, astronomy and animal and plant

atlases in the collections they located in public libraries. They are not plentiful, however. Their

total number in Istanbul's waqf libraries is not more than 57. But this was probably not an under-

representation. Damad ibrahim Papa had in his possession two more illustrated volumes and a

few paintings in single panels besides muraqqas and panels of calligraphy at the time of his

death.' 0' Paintings certainly had their own admirers, but it is not easy to find traces of their

reception in libraries by contemporaries. None of the libraries house a muraqqa comprised of

paintings. Some of the Ottoman elites owned European prints, but they were not endowed.

In addition to the register of Mahmud I's calligraphy visit there, the section on the

inauguration of the Hagia Sophia Library in the historian Subhi Mehmed Efendi's chronicle

(1744) confirms that visual contemplation of valuable calligraphy could be among the chief

objectives of the foundation of a library. There is a direct reference in this case to the satisfaction

99 See Nezihe Seyhan's complete catalogue: Nezihe Seyhan, "Suleymaniye KOtUphanesi'ndeki MinyatOrlW Yazma

Eserlerin Katalogu," unpublished MA thesis, Bogazi i University, 1991.
There was a large pre-existing collection in the Fatih Mosque before the library structure was built in 1742, but

all of the illustrated manuscripts carry endowment seals of Sultan Mahmud I. See Seyhan, ibid.
101 Tulay Artan, "Problems Relating to the Social History Context of the Acquisition and Possession of Books as Part

of Collections of Objets d'Art in the 18th Century," in Franeois Deroche et. al. (eds.), Art Turc/ Turkish Art: 10th

International Congress of Turkish Art (Geneve, 1999), p. 90.
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of the beholders by their exposure to these works. The chronicler writes first that the library

contained books on shari'a sciences, the "instrumental fields," which is to say grammar and

vocabulary, and adab books. Then he adds remarks about the group of artifacts that were worthy

of notice and enjoyment for their historical and calligraphic values and were apparently endowed

for this very reason. These were again the two Qurans attributed to the early caliphs Uthman and

Ali, three others inscribed by Hafiz Osman Efendi, and two others by the famous thirteenth-

century calligrapher Yaqut al-Musta'simi and 5eyh [Hamdullah]. They were placed in the library

to "illuminate the eyes of the beholders" (tenvir-i uyain-z temd~dyiydn) and relieve the hearts of

the qualified men of knowledge and comprehension.10 2

Meticulous Care in Selections

Other non-verbal qualities made certain manuscripts particularly valued by collectors.

The catalogue included in the Atif Efendi Library's original waqfiyya, which was discovered and

studied by Fuat Sezgin in 1955, contains several references to such special features in individual

entries. In some cases it is noted that the copy is an autograph. The fact that the copy of an older

author's book is from the hands of a sixteenth-century scholar is also indicated. In a medieval

convention, authors sometimes wrote authentication notices when a pupil copied one of their

works and read it aloud (kird'at) to the author; there are multiple examples where the existence

of this notice is recorded in the catalogue entries. Ibn Khaldun made corrections to a copy of his

Muqaddimah preserved in Atif Efendi's collection, as the catalogue states. 0 3 The catalogue

seems to be intended to arouse excitement in those who would browse it about the special

character of some manuscripts primarily as objects, thanks to their association with important

intellectuals in history.

1 Subhi Tarihi: Sami ve Sakir Tarihleri iHe Birlikte, ed. Mesut Aydiner (istanbul, 2007), p. 620.
10Fuat Sezgin, "Atif Efendi KtOphanesinin Vakfiyesi" TOrk Dili ve Edebiyati Dergisi VI (1955): 132-139.
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A range of other objectives motivated eighteenth-century Ottomans and gave shape to

collections in public libraries or in private hands, from answering the demands of users to

assembling a scholar's scattered corpus and filling the gaps of one's collection in certain

subjects. Ertnsal noted, with reference to diplomat-chronicler Vasif Efendi's history published in

1804, that the former eyhailislam Veliytiddin Efendi's son Kazasker Mehmed Emin Efendi

sought to enrich the collection in his father's waqf library.1 04 This is mentioned in the passage of

the chronicle about VeliyUddin Efendi's death shortly after the opening of his library in the year

1768. The passage also underlines that he filled his library with beautiful (nefdyis) books and that

"crowds" frequented the place (izdihdm) thanks to the rare books (kiitiab-i nddire) it housed.

Vasif Efendi points at two distinct motivations for Mehmed Emin Efendi's additions to his

father's collection. He writes that in addition to purchasing "highly expensive" books to place in

the library, he was also acquiring books that "students and other readers" looked for in the

collection but could not find.10 5 The latter documents the communication between users,

librarians and the endowment trustee concerning the development of this popular library.

Ayvansarayi's chronogram compilation (completed in 1786) gives details about Atif

Efendi's son Vahid Omer Efendi's engagement to enlarge the collection of the library that his

father built. Some of the entries in this compilation are in the style of short biographies of

personages whose death dates were memorialized in verse. The entry for Atif Efendi gives the

information that Vahid Omer Efendi, who was promoted to the post of defterddr like his father,

sought to supply the library with books that his father did not manage to collect. He had acquired

1 Erunsal, ibid., p. 242.
105 Ahmed VWsif, Mehasino'I-Asdr ve Hakaiko'I-Ahbar (istanbul, 1219 [1804]), pp. 206-207.
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all of the works penned by the former eyhflislam Hakki Ismail Efendi that had been dispersed

into the hands of the people and placed them in the library. 10

The term "selection" (intihdb) appears prominent in the historian Vasif's description of

the grand vizier Ragib Paga's life-long project of forming his collection, among the other major

terms of "collecting" (cem') books and "summoning" (celb) them from farther places when

necessary.107 orlulu Ali Paga's waqfiyya states that the assembly of books that he endowed to

the library room in the madrasa he built in 1709 was formed from a "selection" he made from the

books in his possession.108 There is a note in Mahmud I's daily activities record that the group of

books prepared for endowment in the library the sultan built next to the Fatih Mosque in 1742

was first presented to his sight and inspection (maldhede) in a room in the palace.10 9 It is little

surprise to see that some public libraries of the period are likened in poetry to mecmrias, which

derives from the root cem', "to collect," in Arabic. In one of the metaphorical uses, the chronicler

Subhi's son, the professor of medicine Subhizade Aziz Efendi, who is known for his full

translation of the Dutch physician Herman Boerhave's Aphorismi de Cognoscendis into Turkish

with his commentary, calls Sultan Mustafa III's library built next to the Bostancilar Corps's

barracks in the outer garden of the Topkapi Palace in 1767 a "mecmaia made with meticulous

selection" (mecmrna-yi pair-intihdb) in the chronogram he composed for the building." 0

5eyhilislam Yahya Tevfik Efendi insistently calls the Ragib Papa Library a mecmaia in

consecutive couplets at the beginning of his chronogram. This esteemed mecmia had a tailband

that kept countless sciences, and the hobnails on the building's door were the rosette of the

HAfiz HOseyin Ayvansar~yT, Mecmu6-i Tevarih, eds. Fahri . Derin and VWhid abuk (istanbul, 1985), p. 397.
Ahmed V~sif, ibid., p. 129.

108 VGMA [Pious Endowments Administration Archive, Ankara] 188, f. 388.
109 Kadi omer Efendi, /. Mahmut Ruznamesi, ed. Yavuz Oral, Istanbul University, 1966, p. 134.
110 Subhizade Aziz ve Divan, ed. Sadik Erdem (Isparta, 2001), p. 186.
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mecmfia's binding cover. Configured by the vizier, it was a mecmfia of extraordinary learned

comprehension (mecmuia-yi irfdn-i miistesnd)."'

In the subsequent couplets Yahya Tevfik Efendi first calls this library a new pearl in the

ebullient sea of cultivation, and then, a haven of learned comprehension all the "looms" of which

produce gold-ornamented fabrics of knowledge." 2 We see the fabric metaphor used also in a

letter Kugii kqelebizade Ismail Asim Efendi wrote to Rdgib Paga. It was written in the days when

Ragib Papa was the governor of Aleppo, thus some time between 1755 and 1757. At the

beginning of this letter, Ktiiq0kgelebizade humbles himself by writing that his treasury of

imagination was devoid of "eloquent expressions made of fabrics of pleasant textiles" (nesic-i

ho -kuma ibdrdt-i beligdne) that would be worthy of use when addressing Ragib Paga. The

subsequent passages of the letter reveals that this phrase was also a pun that alluded to the

presents Asim Efendi had recently received from Ragib Paga. He expresses his thanks for the

presents, a package of fine cloths, by describing how cheerfully he met each of the "fabrics of

fresh design" and, keeping his attention away from their high prices, how he beheld their flowers

that gave examples from rich gardens in spring."3 Therefore, we have instances where

knowledge, learned comprehension and proficiency in eloquent expression are described and

praised as ornamented and pleasant textiles, only a short time before Pendh Efendi erected a

dichotomy between the desire for each. Penah Efendi was far from alone among his

contemporaries in perceiving learned comprehension and eloquent expression as the most

meaningful measure of civilization, while their virtues could be described in the very same

period with the assistance of the metaphor of tactile delight. The frequency of the "drapery"

i Nazmi Ozerol, 5eyhuIislam Yahya Tevfik Efendi ve Ttrkge iirleri, unpublished thesis, inonu University, Malatya,
2010, p. 210.
1 Bu benderg6h-I irfanin olur her destg6hindan / Nesic-i zerkepi'r-rak5 minv6-iftinOn peydd. Ibid.
1 KOeOkgelebizAde ismail Asim Efendi, ibid., pp. 56-59.
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(kd/d, which could also mean "capital") attribute used for knowledge can be remembered from

Chapter 1. As Shirine Hamadeh has shown, physical delights in general and those derived from

textiles in particular were frequent metaphors used for architectural ornaments as well

throughout the eighteenth century in Ottomans' criticism of buildings." 4

In the next stage of their correspondence, Asim Efendi notifies Ragib Papa that he has

sent a number of books to him. He writes at the beginning of the latter letter that the Persian

apothegm "Do not look for a companion better than a book" (*I4 -j UJ Au was in

accordance with the situation (although it is not clear what the specific condition that led to the

paga's loneliness was). He then adds that the books he sent were useful ones with their extensive

contents although they were not expensive things." 5 This apothegm might be a source of

inpiration behind the original couplet inscribed above the entrance of the Rigib Papa Library the

following decade that eulogizes companionship with books and between bibliophiles.

Yet another letter in the compilation delineates how KUqikqelebizade wished to obtain a

Persian divan he deemed very important but did not own. Its addressee is a certain Hasan Efendi

from the Hdcegdn. Although the divans of the majority of the master poets of Iran and Khorasan

were present in the scholar's personal library he had not yet been able to purchase Selim-i

Tehrani's divan or make a copy of it. His zeal for this divan was known to friends and

acquaintances, and a secretary of the palace informed him upon seeing a copy, one in beautiful

1 Nedim, for example, called the walls of Admiral Mustafa Paga's seashore house in 1725 "heart-attracting

textiles." Quoted in Shirine Hamadeh, The City's Pleasures: Istanbul in the Eighteenth Century (Seattle, 2008), p.

258.
Is Ibid., p. 60.
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calligraphy and a clean binding, in another individual's waterside house. The scholar thus

requested Hasan Efendi's mediation in the acquisition of this book if the owner agreed."16

Ki9ikgelebizade endowed part of his collection to the madrasa that his father-in-law

chief physician Omer Efendi had built, to be preserved in a cabinet."1 7 There were apparently

cases where the objective of founding a public library was the chief motivation for a collecting

endeavor. This might have become a relatively more common practice towards the end of the

eighteenth century. Toderini recounts that he learned about a certain Ahmed Efendi from Izmir

who was willing to found a library in his hometown for his compatriots and made a great

expenditure for purchasing manuscripts for the sake of his project." 8 This is in accordance with

the increase in provincial libraries founded by functionaries of the central government in their

birth places for their compatriots in the second half of the century. Toderini's report must be

correct, because a bureaucrat of the central government with the name Seyyid Haci Ahmed

Efendi, and originally from Izmir, is reported to have built a library next to the city's largest

mosque some time in the late eighteenth century, before it was enriched with the book donation

of a secretary of the provincial administration in 1217/1802.119

The remarkable space both Toderini and d'Ohsson devote to discussions of public

libraries in their accounts of the cultural life in the Ottoman capital testify to their substantial

roles as institutions of learning in the 1780s. d'Ohsson expresses the entwinement of the appetite

for collecting books and donations to public libraries, both of which were now unexceptional. He

writes that individuals' generosity was increasing the number of volumes in libraries every day.

Bearing witness to the frequency of donations, he remarks that a man of law, a man of state and a

Ibid., pp. 310-311.
117 Er nsal, ibid., p. 324.
118 Abbe Giambattista Toderini, De la litterature des Turcs, v. 2 (Paris, 1789), pp. 32-33.

119 Ozer Soysal, TOrk KOtOphaneciligi vol. 5 (Ankara, 1999), p. 376.
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man of letters who owned a collection of books donated the whole or a part of it to a public

library (bibliotheque publique) in order to gain the blessings of Muslims who use them. He adds

that despite the high prices of books, every citizen (tout citoyen) strives to acquire a number of

them. What directed the citizens' choices were religion and personal taste and "rarement par un

esprit d'ostentation, pour en faire un vaine parade aux yeux de ses amis."120 Maintaining his

general point that restraint from ostentation prevailed in their custom, d'Ohsson claims here to

his readers that it was thanks to their national morals that turning the endeavor of collecting

books into a parade for the eyes of friends was rare among Ottomans.'2

The waqfiyya text of Damad Ibrahim Paga's madrasa and library complex was penned by

the chronicler Ra*id Efendi who had also written Sultan Ahmed III's waqfiyya, which includes

his library that he built in the Topkapi Palace the previous year.12 2 Ibrahim Paga's waqfiyya

contains a passage that refers to the sultan's library in the palace. The sultan's project is praised

here as an initiative that "increased the market currency of talent and aptitude" (tervic-i bdzdr-i

kabiliyet ve istiddd) for study and learning.123 The phrase is an interesting example of the rise of

market analogies in artful expressions in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, which

was referred to in Chapter 1. The market analogy for the value of knowledge was not entirely

new. Fifteenth- and sixteenth-century Ottoman Kurdish scholar and statesman Idris Bitlisi wrote

at multiple points how he brought his "assets," the works he authored, to the views of others in

the scholarly community who would "buy" them.'2 4 Still preceding Pierre Bourdieu by centuries,

Damad Ibrahim Paga's waqfiyya refers this time to the marketability of the personality traits of

120 Ignatius Mouradgea d'Ohsson, Tableau general de l'Empire othoman vol. 3 (Paris, 1787), p. 297.
121 Ibid.
1 Ra5id Mehmed Efendi and elebizide ismail Asim Efendi, ibid., p. 1297.

1 Vaqfnama of Princess Fatima and Ibrahim Pasha MS, Chester Beatty Library, Turkish Manuscripts 442, 4a.

1I thank Vural Gene for bringing this fact to my attention. See his "Acem'den ROm'a: idris-i Bitlisi'nin Hayati,
Tariheiligi ve Hegt Behist'in 11. Bayezid Kismi (1481-1512)," unpublished PhD dissertation, Istanbul University, 2014.
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inclination and talent for learning as a praiseworthy mission for a library. In other words, the

latter talks about a market value of the aspiration to become an intellectual, not only a

competitive market of knowledge amongst intellectuals. The statement thus seems to reflect the

perception of an Ottoman cultural rejuvenation in the early eighteenth century and an expansion

of the intellectual segment in society. The description of knowledge and erudition as precious

jewels and treasuries were quite common in eighteenth-century discourses, as noted at multiple

points in the present chapter, while books were preserved usually in proximity to luxury objects

in mansions' and palaces' treasuries. Unfortunately we presently have little data about the crucial

question of the changes in the average prices of books in this century. In his recent study on

Ottoman bookshop owners, Erinsal states the difficulty of reaching reliable conclusions about

this major question. Economic historians provided some data about purchasing power parities,

but not all probate records give prices of each individual book, and two copies of the same book

from the same year or in the same inheritance might have highly different prices apparently

because of their physical qualities.' 2 5 Therefore, it is not easy to capture how much the old status

of books as luxury items was transformed in the eighteenth century, notwithstanding the

noticable increase in the number of books in private and public collections. Rare books that were

valued for their historical and artistic importance, thanks to their scribes or earlier owners,

preserved identities akin to gems and porcelains in treasuries. But the intellectual contents of the

writings independent of their physical forms were prized as other kinds of jewels (or textiles),

and presumably to an unprecedented extent in the eighteenth century as a corollary of the

proliferation of cultural capital rivalries. Penah Efendi's dichotomy between luxury consumption

as a potential source of social catastrophe and learning, debates and libraries as the path to

1s Eronsal, Osmanlilarda Sahaflik ve Sahaflar, pp. 171-207.
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pervasive civilized dignity was probably partly related to an increasing disassociation between

the accessibility of books and the idea of luxury in the Age of Libraries.
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CONCLUSION

Chroniclers Hakim and Vasif record the death of the Vice Treasurer (pkk-1 sdni) Salih

Efendi a few lines before the groundbreaking ceremony of the Ragib Papa Library as another

important event of the same months of 1763.1 This bureaucrat was a Ragib-i isfahani, who was

in fact an eleventh-century philosopher, moralist, exegesis and syntax scholar, in the field of

muhdzardt (advice and anecdotes) and a "second" Mebdi'-i Hemedani in "casting expressions"

(sebk-i keldmda).2 The latter must be none other than Badi' al-Zaman al-Hamadani who gave the

earliest examples of the maqamat genre (novellas) in Arabic literature in the tenth century.3 We

learn from Vasif that Salih Efendi had "arranged an unusual mecmfi'a on laughable affairs and

impudence [cases]" (uzhuike ve mucuina ddir bir mecmQi'a-yi garibe tertib) and organized it in

chapters with rare stories and poems. He also produced manuscript copies of the History of

Vassaf, a thirteenth-century Persian classic, and some other adab books.4 The subjects of his

compilation, perhaps partly written by himself, seems to be the reason behind the al-Hamadani

comparison since this famed writer and the later wit literature often favored impudence stories as

exciting and exemplary human tableaux. Besides reflecting the weight of literary competence in

a person's public identity together with a consciousness of the rooted Islamic canon of learning

as a basic framework of reference, Sdlih Efendi's obituary in Vasif's history brings an example

of the value of compiling and arranging literary pieces as a way of active involvement with

I H kim, Vak'a-nOvis H6kim Efendi Tarihi (Metin ve Tahlil), Tahir GGng6r, unpublished thesis, Marmara University,

2014, p. 997; Ahmed VAsif, Mehasini'I-Asr ve HakdikO'i-Ahbr, vol. I (Bulak, 1246), p. 129.
2 Ahmed VAsif, ibid.
3 Vasif's word mebdi' which means "originator" in Arabic must be a recasting of al-Hamadani's better-known

epithet badi' al-zaman which in turn means "originality of the age." Al-Hamadani's Maqamat has four copies in

Istanbul's eighteenth century public libraries, and there was one in Mustafa Paga's personal library, the ilmdbd:

Topkapi Palace Museum Archive, D. 2211/1, f. 9b.
4 Ahmed V~sif, ibid.
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adab.5 An occupant of offices in the same state department that Atif Efendi occupied about

twenty years before, Sdlih Efendi did not open a library but arranged a collection of writings

within a volume as his main memorial. It apparently had a tincture of irony about society, which

is normally not a stated aim of encyclopedias and libraries, but it nevertheless shared with the

contemporary Ottoman libraries the emphasis on literature, the program of compilation and the

wish for perpetuation.

The growing production and popularity of mecmfias with miscellaneous contents in

Ottoman intellectual life from the seventeenth century onwards seems to have a paradigmatic

relationship with the rise of libraries. Poetry anthologies formed by individuals and collections of

letters constituted the majority of the mecmaas of the earlier centuries which were also

significantly fewer in number. While these types of connections continued to be produced, the

miscellaneous mecmfias of the later period display efforts to bring together prose texts, or often

excerpts, of various fields of theology, adab fields and sciences as well as poetry. They mostly

consisted of texts selected by compilers, but some of them could include new pieces or be

entirely new creations. Most of them look like containers of the reading interests of their owner-

copiers with disproportionate weights of scattered subjects, like the anonymous mecmia on Abu

Hanifa's jurisprudence and curious anecdotes about China which was written in 1754.6 Others

reflect some methodical organizations like the mecmfia by one judge Mehmed Esad, written

probably in the eighteenth century and made of excerpts found under subject headings that

include vocabulary and grammar, history, dreams, horses, and one on love, music and medicine

s VAsif himself was remembered in Asim Efendi's chronicle, which was written in 1808, as a personality whose

parables, anecdotes, wit stories "would amount to a library." Mutercim Ahmed Asim Efendi, Asim Efendi Tarihi,

vol. 1, ed. Ziya Yilmazer (istanbul, 2015), p. 529.
6 Topkapi Palace Library, Y. 3966; Topkapi Sarayi Mizesi KutOphanesi Tirkge Yazmalar Katalogu, ed. Fehmi Edhem

Karatay, vol. 2 (istanbul, 1961), p. 364.
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besides others on theological questions. 7 Many other mecmfias focus on particular issues from

mysticism to political and advice literature or poetry and grammar. Mecmfias were obviously

intended to preserve the material primarily for private use, but the anticipation of a broader

audience is not unlikely in many cases. Several extant ones are signed by the compilers. Mehmed

Esad's, like several others, implies an expectation of others' gazes. Cemal Kafadar introduced

the mecmfia of a seventeenth-century Istanbulite, Egrikapih Cildi Qelebi, which includes

passages from sixteenth-century history and geography works and anecdotal stories among other

things and was planned to assist gentlemen in social gatherings as stated in its introduction.8

Evliya Qelebi calls his work his mecmfia more than once. A mecmfia copied by Mustafa b. $erif

in 1734 has among its contents a review (takriz) written by one Osman Efendi for Grand Vizier

$ehid Ali Paga's mecmfia.9 Vasif knew Salih Efendi's mecmfia and its structure obviously thanks

to a kind of publicity it attained.

Kafadar recently proposed the "Age of (elebis" or the "Age of (7elebis and Mecmfias" as

a conceptualization for the broad disposition of the Ottoman seventeenth century which saw the

emergence of a number of famous, and other less known, erudite gelebis who brought a novel

emphasis on subjects outside theology and whose works largely had the character of

compilations.' 0 The following "Age of Libraries" that lasted about one and a half centuries was

in continuity with these features of the Age of Qelebis and thus appears basically as an

Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, Turkish Manuscripts 448; The Chester Beatty Library: A Catalogue of Turkish
Manuscripts and Miniatures, ed. V. Minorsky (Dublin, 1958) pp. 85-86.
8 Cemal Kafadar, "Sohbete elebi, elebiye Mecma..." in Hatice Aynur et. al (eds.), MecmOa: Osmanli Edebiyatinin
Kirkambari (istanbul, 2012), pp. 43-52.

Topkapi Palace Library, B. 396; Topkapi Sarayl MOzesi Ktuphanesi Tirkge Yazmalar Katalogu, ed. Fehmi Edhem
Karatay, vol. 2 (istanbul, 1961), p. 309.
10 Cemal Kafadar, "Osmanli Dunyasinda Kaynak Kullanimi Uzerine," Evliya Qelebi'nin Yazih Kaynaklan, 17-18
Haziran 2010. Yildiz Teknik Universitesi-TOrk Tarih Kurumu, Istanbul; Kafadar, ibid.
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amplification of it in the institutional framework, architectural shells and the advanced level of

public accessibility of libraries.

Jan Schmidt made the broad observation that Ottoman miscellaneous mecmaas basically

functioned as concise mini libraries that several individuals formed." Snjefana Buzov, on the

other hand, pointed to the strong likelihood that libraries in general, purpose-built, madrasa and

private, of the times served as important loci where texts and excerpts were found, studied and

copied by mecm a makers. 2 There is no doubt that the spread and growth of libraries

significantly facilitated the compilation of mecmfias. But the relationship between the two was

probably not unidirectional. Mecmfaas are studied today mostly as sources that reveal the range

and characteristics of individual reading tastes from Ottoman society. Although composed

primarily of selections, they have almost "authored" appearances, enhanced in many cases with

signatures, thematic stresses or defined organizations. A personal outlook or a "curated" quality

is present in most of the endowed book collections as well in the eighteenth century.

Employment of private library curators in several households, well reflects the purpose of

carefully controlling the growth of collections in houses. Collections in purpose-built libraries

have notable differences from each other even in terms of simple preponderances of subjects,

though mostly within a broader framework of an encyclopedic coverage. Subjects like medicine,

physics, mysticism and even theological fields, history and poetry have various, sometimes

surprising, shares in some libraries while emphases within sections and presence of rare items

caused further differences. During the stages of their formation in private hands and at the

moment of their opening to the public, collections reflected their founders' interests and

1 Jan Schmidt, "Bir TOr Olarak Osmanli Mecmualarinin Arti Degeri," in Hatice Aynur et. al (eds.), Mecm0a: Osmanli

Edebiyatinin Kirkambar (istanbul, 2012), p. 388.
1 Snjezana Buzov, "Osmanli'da Karisik Igerikli MecmOalar: Bir Bagka Argiv," in Hatice Aynur et. al (eds.), MecmOa:

Osmani Edebiyatinin Kirkambari (istanbul, 2012), p. 37.
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especially their ability to appreciate in the world of books. References to rare books are specially

formed series are frequent in texts related to libraries. Therefore, the mecmaa analogy used for

more than one endowed library carries significance greater than passing literary usage. One of

the arguments of the present thesis is that libraries memorialized in several edifices in this period

served as settings where the founders' intellectual personalities were constituted and then

exhibited in splendor. Their monumentality must have enhanced the attraction of the idea of

constituting an individual identity in matters of learning.

Libraries also stood as demonstrations of their founders' intellectual refinement with the

intention of answering a growing social demand for access to various books and for the facility

of copying them. In other words, libraries served as settings of a particular kind of "publication,"

the presentation of books to wide attention. Their rapid proliferation as urban monuments

manifests that they were expected to bring political credit to the founders and thus underlines an

important aspect of the operation of the quest for important public positions in the Ottoman

system in the eighteenth century. This resonates with Pierre Bourdieu's emphasis on the

connection between power and cultural competence and on the roles that the status derived from

learning plays in the stratification of societies. Ottoman library buildings, which spread as

private charities, can thus be viewed as a notable example of the operation of cultural capital.

They certainly contributed to the development among the Ottomans of the love for books as an

"art of life" associated with power and power holders, which is an important factor Bourdieu

underlines in the formation of "symbolic" capitals.' 3 Ottomans had their own bdzdr analogy for

the accumulation of knowledge and literary abilities and their presentation to others'

appreciation. That the analogy was used before the eighteenth century as well purports that

1 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production (Cambridge, 1993); Pierre Bourdieu, "Capital symbolique at

classes sociales," L'Arc 72 (1978): 13-19.
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libraries were perceived as assertive enterprises in this bdzdr. The group of secretary-statesmen

who had a prominent place in library foundations, exceeding ulema and rivaling sultans, was

always defined as a cultured class, as a stronghold of reading and writing since early in the

Islamic Middle Ages. But the criticisms directed toward conspicuous consumption as a vulgar

strategy of distinction and the large consensus on a library's value for social legitimacy point to

the imposition of the learning ideal on the propertied ignorant. The increase in the number of

knowledgeable secretaries and of madrasa graduates did not result in a banalization of this talent;

quite the opposite, it prepared a heyday for the scene of reading and writing.

However, the fact remains that in this heyday the printing press still had a very limited,

even discontinuous, presence in Muslim Ottomans' book culture. It seems that with their

dedication to copying, library spaces took the lead in the acceleration of book production in this

period and printing had a secondary role. This was a predominantly manuscript culture where

now ostentatious envelopes were built to house valuable manuscript assemblages. From this

angle, these libraries give the impression of "flamboyant medieval" institutions, as it were, of the

consumption of books. The most sophisticated public library movement developed in a

manuscript culture (perhaps with the remote exception of ancient Rome), eighteenth-century

Ottoman libraries occupy a peculiar place in world library history.

The growth of the Ottoman secretary class seems to have been a major factor of the

marked direction towards encyclopedic coverage in library collections and the emphasis on adab

fields as well as a factor behind the overall rise of the demand for books. Highly promoted in the

libraries, cultivation in adab, literary and rhetorical skills, moral discourses and history, and a

taste for calligraphy, which found a quasi-museal setting in the libraries, was defined long before

the Ottomans as a form of "adorning" the self, a practice memorably distinguished in the tenth
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century from "exalting" law and "useful" medicine. It is possible to think of this strong interest

in adab testified by the libraries as part of a more encompassing preoccupation with ornament in

eighteenth-century Istanbul. The ascendance and expansion of the market for luxury goods,

mainly imported porcelains, textiles and furnishing objects, was a conspicuous reality in the

Ottoman capital. The fountain built in 1746 in suburban Beykoz by the Manager of the Customs

Bureau ishak Aga, a collaborator of Mehterzade Ali Efendi in the rococo-embellished Hagia

Sophia Public Kitchen project, is a striking case of the tendency to monumentalize architectural

ornament in the free-standing fountains of the century with a unique form that resembles arcades

built in front of Ottoman mosques for centuries, but here with the absence of another edifice

behind (fig. C. 1). This interesting monument not only looks conceptually akin to the imaginary

pavilions made of rococo ornaments seen in several plates published in Europe in the early

eighteenth century, which helped the dissemination of this idiom (fig. C.2) but also implies a

reflection on the operation of architectural ornament and the possibility of its autonomy.

Dayezade Mustafa expressed his analysis of the ornamental facet in Selimiye's architecture in

the same years when this fountain was built. Ottomans had access to images of Palladian

architecture as well in the eighteenth century, 16 but they embraced rococo from among the

European idioms they knew, most probably partly because it well accorded with a heyday of

Ottoman sensitivity to and appetite for ornaments. Construction of the Atif Efendi Library which

14 See "Excursus" in the present study, footnote 41.
15 Vak'anOvis Subhi Mehmed Efendi: SubhF Tarihi, S6mi ve S6kir Tarihieri iHe Birlikte (inceleme ve Karyila tirmah
Metin), ed. Mesut Aydiner (Istanbul, 2007), p. 764.

The English Palladian architect James Gibbs's A Book of Architecture: Containing Designs of Buildings and

Ornaments (London, 1728), which was referred to in Chapter 1, and Giacomo Leoni's The Architecture of A.

Palladio (London, 1721) are found in the Topkapi Palace Treasury Library and registered at H. 2610 and H. 2611
respectively. See, GOI irepoglu, "Topkapi Sarayi Mtzesi Hazine KtOphanesindeki Batili Kaynaklar Ozerine
DU Unceler," Topkapi Sarayi Muzesi YIlik 1 (1986): 66-67. A copy of Palladio's own The Four Books on Architecture

in English was sent from the Palace Treasury Library to the library of the School of Engineering in Istanbul in 1804:

Kemal Beydilli, T~rk Bilim ve Matboacilik Tarihinde Muhendishdne: Muhendish6ne Matboasi ve Kitaph6nesi (1776-
1826) (istanbul, 1995), p. 280.
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Mtstakimzade celebrated as crucial in the establishment of the trend in 1742 was a few years

after the first adoption of rococo in Ottoman architecture and was simultaneous not only with the

building of the Fatih Library but also with a librarian candidate's exclamation of "passion/urge

for books," as noted in Chapter 1. Knowledge and intellectual competence served in this broad

conjuncture of an urge for ornament the purpose of ornamenting one's self in a particular way.

This was sometimes contrasted to and sometimes seen as complementary with corporeal

ornaments, and as a more venerable occupation. Frequent textile analogies for erudition and

eloquence support the impression that libraries were grand investments in ornament.

Adab study in the Islamic tradition was a combination of the investigation of the world

and of the human condition with an emphatic taste for the playfulness and virtuosity of language.

This correspondence between the visible rise of literature and history and the library-building

trend suggests a noteworthy parallel with the milieu that Jacob Burckhardt described in The

Civilization of the Renaissance. Burckhardt famously pointed to the power of humanism to

represent the individual and general human nature as the true source of the power of conception

in the Italian Renaissance than the rediscovery of antiquity and emphasized that it basically

resided in the lives and thoughts of contemporaries more than the ancient literary sources they

studied. 17 The adab sections in their libraries mark a peak of the sensibility towards and

accessibility of humanistic fields in the cultural scene of the Ottoman capital while the series of

independent library buildings fundamentally reflect a rivalry for advertising the founders'

sophistication. Burckhardt underlined the importance of the ideal of the "many-sided man,"

which most strongly drew humanists, statesmen and merchants to varied interests in the Italian

fifteenth century, notwithstanding the existence of men of encyclopedic knowledge in many

1 Jacob Burckhardt, The Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, transl. by S. G. C. Middlemore (London and New

York, 1990).
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countries in the earlier Middle Ages.' 8 Likewise, hezarfens in the Ottoman seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries and the encyclopedic contents of most of the libraries mark another era

when the celebration and pursuit of this Muslim and Christian medieval ideal was concentrated.

Not unlike the European dilettante, adibs as well pursued in verse and prose literatures not only

advice and political lessons but also an appreciation of form, lessons in rhetoric, and

entertainment through these skills and through encounters with the unusual. Eloquence,

beneficial to viziers, storytellers and all gentlemen, preserved its prime place among the stated

aims of adab in the eighteenth century. The Age of Libraries, with its reinforcement of the

polymathia ideal, its backing for individual compilations, which gave an important room for

playful-ornamental pursuits, and certainly not least, its competitive complexion best concretized

in the library buildings, calls to be seen as a Burckhardtian environment lived in Istanbul.

Consumption of books in general was no doubt easier in this period and more common

than in earlier centuries including the sixteenth century, which once used to be, in a now-archaic

historical interpretation, hailed as the Ottoman golden age. At the same time, libraries appear

among the crystallizations of broader Ottoman efforts to rival earlier Islamic achievements. They

had intellectual products that resemble Mamluk encyclopedism, which is a close precedent for

the Ottoman Age of Qelebis, had developed a Turkish poetry modeled after Arabic and Persian

literatures since the sixteenth century,1 9 and provided a long-term force for the study of theology

and law, which generally retained a primary place in libraries as well. The library movement

constituted a profound engagement with the Islamic corpus and facilitated its study. The

collections contain abundant works by pre-Ottoman authors in every subject. This overarching

18 Ibid., pp. 101-102.
19 Walter G. Andrews and Mehmet Kalpakli, The Age of Beloveds: Love and Beloved in Early-Modern Ottoman and
European Culture and Society (Durham, 2005).
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weight of the Islamic corpus could also be accompanied by an explicit reference to earlier Islam,

to the Abbasid era as an overall milieu to be recovered in the poem that commemorated Mustafa

Pasa's llmdbdd. However, eighteenth-century libraries not only point to a leap in the

development of Ottoman learning, but also have an original place in Islamic history especially

with the scale of publicity it brought to bookish culture and the remarkable attention with which

these public rooms were treated as an object of architecture.

Masonry manifestations of the competition around books, Ottoman library buildings were

designed in a surprisingly wide range of architectural formulas. Nearly ten distinct plan solutions

were employed in about forty extant or demolished libraries in and outside Istanbul virtually all

of which originated in the capital. Some plans were never repeated, even if they had first

appeared in a famous library. Others, when they were taken as the model of later projects, were

usually applied with some modifications - either in site planning or in proportions of the

building or with certain additions - and such successive examples were often built with long

time intervals between. Consequently, libraries stand as one of the least standardized building

types in the history of Ottoman architecture in terms of plans and volumes. In this, they far

surpass even free-standing fountains thanks to their higher number and spatial complexities, in a

century when the taste for the novel and surprising was more manifest in details and decoration

in other building types, including mosques. If the concentration of the building craft's power of

creativity and originality reflects a prestige for the building type, the diversity of library

buildings denotes a status at a high register. There is also no sub-period when any tendency

towards standardization is observed in one and a half century of this library architecture, which

indicates that an experimentalism due basically to the novelty of the function had but a limited

role behind this variety. An important factor behind it might be individualistic tendencies of the
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founders, since development of Ottoman libraries in independent buildings prepared a fruitful

plane for particular accents, visual and spatial, in the competition around books.

One of the questions of the present study was whether there was a "library architecture

paradigm" operative in the Ottomans' minds within this visual diversity. The answer proposed

here is that Ottoman conceptions of library space revolved around two concurrent and highly

effective pillars. First, libraries could be designed recognizably close to mosques in their plans,

site plans and decorations throughout the period. This easier observation was corroborated

during the research for the present thesis with the surprising BaytulMamur/Kaba analogy

verbally expressed in a range of written sources about some libraries that went hand in hand with

book depositories in cubic shapes placed at the center of reading rooms. This trend of

building/seeing a graphic illustration of the holy sanctuary demands to be seen as an architectural

symbolism of high import, it reflects the extent of the Ottoman inclination to perceive library

space akin to sanctuaries and library experience as exalting.

The second pillar of the Ottomans' library building conception was small retreat pavilions

and kiosks. Some indoor pavilions for reading and/or the storage of books evidently built in the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and called kd5ks, may be called Ottoman "ur-libraries"

architecturally. The smaller portable bookcases made in architectural forms in the same period

and the indoor pavilions that also resembled architectural models paved the way for a

determining presence of the "model paradigm" in the designs of the public libraries of the

eighteenth century. Fragments of some known buildings could be copied in new projects, often

near a library context, and later in the period, plans and contours of the entirety of older

buildings, some discernable Ottoman or non-Ottoman edifices or generic types, were reproduced

as masonry library halls, which essentially look like architectural models. This is another original
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aspect of the Ottomans' management of library architecture. In fact, it is possible to evaluate

these interesting engagements with the architecture of the past, together with the taste for

quotations exemplified in other building types too, basically as playful gestures from the same

nature with and correlated to the enjoyment of plays and surprises in adab works. The important

place of architectural models in public festivals in the middle of various visual and verbal

entertainments and sensory sources of pleasure, during their kinship with the ur- and then public

library structures supports the impression that they were commonly associated with the lu'biydt,

the playful modality. Meanwhile, cognizance of architecture secured a large niche in adibs'

enjoyments and interests in this century as the series of written traces introduced in the present

study, typically concentrated around members of the secretary class, indicate.

Masonry wings of mansions frequently housed books while small garden pavilions of the

palatial architecture, the quintessential kd5ks, could likewise be allocated to books and served as

the examples of a series of libraries. Pavilion structures, indoor cabinets and most of all the

group of libraries built adjacent to mosques and visually underlined thus the quality of being

little reveal a sustained focus on the charm of the small in the Ottoman library tradition. This, in

turn, manifests a common phenomenological association of library space with inward retreat and

personal ceremony, apparently a main dynamic of the library architecture conception.

The sanctuary paradigm and the pavilion paradigm in Ottoman library architecture seem

to correspond to two aims of reading, elevation of the spirit and personal leisure retreats.

Alternatively, at the risk of simplification, they can be seen as corresponding to the religious

sciences in the collections which have sublime purposes and the adab sections with their worldly

and playful promises. But of course the visual marker of the BaytulMamur analogy was no other

than one version, or product, of the indoor cabinet tradition; it was in effect a Kaba model.
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Moreover, many libraries from the Ahmed III and the Hekimoglu onwards were actually

designed with combinations of the pavilion-model morphology and the BaytulMamur-mosque

semblance. Similar to the coexistence of the two main clusters of pursuits through books, the

truth of the Ottoman library architecture paradigm practically "oscillated" between its two

pillars.

There is little doubt that the progress of libraries as a building type in Western Europe in

the earlier centuries formed one layer of inspiration for the Ottomans' introduction and embrace

of the type. But the western inspiration was clearly far surpassed by the local intellectual, social

and architectural dynamics of the Ottoman seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. The libraries'

epoch was a period of attempt for advancement predominantly with the help of the cultural

storehouse of Islamdom coupled with an admiration for the West. It can be assumed that the true

European inspiration that echoed in Ottoman libraries and contributed to the Ottomans'

motivation was the broader phenomenon of Western advance in the systematicity of publication,

circulation, and accessibility of books, since an architecture for books was basically an advance

in responses to these needs.

Etienne Louis Boullde wrote, "If there is one project that should please the Architect and

at the same time, fire his genius, it is a Public Library,"20 in his treatise-memoirs in 1785.

Deriving from an old sensitivity for comprehensiveness developed around catalogues,

bibliographies and collecting practices,2 1 he also wrote in the same pages, "The building that is

2 Etienne Louis Bou lee, Memoire sur les moyens de procurer a la bibliotheque du Roi les avantages que ce
monument exigue (Paris, 1785), translated as "Memorandum," in Helen Rosenau, Boulde and Visionary

Architecture (London, 1976), pp. 103-104.
Roger Chartier, The Order of Books: Readers, Authors and Libraries in Europe Between the Fourteenth and

Eighteenth Centuries, translated by Lydia G. Cochrane (Stanford, 1994).
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most precious to a Nation is undoubtedly one which houses all acquired knowledge." 22 A

salvaging agenda embedded in a program of comprehensiveness was certainly a point at which

the Ottoman library movement most closely converged with its Western counterpart. This was an

explicit reason for the commemoration of the Ragib Papa Library, as mentioned in Chapter 4, but

evident in the K6pratlt and many later libraries. Ottoman libraries served as outstanding centers

of preservation of Islamic patrimony with their great numbers of rare and antique items and have

also been prime centers of inquiry for modern students of various aspects of the history of the

Middle East. The library built by Esad Efendi, the son of an Istanbul booksellers' guild master,

the state chronicler (from 1825 on) and the initial director of the first Ottoman state newspaper

(1831), between 1846-48 near Hagia Sophia housed in its collection one of the oldest extant

copies of Rumi's divan 23 and the thirteenth-century Baghdad copy of the tenth-century

Encyclopedia of the Brethren of Purity (Rasa'il Ikhwan as-Safa), which is famous today for the

frontispiece that depicts its authors,24 (fig. C.3) among several other centuries-old volumes and

alongside more than 300 history books and more than 300 miscellaneous mecmaas, a number far

above the mecmfias in other libraries. With its Tuscan Doric columns and the tympanum

windows of its dome (fig. C.4), this notably rich site of history and memory that Esad Efendi

built is in the same idiom with the Ottoman architect Stefan Kalfa's new Sublime Porte blocks

(1844) and the State Archive Building that was built by the Swiss architect Gaspare Fossati

during the same period as the library.

The demand for libraries from below was largely an Istanbul trend. Nearly all the

libraries built in the provinces before the end of the eighteenth century were investments of

Boullee, ibid., pp. 104-105.
23 The Sileymaniye Library, Istanbul, Esad Efendi 2693.
24 The SOleymaniye Library, Istanbul, Esad Efendi 3638.
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figures in the central elite in a town where they had a certain kind of personal attachment,

whereas after the turn of the century local notable families extended the fashion much further.

The patronage pattern behind the library architecture sponsored by the provincial notables

remains outside the scope of the present study. But it is remarkable that while these two

dynamics brought library buildings to several small towns as well as larger ones like Kayseri,

Manisa and Sarajevo, there is a conspicuous absence of purpose-built libraries in many other

important Ottoman towns. This high concentration of library buildings in Istanbul during the

eighteenth century is due largely to the exceptional scale and complexity of its metropolitan

society but is also no doubt related to the political returns of casting architecture for libraries.

There is a relative decline of library construction in Istanbul in the early nineteenth

century. Sultan Selim III did not build a library in his name, but commissioned in 1802 an

interesting architectural modification in the madrasa located in his father Mustafa III's mosque

complex, the Laleli, with which a large book depository was built adjacent to the lecture room to

house a collection endowed from the royal treasury. The "study space" (miitalad mahalli)

mentioned in the sultanic decree with which the library was founded25 must be none other than

the lecture room. The standard Quranic verse placed in libraries is seen above its door in the

section drawing made in the documentation of this madrasa-library by the Committee of Historic

Preservation before its complete demolition following the 1917 fire that damaged its environs

but the edifice and the book collection survived (figs. C.5-C.6). This case is obviously not among

the assertive architectural formulas Ottomans applied in libraries. Mahmud II did not found a

library in the capital either, instead he made a book endowment to the library built in Nicosia in

1829 by the governor of Cyprus adjacent to the apse/mihrab wall of the converted Venetian

25 BOA [Prime Ministry Ottoman Archives, Istanbul], HAT 1485/41 (26 ZilkAde 1217 [1802]).
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cathedral, the Selimiye Mosque, in order also to centralize the older waqf book collections placed

in different institutions in the town.26 On the other hand, in the 1820s two new library structures

were built in Istanbul. One of them is the addition made by Halet Efendi in 1820 to the Mawlawi

Lodge at the northern outskirt of Galata and is architecturally reminiscent of the Hekimoglu

Library of the earlier century with its loggia arcade and its main room in the upper storey of the

structure and its place next to the compound's entrance (figs. C.7-C.8). The other is found in the

dervish lodge rebuilt by a Halveti shaykh, Mehmed Abdflrresid Efendi who was known as Kili9k

Efendi, in 1825 near the southwestern portion of the city walls. With the elliptic plan of its ritual

hall and the plasticity of its screen wall on the street side both the ground and cornice of which

are undulating lines, this ensemble is generally evaluated as an important example of the

Ottoman application of the Baroque. 27 This undulating faqade may really be a second echo of

Borromini's San Carlo alla Quattro Fontane in Ottoman architecture after the plan of its interior,

though not the faqade, was applied in the Nuruosmaniye Library.28 The library in the Kti09k

Efendi Complex is a simple rectangular room with a vestibule, but located right behind the street

fagade and on its central axis, adjacent to the ritual hall. It thus fills the space between the two,

accommodates the two axes and becomes a main constituent of the ensemble's plan (figs. C.9-

C. 10). The architecture in these two cases highlights the prestige of libraries and the Ottomans'

attraction to them while their presence in sufi lodges indicates an important level of accessibility

given the weight of religious confraternities as socialization forums. But the first half of the

nineteenth century lagged behind the eighteenth century in the appearance of new library halls

21 ismet Parmaksizoglu, Kibris Sultan ikinci Mahmut KUtuphanesi (Ankara, 1964).
27 Aptullah Kuran, "TOrk Barok Mimarisinde Bati Anlaminda Bir Teebb0s: KUO k Efendi Manzumesi" Belleten 27
(1963): 467-76; Godfrey Goodwin, A History of Ottoman Architecture (London, 1971), pp. 414-416.
28 The Arif Hikmet Efendi Sabil in Oskudar (1858) features the same undulating line as its faeade profile.
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and Esad Efendi's monument not only brought a library back to the city center but also denoted

the end of the Age of Libraries in the structure of learning in Istanbul.

The slowing down in the early nineteenth century and more the fact that the Tanzimat

showed surprisingly little interest in promoting libraries and cultivating architecture for them

pose significant questions. It can be assumed, first, that the demand for libraries in the capital

approached saturation in the late eighteenth century. But it would be an important failure to

forget the new framework shaped by the apparent end of the Ottoman economic growth in the

1770s and the decisive defeat against Russia in 1774, which produced disastrous financial and

political results from which the Ottomans never truly recovered. These two conventionally

underlined cornerstones of late Ottoman history remind us that the general prosperity in the

Ottoman center and the capabilities of the elites to make cultural investments in particular were

henceforth in worse constraints.

More interesting, however, is the impression that the relationship between the

acceleration of printing activity in the second quarter of the nineteenth century and the decline of

the library movement was more than indirect. Not only numerous histories, a genre which

already had a large share among the books printed earlier since Miteferrika, but also several

divans and collected prose writings, often old texts rather than contemporary and hitherto

"published" only in libraries, were printed in Istanbul (supplemented by Turkish and Arabic

books printed in Bulaq in Egypt, which also easily circulated in Istanbul) from the 1830s

onward. This was the time when works of literature, and suddenly many of them, entered the

scope of printing. Religious and moral treatises began to proliferate in print in the same decade
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and soon were joined by folk stories. More scientific texts than before followed.29 From this true

print revolution in Ottoman history, the need felt for libraries to access books in various fields

and genres diminished. This coincidence of the turning point in the effectiveness of the printing

press with the end of the library trend strengthens the point asserted above that a first-order

function of the eighteenth-century Ottoman libraries, a basic rationale of this manuscript library

regime, was to serve as media of publication. The unusual scale of the publication agenda is a

major aspect of the historical originality of this regime.

A major dimension of nineteenth-century Ottoman reforms was education. The series of

new schools established for all levels of education, funded and run by the centralizing state,

constituted a new sphere, which had significant impacts. Besides new schools of medicine,

public administration and law, primary schools and a wave of secondary schools were founded in

the capital and the provinces especially from the third quarter of the nineteenth century on where

Western methods and curricula were given major roles. 30 But the Tanzimat, instead of bringing a

new dynamism to library architecture, spent incomparably less energy on public libraries than on

modern schools. Milnif Pasa's project of founding a National Library (Millet Kiitiibhdnesi) in an

imposing building in Istanbul in 1871 did not materialize. 31 The Ottoman General Library

(Katiibhdne-i Umfimi-i Osmdni; today Beyazit State Library) was opened during the reign of

Abdilhamid II in 1884, but the space allocated for this institution was the early-sixteenth-century

public kitchen building of the Bayezid II Complex. The law that decreed the collection of all

29 For the printing activities and publications of this period see, Alpay Kabacali, Balangiclndan GunOmOze

Trkiye'de Matbaa, Basin ve Yayin (Istanbul, 2000); Jale Baysal, MOteferrika'dan Birinci Megrutiyet'e Kadar Osmanli
Turklerinin Bastiklan Kitaplar, 1729-1875 (istanbul, 2010); Johann Strauss, "Who Read What in the Ottoman

Empire (19th-20th Centuries)" Middle Eastern Literatures 1-1 (January, 2003): 39-76; Johann Strauss, The Egyptian

Connection in 19th Century Ottoman Intellectual History (Beirut, 2000), pp. 33-48.
3 See, SeIguk Akgin Somel, The Modernization of Public Education in the Ottoman Empire 1839-1908, Islamization,
Autocracy, and Discipline (Leiden, Boston, 2001).
31 See, MUjg~n Cunbur, "MLnif Paga L~yihasi ve Degerlendirilmesi" Ankara Oniversitesi D.T.C. Tarih Aragtirmalan
Dergisi 11/2-3 (1964): 223-231.
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material printed in the country in this library and the other two national libraries in Ankara and

Izmir passed only in 1934. The scarcity of libraries despite the generally strong attention paid to

education from Mahmud II and the Tanzimat reforms onwards highlights another facet of the

nature of the pre-Tanzimat libraries. The new schooling system apparently contributed to the

eclipse of the library trend, because the waqf libraries hitherto vigorously fulfilled a particular

form of educational function for the elite cadres, as schools of autodidact learning. The

autodidactic method had important shares in Ottoman learning certainly before and after the

libraries' period as well, but the libraries mark an era when this method probably held a more

profound role in the Ottomans' cultural world. The rise of libraries not only implies an expansion

of the autodidactic method but also strongly points to a transformation in its basic structure

where solitary and individual learning now secured considerable territory besides the older and

conventional culture of social gatherings. Madrasas and nineteenth-century schools alike had

largely task-oriented curricular systems. The Age of Libraries opened a wide room for pursuits

of enjoyment in learning and for personal paths as an epochal quality.
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APPENDIX: Map showing the libraries built in Istanbul between the 1670s and 1850
The ground map is from A. L Meling's Voyage pittoresque de Constantinople et des rives du Bosphore (Paris, 1819)
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Fig. 1.1 One of the book niches in the Atik Valide Mosque, Oskidar (1583).
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Fig. 1.2 Library section of the Eyne Bey Madrasa, Bursa (before 1402).
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Fig. 1.3 Library room of the (oban Mustafa Papa Complex, Gebze (1524).
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Fig. 1.4 Library room of the oban Mustafa Pasa Complex.
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Fig. 1.5 K6prOlO Library, Istanbul (before 1676) (from Soysal, Thrk KiitOphaneciligi).
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Fig. 1.6 Feyzullah Efendi Madrasa, Istanbul (1700).
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Fig. 1.7. Plan of the Feyzullah Efendi Madrasa (from Ku ban, Ottomaon Architecture).
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Fig. 1.8 Interior of the Feyzulah Efendi Library; five of the six niches on the walls.
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Fig. 1.9 Feyzullah Efendi Madrasa from the exterior. The volume on the right is the library, the one on
the left is the lecture hall. The lower section of the walls of the library have the niches inside.
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Fig. 1.11 Portico of the Yeni Cami (completed in 1663).
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Fig. 1.12 Birdhouse on a wall of the Gdlnu5 Valide Sultan (Yeni Valide) Mosque, Oskidar (1711).
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Fig. 1.13 Inscription of the Feyzullah Efendi Library.

Fig. 1.14 Amcazade Htseyin Papa Madrasa, Istanbul (1700). The library is the taller structure on the

right.
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Fig. 1.15 Library at the Amcazadle Hiiseyin Pa~a Madrasa (from Soysal, T~rk Kt~phanecilliji).

Il

Fig. 1.16 Street fa ade of the orlulu All Papa madrasa and tekke complex, Istanbul (1709).
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Fig. 1.17 Library room of the Qorlulu All Pa~a Madrasa (from Soysal, T~rk Kutuphonecili~i).

Fig. 1.18 Library room of the Ahmediye Madrasa, Jsktdar (1722).
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Fig. 1.19 Lecture room and the library room of the Damad ibrahim Papa Madrasa, Istanbul (1720). The

minaret was later added to the lecture room when it began to function also as a mosque. (from Soysal,

Turk Ktuphaneciligi).
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Fig. 1.20 Library room of the Damad ibrahim Pasa Madrasa.

Fig. 1.21 Interior of the serif Haull Papa Mosque in Shumen (1744).
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Fig. 1.22 Mihrab niche in portico of the 5erif Haul Pa~a Mosque.
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Fig. 1.23 Entrance to the serif Halil Papa Mosque.
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Fig. 1.24 Garden ornaments in James Gibbs's A Book of Architecture: Containing Designs of Buildings and

Ornaments; plate 87.
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Fig. 1.25 Library in the serif Halil Paga Complex in Shumen (1744).
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Fig. 1.26 Plan of the serif Halil Papa Complex in Shumen. The library is numbered 4, the mosque 1,
student rooms of the madrasa 5 (from Kuban, Ottoman Architecture).
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Fig. 1.27 View of the library from the courtyard of the madrasa in the serif Hauil Pa~a Complex.
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Fig. 1.28 Hekimoglu Ali Papa Complex, Istanbul (completed in 1734). The library (1733) is on the right.
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Fig. 1.29 Hekimoglu Ali Paga Library (1733).
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Fig. 1.30 Hekimoglu Ali Papa Library.
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Fig. 1.31 Birdhouse on the fa ade of the Hekimoglu All Paga Library

Fig. 1.32 Inscription on the southern gate of the Hekimoglu Ali Paga's palace-and-mosque compound.
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Fig. 1.33 Imperial Gate of the Topkapi Palace in Thomas Allom's engraving (1840s).

Fig. 1.34 Hekimoglu All Paga Library (from Goodwin, A History of Ottoman Architecture).
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Fig. 1.35 Ali Qapu Palace, Isfahan.

Fig. 1.36 Lecture and hadith recitation room and the entrance to the Hagia Sophia Library (1739).

Fig. 1.37 Arcade between the nave and the aisle in Hagia Sophia.
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Fig. 1.38 Section of the Hagia Sophia Library (the restorator architect Canan izgi's drawing).
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LAL

Fig. 1.39 The sultan's pavilion in the Davud Papa Palace, near Istanbul (1596) (from Eldem, Kogsk/er ye
Kas irlar).

Fig. 1.40 Inscription on the drum of the dome of the Hagia Sophia Library (The Quran, XXXV/29-35).
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Fig. 1.41 Librarians' houses at the Atif Efendi Library (1742).
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Fig. 1.42 Atif Efendi Library (from Rdlave, Istanbul Deviet Guzel Sanatlar Akademisi, vol. 1).
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Fig. 1.43 Inscription above the depository of the Atif Efendi Library (The Quran, XII/64).
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Fig. 1.44 Entrance to the study hall of the Atif Efendi Library.
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ATIF EFECi KUTUPHANESi

Fig. 1.45 Plan and section of the Atif Efendi Library (from Rd/dve, Istanbul Deviet Gbzel Sanatlar
Akademisi, v. 1).
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Fig. 1.46 Interior of the Atif Efendi Library.
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Fig. 1.47 An alcove in the Trinity College Library (completed in 1695).
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Fig. 1.48 Sultaniye Kiosk (1580s) (from Eldem, Tbrk Bahge/erl).
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Fig. 1.49 Tiled Kiosk of the Begiktag Palace, Istanbul (1679) (from Eldem, Koaskler ye Kasirlar).
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Fig. 2.1 Portrait of the sixteenth-century scholar Kemalpagazade, in Asik elebi's Me6ir' -Suar6.
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Fig. 2.2 Stone room in Istanbul, early 18th century (from Eldem, Turk Evi).
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Fig. 2.3 Stone room in Istanbul, early 18th century. (from Eldem, TUrk Evi).
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Fig. 2.4 Stone room in Istanbul, late 18th century. (from Eldem, TOrk Evi).
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Fig. 2.5 5ehid All Papa Library at Yerebatan (before 1715) (Istanbul Committee of Historic

Preservation Archive, file no: 0724).
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Fig. 2.6 5ehid Ali Papa Library at Yerebatan (Istanbul Committee of Historic Preservation Archive, file
no: 0724).
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Fig. 2.7 Sehid All Papa Library at Yerebatan, plan of the main hall (Istanbul Committee of Historic
Preservation Archive, file no: 0724).
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Fig. 2.8 >ehid All Papa Library at Yerebatan, the main hall (Istanbul Committee of Historic

Preservation Archive, file no: 0724).
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Fig. 2.9 5ehid All Papa Library at Yerebatan, entrance to the main hall (Istanbul Committee of Historic

Preservation Archive, file no: 0724).
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Fig. 2.11 Ceramic tiles and a niche inside the 5ehid Ali Papa Library at Vefa.
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Fig. 2.12 Arcade inside the 5ehid Ali Papa Library at Vefa.
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Fig. 2.13 Detail of the arcade in the 5ehid Ali Papa Library.
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Fig. 2.14 Staircase added to the north of the 5ehid All Paga Library at Vefa (from Soysal, TOrk
Kutuphanecilili).
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Fig. 2.15 A~ir Efendi Library, Istanbul (before 1741).
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Fig. 2.16 Interior of the Abdulhamit I Library, Istanbul (1780) (from d'Ohsson, Tableau general de
l'empire ottoman).

Fig. 2.17 Pertev Papa Library, OskOdar (1836).
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Fig. 2.18 Sections of the halls of the Inner Treasury (From Eldem and Akozan, Topkczpi Soray: Bir

Mimori Ara tirmo).
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Fig. 2.19 Sultan Murad Ill in his private library (from Cennabi's Cevdhir el-Gardib).
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Fig. 20 Sections on the divanhdne and the library in the register of renovations made in the palace of

Fatma Sultan in 1694. The left column is the library's, and the cami, kodk is at the bottom left. (BOA,
KK 7120, f. 3).
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Fig. 2.21 Sultan Ahmed Ill Library (1719).
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Fig. 2.22 Interior of the Ahmed III Library (from Kuban, Ottoman Architecture).
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Fig. 2.23 Plan of the Sultan Ahmed Ill Library (from S. H. Eldem, Kdokler ve Kasirlr).
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Fig. 2.24 Section of the Sultan Ahmed ill Library (from S. H. Eldem, Koskler ve Kasirlar).
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Fig. 2.25 Places of the feet of the original book depository in the Ahmed Ill Library (from the
restoration report).
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Fig. 2.26 Places of two feet of the orginal book depository in the Ahmed III Library (from the

restoration report).

Fig. 2.27 Places of the two feet of the original book depository (from the restoration report).
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Fig. 2.29 View of the Bostancilar Library from the outside, documented in 1936 (Istanbul Committee

of Historic Preservation Archive, file: 0309).
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Fig. 2.30 Bostancilar Library, details from the interior, in 1936 (Istanbul Committee of Historic

Preservation Archive, file no: 0309).
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Fig. 3.1 Book depository inside the Hekimoglu Ali Papa Library (1733).
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Fig. 3.2 Plan of the Hekimoglu All Papa Library (Mimar Sinan University Department of Architecture

Archive; from Soysal, Turk Kutuphanecilii).
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Fig. 3.3 Ornaments painted on wood on the bottom surface of the book cabinet in the Hekimoglu All
Paga Library.
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Fig. 3.4 The door of the cabinet in the Hekimoglu Library.
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Fig. 3.5 Plan of the cabinet (Mimar Sinan University Department of Architecture Archive; from Soysal,
Tark Ktuphanecili'i).
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Fig. 3.6 A mahfaza from the second half of the 16th century (Istanbul Museum of Turkish and Islamic
Arts).
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Fig. 3.7 A mohfaza from the eighteenth century (Istanbul Museum of Turkish and Islamic Arts).
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Fig. 3.8 Inscription of the chronogram of the Damad Ibrahim Pasha Library (1720), composed by Ahmed
'3lmi.
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Fig. 3.9 Plan of the Fatih Library, Istanbul (1742) (from Beh et Onsal, "Tork Vakfi Istanbul
Kutiphanelerinin Mim~ri Ybntemi").
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Fig. 3.10 Interior of the Fatih Library (1742).
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Fig 3 11 Interior of the Rgib Pasha Library (1763) (from d'Ohsson, Tableau general de l'empire
ottoman).

Fig. 3.12 R~gib Pasha Library, during the current restoration.
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Fig. 3.13 Yeni Cami Library (1725), next to Hatice Turhan Sultan's mausoleum.

Fig. 3.14 Plan of the Murad Molla Library in Istanbul (1775) (from Muzaffer Gbkman, Murat Mo/Ia).
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Fig. 3.15 Plan of the Necip Papa Library in Tire (1826) (from Soysal, TOrk KOtOphaneciligi).
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Fig. 3.16 Inscription of the chronogram of the Necip Papa Library, composed by Mehmed ZOhdi.
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Fig. 3.17 Tile panel showing the Kaba and the Haram Mosque, not dated (Istanbul Museum of Turkish

and Islamic Arts).
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Fig. 3.18 Tile panel showigteKbln-ec nteHkiol l ah irr 13)
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Fig. E.1 The library scene in Maqamat al-Harir.
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Fig. 4.1 Fatih Library (1742).
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Fig. 4.2 Fatih Library.
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Fig. 4.3 Fatih Library.
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Fig. 4.4 South Church (parekklesion) of the Pammakaristos Monastery, Istanbul (1305).
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Fig. 4.5 Hadith lecture room inside the Fatih Mosque next to the entrance to the library.
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Fig. 4.6 Column capital in the Fatih Library.
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Fig. 4.7 A bookbinder and bookseller's shop in a miniature of a Shiraz manuscript produced circa 1580
(from Lile Ulu , Turkman Governors, Shiraz Artisans and Ottoman Collectors).
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Fig. 4.8 The wooden depository in the Hagia Sophia Library (1740).
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Fig. 4.9 Inside the wooden depository of the Hagia Sophia Library.
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Fig. 4.10 A fifteenth-century sutra repository in Otsu, Japan (from James W. P. Campbell, The Library: A
World History).
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Fig. 4.11 Khora Monastery Istanbul (1321).
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Fig. 4.12 Plan of the churches of the Pammakaristos Monastery, Istanbul.



Fig. 4.13 Detail of the gate of the Hagia Sophia Public Kitchen (1743).

Fig. 4.14 Entrance to the library in the Begir Aga Mosque, Istanbul, 1745.
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Fig. 4.15 Begir Aga Library.
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Fig. 4.16 Veliydddin Efendi Library, Istanbul (1768).
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Fig. 4.17 Interior of the VeliyOddin Efendi Library.
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Fig. 4. 18 The Bayezid Mosque and the Veliydddin Efendi Library seen from the Bayezid Square.
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Fig. 4.19 Yusuf Aga Library in Konya (1795).
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Fig. 4.20 RApid Efendi Library in Kayseri (1796).
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Fig. 4.21 Kapanoglu Library in Izmir (1835).
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Fig. 4.22 The masjid in the courtyard of the fifteenth-century Koza Han in Bursa.

Fig. 4.23 The Musellim Mosque Library, Antalya (c. 1810).
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Fig. 4.24 Karaosmanoglu Haci Eyip Aga Library in Manisa (1832).
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Fig. 4.25 Plan of the Nuruosmaniye Complex in Istanbul (1755). The I brary is numbered 4 (from Kuban,
Ottomaon Architecture).
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Fig. 4.26 View of the Nuruosmaniye Library (1755) from the Street. The structure at the fore is the

mausoleum.
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Fig. 4.27 The north entrance of the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.28 The south entrance of the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.29 Interior of the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.30 Plan of the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.31 Inscription above the entrance to the depository in the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.32 Francesco Borromini, plan of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane in Rome (1641).
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Fig. 4.33 View of the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.34 The vaults of the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.35 The ambulatory arcade in the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.36 Detail of the arcade in the Nuruosmaniye Library.
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Fig. 4.37 Mario Botta, section model of San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane exhibited in Lugano (1999-2003).

Fig. 4.38 5ehdi Osman Efendi Library (1760) and the Hnkar Mosque in Sarajevo.
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Fig. 4.39 Model of the Suleymaniye in the 1582 Festival, in the SOrndme-i HumdyOn.
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Fig. 4.40 Levni, detail of the scene of nahils and cardboard kiosk models in the 1720 Festival, in Srn6me-
/ Vehbi.
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Fig 4.41 Birdhouse on a wall of the Ayazma Mosque, Uskddar (1760). Is the wing on the left birds'
library?
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Fig. 4.42 Design for a cake in the shape of a Chinese pavilion, published in 1815 (from Mosser, "Paradox
in the Garden...").
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Fig. 4.43 Selimiye, Edirne (1574).
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Fig. 4.44 Plan of the ensemble of the Rgib Papa Library (plan drawing of the IM Mimarlik restoration

office).
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Fig. 4.45 View of the primary school and the library.
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Fig. 4.46 Tiles and the inscription band inside the Rgib Papa Library (from Soysal, TOrk Kutbphaneciligi).
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Fig. 4.47 Dutch tiles in the Rgib Papa Library.
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Fig. 4.48 Wooden pendant in the Rjgib Papa Library (from Nermin Kirdar Kalyoncu, "...Ahgap Avizeler").

Fig. 4.49 Wooden pendant in the Rgib Paga Library (from Nermin Kirdar Kalyoncu, "...Ahsap Avizeler").
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Fig. 4.50 Haci Selim Aga Library (1782), the portico.

Fig. 4.51 View of the arch that separates the book depository inside the Hac Selim Aga Library.
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Fig. 4.52 View of the mausoleum from inside the 5emsi Papa Mosque (1580).

Fig. 4.53 The Persian couplet above the entrance of the main hall of the Ragib Papa Library.
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Fig. 5.1 Preface and the first pages of a catalogue of the Hagia Sophia Library (SOleymaniye: Yazma
Fihrist 25, ff., la-ib).
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Fig. 5.2 Muraqqa page (Hamidiye Murakka 37, f. 7).
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Fig. 5.3 Muraqqa page (Hamidiye Murakka 37, f. 9).
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Fig. C.1 ishak Aga Fountain at Beykoz (1746).
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Fig. C.2 Cabinet shutters in the Selim Ill Prayer Room in the Topkapi Palace (1790s) which feature forms

apparently taken from European rococo prints that show imaginary structures (from Irez, "Topkapi

Sarayi Harem BblimOndeki Rokoko SOslemenin Batili Kaynaklari").
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Fig. C.3 Frontispiece of the Rasa ii Ikhwan as-Safo in the thirteenth-century copy at Esad Efendi 3638.
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Fig. C.4 The exterior and the interior of the Esad Efendi Library (Istanbul; completed in 1848) in 1940.
(Istanbul Committee of Historic Preservation Archive, file no: 13588) The library was evacuated and the

collection was transported to the Suleymaniye Library in 1914.
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Fig. C.5 Section drawing of the Laleli Madrasa looking towards the lecture room-cum-library and the
Quranic verse shown above its door and the book depository built in 1802 on the right.
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Fig. C.6 Section of the Laleli Madrasa through the lecture room. The depository and the doorway opened

from the hall to it are seen at the background.
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Fig. C.7 H5Iet Efendi Library (Istanbul; 1825) as seen from the street.
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Fig. C.8 Halet Efendi Library, from the courtyard.
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Fig. C.9 Fa ade of the KOtOk Efendi Dervish Lodge, Istanbul (1825). The entrance to its library is seen at

the back.
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Fig. C.10 Plan of the Ku Ok Efendi Dervish Lodge (from Goodwin, A History of Ottoman Architecture).
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